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Terms and transliteration

Transliteration of technical terms

Tamil terms are transliterated according to the usage of the Tamil 
Lexicon, they stand in brackets after the English word. Sanskrit terms are 
marked with ‘Skt.’. Tamil and Sanskrit words in the plural are left in the 
singular (following the Tamil convention), but, where the absence of a 
plural marker can cause ambiguity, I have added the English plural ‘s’.

Names of deities

There are many ways in which the name of a Tamil god or goddess can 
be spelled, even if there is only one way, according to the dictionary. It 
lies in the nature of this study to accept a deity's name as it is conceived 
of by the villagers; thus they spell Karuppar instead of Kamppar, 
Karuppanacami instead of Kamppannacami. Whenever I found the name 
of a deity actually written down, I followed its spelling. For the sake of 
clarity, however, I have always used the same form of a deity's name 
where there was no written record, following the most common usage of 
its spelling. The names of some Tamil gods or castes can end either in ‘~ 
n’ or ‘-r’; ‘-r’ is usually considered the more polite form. Here, again, I 
have followed the local usage.

A problem arises with regard to deities who have equivalent Sanskrit 
names. Consistency would demand Tamil spelling throughout; Siva is 
Civan in Tamilnadu, Virabhadra is VIrapattiran or Virapatran, etc. On the 
one hand, the names of the most illustrious of the Hindu gods are by now 
so familiar to even persons who do not have a specialized Hindu 
knowledge that it makes little sense to introduce new ways of spelling. 
Civan can confuse the reader since the word image deviates much from 
Siva. On the other hand, there is often a qualitative difference between 
the Tamil deity and the pan-Hindu deity: Kah is not really the same as 
Kali. Taking this into consideration, I generally have used the Sanskrit 
unless the context demanded the Tamil spelling. I have not used the 
Tamil spelling for Siva, Visnu, Brahma and their consorts.
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Names of places

The spelling of all villages and towns is in Tamil, that of the districts in 
the anglicized form. The reason is simple: anglicizing names of villages 
creates uncleamess since vowel lengths, retroflexes etc. cannot be 
indicated; while this is not crucial for the large towns (everyone will 
understand Coimbatore even though the town is called Koyamuttur), it is 
for villages. It is different with the names of districts, here the Tamil form 
is likely to annoy the reader. He/she will recognize Erode, but will 
wonder about Irotu. It should be noted that I have used the most recent 
names of the districts, those in use since 1997.

The language

The study is about gods and goddesses, but perhaps more so about gods. 
In the text deity stands for gods and goddesses together, meaning that 
when I use the term, it applies to both. With two exceptions the informant 
priests were male, hence when I speak of the priest, a ‘he’ is meant. The 
same holds for the dancer of the god, the camiyati. Where there is a 
female camiyati, I have specifically mentioned her. Both men and women 
come to the temple as devotees. Rather than constantly having to say 
‘he/she’, I am using sometimes ‘he’ and sometimes ‘she’. The context 
will make it clear where only ‘he’ or only ‘she’ is meant. Instead of 
calling the former ‘Untouchables’ Harijans, Scheduled Castes, Adi 
Dravidas or Adivasis, I use the now more accepted term ‘Dalits’. When I 
speak of Dalit castes, I mean the Pallar, Paraiyar and Cakkiliyar.

Informants generally counted distance and height in feet (ati), while I 
am more used to the metric system. If in the text feet and meter appear 
side by side, it may be excused. My own approximate appraisals will be 
in meters (as in the height of a statue), but where I follow informants' 
information I have left the measurement in feet.



Introduction

This book has evolved over many years; sometimes it advanced rapidly, 
sometimes it lay dormant. The original idea of this study had been to 
leam about the guardian deities of Tamilnadu, an idea that had surfaced 
in my discussions with Alf Hiltebeitel in connection with his book on 
‘Criminal Gods and Demon Devotees’. My fieldwork from 1989 to 1991 
had brought forth much interesting material, but it also had shown me 
that the original concept for a book on guardian deities had to be 
narrowed. Practically every deity is a guardian of something or someone, 
and the richness with which every village and area of Tamilnadu gives 
expression to its forms and practices of religion would have made such a 
study encyclopedic. A first attempt to bring the fieldwork material 
gathered at approximately three hundred temples into a written form 
resulted in detailed information on the various types of guardian deities in 
Tamilnadu and their relationship to each other. This first draft received 
both praise and criticism. Due to circumstances beyond my control, this 
draft had to remain shelved for a few years, enough time for many new 
studies in folk religion to appear and for me to rethink how best to 
present my own material and, as far as possible, integrate those new 
insights.

What makes folk Hinduism so fascinating is its diversity. The names of 
deities change from state to state, they change even within a state from 
district to district. Festival practices vary from village to village, myths 
are transformed each time they are told, and yet there are underlying 
patterns that help us to understand folk Hinduism. They provide the 
‘unity’ within the ‘diversity’. There are thousands of patterns, some work 
only within a limited geographical and theoretical area, others encompass 
larger stretches. One theoretical model may not fit the data from another 
area, while yet the data of two areas can show great similarity. Evolving 
all-encompassing and easily graspable theories for Hindu folk religion is 
difficult because folk religion itself (spanning a range from the religion of 
‘tribes’ to brahmanical/Vedic Hinduism) defies a clear definition, and 
because folk religion subsumes many different aspects or fields of study: 
ritual, drama, oral tradition, possession, social practices and so on. Often 
concepts evolved from European or North American data do not quite fit 
the thinking patterns of the East. This has led to constant redefinitions of 
certain technical terms until they have become so overcharged with
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meaning that it is almost impossible to make use of them without another 
clear definition running into pages (e. g., ‘ritual’).

In this present study I have tried to present folk Hinduism - with 
examples from Tamilnadu - in terms of ‘Hindu’ categories or patterns. 
The idea is not new of course - Marriott dedicated an entire book to it,1 
and some of the essays in it were rewarding reading for me. Some of my 
ideas came out of Marriott's book, other ideas coincided with the ideas of 
the book's contributors, the rest of the ‘Hindu’ patterns presented here I 
owe to other scholars and to my own inspiration. Important criteria for 
the categories or patterns I chose were simplicity and usefulness in 
building bridges between folk Hinduism and brahmanical Hinduism. 
They are very broad categories that allow to schematize much data and 
thereby help to evolve a very rough frame within which folk Hinduism 
becomes understandable - hopefully also to non-experts.

Based on my fieldwork done on guardian deities, sometimes ‘enriched’ 
by material collected in connection with some of my other studies 
(Ankalamman, Kattavarayan, Durga) and with written material from 
other sources, this book offers much new data on Tamil folk religion, and 
it presents the data in frames that can easily be extended into other areas 
of India and similarly can form the basis for yet more complex frames. 
Many of the examples offered within the text are representative of a 
greater number of examples collected in the field, all of which could not 
be accommodated. For instance, the hierarchic pattern of the deities 
within a temple as presented in chapter III is based on data from over 
three hundred temples. While, on the one hand, this study hopes to show 
patterns and easy ways of understanding folk Hinduism, it, on the other 
hand, attempts to bring into focus some of the complexities and 
difficulties in dealing with folk Hinduism.

The first chapter presents portraits of some of the gods who appear 
frequently and throughout the book. In the second chapter Tamil folk 
deities are shown in their environment and in their guardian functions. 
Space is grouped into ‘ordered’ and ‘wild’, and we see which deities 
belong to which space. Chapter three concentrates on the temple and the 
hierarchy within the temple. The gods and goddesses are not randomly 
placed in a temple, they follow a pattern or patterns. The following 
chapter, four, looks at how the local and regional folk deities become part 
of the greater pan-Hindu network. Even the smallest or obscurest deity is 
part of a greater group of gods and goddesses. Some deities cannot be 
moved, and this immobility has greater philosophical implications. The 
center, the vertical flow of energy, needs to be balanced by the periphery, 
the horizontal flow of energy, expressed by the deity's mobility. This is

1 Marriott 1990.
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discussed in the fifth chapter. The last chapter, perhaps the largest and 
most complex, deals with worship in its various forms. Which form of the 
deity does a devotee worship, how does he or she worship, what does 
worship ‘mean’ to the devotee and priest, are some of the questions 
looked at. This chapter also deals with some other scholars' theories of 
ritual and worship. In the appendices the reader will find, among other 
things, references to other areas of India, a short description of the Tamil 
folk deities mentioned in the text and a list of the temples visited for this 
study.

Fieldwork

On the 16. of September 1989 we (my assistant and I) set out to visit the 
Karupparayar temple of ‘Vadavalli’ (the village indicated by the Census 
of India). On the way we stopped at a goddess temple where we met a 
friendly family that offered us a ride back to the village on their bullock 
cart. Once there, they insisted we have lunch at their house. Lunch 
delayed us, and the bus that was supposed to carry us to Vadavalli did not 
go further than the next village. By the time the next bus arrived, we 
realized that we had to postpone our plan. Instead we decided that 
evening to visit the famous Murukan temple at Marutamalai. As luck 
would have it, the bus passed ‘Vadavalli’, which turned out to be 
Vatavali, a village close to Linkanur where, as we found out, the 
Karupparayar temple was actually located. Two days later then, days we 
spent seeing other temples in the Pollacci area, we visited the temple at 
Linkanur.

We arrived in Linkanur early in the morning. Mr. Ponnucami, the priest 
of Karupparayar, knew much about the temple and, whenever he found 
some time between performing the puja for the devotees who visited the 
temple, he answered our questions, told a story, among others, how the 
power of the god had been tamed by means of a yantra from the Murukan 
temple of Marutamalai. A woman devotee, who had listened to our 
conversations, told us about another Karupparayar, a famous one, she 
said, who was in Mulavalaiyam, via Puluvappatti. As the priest seemed to 
have told us all he knew and was getting more absorbed in his work, and 
as we still had the entire afternoon before us, we decided to make a trip to 
Mulavalaiyam. We were in the northwest of Koyamuttur (Coimbatore) 
and the village we wanted to visit was southwest of the city, but since 
there was no direct bus connection between the two places, we had to 
return to the bus stand of Koyamuttur. It took some time to find out 
which bus would leave when and where, and not wanting to miss the bus 
(it ran every two hours) we lunched on some ‘snacks’ available at the bus
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stand. By the time we reached the village, it was about two o'clock. We 
were hungry. It was a very small village and we could detect no sign of a 
restaurant, but a villager pointed to a hut. There, a lady fried some spicy 
‘Ponta’ - the best I have ever eaten. She also made some excellent tea, 
and strengthened we began our long walk to the temple. Villagers then 
showed us the general direction we had to take and set us on the right 
path. It took us across fields and presented us with a wonderful view of 
the green hills. In a lonely hut on the way we received some water. About 
an hour later we reached the banyan tree, the first landmark indicated by 
the villagers. A few men sat in the shade of the tree, and when we asked 
them about the god, they pointed to the top of a hill behind them. The 
priest was in the temple but would soon return, they said, and added that 
it would take about an hour to reach the top of the hill. Knowing that an 
hour in an Indian village did not necessarily consist of sixty minutes, I 
decided to risk the climb. The path soon disappeared in thick underbrush. 
Another path appeared, then disappeared. After a short distance we saw a 
temple. It was the Visnu temple which, according to the men under the 
banyan tree, we would have to pass on our way to Karupparayar.

The temple was shady, I was tired and thirsty. We had brought no water 
with us from the city, not anticipating a long walk through fields, and in 
the villages, of course, one could not buy bottled water. On the rocky 
slope beside the temple building, in a hollow, some water had collected, 
probably from the previous day's rain. To our thirsty eyes it looked clean 
and we scooped it up with our hands and drank some of it. Perhaps Visnu 
had blessed it, it did us no harm. By this time it was almost four o'clock. 
We did not know which path would lead us to the top of the hill. A few 
attempts ended in a wall of thick bushes. Nor did we know if the priest 
would still be at the temple by the time we would reach it. In about two 
hours the sun would set. We had no flashlight with us and dark monsoon 
clouds at the horizon threatened to cover the moon - should there be one. 
Though the adventure of finding a way to the temple beckoned us, we 
decided to return to the village. We had hardly sat down at the one and 
only bus stop in the village, when the bus arrived. As we drove off, small 
girls waved to us. Their colorful skirts reflected the orange light of the 
setting sun. As far as fieldwork was concerned, the afternoon had been a 
waste, but the beauty of the landscape and our enjoyment of the trip had 
made it a worthwhile experience. Later that night, after a shower and 
supper, we took a walk and chanced upon a Muniyappan temple that 
offered us yet an opportunity to do a bit of research.

The above example is not necessarily typical of a fieldwork day - and I 
don't really know what I would call a ‘typical’ fieldwork day - but it 
illustrates some of the problems and difficulties in the field. How does 
one locate a temple, even when one is equipped with the Census of India
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1961 lists?2 These lists, though they do not contain all the temples in a 
village, give one a rough idea of the deities one is likely to meet in a 
particular area, and they are a good start for fieldwork. There are two 
problems with the Census lists: 1. they are old and some of the temples 
do not exist anymore and 2. the anglicized spelling of village names 
leaves one to guess vowel lengths and retroflexes so that it can happen 
that the rickshaw driver drops you at the silkworm center because its 
name sounds so very similar to the village you actually want to go to. 
Neither the Census nor the usual tourist maps are detailed enough to 
show all the villages. Copies of the 1:250'000 maps prepared by the 
Army Map Service, Washington, that I had already used for my first 
research project, were of tremendous help. But some villages escaped 
even their notice! Many times a priest or devotee would mention one or 
the other temple in the area that could be of interest to the researcher. 
Following these tips, I found some very remarkable temples. Sometimes 
my assistants or friends would tell me of temples they had seen while 
traveling somewhere; many temples we ‘discovered’ looking out the 
window of busses.

Knowing approximately where a temple is does not mean that one 
knows how to get there. Most of the guardian deities are wilderness 
deities and are outside the settled area. Many of the villagers make the 
trip to the wilderness deity once a year or even less frequently, and when 
they say the distance to the temple is a ‘furlong’, it can mean anything 
between 500 meters and a few kilometers. ‘Within walking distance’ can 
be ten kilometers since villagers frequently walk long distances. Many 
temples are accessible neither by bus, car, nor scooter rickshaw; some 
temples do not even have a bicycle path leading to them, but one would 
not want to miss the small wonders along a foot path through fields and 
forests: butterflies, beetles, flowers, sometimes a snake. Much time is 
spent in traveling. Hiring a car saves time but deprives one of a certain 
awareness of the temple's environment, the approach to it and often also a 
chance to talk to villagers while drinking tea and waiting for a bus. I was 
able to retain in my memory with much more clarity those fieldtrips that 
we made by bus, scooter rickshaw, bicycle and on foot - the majority - 
than those we made by car. Tamilnadu has one of the best bus systems of 
India; there are not many villages that do not have at least one bus service 
per day and, although the buses do get crowded, especially on festival 
days, the crowd does not spill onto their roofs.

Census of India 1961, vol. IX, Madras, part XI-D, Temples of Madras State, P. K. 
Nambiar, Tiruchirapalli and South Arcot, 1966; P. K. Nambiar and K. C. Narayana 
Kurup, Madurai and Ramanathapuram, 1969; P. K. Nambiar and K. C. Narayana Kurup, 
Coimbatore and Salem, 1968.
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Without the tremendous help of my assistants this kind of fieldwork 
would not have been possible. It was not easy to find a person willing to 
travel to remote areas with a white woman, a person who could cope with 
the strain of having to cycle or walk long distances, of not always getting 
regular meals, who could show respect to Brahmans and Dalits alike and 
who could work sporadically (meaning one, two or three weeks a month 
or every second month, etc.). At the beginning of my research I needed a 
person who could translate as well, but with time this was no longer a 
necessary requirement. This did not mean that I could dispense with an 
assistant. It was the assistant who established the first contacts with the 
villagers, who explained who we were and what we wanted. It was the 
assistant who could allay the fears of the villagers that the white person 
was not a government officer nor a thief come to steal the god's jewels. It 
was the assistant who made the contact between the male informants and 
the female researcher less awkward, and it was the assistant who could 
inspire enough confidence to be lent a bicycle in a village in which 
nobody knew us. The villagers tended to feel more at ease speaking to 
someone they could understand and classify according to village and 
caste. In rare moments the assistant was also guardian, protector from 
enthusiastic children or drunken men. The help of the assistant was vital 
because there was not enough time for me to establish the necessary 
contacts with the villagers on my own - which I could have done had I 
limited my research to a few villages. In other words, it is not a problem 
for a white woman to establish contacts in an Indian village, to stay in a 
village and to conduct research there on her own, but it requires time, 
certainly more time than the few hours we normally spent in a village.

For each trip of one, two or three weeks at a time I chose a particular 
area and made a list of the temples therein that I wanted to visit. We 
stayed in smaller or larger towns, wherever there was a lodge available. 
From there we made daily excursions. It was in the nature of the work 
that we could not have fixed working hours; we left the lodge early in the 
morning and often returned late at night. (It was the researcher and not 
the assistant who was exhausted at night.) I only rarely used a tape 
recorder for the interviews, having found that it was a good tool for 
recording long stories but a hindrance for the relatively short and 
intensive interviews because 1. it tended to distract the informants and 2. 
it decreased my own attention and then made it impossible to clarify 
points right then or later (there was rarely time to replay the entire tape on 
the spot or to visit the temple again). Of course I took notes and I re-read 
them at night to make sure that I was able to decipher my handwriting. I 
also took many pictures but refrained when asked to do so. This was 
often the case with regard to the deity in the sanctum and during certain 
rites at festivals.
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Informants were mainly the priests. Sometimes other villagers who 
were present at the temple contributed to the information. It did happen 
occasionally that the priest was neither at the temple nor in the village 
and that nobody else was nearby who knew anything about the temple. I 
still made a record of such temples and marked the arrangement of the 
deities. There were priests who knew very little about their temple and 
who could not even identify all the deities, and there were priests who 
knew many stories about their temple and the gods; there were priests 
who were reluctant to part with information, and there were priests who 
went out of their way to help us (the majority). It happened that a priest 
was at work in a field and could not be disturbed (which was understand
able), and it happened often that a priest undertook the long walk to the 
temple especially for our sake. Informants other than priests were village 
elders, singers of folk ballads, villagers who volunteered information on 
their clan deities, ascetics living in the temple, relatives of the priest and 
others. Usually we visited a temple only once, 7 % of the temples we 
visited twice, a few temples three times. When it was necessary to spend 
a night in a village (for instance during a festival), the villagers were 
always very accommodating and found us food and a shelter where we 
could sleep a few hours. We visited temples in all the larger districts, but 
did not cover the Nilagiri hills nor the very southern part of Tamilnadu, 
Kanyakumari.
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Introducing the Players

1. Introduction

When there are hundreds of folk deities with different names, when 
names of deities keep being created or fade away, how can we select and 
forge into some kind of coherent whole this mass of forms and names that 
constitutes what we call Tamil folk deities? For this book a choice was 
necessary. In each folk temple there are main deities and sub-deities; 
every main deity has a guardian. In the present chapter we would like to 
present those deities who are fairly well known throughout Tamilnadu 
and who play important roles as either main or sub-deities. Before 
introducing these deities, it seems important to give the reader a first 
impression of the setting and arrangement of the folk temples. More will 
be said in the second chapter.

One can find folk temples within cities, in village centers, at the 
outskirts of towns and villages, in the fields, beyond them on hills or in 
wilderness land. The researcher or devotee might have to walk a long 
distance before sighting a temple tower, the giant statue of a god or 
guardian or the horses so typical of the Aiyanar temples. The visitor 
might first be greeted by a barely visible sub-deity, as in Kutakippatti, 
where, after a three kilometer walk through the forest and the first 
glimpse of large white cement horses, one chances first upon a small 
statue, placed under a tree at the periphery of the temple area. It 
represents the Totti, the village servant or village announcer, a Dalit man 
who beats a small drum called tamukku and proclaims weddings, 
festivals, deaths and other ceremonies. In many temples this statue marks 
the place from where the Dalits worship the main god, to whom they are 
not allowed a direct access. Though the Totti is the lowest of the deities 
of the temple, he is called munnotiyan , the one who ‘runs in the front’. In 
this temple he leads the royal procession when the main god, Aiyanar, 
goes out either in the form of a man impersonating him, in the form of a 
movable statue, or invisible at night, when, as guardian of the village, he 
tours the area on his horse. Steps lead up to the portico and the shrine of 
Aiyanar (the only concrete structure of the temple area). Inside the dark 
shrine are three gods: Aiyanar in the middle, left of him Siva and to his 
right Perumal (Visnu) in his Mohini form. This constellation is rarely
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found in Aiyanar temples; although Siva and Perumal are part of 
Aiyanar's retinue, they are there in their avatara or amsa forms, as we 
shall see later. Left and right behind the concrete temple structure are 
statues of guardians, Karuppar and Muni alias Putam, the latter waving a 
friendly hand at the visitor.

In most folk temples we can expect a number of deities, loosely placed 
in the area called a temple, in forms of statues, weapons, stones and so 
on. Of the many folk deities in the Tamil landscape, Aiyanar is the best 
known, and we shall begin our presentation with this god.

2. Aiyanar

Aiyanar is a god rarely appearing alone. Rather than having Siva and 
Perumal at his side, he is most of the time flanked by his consorts, 
Puranai (left) and Putkalai (right), who look the same iconographically, 
each holding a flower in the hand closer to the god, and both usually 
hewn of the same stone as Aiyanar. They form a unity with the god.1 
Textual sources do make a distinction in color though: Puranai should be 
black and dressed in a yellow cloth, Putkalai of golden color and dressed 
in white.2 Before we have a closer look at these two ladies, let us see why 
there is some logic to Siva and Perumal being in the Kutakipatti Aiyanar 
shrine. They are his parents! Aiyanar is also called Hariharaputra, 
meaning son of Visnu and Siva.

There are two myths regarding his birth, one of them connects to the 
well known Sanskrit myth of the churning of the ocean (told e. g., in the 
Mahabharata)3: Visnu had changed himself into the beautiful woman 
Mohini in order to distract the minds of the asuras and thereby cheat them 
out of their portion of amrta (the drink of immortality, ambrosia) which 
the gods and the asuras had extracted from the milk ocean. At this point 
the folk myth and some later textual sources continue: When Siva saw 
Mohini, he fell in love with her and from their union was bom Hari
haraputra or Sasta. (The latter is a name under which Aiyanar is known 
mostly in the southern parts of Tamilnadu and Kerala.)4

In a common folk myth Visnu changes himself into Mohini in order to 
destroy the asura Patmacuran:

1 See plate.
2 Dagens 1985: 361.
3 O'Flaherty 1980: 273 ff.
4 For other textual sources see Adiceam 1967: 16 ff., Gopinatha Rao 1985,11: 486; Sri 

Kantapuranam, 1988: vol. I, 284 ff.; Clothey 1982; Dessigane et al. 1964: 76 where Siva 
makes Sasta, i. e., Aiyanar chief of the demons, putam; Dumont 1986: 445 f.
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There was a forest here. Patmacuran (also Pasmasura, from Skt. bhasma, ‘ash’) 
performed a great sacrifice (yakam) in order to get the boon that he could bum 
whomever he touched. Isvaran (Siva) fulfilled his wish. Wanting to test his 
power, Patmacuran tried to touch Isvaran's head. The latter ran here and there and 
finally hid behind an aivirali plant (literally ‘five finger plant’, bryonia laciniosa). 
Isvari saw with her ‘mind-eye’ that her husband was in trouble and she went to 
Perumal (i. e., Visnu). He took the form of Mohinl. When Patmacuran saw 
Mohinl, he fell in love with her and wished to unite with her. Mohinl said: ‘You 
are unclean. First bathe, then we shall enjoy each other!’ Patmacuran went in 
search of water, but could not find any. Mohinl caused a small spring (cunai) to 
appear. Patmacuran saw this; however, there was only very little water in it, as 
much as fitted into the impression made by the hoof of a cow. ‘How can I take a 
bath in this?’ he asked Mohinl. The latter replied: ‘It's enough if you just take a bit 
of water and put it on your head!’ Patmacuran followed these instructions and 
when he touched his head with his hand, he burned to death. Perumal asked 
Isvaran to come out of his hiding place. Isvaran asked: ‘Where is Patmacuran?’ 
‘He is not here. I burned him!’ ‘How did you do this?’ asked Isvaran. Perumal 
replied: ‘I took the form of Mohinl (Mokini avataram)!’ Isvaran then said: ‘Show 
me this avataram.’ When Isvaran saw the beautiful Mohinl, he fell in love with 
her and his semen spilled out. Perumal caught the semen in his hands to prevent it 
from falling to the ground. The semen became Hariharaputra (Mettupalaiyam, 
Erode).

In other versions Perumal is Mahavisnu and in some versions Mohinl 
causes Patmacuran to bum himself by having him imitate her dance in 
which, at one point, she places her hands on her head. Some priests finish 
the story by saying that Aiyanar is also called Kaiyanar, because he was 
bom in the hand (kai). Curiously enough the myth of Bhasmasura is also 
known in Nepal, where it is told in connection with Siva-Pasupatinatha. 
There it ends, however, with the destruction of the asura;5 and it is known 
in the Hijra tradition, where the demon is Bhisma and Mohinl Manmatha, 
the god of love, who causes the demon to turn himself into ash.6 The 
creation of Aiyanar seems to be a purely South Indian addition.

Who are Aiyanar's consorts? Some priests said they were his wives; 
others insisted that they were not his wives, only his helpers or servants 
(velaikkari); other priests regarded them as companions or friends. This 
reluctance to make Aiyanar a married man can be attributed to the god's 
ambiguous nature (that there are two consorts rather than one does not 
seem problematic). Generally he is considered a form (often the married 
form) of Aiyappan, and Aiyappan is a misogynist bachelor. Furthermore, 
when we look at Aiyanar's iconography, we notice some ascetic traits like 
his matted locks and the yoga-patta, which is fastened around his drawn- 
up left leg. These traits contradict Aiyanar's role as king, a role which his

5 Michaels 1993: 184 f.
6 Jaffrey 1996: 270 f.
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vehicle, the elephant, supports. The elephant is Airavata, Indra's very own 
vehicle, and it was Indra himself, the king of the pan-Hindu deities, who 
bestowed the elephant on the folk god. Indra has other connections with 
Aiyanar: Aiyanar in his Mahakalar form is supposed to have protected 
Indra's wife, Indrani, when the demon Curapatman lusted after her;7 but 
some priests think that Aiyanar protected Indra's two daughters (Puranai 
and Putkalai). In gratitude Indra gave them to him as his wives.

Let us return to the temple of Kutakippatti. It is in the forest, away from 
the main road. Aiyanar's location in the forest is not unusual, but it is not 
typical. Aiyanar has two tasks to perform: 1. to guard the village and its 
surrounding area. He does this together with his general, Karuppar.8 
Aiyanar, on the white horse, and Karuppar, on the brown horse (some
times he too has a white horse), are said to ride around at night. Some old 
priests claimed that they could hear the sound of their horses. As guardian 
of the village (urkkaval) Aiyanar's temple can be located anywhere. 2. to 
guard the irrigation tank. Indeed, we find Aiyanar most commonly near 
the large village tank or pond, and the god's association with water 
includes his responsibility over rain and crop fertility, a trait he has 
inherited from Indra.9 The priest of the Kutakipatti temple offered us 
some peanut sweats to eat and then explained that Aiyanar is being 
worshipped at this place for at least 140 years, and he remembered that in 
his grandfather's time one of the surrounding guardians of Aiyanar, 
Karuppar, used to receive goat sacrifices. Now all the deities get only 
vegetarian offerings, including Muni (or putam - as the priest called the 
god), whose large statue stands to the side of the main shrine. Muni is one 
of the fiercer guardians of Aiyanar.10 The priest said his caste was 
ampalam, which usually is a title for men of the Kallar caste. The priest's 
father, a very old man who died recently, told us that the god had actually 
been brought by his grandfather's grandfather from the house of a Nayutu 
caste person of a far away village where he had been working. The 
person who brought the statue was a Valaiyan (one of the fisherman 
castes), he said, which would make the present priest a Valaiyan too. It is 
possible that using the title ampalam in their name is a way to enhance 
their caste standing, since Valaiyan is relatively low in the caste 
hierarchy. Using titles of other castes to ‘hide’ one's own caste is a 
relatively common stratagem.

If I mention the caste, it is for two important reasons: 1. Priests of folk 
deities can be of any caste, from Brahman to Dalit (formerly called 
‘Harijans’, ‘Scheduled Castes’), but the majority of priests belong to

7 See Sri Kantapuranam, 1988: vol. I, 284 ff.
8 See below.
9 See Chapter II.
10 See below.
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castes of middle standing (artisan castes, small landholding castes). 
2. Although anyone can be the priest of Aiyanar, the god has a special 
connection to one particular caste, namely the potters (Velar). The potter 
priests of Aiyanar are also called Kulalar, a name that according to one 
priest stems from Kulala rsi:

When the child (Aiyanar) was bom, Isvaran and Mohini did not know what to do 
with it. Not wanting to place Aiyanar on the ground because his touch would 
destroy the earth, they handed him to Indra as the only one fit to do puja to the 
god. Later, when Indra was no longer able to perform the puja duties, he created 
Kulala r$i and ordered him to do the puja. Since then Kulalas do the puja to 
Aiyanar (Cirikampunari, Sivaganga).

Thurston corroborates the potters' origin from Kulalan, but according to 
his source: ‘... Kulalan ... was the son of Brahma.11 He prayed to Brahma 
to be allowed, like him, to create and destroy things daily; so Brahma 
made him a potter.’ One priest said Kulalan (Kulalamuni) was Aiyanar's 
foster-father, which would give the potter priests a parental role. Setting a 
deity in a parental relation to a particular caste is another common trait of 
folk religion (e. g., Ankalamman is the daughter of inland-fishermen, 
Cempatavar; Maturai VIran the son of leather-workers, Cakkiliyar). 
Aiyanar's divine parentage is well known and scenes of his birth-myth are 
portrayed with much gusto (often showing a stark naked Mohini) at the 
side of the pedestal that carries the large horse statue. Although son of 
both, Siva and Perumal, the ash lines on his forehead make Aiyanar 
saivite. To balance this, Karuppar bears vaisnava symbols.12

3. Karuppar

Karuppar's picture is complex. His name, usually spelled Karuppar rather 
than Karuppar, shows a number of variations: Karuppu, Karuppuccami, 
Karuppannacami, Karuppanacami, and some of his names indicate minor 
or major distinctions in iconography: Periya Karuppu (large or big 
Karuppu), Cinna Karuppu (small Karuppu), Muttukkaruppu (Karuppu of 
pearls), Cankili Karuppar (Karuppar of the chain), Camaya Karuppar. 
What they have in common is a blue or black skin color, the vaisnava 
marking on the forehead (namam) and the weapons: the curved machete 
(arival) and the club; what varies is their body posture (standing, 
kneeling) and their position within the temple.13 Myths about Karuppar 
exist, but they are local myths tying the god to a particular place or

11 Thurston 1987,IV: 188.
12 For historical data on Aiyanar see Clothey 1982.
13 See Chapter III.
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temple. An overall known myth, as in the case of Aiyanar, we have not 
been able to find so far. What all informants agreed on was that Karuppar 
came from Kerala. Floating on the river, he was carried here and there to 
the places where there are temples to him now. One particular myth told 
to us by four different priests explains why the god traveled the watery 
route:

A Brahman used to be the priest of the god. The Brahman came daily to the 
temple to perform the puja and his son accompanied him and played in the 
temple. One day the priest’s son was missing. The priest suspected that his son 
had remained in the temple, but he was reluctant to get him, as the doors of the 
temple should not be opened after the last puja at night. His wife insisted; she 
wanted her son back immediately. The priest returned to the temple, looked 
through the window and saw his son in there. The god said to the priest: “Leave 
your son here. I wish to play with him. Tomorrow, when you do the puja, I shall 
return your child to you.” Anger overtook the priest. He demanded his son back 
immediately. He tried to force open the temple door, but could not. Then the 
priest hurled abuse at the god. “Alright,” said the god, “I shall give you your son!” 
The god tore the child to pieces and handed the priest an arm, a leg, etc. through 
the window. Later, the priest, in great anger, did the same to the god. He broke the 
statue of the god, placed the pieces in a box (or basket), threw it in the river and 
said: “Go where you want to go, stay where you want to stay.” (Maranatu, 
Perunkalur, Kantarvakkottai, Cattiyamankalam).

Three of the priests who related the myth are Dalits and in their version a 
significant sentence is added; the Brahman priest utters the curse: ‘From 
now on, may a Harijan be your priest’! This does not mean that all priests 
of Karuppar are Dalits; as with Aiyanar, any caste person can perform the 
puja duties.

If there is a caste with special links to Karuppar, it is the Kallar caste. 
The Kallars were what used to be called ‘robber castes’ (the word kalian 
means ‘robber, thief), a type of caste that we find under different names 
all over India and whose occupation was cattle and highway robbery. The 
Kallar turned into village watchmen, later acquired land and are today 
important land owners in the Madurai, Sivaganga, Pudukkottai and 
Thanjavur districts.14 Many Kallar families claim Karuppar as their clan 
deity and in Maturai, during the elaborate and famous cittirai festival, in 
which the marriage of the goddess MinaksI with Siva-Sundaresvara is 
celebrated,15 crowds of Kajlar dressed in patchwork design costumes and 
wearing crowns decorated with peacock feathers accompany the god 
Kallalakar from Alakarkovil to Maturai.16 Their function is to guard the 
god's treasure which follows the procession in large metal chests. This

14 On the Kallar see Dirks 1989, Dumont 1957/1986, Shulman 1980c.
15 See Harman 1989.
16 On this festival see Hudson 1982.
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role is akin to their god's role: Patinettampati Karuppar (Karuppar of the 
‘18 steps’) is the treasurer of the god Kallalakar. Whitehead reports that 
the key to the room in which the temple treasures were kept used to be 
placed in front of Karuppar's image at night.17 The eighteen steps, above 
which Karuppar's (now invisible) presence is located, are eighteen 
‘grave’ stones under which eighteen magicians are buried. They had 
come to the temple ‘with the intention of carrying away the essence of the 
sanctity of the shrine and transporting it elsewhere’.18 The god Kallalakar, 
through a small boy, informed the king of the magicians' plan. The king, 
on the advice of his priest, had hot rice water thrown into the courtyard. 
This caused the black paste to melt, which the magicians had rubbed on 
their foreheads to render themselves invisible. They were caught, killed, 
and buried under the eighteen steps.

Two elements frequently seem to crop up in myths or stories about 
Karuppar: Kerala as his place of origin and his connection to robbers. In a 
book on the goddess Kulumayi Amman we read a different version of 
why Karuppar floated from Kerala to Tamilnadu. Kulumayi is a very 
fierce goddess situated at the outskirts of Tiruccirappalli, and her 
guardian, Karuppar (represented by a hereditary marulaji - one possessed 
by the god), drinks the blood of hundreds of sacrificial goats during the 
festival:

In Kerala, at the river Amaravati near the Anaimalai hills, there lived a Nambudiri 
Brahman. He worshipped Aiyappan and seventeen other deities daily. All the 
statues had names, except one, namely a god lashing out with a whip and sitting 
on a horse. He was the guardian of the other gods. The Brahman was not married 
and being very old, he worried about his deities. One day, the nameless guardian 
deity appeared in his dream and said: “During the next rainy season the river will 
be swollen. Place us eighteen statues in a rattan basket, place the basket on your 
head and enter the river. The basket and you will be carried away by the water. 
This will end your cycle of rebirths. A Kavuntan named Nallatampi will find us 
and worship us.” The Brahman did as the god had told him, and the river carried 
the basket to a small village near Karur, where a goatherd boy, Nallatampi, found 
it. He placed the basket in the cowshed. Thanks to the deities, the boy became rich 
quickly, and that aroused the jealousy of the landowners. They hired twelve 
robbers to steal the box and carry it away. This the robbers did, and after having 
carried the box all day long, they arrived at Irattaimalai just before night fell. 
They placed the box down to bathe in the river. At that moment they became 
blind. Through the intermediary of a priest the robbers found out that the gods had 
caused their blindness and that they would gain their eye sight if they established 
the deities at Irattaimalai. This they did and they named the nameless god 
Kamppar. One day, on his way to Srirarikam, Kamppar heard someone crying in 
the temple of Kulumayi Amman. It was the goddess herself. She had been bound

17 Whitehead 1976: 114.
18 Whitehead 1976: 114.
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by the power of a magician and had to slave all day for him. Karuppar killed the 
magician that very day, and in gratitude the goddess told her priests to set up a 
statue of Karuppar in her temple, call it Ontikkaruppu, and offer him the first 
sacrifice.19

Ontikkaruppu is in the large temple at Irattaimalai (near Tiruccirappalli). 
Apart from him, there are two other forms of Karuppu: Nilamekacuvami 
and Periyannacami. Of all the deities in the temple Ontikkaruppu is 
considered the most powerful. A person cheated in a land sale will write 
his grievance on a paper and place it on Ontikkaruppu and so get justice 
done through him. There is a cave in one of the hills (Irattaimalai = two 
hills) believed to be used by robbers to store their goods. (The most 
feared crooks and goondas of the area apparently live in a nearby 
village!) Ontikkaruppu is also present in the Kulumayi Amman temple, 
both as a statue beside her and painted on the wall.20

Bands of robbers marauding the land, perhaps up to two hundred years 
ago, must have been a serious problem to villagers21:

The old name of Karuppur was Vantikkaranpettai. The people of this village first 
lived in a place about a mile further down the river. At that time robbers caused a 
lot of trouble in the area. One day the wooden statue of Karuppar (Ka- 
ruppannacuvami) floated down the river and was washed ashore at 
Vantikkaranpettai. He appeared in some people's dream and said: “If you establish 
a temple where I was washed ashore, settle down near me and worship me, I shall 
be your guardian deity (kaval teyvam) and protect you.” The people did so and in 
honor of the god renamed the village Karuppur. The next time the robbers came to 
the village, they lost their eyesight and their horses became paralyzed. The robber 
chief then made the following vow: “From now on, if in Karuppur as much as an 
iron needle gets stolen, we shall replace it with a golden one!”, upon which the 
robbers could see and the horses walk again. From then on the villagers have lived 
there peacefully.22

Karuppur is a small village on one of the arms of the Kaveri river. 
Karuppar's shrine is in the Aiyanar temple and although a Brahman 
(Aiyar) is priest, Karuppar receives animal sacrifices. On the day we 
visited the temple, a Kallar family had brought a goat to be sacrificed. Its 
head was placed on the platform in front of Karuppar's shrine in such a 
way that it faced the god's statue. Usually the priest receives the head of 
the sacrificial animal, but since the priest was a Brahman (and vegetarian) 
the donors gave him money. This particular Karuppar is the clan deity of 
a group of Vaikhanasa Aiyenkar Brahmans, and one of them, a former

19 Kulumayi Amman vila (Ira. Karuppaiya 1991): 102 ff. (I am summarizing from the 
Tamil).

20 See plate.
21 See also Maturai Vlran.
22 Ananta Vikatan, 27.12.1981.
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socialist and fighter for the landless, worships the god daily for three 
hours and, as he related in story after story, the god has saved his life and 
protected his family on a number of occasions.

We shall say more about Karuppar later.23 Let us just emphasize here 
that this god is fierce (illustrated by his large curly moustache and his 
weapons), that he is vaisnava (one informant made him the son of Krsna), 
and that he is a bachelor.

4. Irayar

A god who resembles Aiyanar and Karuppar is Irayar or Rayar. We find 
him in the West of Tamilnadu, in the districts of Erode and Coimbatore, 
where he can be the main god of a temple. Sometimes he is called 
Karupparayar or Karuvannarayar. Who is he? One priest (of Nayakkar 
caste) identified him with Aiyanar, saying he was Hariharaputra. In this 
particular temple in Kankayampalaiyam saiva and vaisnava forms of 
religious expression are thoroughly mixed. Rayar, the main god, is shown 
above the entrance of his shrine with a namam on his forehead and a club 
in his right hand. He is flanked on two sides by the wheel (Skt. cakra) and 
the conch, insignia of Visnu, but the vehicle facing him, is Nandin, the 
bull; Siva's vehicle. As in other larger temples, a great number of 
subdeities crowd the temple area: Ganapati, Tannaci, Karuppar, the seven 
maidens, deities we shall meet again later. Rayar is a bachelor and a 
powerful god who receives only raw food offerings (e. g., raw rice 
instead of boiled rice). It is known in the area that he cures cows, and that 
on Mondays and Fridays he will ‘tell fortune’. This works as follows: If 
the god causes a flower to fall from his right ear, the answer to the 
devotee's question is yes, if he causes the flower to fall from the left ear, 
the answer is no. If no flower falls or flowers fall from both ears, the case 
is undecided. Special about this temple is that Rayar faces West.

Saiva Brahman priests (Kurukkals) of the Karupparayar temple of 
Makkinampatti at the outskirts of Pojlacci agreed that the god was 
Hariharaputra, but they added that Karupparayar was Visnu's incarnation 
while Aiyappan was Siva's. They then came up with an entirely different 
myth saying that Karupparayar was bom at Daksa's sacrifice. This is in 
agreement with other priests' perception of the god's ancestry, for 
instance with that of the Utaiyar priest of the Rayar temple in Kariapati 
(Koyamuttur city), who said that Karupparayar was bom from Siva's 
third eye like Virabhadra. We remember that Virabhadra had emerged 
from Siva's forehead to cut off Daksa's head.24 Iconographically the god

23 See Chapter III.
24 On the myth see O'Flaherty 1980: 118 ff. and below.
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is represented with both saiva and vaisnava signs: e. g., with the saiva ash 
lines on his body and Karuppar's club and arival in his hands. He is fierce 
and a bachelor. Being the main deity, he is predominantly vegetarian, but 
in some temples he receives meat offerings. Whereas Rayar of 
Kankaiyampalaiyam is a common or public deity, worshipped by all 
villagers, Karuvannarayar of Pulavati (Coimbatore) is the clan deity of a 
particular caste, the Cervaikkara Nayakkars. The priest told us the 
following story about this god:

The Muslim rulers asked the Cervaikkarars to give them one of their daughters as 
a bride. The Cervaikkarars refused and this angered the rulers. The Cervaikkarars 
had to flee. Being chased by the Muslims, the Cervaikkarars reached a river, 
crossed it successfully and then prayed to their god to cause a flood in the river so 
that their pursuers would not be able to cross it. They said: “If this god has power, 
let the water flow in the river”. Water flowed abundantly and the Muslims turned 
back. The Cervaikkarars then wished to offer their god a blood sacrifice, but they 
could not find a goat anywhere. They noticed a shepherd boy nearby. He belonged 
to a different village. They grabbed this boy, cut off his head, and offered it to the 
god. Soon the shepherd boy's family and relatives arrived and demanded justice. 
The Cervaikkarars, however, denied having killed the boy and as proof, they lifted 
the basket under which the head of the boy was supposed to be. There was the 
head of a goat! Then the Cervaikkarars called the shepherd boy's name and he 
appeared at the site, alive. To commemorate this event, a goat-head of stone was 
set up facing the sanctum.

Muslim rulers desiring a Hindu woman and thereby causing a caste group 
to flee the area rather than acquiesce is an often told story;25 interesting in 
this account is the interchange between human and goat sacrifice and the 
fact that a goat head is at the place where the actual goat sacrifices must 
have taken place before the god became a vegetarian. It is also the place 
where we usually find the deity's vehicle. During the annual festival each 
of the hundred Cervaikkarar families of the village offers a goat and these 
goats are sacrificed to the non-vegetarian Karuvannarayar who is to the 
side of the main shrine behind the two large cement horses. The god of 
this temple has a companion called Pommi (like Maturai Viran's wife). It 
was the god himself who, appearing in the chieftain's dream, asked for a 
wife. Other deities were added later: inside the main shrine to the left and 
right of the door are Ganesa and Murukan, and outside there is Makali 
and, facing her, Makamuniyappan. Two more statues are in the temple 
area; they are an archer and, facing him, a tiger.

25 See also Thurston 1987,VII: 186; Meyer 1986: 61.
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5. Matan, Cutalaimatan

Most folk temples are inhabited by more than one deity. The kind of 
deities grouped around the main deity and the deities' arrangement in the 
temple will be the topic of another chapter. Let us state here that 
Karuppar, when he stands at a particular place in the temple, is said to be 
Aiyanar's general or minister. In the Tirunelveli district a deity with a 
different name has that function: Matan. His name is derived from ‘matu’ 
(bull) and describes his look: he has a bovine head. At times he has a 
companion called Matatti. Matan carries a spear or club, Matatti only a 
club, and both are sometimes depicted with a child in their hands or 
mouths. In some temples Matan becomes Tajavay Matan, ‘Commander 
Matan’, as in the temple of Tenkaraimakarajesvarar in Cittur. We have 
seen above how the priests connect Rayar to VIrabhadra. The myth of 
Daksa's sacrifice seems well known in the Tirunelveli district,26 and in 
this temple it serves to connect the local god, Matan, to the pan-Hindu 
tradition27:

After Tatcan (Skt. Daksa) had brought under control Siva's mischievous behavior 
(kottam) by giving him his daughter Parvati in marriage, he prepared a magnifi
cent sacrifice which was meant to prove that nobody could exceed him in 
greatness. The smoke of the sacrifice caused great trouble to the gods of the sky, 
and they complained to Siva about it. Siva sent out Ganapati and Murukan, but 
they could not do anything about the problem. The smoke of the sacrifice caused 
sweat to appear on Siva's body. In anger he shook it off and it fell to the earth and 
split it in two. At that spot appeared “Viyarvai puttiran” (literally “son of sweat”, 
a folk etymology for VIrabhadra) decked out with weapons and ready to do Siva's 
command. Siva asked him to destroy Tatcan’s sacrifice. On the way to the 
sacrifice Viyarvai puttiran met Ganapati and cut off his head. Next he cut off the 
head of Tatcan and brought the sacrifice to a halt. When he returned, Parvati said: 
‘Viyarvai puttiran has unjustly killed my son and my father.’ Siva then sent 
Viyarvai puttiran back to revive the two. But since Viyarvai puttiran had thrown 
the heads of Ganapati and Tatcan into the sacrificial fire, where they had burned, 
he cut off the head of a small elephant that he saw on the way and set it on 
Ganapati, and for Tatcan he cut off a bull’s head (kalaiyin talai). Then he revived 
the two. God (iraivan, i. e., Siva) changed Tatcan into a military commander 
(talavayaka mam) and sent him to earth to serve people.28

Talavay cami first went to Tiruvanantapuram to worship Patmanapacami 
during the parikuni festival. This took place during the reign of 
Ramavarma KulacekaraperumaL The god Patmanapacami settled 
Talavay cami in a jack tree (pala; actually ‘ottuppala’ or ‘ottuppala’; 
Tinamalar) at the edge of a water tank near the entrance to the southern

26 For Ankalamman's connection to Daksa see Meyer 1986: 231.
27 On the theme of how local deities link with the pan-Hindu tradition see Chapter IV.
28 Tinamalar, 22.3.1989.
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fort. Devotees who went from Tiruvanantapuram to Tiruccentur (to the 
famous Murukan temple) for the flag hoisting ceremony took a fruit from 
this jack tree with them to give to Murukan. On the way to Tiruccentur, 
Talavay cami came on one of the devotees and through him told the other 
pilgrims who he was. He made it known that he wanted to be the minister 
(mantiri) of Cittur Makaraja and that he should be established in the 
‘kanni’ (southwest) comer of the temple. The devotees then raised a 
sacrificial fire and out of it arose Talavay cami with the head of a bull. 
Thus they established Talavay Matan in Cittur.29

To serve its own need, the folk myth here has altered Daksa’s substitute 
head from that of a ram to that of a bull; furthermore it has fused two 
separate myths: the myth of Daksa's sacrifice with the myth of Siva's 
filicide.30

Another form of Matan is Cutalaimatan. His name is derived from 
‘cutalai’, ‘cremation ground’, because, as soon as Cutalaimatan was bom, 
he ran to the cremation ground and feasted on the corpses.31 Another 
etymology is from ‘cutar’, ‘flame’, because he was bom from the sparks 
of a flame that his mother had collected.32 His foster-mother is 
Brahmasakti. (She was bom from Parvatf s sweat that Siva had caused to 
fall into their wedding fire.) Siva ordered Cutalaimatan to go to earth. 
There he plundered, destroyed, killed, until he finally asked for a place in 
the temple of Corimuttu Aiyanar. Aiyanar refused and Cutalaimatan 
therefore settled in the most beautiful tree in the forest, together with 
Brahmasakti. This very tree was chosen to become the flagstaff at the 
Murukan temple of Tiruccentur. Cutalai, angry that his tree was being cut 
down, caused the carpenters to hack into each other's legs and after much 
blood had flowed, the carpenters prayed to Corimuttu Aiyanar for help. 
Aiyanar explained the matter to the carpenters and told them to worship 
Cutalaimatan. Cutalaimatan then accompanied the tree to Tiruccentur on 
a white horse and received many sacrifices.33

Before we go on to visit a few more gods, let us see what we can retain 
as some of the typical features of folk religion. Certain iconographic 
characteristics help us identify the deities, but these features are not rigid, 
they adapt themselves to local tastes and customs. They include saiva and 
vaisnava symbols (the ash stripes versus the vertical namam, red or pink 
coloring versus the blue/black of the vaisnava deities, weapons that are

29 Tinamalar 22.3.1989.
30 On the myth of how Siva cut off Ganesa's head see Courtright 1985: 62 ff.
31 Reiniche 1979: 202 ff.
32 Arunachalam 1976: 191.
33 The long and interesting story of Cutalaimatan can be found in Reiniche 1979: 202; a 

slightly different and shorter version in Arunachalam 1976: 191 ff.; see also below, 
Chapter V.
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carried either by Siva or Visnu). These are deliberately employed to 
integrate the two religious traditions in either one single deity or in 
different deities within one temple. Folk religion does not follow the strict 
separation between saiva and vaisnava cultic imagery and worship, as 
does the ‘high’ brahmanical religion. While the latter tradition, at least in 
Tamilnadu, expresses itself in large temple structures, regular puja times, 
specific modes of worship and regularly celebrated festivals and always 
needs Brahmans as officiants, priests of a folk deity can be of any caste, 
and the ways and times of worship in a folk temple are loosely structured. 
We have noticed that some temples are public, others private. A public 
temple (potu kovil) is one at which everyone in the village can worship 
and to which all the villagers, regardless of caste, pay a festival contribu
tion. Private temples (conta kovil) belong to families or clans, and it is 
they who decide upon the type of worship, festival and access to the 
deity. Under certain circumstances a private temple can be treated as 
public, e. g., if the owners of the temple make up the majority of the 
village's inhabitants or if they decide to open the temple to the public. 
What we have noticed as well is how local myths interweave with the 
more popular myths of Sanskrit tradition; we shall discuss this in detail in 
Chapter IV.

6. Muni, Munisvara, Muniyanti

Mettur is a village in the northwest comer of Salem district. Its fame 
stems from its dam, the Mettur dam, built by the British between 1925 
and 1934. The dam is 60 m high and almost two kilometers long and it 
regulates the outflow of the Kaveri river water, water that farmers all 
through Tamilnadu down to the Bay of Bengal depend on. At the edge of 
the village, on a platform jutting out onto the river, sits Muni or 
Muniyappar. About five meters in height, he is an impressive god; his 
bare upper body, strong arms and face are a bright orange color, his 
thighs are covered with yellow pants, and in 1988 he wore a silver crown. 
His right leg is folded horizontally, his left leg hangs down and rests on 
the head of a demon (arakkar). The large sword in his left hand, his black 
moustache and protmding eyes mark him as a fierce deity (tusta teyvam) 
and, because he is fierce, said the priest, the British were unable to 
remove the god. When the dam was being built, the British engineer 
wanted to blow up the statue of Muni, but the god appeared in his dream 
and said: ‘I do not wish to be taken away from this place. The waters of 
the Kaveri have to flow around my feet. If you do what you have in mind, 
you will never be able to build this dam!’ The next morning the engineer
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gave orders not to blow up the statue.34 At the feet of the huge god are 
seven stones representing the seven maidens (Kannimar); they are 
Muniyappar's companions and follow him on his nightly rounds some 50 
kilometers down the river and back. Animals are sacrificed to the god a 
few meters away from the temple; other offerings the god likes are 
arrack, toddy, cigars and ganja. The god's main function is to guard the 
dam, but he is also worshipped by women who wish children, and he 
cures those afflicted by malignant spirits and black magic.

Traveling by bus from Mettur to Pavani one notices the giant statues of 
Munis, who sit singly or in groups left and right of the road, sometimes 
clearly visible, sometimes partly hidden by trees. They are a typical 
feature of the landscape here in the Salem, Erode and Coimbatore 
districts. Often the Munis are main deities, as in the above case, with only 
the seven maidens as companions. These are usually vegetarian and get 
covered when the Muni receives his goat sacrifices. Sometimes the Munis 
are the watchful guardians of other deities, as e. g., in the case of Pantara 
Appicci, whose festival we shall attend in chapter five.

Muni is one of the most versatile gods: he sits, stands or kneels, each 
pose altering his character. Sitting, Muni appears singly or in groups; 
kneeling or standing, he is alone. His standing form resembles the giant, 
pot-bellied entrance guardian called Ali in the Tirunelveli district, or 
simply putam (‘demon’) in other areas. The three outstanding characteris
tics of Muni are his fierceness or wildness, his tremendous height and his 
love of cigars.

In the cantonment area of Tiruccirappalli near the busstand there is a 
small shrine to Munlcuvarar (Skt. Munlsvara). This used to be an area of 
wilderness (katu) and the god was in form of a stone under a Margosa 
tree. The place was called ‘rettaippalam’ (‘two bridges’) and the god was 
called ‘rettaippala Muni’. People were afraid to come into this area after 
dark because they would see a strange man in a white turban smoking a 
cigar near the bridge. He would ask people for things and if they gave 
them to him, he would reveal his huge form, and they would recognize 
the god. The priest explained that the god had to be in his terrifying form 
for his nightly guardian duty, and for this purpose he needed the cigars 
and arrack (that devotees can offer to the god). He guards a territory 
which includes the Head Post Office, the busstand and railway station 
and reaches up to the Commissioner's office. The god tends to appear to 
people in a huge white form (some say the form reaches into the sky). In 
this form the Muni of the Mettur dam once scared one of the policemen 
on guardian duty during the visit of the late Indian prime minister, Rajiv 
Gandhi. It was midnight when the policeman noticed a white figure and

34 Tinamalar, 21.9.1988.
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when he ran towards it, it dissolved. The villagers later explained to him 
that he had seen the god who usually makes his rounds at that time.

Just before the bus enters Kantarvakkottai coming from Tancavur, one 
can catch glimpses of a large stone elephant. It faces Ataikkalankatta 
Aiyanar (ataikkalam = ‘refuge’), the main god of the temple. One of the 
guardian deities (kaval teyvam) of this Aiyanar is VelJaimuni, the ‘white’ 
Muni, a large, white standing figure holding a club and accompanied by a 
tiger.35 There is no roof over his head because the god does not wish to be 
placed in a shrine; in fact, he used to grow in stature as well as in power 
and the gods of the sky, worried that he would become greater than they, 
placed a linga on his head. Apart from stopping the god's growth, it 
protects him from heat and rain. Vellaimuni's power is believed to be in 
his eyes: Aiyanar once went to visit the goddess Minaksi of Maturai and 
told her: ‘I need a meat-eating god.’ She sent Vellaimuni with him. 
Having arrived in Kantarvakkottai, Muni looked back towards his home, 
Maturai, and everything that stood in the path of his look caught fire. 
Since then people are afraid to build houses in the range of his vision. It 
was Muni who asked the Dalits to do puja at the temple, and he promised 
to take care of any mistakes they might make (meaning probably any 
violations of purity rules).

As a last example, let us look at a rather curious form of Muni, a female 
one. Natarayacuvami of Mettuppalaiyam (Erode) is a form of Aiyanar. 
The temple stands alone in the wilderness and Natarayacuvami was 
described by the informant priest as ‘vana teyvam’, ‘forest deity’. Facing 
him and facing Karuppannacuvami, who has a separate shrine behind the 
temple complex of Natarayacuvami, is Makamuni, an impressive female 
figure kneeling on her right leg, showing fangs and a halo of fire, and 
surrounded by other Munis only partly sculpted into the rock. In her 
hands she carries the trisula and the kapala. Goats are sacrificed directly 
in front of Makamuni, while a curtain shields Natarayacuvami. (The same 
female type of Makamuni has a shrine in the VIrakkumaracami temple of 
Vellakkovil. I have not come across the name Makamuni or Muni for a 
female deity anywhere else.) One of the priests of the four hundred 
Pantaram families, who share the puja duties at this temple, related the 
following story:

Long ago, in this area, there was a Muni who killed many people. The people 
came to Natarayacuvami and prayed for help. Natarayacuvami said to Makamuni: 
’Sit here!’ (i. e., close to Natarayacuvami). Makamuni agreed on condition that 
she be given a thousand goats (attukkata) for each step she took (towards 
Natarayacuvami). The god consented. Then he told his guardian, Ka
ruppannacuvami, to put chains around her feet and waist and drag her to the 
sanctum. When Karuppannacuvami had done so, Natarayacuvami placed his foot

35 See plate.
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on the chain to prevent Makamuni from escaping. Makamuni asked for her goats. 
Natarayacuvami offered her a thousand goats, but Makamuni was not satisfied 
saying she had asked for a thousand goats per step (ati). The god replied: ’I didn't 
promise you a thousand goats per ati, but a thousand goats per ati. Thus you will 
receive a thousand goats in the month of ati.’

Muni is known to cure mental illness, spirit possession and nightmares, 
and the priests prepare small copper caskets containing mantras that can 
be worn as amulets and that are placed on the Muni's neck after the cure 
has been effected. The temple is famous for its exorcism rites, which take 
place at night during the festival time in the month of ati. We visited the 
temple in 1991, and there were a number of women being exorcised, not 
more than a dozen though, and very much less than when Elmore visited 
the temple.36 The possessed shook their heads back and forth, loosening 
their hair - which is typical for this rite. A group of men, among them 
ascetics with matted hair, tried to get the possessing spirits to reveal their 
names and villages. Once both were known, the women were dragged to 
a particular tree where a strand of their hair was nailed into the tree trunk 
and cut. Spirits cannot jump over iron; the nail fixes them onto the tree. 
Various men performed ‘possession feats’, hitting themselves with 
bamboo sticks, swallowing lit campher, and walking on sandals with 
upward facing nails. It was hard to determine who was possessed by a 
malignant spirit and who by the deity. The ghostly ceremonies lasted 
until dawn, when many men lined up to sacrifice their goats to Muni, 
while the main deity's door was closed.

Muniyanti is Muni's name in the Madurai district area. Here he is also a 
large figure standing near the temple compound entrance. Because of his 
red skin color and the saiva markings on his forehead, he is considered a 
form or aspect (amcam, Skt. amsa) of Siva. He has lent his name to a 
chain of restaurants (‘Muniyanti Vilas’) specializing in non-vegetarian 
food.

7. Maturai Viran

Maturai Viran is a god known in the whole of Tamilnadu and made 
famous by a film in which M. G. Ramachandran, actor and longtime 
chiefminister of Tamilnadu, played the role of Maturai Viran. Cakkiliyars 
(a Dalit community who traditionally worked with leather) claim Maturai 
Viran as their clan or caste deity because the god was brought up by 
Cakkiliyars who found the child in the forest, where it had been 
abandoned by its royal parents. Maturai Viran is worshipped by many

36 Elmore 1925: 51 ff.
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caste people, and he is also loved by those who spend their money on 
alcohol. The picture of the god hangs in arrack and toddy shops, and the 
god is often depicted with bottles of liquor at his feet; in fact, such bottles 
constitute an important offering to Maturai Viran.37 According to the 
myth, Maturai Viran once replaced his father (the Cakkiliyar who had 
brought him up) in guarding the princess who had reached puberty and 
was living secluded in a hut at the edge of town. This girl, Pommi, fell in 
love with Maturai Viran, and the two secretly married and eloped. The 
king sent his army to find his daughter, but Maturai Viran successfully 
did battle with the soldiers. He and Pommi went to Tiruccirappalli. There, 
Viran defeated the robbers (kaljar) who had made traveling in the 
kingdom a risk and, later, when he and Pommi were in Maturai, he 
similarly cleaned Maturai and its surroundings of the robbers. In Maturai, 
Viran fell in love with a dancer, Vellaiyammal. When he tried to abduct 
the maiden at night, he was caught, and not being recognized because of 
his disguise as a robber (kajjar), was condemned to have his arms and 
legs cut off. The king arrived and, realizing too late that the robber was 
the hero who previously had done him a great service, he begged the 
goddess Minaksi to restore Maturai Viran's life. This the goddess did; 
however, Maturai Viran decided it was his fate to die, and he cut off his 
own head with a small knife. With the permission of the king, Pommi and 
Vellaiyammal immolated themselves on Viran's funeral pire. Minaksi 
granted Viran his wish to become her guardian and, after the dead hero 
had appeared in the dream of the king demanding to be worshipped, a 
cult was established for him. Maturai Viran's shrine is on the eastern side 
of the Minaksi temple.38 Maturai Viran is a god who appeals to many 
castes: The Telunku speaking Tottiyar or Nayakkar caste (Pommi's 
caste), Kaljar and Maravar castes, who identify with the hero because of 
his courage, his ‘qualities’ as robber (he ‘robbed’ his two women) and 
conquerer of robbers.39 Maturai Viran personifies the upstart who, despite 
his poor and low social background, achieves fame and who, flaunting 
the rules of society, pursues his goal despite the consequences this can 
entail. His courage in the end wins him a place as guardian deity.

We find Maturai Viran in the entourage of Aiyanar, and he is a favorite 
guardian of goddesses. He can also occupy the central position of a 
temple. As main deity in the Coimbatore district he is portrayed sitting on 
a white horse, accompanied by his wife (Pommi), his mistress 
(Vellaiyammal) and his dog. There he is worshipped mainly by Dalits as 
their clan deity. Though generally a meat-eating god, he tends to become

37 See plate
38 For a good summary of the story of Maturai Viran see Shulman 1985: 355 ff.; Tamil 

texts: Maturaivlracuvami Katai and VIraiyan Ammanai.
39 Kajlar and Maravar used to be ‘robber’ castes, see Shulman 1980c; Dirks 1989.
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vegetarian when he occupies the central place in the temple, and then one 
of his guardians, in the Coimbatore district e. g., Makamuni, the kneeling 
form of Muni, will receive the meat offerings. Iconographic variants of 
Maturai VIran are his standing form, again with his two consorts and a 
dog, and his sitting figure (in which he resembles the sitting Muni), a 
form we find in the northeastern part of Tamilnadu. Here he often is 
simply called VIran, ‘hero’ and may be single or with only one lady at his 
side.

8. General Remarks on the myths and priests

The above six portraits give us an idea of the kind of deities and themes 
that shall be our concern in the following chapters. Let us now look at a 
few general points. We have already remarked on the variability of a 
deity's outer form. This should be kept in mind for the next chapters, 
meaning that wherever we can establish a rule, there is likely to be an 
exception. There are hundreds of different deities in Tamilnadu and to 
mention them all would be pointless and is not really necessary since, 
once we understand certain patterns, it becomes easy to assign a deity a 
character and place. One way to understand a deity is through his or her 
myths, especially when these myths explain where the local deity stands 
in relation to the great gods and goddesses of the pan-Hindu tradition. 
The linking of a local deity to a pan-Hindu deity is complex and we shall 
look at it in a separate chapter.40 Many folk myths tell of the deities' 
interaction with humans; they tell us how the deities live on earth and 
how sometimes they have a difficult time getting humans to pay attention 
to them. There is a meeting point between folk deity and devotee, and this 
meeting point is on earth, but often in a mythic time. It is not really 
relevant at what point in time the caste or clan ancestor became 
connected to a god or goddess; genealogies at some point tend to cross 
the threshold that separates human time from mythic time. In fact, one 
could ask the question if for the devotees there is a difference between 
human time and mythic time. There is such a closeness between deities 
and devotees, so much communication and interaction between them that 
it becomes difficult to consign each to a different category or world.

The deities can be regarded as property, be it of a single person or a 
group, and as such they can change hands, even be sold. We shall see in 
the next chapter that once a deity has become established, ‘rooted to a 
spot’, he or she cannot be removed. If a clan or priest settles in a different 
village, he can transport his deity in the form of a mobile statue or some

40 See chapter IV.
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earth from the temple, but the immobile icon will remain in the original 
place.41

The main deity of the village Aracankuti (Trichy) is Tillaikkali.42 Some 
five generations ago, Vellalars established the goddess near the river, 
where they had found her floating in the water. Then Vellalars together 
with Mutaliyars constituted the majority group in the village. Some time 
later Kallars settled in the village, and in the 1930ies these Kallars took 
some earth from the Tillaikkali temple and established the goddess closer 
to the village, where she presently is. The goddess is now fully in the 
hands of Kallars, the other castes having by and by left the village. One 
informant said that the Vellalars had accused the Kaljars of stealing their 
goddess and that they had gone to court about the issue. The judge 
apparently had said: ‘The Kallars' Kali is Kollaikkaji (stolen Kali), the 
Vedalars' Kah is Tillaikkali’.

A Veljajar is priest of PaHattur Aiyanar whose shrine is located in a 
wilderness area outside the small town of Vallam (near Tancavur). 
Previously the god was in Pallattur, where he was looked after by a 
Mutaliyar priest. One day the god had woken up the priest and told him 
that some people were planning to kill him and advised him to flee. The 
priest placed Aiyanar with his two wives in a basket and hurried away. 
Near Vallam he placed the basket on the ground in order to wash his 
hands and brush his teeth, and when he was ready to continue the journey 
he was unable to lift the basket. Aiyanar told him that he liked it here, but 
the Mutaliyar, afraid to stay, sold the god to a Vellajar for a hundred 
rupees. The buyer was the present priest's grandfather.

Priests are particularly close to the deity. They are responsible for the 
well-being of the god or goddess and under certain circumstances, e. g., if 
the temple has no income, this can even mean that the priests have to pay 
from their own pockets for the puja items (oil for the lamp, incense, rice, 
etc). Temple income is generated from donations, leasing of temple lands 
or from funds by the Hindu Religious and Charities Endowment Board 
which, if a temple falls under its auspices, pays the salary of the priest 
and contributes to the festival expenses. The Board's task is to look after 
the finances of a temple. Practically this means that an officer appointed 
by the Board checks the accounts of the temple, while a group of trustees, 
chosen from the village, is responsible for the proper maintenance, 
festivals etc. of the temple. The Board, once it takes over a temple (this 
happens especially when a temple is rich), often appoints a Brahman 
priest. This can lead to considerable changes in the cult, e. g., stopping of 
non-vegetarian offerings, a rapprochement between folk and pan-Hindu

41 See also Chapter V.
42 Tillaikkali is famous in Citamparam, where she is the fierce, dark goddess of the 

northern boundary, see Shulman 1980a: 218 f.
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deities. A good example of this is the Aiyanar temple of Curakkottai 
(Thanjavur). There are two Aiyanar temples side by side. One is rich 
because the god is said to protect the road and the passing vehicles, and 
therefore lorry drivers stop to worship and drop money into the hundial 
(collection box). The other temple is poor and in a dilapidated condition. 
The poor Aiyanar is the elder brother of the rich Aiyanar, and in the poor 
temple Dalits (Paraiyars) have been priests for many generations. Some 
of the deities (Aiyanar, Cannaci and Vatuvaci) are vegetarian, but the 
guardians (Maturai Viran, Pecci, Muniyantavar, Muttal Ravuttan) receive 
goat and chicken sacrifices. None of the deities in the younger Aiyanar 
temple get animal offerings and the only concession that the Kurukkal 
(Brahman), a government appointed priest, makes is allowing offerings of 
cigars and alcohol to Maturai Viran. Apart from these changes in food 
offerings, the Brahman priest has effected a shift of focus in one of the 
guardians: Muttal Ravuttan has become Vapar. Muttal Ravuttan is one of 
Aiyanar's meat-eating and alcohol drinking guardians in the Thanjavur 
district, but his more prominent role is as guardian of Draupadl.43 Vapar, 
like Muttal Ravuttan, is a Muslim, yet he is guardian of the famous 
Aiyappan at Sabarimalai. By changing the name to Vapar, the priest is 
successfully suggesting that this guardian of Aiyanar (who in any case is 
a form of Aiyappan) has the same status as Vapar, guardian of the famous 
Aiyappan, and he thereby establishes a connection between the local 
Aiyanar temple and the pan Southindian Sabarimalai Aiyappan.

We have already said that the majority of priests at folk temples are 
non-Brahmans. Brahmans can be priests of folk temples, but are rarely 
so, and then, as the above example shows, are often appointed by the 
government and are not hereditary priests. Non-Brahman priests will call 
Brahman priests to act as ritual experts for special occasions, for instance, 
to help in the festival decoration of the deity or to assist in specific 
vegetarian pujas. Most Tamil villages are divided into caste villages 
(villages in which no Dalits live) and Dalit villages. In the caste village 
non-Brahmans, non-Dalits, are priests of folk temples, while in the Dalit 
villages or quarters, Dalits will be priests. Generally, Dalits do worship at 
caste temples, but they do not enter them. In 99% of the temples visited 
for the present study, the priests of caste temples admitted that Dalits did 
not step beyond the temple entrance and when asked why, they simply 
explained that ‘it was custom’. (This happens despite the fact that the 
deities of Dalits are part of certain public caste temples and that the Dalits 
themselves have important roles in the festival ceremonies of these 
temples.) Generally, when a Dalit worships at e. g., an Aiyanar caste 
temple, the priest will bring the plate with the sacred flame and the

43 Hiltebeitel 1989: 339 ff., see also in Hiltebeitel 1991.
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prasada to the entrance and either place it on the ground, letting the Dalit 
take the sacred ash by himself, or hold the puja plate out to the Dalit, but 
then sprinkle water over himself in order to purify himself. This happens 
regardless of whether the priest is a vegetarian or not, regardless of 
whether the deity accepts blood sacrifices or not. A caste person will not 
accept prasada consisting of food, especially cooked food, from a Dalit 
priest. In other words, while rules of who will accept food and water from 
whom also regulate the hierarchy within the castes, the gap is nowhere as 
pronounced as between persons of caste and Dalits. In this connection it 
should be mentioned that I, a white, non-Hindu woman, was allowed into 
all the temples, except those that did not grant access to women in 
general and those temples of Siva and Perumal that strictly forbid the 
entry to non-Hindus.

Priests are predominantly men. In the 300 temples visited for this study, 
only two had female priests. In one temple the priestess had taken over 
the duties from her brother-in-law's wife who had been priestess before 
her. In the other temple the woman had taken over the priestly duties 
from her mother-in-law, who had succeeded her son-in-law when he had 
become blind. One day, a strange old woman had appeared in front of the 
blind priest's wife and said: ‘I am Karuppanaccami, come and do puja.’ 
She did and for ten years she has been the priestess of this temple, despite 
opposition from her relatives (Velur).

Usually the office of the priest is hereditary. It is a title owned by a 
family (perhaps granted to it long ago by a king or other ruling authority), 
and it is passed on from father to son. The title can be divided into shares 
(panku), and the various shareholders are called pankaji. Through this 
system of shares, one priest may have to take care of two or three temples 
(if for instance he inherits the shares of others) or, a number of pankali 
may share the duties in one temple. The latter can lead to the extreme 
case of 400 priests working for one deity (thus 400 Pantaram priests 
attend alternately for a few days to the god Natarayacuvami in 
Mettuppajaiyam).

The office of the priest can be passed from one caste to another. This 
happens when 1. there is no heir and other members of the family cannot 
or do not want to take over the office; 2. the whole caste has left the 
village; 3. the government appoints a priest from a different caste; 4. the 
priest does not perform his duties properly; 5. the priest cannot afford to 
attend to his duties (because of lack of time or money) and other 
members of the family or caste refuse the office.

Informants regarded the office of priest with mixed feelings. The priest 
has to spend a certain amount of time for his duties and even if he does 
only one puja per day, it involves washing and decorating the deity, 
cooking rice (ponkal) and worshipping the deity. Usually the deity will be
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outside the village, and if the priest attends to two or three deities, it is 
well possible that he has to cover a distance of five to ten kilometers for 
his round. This leaves him little time to hold another job. Many small 
temples can barely be maintained, and their deities receive only weekly 
or twice weekly pujas. Big festivals are the occasions when money flows 
into the temple, and they also help to spread the name and fame of the 
deity, which in turn brings more donations. Despite the various problems 
that his office can entail, the priest will not easily surrender it. For one, 
the priest tends to feel a certain attachment to his deity; for another, the 
office carries respect. All castes, including the high and/or powerful 
castes, worship the deity through the priest and receive the offerings 
(piracatam) of the deity through him.

Having gotten a feel for the gods and their attendants, we shall now 
look at how and where a deity is ‘bom’ and where the folk deities are 
located within the village and its surrounding landscape.



II

Wilderness and Ordered Space

1. Introduction

From my window I see patches of lawn, perfectly green, contained in 
borders of even stones; I see patches of flowers, yellow pansies 
interspersed with red tulips. There is a small pond, there are trees, and if I 
look through the window at the back of the house, I see a herbal garden, 
each herb nicely separated, the whole arranged into a mandala form. 
These landscapes are man-made, they are pretty, they are perfect. It is 
nature cultivated according to our human taste. There is also a different 
kind of nature, one that has its own say, that grows and dies the way it 
wants: weeds between railway tracks, forests without paths. There is 
something savage about these patches of wild space, but they can make 
one feel free and independent.

What is wilderness? Basically it is a piece of land that has not been 
cultivated, on which things grow the way they happen to grow. Wilder
ness can be a forest with large trees, a forest with bushes, shrubs; it can 
be a desert landscape with cacti; it can be a field of stones and rocks. But 
wilderness is more than just landscape. A person can be wild - meaning 
he or she is out of the ordinary, or unmanageable (as a child that cannot 
be controlled), or an intense emotion can be called wild, for instance 
anger. In German a wild man, a ‘Wilder’, is someone who lives in the 
forest, is uncouth, uncultivated. What is wild is contrary to conventions, 
defies boundaries, is unruly, lacking restraint (a wild party), a-social, 
undomesticated (as an animal or plant). But the wild can also mean what 
is left intact, what is not genetically altered, the natural self-organization 
of a species, an inner wilderness that, according to Vandana Shiva, needs 
as much protection as the outer wilderness.1

Wilderness plays an important part in most religions. It is in the 
wilderness that a human being is closest to the divine spirit, here he or 
she meets God, but also the dark forces, Satan. The Spirit led Jesus into 
the wilderness,2 here he fasted, prepared for the decisive encounter. The 
Way of the Wilderness connotes an alternative way of life, away from 
corruption, indulgence, materialism; it is a way of re-grouping strength

1 Shiva 1995.
2 Matthew 4.1 ff.
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and re-asserting faith, an ascetic way of life. Asramas are in the 
wilderness, saints meditate in caves, on mountains, in forests; it is in the 
wilderness that men or women meet their guardian spirits.

The most obvious wilderness symbol is the tree. Buddha was ‘awak
ened’ under the Bodhi tree; each temple has a temple tree (sthala vrksa) 
that points to the deity's birth in the wilderness; but the tree symbol 
encompasses more than just the wild, the forest: it stretches into the 
ordered space, it links, mediates. Standing firmly planted in the earth, its 
branches pushing into the eight directions and into the sky, it conducts 
vitalizing energies; with its leaves falling and new ones budding, it 
displays the changes of seasons, fertility and growth, life and death. 
Upside down it is the tree of life, in India the asvattha (Pipal, ficus 
religiosa), symbol of the eternal Brahman; its branches, the five elements, 
grow down; its roots spread upwards.3 The tree also represents the world 
axis, the center pole, and can figure as a symbol of power and justice. In 
depictions of Minaksi's marriage to Siva in Maturai, a tree looks on, fills 
the background. It is never missing and is perhaps witness to the 
wedding, as is a vanni (Skt. saml, prosopis spicigera) in another of Siva's 
sixty-four divine plays.4

Opposite to wilderness is the ordered space, the inhabited, domesti
cated, planned space, the village, the town. It is space constantly altered, 
improved, interfered with by human hands. An abandoned building 
returns to wilderness. Ordered space needs human attention. Ordered 
space means laws, customs, norms, predictability; it means human 
fertility, family, society and as much as humans make use of nature, it 
means domesticated plants and animals, agriculture, animal husbandry.

The two ‘worlds’, the ordered and the wild, are opposites yet comple
mentary. Each needs the other. Ordered space without wilderness 
becomes stagnant, barren; wilderness without the ordered ends in chaotic 
destructiveness. There is, of course, an order in the wilderness, a rhythm, 
a time; just as the norm, the structured space shows gaps of wilderness: 
perhaps in the liminality of the old rites de passage (van Gennep) and, in 
modem society, in the rebellion of adolescents or in extreme forms of 
sport.

In the Indian context, which is our concern here, many scholars have 
noted, commented and expanded upon the theme of wilderness and 
ordered space. Malamoud writes that in Vedic Brahmanic India ‘the 
entirety of the inhabitable world is divided between grama and aranya’ .5 
Grama is the village, in the sense not of a territory, but a group of people,

3 MaitrayanI Upanisad 6.4, Katha Upanisad 6.1, Svetasvatara Upanisad 3.9, Bhagavad 
Gita Ch. 15.

4 Dessigane et al. 1960: 109.
5 Malamoud 1996: 75 f.
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inhabitants, and aranya is the forest, according to Malamoud's definition 
‘the village's other’, ‘that which is external to the village’. The village is 
the world of men, the forest the world of the gods; thus, according to 
Malamoud, Vedic sacrifice correlated those worlds with the animals to be 
sacrificed: domestic animals for this world, forest animals for obtaining 
the world of gods.6

We find thoughts and discussions on wilderness and ordered space in 
many of Shulman's works. For instance in his article ‘On South Indian 
Bandits and Kings’ Shulman juxtaposes the antinomian folk hero Maturai 
Viran and the king.7 Maturai Viran brushes aside social norms and their 
hierarchic laws; he is an ‘outlaw’ who stands opposite the king whose 
daughter he abducts.8 But when he gains prestige, becomes the king's 
helper and fights the robbers, the outlaws, he himself becomes a ‘little 
king’.9 Maturai Viran moves in and out of wilderness and ordered space, 
mediates between them, is himself once outlaw, once law enforcing 
agency. Ordered space is here represented by the king, wilderness by the 
robber hero. Both interact, need to interact; Shulman sees them as 
opposites, but also as sharing identity and complementing each other. In 
‘The Crossing of the Wilderness: Landscape and Myth in the Tamil Story 
of Rama’ Shulman shows how Kampan's Rama needs to cross the 
wilderness - a wilderness that is not forest or jungle as in Valmlki's 
Ramayana, but desert, the palai10 of the Tamil Sangam poets - in order to 
mature into a man fit for marriage and kingship.11 Rama has to face and 
fight wilderness in the form of the demoness Tatakai before he can rule 
over dharma.

Nancy Falk, in ‘Wilderness and Kingship in Ancient South Asia’, 
explores the connection that early Hindu and Buddhist kings had to 
wilderness and a wilderness being, the Yaksa. Conquered territory could 
only be retained if the king respected and cared for the Yaksa's sanctu
ary.12 The wilderness-being at the same time was a source of the king's 
power. Peter Claus shows how certain folk heroes mediate between the 
wilderness space with its deities and the ordered, settled space, and 
kingship.13

These authors widen the concept of wilderness to include social and 
religious space; the wilderness harbors certain powers manifested in 
spirits and deities; it is a place where changes are initiated and occur; it is

6 Malamoud 1996: 79.
7 Shulman 1980c.
8 See Chapter 1.7.
9 On this term and its historical meaning see Dirks 1989.
10 See below.
11 Shulman 1981.
12 Falk 1973.
13 Claus 1978.
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a space of death and renewal, a source of strength. Wilderness is the place 
of robbers, of anti-socials, of outsiders, the ‘outcaste’ who, nourished by 
wild animals, conquers the ordered space and becomes king and 
ultimately deity, as Maturai VIran and other folk heroes exemplify. We 
could say that wilderness is a pre-condition to social and spiritual power. 
Following Sontheimer in his article ‘The Vana and the Ksetra’,14 we can 
classify the brahmacarin and the grhastha under ordered space, the 
vanaprastha and sarnnyasin under wilderness. The tribal traditions fall 
under wilderness and the ‘codified’ Hinduism (Eschmann) under ordered 
space. Sontheimer's terms for wilderness and ordered space differ from 
those chosen by Malamoud;15 Sontheimer's wilderness is (Skt.) vana and 
the ordered space is (Skt.) ksetra. By ksetra Sontheimer means the 
inhabited, well-settled space, the ordered space ruled over by a king. It is 
the area of regular plough agriculture, the village and the great holy 
centers in this area. Hierarchy, strict caste dharma and social control is 
emphasized in the ksetra. Vana is the wild space, the jungle, the forest 
with its tribal people, ascetics and asramas. Sontheimer points out that the 
two realms are complementary, that they influence each other and that 
much that used to belong to the tribal world (e. g., the worship of 
mountain spirits, of trees, animals, yaksas, snakes, termite hills, deified 
clan ancestors) has found its way into folk religion and through folk 
religion into the codified (high) Hinduism. On the importance of the 
forest in terms of Maharashtrian myths from the epics (Ramayana and 
Mahabharata) and especially with regard to rivers see Feldhaus.16

In the following, when I speak of wilderness and ordered space, I mean 
the physical space and the mental space, i. e., the ideas associated with 
the two areas. It is important to keep in mind that there are no clear 
boundaries between the two, but that they feed on each other in a 
reciprocal process: as soon as man enters the wilderness he orders it, 
changes it, leaves his/her marks; in turn, the ordered space grows out of 
the wild, and it falls back into it.

2. Naming the ordered space and wilderness

Sontheimer called them vana and ksetra. Skt. vana means a forest, wood, 
thicket of trees, a cluster of plants; (Skt.) ksetra denotes a field, ground, 
region, fertile soil, land, place (also of pilgrimage). Another Skt. term for 
forest is aranya, a term Malamoud uses to denote wilderness space. While 
these terms fit the Sanskrit context, their transposition into Tamil is

14 Sontheimer 1987.
15 See above.
16 Feldhaus 1995: 96 ff.
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problematic. Vana, Tamil vanam, does mean what it means in Sanskrit: 
wilderness, uncultivated country, forest, and is used as such, for instance, 
in Vana Durga, Vana Bhadrakali, but the word also has strong associa
tions with cultivated plants as in punkavanam (‘flower garden, pleasure- 
ground’), nanta vanam or nantana vanam which means a flower garden or 
grove. A harsher and perhaps better word for wild space is Tamil katu. It 
has meanings and connotations of uncultivated land, forest, thick, 
impenetrable brush wood, desert areas, the place for burning dead bodies 
(cutukatu), wildness, roughness, unpolishedness and so on. As a suffix 
katu implies the wild species of a plant as opposed to its cultivated, 
domesticated one; or the wild cousin of the domesticated animal, e. g., 
katterumai is a wild buffalo. Katu is a place one would not visit at night 
as it is believed to be the abode of dangerous spirits. Another term, but 
with a different shade of meaning is palai. It is one of the five landscapes 
(tinai) that the Sangam poets (first few centuries of the Christian Era) 
used in their poetry. Tolkappiyar (in Akattinaiyiyal) explains palai not as 
a separate tinai, but one shared by the other four landscapes when these 
are dried out in the scorching summer sun. Later writers, however, give 
palai a status equal to that of the other landscapes.17 Palai means desert, a 
desolate landscape in which cacti grow; it is the home of lizards, vultures 
and robbers. In the Sangam poetry it denotes the separation of the lovers, 
the pining away or wasting away of the lady left behind. The deity 
assigned to the palai is the goddess KoiTavai or Kali. Of these three 
terms, i. e., vanam, katu, palai, informants used katu to denote wilderness 
or a space opposed to the settled area, forest, burning ground, waste land, 
empty plot. While palai was never used, vanam could substitute for katu, 
but was less favored.

A term for the ordered space presents a problem. Ksetra, in Tamil 
kettiram, does not really fit. Informants didn't use the term, except 
sometimes to mean a temple area. There are two common words in Tamil 
for village or settled space: ur and kiramam, the latter from Skt. grama. 
The term ur has many meanings: village, hometown, birth place, country, 
caste village when it stands in opposition to the ceri, the Dalit village, and 
it can express both, the village as an administrative unit (then often called 
kiramam) which includes the wilderness space and the village as purely 
settled space which excludes wilderness.18 Kiramam is always a village 
while ur can be a city as well. In colloquial parlance the sophisticated city 
dweller will employ a form of kiramam to describe the simple-minded 
‘village folks’. If we are to make a choice between the two terms, ur

17 On the tinai see Marr 1985: 15 ff., Zvelebil 1974: 37; Hardy 1983: 144; Ramanujan 
1985: 252; Ramanujan 1994: 107; Richman 1988: 29.

18 On the term ur/kiramam see Daniel 1987.
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seems more appropriate since it strongly implies culture in all its 
meanings.

3. Manifestation of a deity - birth in the wilderness

When a deity is ‘born’, that is, when the divine power chooses to show 
itself somewhere on earth, it is invariably in the wilderness. Even if a 
temple now stands in the middle of inhabited space, the priest will begin 
his account of the temple by saying: ‘When this here was wilderness 
(katu) ...’. The deity is discovered in a forest or in an uncultivated piece 
of land; he/she is found in a termite hill, under a tree or thorny bush, in a 
field that is being ploughed (transformed from fallow to fertile earth). 
This is true of any deity, be it Siva or a local god or goddess.

Tanancayan, a merchant, returned late from a journey. It was night and 
when he crossed the cadamba forest (katampavanam), he saw in it Siva- 
Sundara in Indra's chariot and all the gods worshipping Siva. The 
merchant joined in the prayer and stayed there until the gods disappeared 
in the morning. As soon as he was home, he informed the king, 
Kulasekara Pandiyan, of what he had experienced in the forest. Siva- 
Sundara then appeared in the king's dream and asked him to cut the forest 
and build a city there. When the city was finished, Siva was so pleased 
that he poured his divine nectar (maturam) on the city and this is how the 
city got its name: Maturai.19 Nellaiyappar (Siva), whose temple is in the 
centre of Tirunelveli, appeared in the forest as well. A cowherd bringing 
milk for the king daily had to pass through a bamboo forest. One day he 
stumbled, and the three pots filled with milk fell to the ground. The milk 
spilled, but the earthen pots did not break. The cowherd was surprised, 
nevertheless, he brought an axe and dug up the palmyra shoot over which 
he had stumbled. Blood flowed from it. The king was called. He 
recognized the shoot as sivalinga and built a temple for the god.20

Katpati (Vellore) is an important railway junction, and the town's local 
goddess is called Renukampikai (Renuka). The goddess' statue was 
discovered 750 years ago when the last of a group of bullock carts hit 
something while traveling through the dense forest of this area. When the 
driver of the cart got down, he saw a statue that was bleeding on its left 
side. The sight caused the merchant to fall unconscious and then 
Renukampikai appeared in his dream and told him to build a temple in 
her honor at that place.21 Mariyamman, a sister or form/aspect of

19 Dessigane et al. 1960: 11 f., Tiruvilaiyatal 3.
20 Tirunelveli 1987: 25 ff.
21 Indian Express, Madurai, 16.3.1998.
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Renuka22 is the most popular goddess of Tamilnadu. Even kings 
worshipped her, among them the ruler of Tancavur, Venkoji Makaraja 
Cattirapati (1676-1683). He used to visit the goddess Mariyamman in 
Camayapuram (near Tiruccirappalh). One night the goddess appeared in 
his dream and revealed to him that he need not go so far and that she was 
close by, five kilometers east of Tancavur. He would find her there in a 
forest of punnai trees (Alexandrian laurel) in a termite hill. The king 
found her, happily began to worship her at that place and built a small 
temple for her.23 This temple, now called Punnainallur Mariyamman 
temple, has grown big and famous and houses a number of sub-deities, 
one of them Durga. She was found under similar circumstances: A rich 
man's black cow stopped giving milk to its calf and instead poured the 
milk over a particular spot. When the cow owner dug up the place where 
the cow had released its milk, he found the statue of Durga.

The deity discovered in the wilderness can be in the form of a statue, 
but more often it has itself a wilderness shape: is a stone (which can 
easily be assimilated to the sivalinga), a root, a sprout, a tuber, a snake 
etc. Embedded in the wilderness image are certain symbols: the milk 
which pours over the deity, the blood that flows from the deity as a sign 
of the deity's injury - to compound the wilderness imagery, the blood 
often flows from a tree or plant that itself is regarded as the deity or that 
harbors a deity.24 One or the other or in combination these symbols turn 
up in countless origin myths throughout India and even in Muslim myths, 
where a plr's discovery can be marked by his injury and flow of blood.25 
Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi collected 130 examples and found that the 
majority of them came from Siva temples and Shulman's collection too 
comes from saiva sources.26 Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi concludes from her 
material that the blood legends pertain mainly to Siva as svayambhulinga 
(selfborn linga), but also to Ganesa, Subrahmanya, folk goddesses and 
folk gods who are avataras or have aspects of Siva (Khandoba, Aiyappan, 
Nagaraja), and that, with a few exceptions, these legends are lacking in 
the vaisnava tradition.27 The folk data from Tamilnadu agrees with this: 
in most cases the injured deity turns out to be Aiyanar or a goddess, while 
the vasnava deities tend to emerge from water.28 There are exceptions.29 
Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi and especially Shulman have analyzed the

22 See below.
23 Sthala varalaru, Das 1991: 124.
24 See also Feldhaus 1995: 98: Bhimasankar; Link 1997: 91: Murukan in Kataragama.
25 Bayly 1993: 481; on wilderness in South Indian Muslim tradition see Bayly 1992: 

120 ff.
26 Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1978; Shulman 1980a: 93ff.
27 Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1978: 116.
28 See above, Karuppar, and Chapter V.
29 See below.
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meanings of blood and milk/cow,30 and, with certain reservations, their 
findings can be applied here as well: the blood that flows is a sign of the 
deity's sacrifice/birth (Shulman); but, contrary to Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi's 
argument, it need not necessarily be a sign of the deity's anger or 
displeasure, nor need the violence that causes the blood show a corre
spondence to certain character traits of Siva and the goddesses.

The cow, sometimes black, sometimes white, sometimes said to be 
Kamadhenu,31 is the nourishing (white) or destructive (black) fe
male/goddess (Shulman; but this interpretation does not make sense when 
the injured deity is the goddess herself, as in the case of Durga above); 
the milk is cooling, is food and purifying substance used in abhiseka rites; 
it can be likened to semen (creative seeds), to Siva's ashes, the moon on 
the god's head, to purity and sattvic qualities and stands in opposition to 
the red of the goddess, the creative-destructive aspects of life, the rajasic 
qualities.32 Blood and milk in these myths do not necessarily always 
mean an opposition between violence/death and nourishing, supporting 
life substances;33 in Tamil folk religion blood is sometimes homologous 
to milk, i. e., a life-giving/life-supporting substance, e. g., when the god- 
dancer drinking the blood of the sacrificed animal calls it ‘pal’, milk! 
This explains why in some of the myths either the blood or the milk can 
be missing. The red-white pair together with the black cow forms a triad 
of colors, the colors of the gunas.34

It seems clear that in the long history of Indian religions blood and milk 
have become heavily loaded with symbolic content and that the value 
attached to them can differ from context to context; a study of this is not 
possible here, but for our purpose it should be pointed out that South 
Indian traditions, especially those less ‘brahmanized’, do not attach the 
polluting quality to blood that the high, brahmanical tradition does. Blood 
does signify danger, violence, but it is also a source of power and life- 
force (we shall come back to this when we look at blood sacrifices). Milk 
has pure, sattvic qualities; it stops the blood, appeases the heat/violence 
of birth, it is one of the five sacred products of the cow. The cow is a 
domestic animal, and this could mean that the wilderness power of the 
deity is domesticated through the cow's milk; the cowherd who replaces 
the cow as carrier of the milk (which he spills) has a mediating position in 
society: he supplies milk to kings as well as to Brahmans and other 
castes; through his association with the (sacred) cow his position in the 
caste hierarchy has a certain fluidity. If the discoverer of the deity is of a

30 Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1978; Shulman 1980a: 93ff..
31 See plate.
32 See Chapter III.
33 As argued by Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi.
34 Discussed in Chapter III.
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low caste or even a Dalit, it can mean a recognition of a particularly close 
and ancient relationship between the low-caste and the deity;35 but it can 
also reflect the belief that low-caste persons and Dalits are particularly 
able to manage the dangerous forces of a deity. In Tamilnadu the 
discoverers of the deity are in most cases men, as in Eichinger Ferro- 
Luzzi's examples; however, if the finder is a woman, it does not mean 
that her caste is matrilineal; furthermore, we do find couples involved in 
the sighting of the deity (in Cinkampunari a hunter couple discovered the 
god while digging up sweet-potatoes, vajlikkilanku), but we can agree 
with Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi that the gender distribution reflects social 
roles, and where it is a couple it might reflect not so much social equality 
but the shared duties of food-gathering.36 The king who is called to the 
spot or who is informed of the deity's appearance has the role of patron: 
he legitimizes the cult and provides funds for the temple building and the 
worship. In fact, many folk temples stood under the patronage of a local 
king, who in more recent times has been replaced by a village offi
cer/functionary. Depending on certain circumstances at the time of the 
deity's appearance like place (public, private), caste power structures, the 
finder can claim the deity as his/her (clan/family's) own. This means that 
he/she or the clan takes all the responsibility for the deity (financing and 
doing of worship etc.).

Apart from the blood and milk imagery, what seems important in the 
Tamil myths are the earth and the wilderness. The deities do not come 
from the sky, from heaven, they are bom from the earth, emerge from it, 
are dug up or grow out of it. This shows two things: one, that the deities 
are present on earth, accessible to humans, and two, that the earth, the 
womb from which the deities emerge, retains a quality of the sacred, a 
sacredness that once must have been more predominant if we can accept 
that the non-aryan societies worshipped earth as goddesses,37 and that 
certain agricultural rites still practiced today are a reflection of this.38 The 
sacredness of the deity extends to his/her place, the temple (kovil); deity 
and temple form a unity. There may be no outward sign (stone, statue, 
weapon etc.) to show the presence of the deity, the sacred site (often 
known only to the villagers) is enough to indicate a source of divine 
power. If we replace the black cow with the black earth, we can propose 
a vertical triad of black earth (womb), manifesting (red) deity and white 
or sattvic sky/heaven.

Before we say more about the wilderness aspect, let us look at the 
following three examples. They underline the motives discussed above

35 As Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1978: 117 points out.
36 Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1978: 118.
37 See e. g., Boal 1979 and 1980; Bhattacharyya 1977, Jayakar 1989.
38 See e. g., Bruckner 1995: 221 ff.
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but bring in three more important elements: the termite hill, the snake and 
the deity's fixity.

A cow kept releasing its milk at a particular spot and nothing could be done to 
prevent it. Finally the villagers called the king. At the place where the cow had 
released its milk, there was a stone. While they tried to remove the stone with iron 
bars, the god appeared to a man and said: ’I am Aiyanar. Build me a temple here!’ 
(Ennayiram, Viluppuram).

Where the god appears, the temple has to be built because the god refuses 
to be moved.39 As in the case of the large Siva temples, the king is called 
to acknowledge that the stone is in fact a deity and that a temple can be 
built for the god. This Aiyanar is the clan deity of a group of Brahmans 
calling themselves Astasahasram.40

A boy daily grazed the cattle of PiUaikkavuntar. There was a barren cow that kept 
releasing its milk over a termite mound (pumi). When the boy (a Dalit) dared 
speak about it, nobody believed him and he was beaten. One day PiUaikkavuntar 
himself came to verify the persistent claims of the boy. When he saw that the boy 
had spoken the tmth, he fell at his feet. Then he built a hut over the termite 
mound. Later the god appeared in Pillaikkavuntar’s dream and revealed himself as 
Malaiyanticami (Komankalam Putur, Coimbatore).

This god receives only vegetarian offerings and his priest, a Nayakkar, is 
very strict in observing purity rules. He related that once he had 
accidentally come in contact with meat and when he had entered the 
temple, he had seen a snake circled around the god, a sign of the god's 
displeasure. Describing the god, he compared him to Narayana and Krsna 
even though saiva festivals such as karttikai tlpam and civanrattiri (Skt. 
sivaratri) are celebrated for him.

One of the guardians of the goddess Celliyamman in Mokanur is called 
Cempan. Cempan was one of six brothers who were moving from place 
to place in order to avoid men harassing their beautiful sister. The god 
Karuppannacami went with them in his invisible form and protected them 
until one day the brothers had nothing to eat. At that time the god 
revealed himself and offered them edible golden flowers that appeased 
their hunger. Following Karuppannacami's suggestion, they settled in 
Mokanur, where the brothers got work as guardians for the king. When 
the king showed an interest in their sister, five brothers left with their 
sister, leaving Cempan, the cattle-herder, behind.

While Cempan was herding cattle, it happened that three cows regularly released 
their milk at a naval tree. The village people, hearing of it, followed these cows 
and began to dig up the earth where the cows had released their milk. While doing 
so, they injured the god Karuppannacami with the shovel. The god was in the

39 See Chapter V.
40 See Chapter VI.2.
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form of a snake and blood flowed. When the king realized that he had hurt the 
god, he died. Cempan, accused of having murdered the king, committed suicide 
(Mokanur, Namakkal).

Karuppannacami is in the form of a stone under a naval tree inside the 
main shrine. He is one of the guardians of Celliyamman, the main deity 
of this temple, and the temple is named after him: Navalati Ka
ruppannacami (navalati = at the foot of the naval tree). Outside the main 
shrine, where Dalits worship, Cempan, like the god, sits under another 
naval tree in the form of a stone.

One of the wilderness symbols is the termite hill. If it grows in places 
where people live, it is destroyed because people fear that snakes may 
settle there and enter their homes. In the wilderness or in areas distant 
from houses the termite hill, especially if it shelters a snake, can become 
a temple, because the termite hill or the snake or both are regarded as 
deity. Karuppanacuvami in Maranatu (Sivaganga) is in the form of a 
termite hill; Ankalamman of Mel Malaiyanur (Viluppuram) is a termite 
hill;41 many other gods and goddesses of South India are termite hills or 
live in them in the form of a snake.42 Many stories tell of ascetics who 
disappear when termite hills grow around them (Valmlki being the most 
famous), and other religious traditions in India know the symbol: the 
Jaina Bahubali in Sravanabelgola (Karnataka) stands in a termite hill. The 
termite hill is the gate to the netherworlds,43 it is the world mountain, the 
axis mundi,44 the center; it has an upward movement, connects heaven 
and earth; it grows, renews itself; it is at a place where there is water and 
often it surrounds a tree. It is the house of snakes. The snake, like the 
termite hill, can be of either sex, a god or a goddess. If the deity needs to 
communicate with humans, it frequently does so by appearing in the form 
of a snake.45 The snake symbolizes fertility (in connection with a child 
wish women set up snake stones under the pipal and neem trees, 
considered a couple), renewal (it sheds its skin), immortality (the snakes 
licked some of the ambrosia)46. When the Adisakti creates the worlds she 
takes the form of a snake;47 snakes are associated with rain and water and 
they spread their protective hood over deities and saints. The snake is 
located both in the center of the shrine as well as at its boundary: we see 
it sometimes under the seat of Aiyanar (at the center) and near Muni (at

41 Meyer 1986: 29 ff.
42 Meyer 1986: 58.
43 On the mythology and cult of the termite hill in India see Konig 1984.
44 Irwin 1982.
45 See above.
46 O'Flaherty 1980: 222.
47 Meyer 1986: 6.
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the boundary). The serpent re-traced the ancient boundaries of Maturai, 
hence the city's old name: ‘tiruvalavay’ (‘poison-mouth’)48.

The deity bom in the forest might be in a city now (Siva in Maturai, 
Nellaiyappar in Tirunelveli) or swallowed by suburban settlements 
(Kattumuniyappan ‘Muniyappan of the forest’, Kukai, Salem); the story 
of the deity's birth in the wilderness is not altered, and, in a sense, the 
wilderness remains in the temple in the form of the temple tree (sthala 
vrksa). The species of this tree varies, what is important is the tree's 
sacredness: it must not be tampered with, nobody is allowed to cut its 
branches - if anyone does, the god's punishment follows (the Pipal tree 
inside the Muniyappan temple of Kantipuram, Koyamuttur, is still 
growing and a hole was made in the temple ceiling to accommodate it). 
Precisely because it represents wilderness, human hands should not touch 
it, use it for their domestic purposes. A more powerful statement of the 
deity's wilderness is if the deity itself is a tree; famous examples are 
Mariyamman of Camayapuram (Trichy) whose original form is a Nim 
tree (the Nim is sacred to her, is her tree) and the god Jagannatha of Puri 
in Orissa.49 Trees (especially the Ficus variety and the Nim) are shrine 
sites; e. g., if Pipal and Nim are together they form a couple and are 
worshipped for children; surrounding them are snake stones;50 if a snake 
inhabits a tree it becomes a shrine to Nagaraja (Koccatai Muttaiya temple, 
Maturai).

Heroes who become deities similarly are bom or ‘reborn’ in the 
wilderness. We have met Maturai Viran.51 His mythology says that he 
was bom the son of a king, but because the umbilical cord was wrapped 
around him at birth (which astrologers interpreted to mean the destruction 
of the kingdom), he was abandoned in the forest. Fed and protected by 
wild animals, he survived and was found and raised by a leatherworker 
(Cakkiliyar) couple. Throughout his short life, Maturai Viran breaks 
conventions, moves in and out of wilderness space, and his final 
destination reflects his ambivalent status: he becomes the guardian of 
goddess MlnaksI at Maturai, and his shrine is still located on the eastern 
side of the temple, at the outer wall which separates the sacred space 
from the busy city world. Kattavarayan is another hero god whose birth is 
associated with the wilderness. Like Maturai Viran, he is a son of Siva, 
bom either of a deer that Siva creates in his mind, or from the union of 
Siva and Parvatl in their deer forms. He is also bom of high caste human 
parents, abandoned in the forest and there taken care of by animals. His 
life ends on a wooden pole that grows parallel to his life and is tended in

48 Shulman 1980a: 123 ff.
49 See Tripathi 1986: 223 ff.
50 See e. g., Boulnois 1939.
51 In Chapter 1.7.
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the forest by the goddess Kali.52 Similarly Muttuppattan, a popular folk 
deity/hero of Tirunelveli, though not himself bom in the wilderness, 
meets the two women he falls in love with and later marries in the forest. 
Muttuppattan is a Brahman and his wives are Cakkiliyars, they stand at 
the opposite end of the social hierarchy. One version of the ballad53 says 
that the two women at birth were abandoned in the forest by their mother, 
a Brahman, who was afraid her fidelity would be suspected because she 
had conceived the girls through the grace of Siva and during her 
husband's absence. Multiple births or different births often serve to 
correct forbidden intercaste relationships. On Muttuppattan see Black- 
bum 1988: 141 ff.

Birth or survival in the wilderness forecasts an extraordinary destiny for 
the hero; in the forest itself extraordinary events happen: a snake spreads 
its hood over the child to protect it from sun and rain, wild animals offer 
their milk to the child. The forest and, by extension, the tree represent a 
space in which the normal behavior and the laws known and followed by 
humans can be dissolved or even reversed. Cows don't normally release 
their milk somewhere in the wilderness, stones don't normally bleed. 
Certainly, extraordinary events can happen in the ordered space, and they 
do, as when a termite hill appears in the middle of a room and reveals 
itself to be the goddess Ankalamman (Valajapettai); but, if we want to 
find divine power or a divine being, the best place to look is in the 
wilderness. What makes wilderness so attractive? We shall discuss this 
below, here let us just summarize: the deity or hero needs to be bom in a 
pure environment, one free of human pollution; divine power can best be 
felt in the wilderness, and wilderness generally is charged with a different 
kind of power than human habitation, one could say a more ‘spiritual’, 
pristine or raw power.

4. Landscapes: from the village to the wilderness

How is space ordered in India? The most basic model for both the 
arrangement of a village/city and of large temple areas is the mandala, a 
design based on a square divided by lines that connect the cardinal 
directions and concentric circles that move outward from a center (the 
mandala form was also used in ancient India as a theoretical framework 
for interstate relationships and strategies of warfare). Exact form and 
content of the ground-mandala are described in the works of architecture

52 See Shulman, Biardeau, Masilamani-Meyer in Hiltebeitel 1989 and Masilamani- 
Meyer 2004.

53 Muttupattan Katai (Na.Vanamamalai). On Muttupattan see Blackburn 1988: 141 ff.
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and town planning which also describe the selection of an area, the layout 
of streets, the position of temples, structure of houses, etc.54

In general the city or village plan is based on a diagram consisting of 81 
or 64 (or less) squares (Skt. pada, Ta. patam). Each square is inhabited by 
a deity.55 The diagram (of 81 or 64 squares) has four zones, consisting of 
the center, the square of Brahma, called brahma zone. This centrer is 
surrounded by the daiva or daivika zone (zone of deities), which in turn is 
enclosed by the manusa zone (zone of humans). Enveloping the manusa 
zone is the paisaca zone (zone of the ‘malevolent spirits’). Sometimes a 
fifth zone is added, called raksasa.56 The square diagram and the four or 
five zones are also called vastumandala.57 In the daivika and manusa 
zones should be the houses of the Brahmans, in the paisaca zone the 
houses of the craftsmen.58

Two basic ideas seem to lie behind the plan of a village: a square, in 
which the streets follow the four cardinal points, and a circle, presided 
over by a deity (Siva or Visnu) in the centrer, around which are the 
concentric zones corresponding roughly to the four varnas: brahmana, 
ksatriya, vaisya, sudra.59 In the various village or city plans separate 
quarters are allocated to the different castes; and while there does not 
seem to be a general agreement as to where these quarters are to be (east, 
west etc.), castes that pursue impure activities (e. g., butchers) are strictly 
separated from those with purer occupations (e. g., goldsmiths). The 
houses of the Dalits and the cremation and burial grounds are situated 
outside the village.

The treatises on architecture laid down rules as to the location of the 
temples, but there seems to be much room for variance. Basically the 
deities are assigned one of the squares (pada) of the vastumandala.60 ‘At 
the heart of the village are the temples consecrated by brahmins; the Siva 
temple may be here as well or may be outside the village. The temple of 
Vinayaka should be on the square of Bhrhgaraja or that of Pavaka; the 
Siva temple is on the squares of Isa, Soma or of any other deity ...’.61 In a 
village constructed according to the dandaka plan, the gods are in the 
north of the village, but the goddess (Mahakall, Durga or Draupadi)

54 See Ananthalwar and Rea 1980: 130.
55 There are minor variations in the division of the squares and the allocation of deities; 

Dagens 1985: 17-22; Colas 1986: plate 5.
56 On these zones see Dagens 1985: 20; Colas 1986: plates 6-9; Moore 1990: 179 ff.; 

Brunner 1986: 17.
57 See Chapter III. Brunner 1986: 17.
58 Dagens 1985: 31.
59 Ananthalwar and Rea 1980: 172.
60 See Dagens 1985: 31 ff.; Kramrisch 1946: 29 ff., 234.
61 Dagens 1985: 31.
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should have her temple beyond the village;62 according to the svastika 
plan, Kali has her temple at the northern and southern boundaries where 
the streets leave the fortified town, while Ganesa is located at the eastern 
and western gates.63 The Karmuka plan specifies that the crossroads of 
busy streets should be guarded by disease goddesses.64

Today every village has a different topographical and social composi
tion, behind which we can rarely trace the well-ordered concept of the 
vastupurusamandala. The old towns, however, have been able to preserve 
some of the ideas of the architectural sastras. We think of Maturai, built 
around the immense temple of Siva (Sundaresvara) and Minaksi, or 
Citamparam, where the streets also follow the four directions and encircle 
the temple of Siva. In both towns the dangerous dark goddess (Cellat- 
tamman in Maturai, Kali in Citamparam) sits at the northern boundary.65 
Uttaramerur (Kanchipuram), planned as a Brahman village (‘caturvedi- 
mangalam’) with its temples at the places prescribed by the agamas, has 
much changed since its foundation in the 8th century as a study by Gros 
and Nagaswamy shows.66 The temple of Aiyanar (‘Ayyan Mahasasta’) in 
the south of Uttaramerur has disappeared, but in the north of the village, a 
few meters from the pond named ‘Aiyanar kuttai’ (‘pond of Aiyanar’) 
there is a statue of the god, an 8th century image of the Pallava time.67 A 
newer temple of Durga, yet with the old statue of the 8th century, is in the 
north of Uttaramerur, but the cult of this goddess has been eclipsed by 
that of two other goddesses: DraupadI and Marimelkattamman.

Village population fluctuates. Entire castes can leave a village and be 
replaced by different castes; they bring their own deities and/or take over 
old ones. The shift in the population displaces the village center so that, 
for instance, the Brahman street - provided it ever was at the center - 
comes to be located at the periphery. Nor are temples to Siva or Perumaj 
necessarily in the center. It is extremely difficult to read a pattern into the 
organization of castes and deities in a village without knowing the village 
history, but what remains consistent with regard to the village population 
and its deities is a separation of pure from impure and a distinction 
between wilderness and settled space. In the following, moving from the 
center to the periphery, we shall discuss some of the common deities in 
and outside the village. What our choice represents are tendencies; in 
other words, if we place Mariyamman in the center it is because she tends 
to be associated with the village population, guarding people rather than a

62 Ananthalwar and Rea 1980: 138.
63 Ananthalwar and Rea 1980: 153.
64 Ananthalwar and Rea 1980: 160.
65 Shulman 1980a: 218 ff.
66 Gros and Nagaswamy 1970.
67 Gros and Nagaswamy 1970: 89.
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piece of land, but it does not mean that her temple can never be located in 
the wilderness.

The center

Deities of the pan-Hindu tradition (Siva, Perumal, Ganesa) and private 
temples tend to be within the village, the private temples (conta kovil) 
tending to be located in or near the quarter of its owner(s). The most 
popular folk goddess of Tamilnadu is Mariyamman. She was the goddess 
of smallpox, the counterpart of Sitala in the north of India, and today she 
is mainly worshipped in conjunction with skin diseases, blindness and 
general illness. Two myths explain her origin, one of them, also known in 
northern parts of India, traces her to Renuka whose infidelity caused her 
son, Parasurama, to cut off her head and replace it with that of a low caste 
or Dalit (Cakkiliyar) women. Mariyamman is the goddess with Renuka's 
head and the low caste body (that is why she is often worshiped in the 
form of a head); Ellaiyamman is the reverse: she has the low caste 
woman's head. The other myth tells of a Dalit (Paraiyar) who pretends to 
be a Brahman and gets wedded to the Brahman Mariyamman. When she 
finds out the truth, she sets fire to herself, dies and becomes a goddess. 
Before her death she curses her husband to become the buffalo that is 
sacrificed to her.68

In Mariyamman low and high are combined and this fits her dual nature 
of disease, fire, on the one hand and cure, coolness, on the other. When 
she throws her pox pearls on a person, it is considered her grace, and she 
is treated like a guest in the home of the patient. All things that could 
anger the goddess are avoided during the time of the person's illness, 
especially frying food and sexual union (i. e., heating activities), and the 
goddess and the patient are cooled with margosa leaves and cool foods. 
Heating and cooling elements are also part of Mariyamman's rituals. Her 
festivals are held during the hot season, when smallpox used to strike. In 
many parts of Tamilnadu (Coimbatore, Salem, Trichy, Thanjavur) the 
goddess is ‘married’ to a tree trunk with three branches. This tree trunk is 
later uprooted and, after the sacrifice of a goat, replaced with a stone, her 
guardian (called e. g., Karuppar, Etircami - Etircami meaning the god 
who is opposite her). After the ‘death’ of her tree trunk ‘husband’, 
Mariyamman is dressed in white to show her status as widow, and the 
drummers play the one-beat rhythm used for funerals. A day later the 
goddess goes in procession around the village accompanied by music and

68 On Mariyamman see Elmore 1925: 129; Oppert 1893: 466; Hiltebeitel 1982: 88 ff.; 
Meyer 1986: 15; Masilamani-Meyer 1996a and 1996; Whitehead 1976: 117 ff.; Beck 
1981; Nishimura 1987; Aiyappan 1931.
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fireworks, to make her happy again (Celam). The identity of the goddess' 
husband remains a mystery so far, but Beck argues convincingly that he 
is a form of the buffalo demon (Mahisasura).69 This connection was also 
made by the Brahman priest (Kurukkal) of the Mariyamman temple in 
Tiruccirappalli, who said that the goddess received her name (Makamari) 
because she killed a demon (asura); however, he denied that the tree trunk 
was the husband of the goddess. The priest of the Mariyamman temple in 
Anantappalaiyam (Erode), however, said that the tree trunk was the 
husband of the goddess and that she was married to it and later became a 
widow. The theme of Mariyamman's wedding, of course, can be linked to 
smallpox itself. The disease heats the body, just as sexual desire heats the 
body. (Pimples of adolescents are said to be signs of a hot body and 
sexual desire.) The goddess' marriage allows a release of her heat. As 
widow, the goddess is all that is antithetical to heat and sexual desire. 
(Widows were not allowed any foods with heating qualities.) In other 
words, the wedding allows her to become cool and beneficent again. An 
interesting belief exists among the Mina of Rajasthan, namely that the 
grace (disease) of the pox goddess (Hitara) makes a young man ready for 
marriage.70 Themes of fertility play as well in the festival; thus if the 
(demon) tree trunk grows leaves during the time of the festival, it means 
prosperity for the whole area (Blma Nagar, Tiruccirappalli), and in many 
temples the women of the village will plant nine grains that are left to 
sprout and are later thrown into the river or water tank.71 Walking over 
hot coals (timiti), carrying pots with hot coals (ticcatti), hook swinging 
(cetil), insertion of small hooks into the tongue, lips, etc. (alaku kuttutal), 
carrying a sick person on a ‘bier’ (patai) to the goddess are the more 
fierce vows undertaken in gratitude for health and fulfillment of other 
wishes. Other offerings include animal sacrifices, flour lamps 
(mavilakku), silver plates representing the part of the body that was cured 
(especially eyes, since smallpox could cause blindness) and salt (the salt 
granules stand for the pox pustules, pimples etc.).

The ambivalence of Mariyamman - she is both dangerous and benign - 
is reflected in her place in the village. We find her within the settled area, 
at its border, and outside, in the wilderness. It is also reflected in her 
status: she is married yet she is a virgin or maiden (kanni). The same can 
be said of other goddesses. For instance, Makaliyamman of Cikkara- 
campalaiyam (Erode) is wedded to a tree trunk like Mariyamman. 
Buffaloes used to be sacrificed for this goddess. The bridegroom of 
Uccimakaliyamman of Tumpalappatti (Coimbatore) is Siva. The priest 
considered the goddess married and pointed out her marriage necklace

69 Beck 1981: 91 ff.
70 Jain 1973: 154 ff.
71 On this theme see Hiltebeitel 1991: 53 ff.
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(mankaliyam), yet, like Mariyamman and Makaliyamman, Uc- 
cimakaliyamman is without a consort in her shrine. It is possible that the 
wedding of the village goddess (kirama teyvam), especially when she is 
in the settled area, serves to render her gentle.72

Many of the goddesses in the settled area have undergone a ‘sweeten
ing’ process;73 their dangerous, fierce form has been pacified. Signs of 
this are a ‘purification’ of the goddess and a shift of the impure and 
dangerous substances onto her guardians. Thus, before 1956 (when the 
government took over the temple) Kottai Periya Mariyamman of Celam 
received many sacrifices of goats and chickens. Brahman and Cettiyar 
castes did not enter the temple then. Now the two compulsory sacrifices 
of a male goat and a rooster at the beginning and at the end of the festival 
are done outside the temple and the benefactor of the non-vegetarian 
offerings is the guardian of Mariyamman: Maturai VIran. No matter how 
much the sweetening of the goddess, signs of her fierce nature remain. 
Nellukkatai Mariyamman of Nakappattinam is surrounded by houses. 
Her priests are Brahmans (Kurukkal). No blood sacrifices are offered in 
or outside the temple. Many years ago hook swinging was practiced in 
front of the temple. On the ninth day of the festival Mariyamman goes in 
procession decorated as Mahisasuramardim (‘Makisacura marttanam’, 
festival notice). She is depicted with a beheaded buffalo below her. She 
has two silver teeth that are removed on the last day of the festival, and 
the ‘blood’ (red kunkumam powder) is cleaned off them in a ceremony 
called ‘utiravay tutaippu’ (‘wiping of the bloody mouth’). Her fierceness 
has been converted and transferred onto her mobile (utsava/urcava) form. 
Coinciding with this sweetening is the hook swinging as it is practiced 
today: Instead of hooking someone by his back onto a long pole fastened 
on another pole and swinging him around in a circle,74 a door-frame like 
structure hangs on the pole and the selected person (he represents 
Kattavarayan) stands in it while he is swung around once.75 The temple 
itself shows signs of sweetening: facing the sanctum of the goddess is 
Nandin, Siva's vehicle. His presence in the temple or shrine of a deity 
usually signifies a movement towards the brahmanic cults.

The goddesses within the settled area have a guardian function in the 
sense that they are responsible for the village's prosperity, its peace and 
unity. They have the power to heal, grant children, make the village rich; 
they preside over birth and death. In most villages they are distinguished 
from the urkkaval (village guardian) who usually is a male deity

72 See also below.
73 A term used by Fell McDermott: 1994 in connection with Kali of Bengal.
74 On hook-swinging in India see Oddie 1995.
75 Masilamani-Meyer 1989: 69 ff.
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(Aiyanar, Muni, Karuppar) and who guards the whole territory of the 
village, including its wilderness space.

The area of fields and water sources

Surrounding the village is agricultural space. If the village is near a river 
or lake or in a fertile area, we are likely to find rice fields, sugar cane and 
banana plantations; in drier areas peanut and cotton fields. Near the 
fields, outside the actual inhabited area, are the large water tanks or 
irrigation ponds that fill during the monsoon rains and lie dry in the 
summer months. With the exception of the western districts from 
Coimbatore to Dharmapuri, the most frequent guardian of the pond in all 
the districts is Aiyanar. The following story tells us how Aiyanar received 
his job:

Once there was much rain. The pond was full and threatened to overflow. The 
mataiyan (the guardian of the pond and the sluices) was worried. The earthwork 
around the pond threatened to break and that could mean the flooding of the 
village. He wanted to run to the village to get help, yet he did not dare leave the 
pond for fear that any small break in the earthwork without his immediate 
attention to it could turn into a major break. Aiyanar took pity on the mataiyan 
and said: “Go to the village and get help. In the meantime I shall guard the pond.” 
The mafaiyan ran to the village and told the villagers about the pond and about 
Aiyanar's promise. The wily villagers thought: “If we kill the mataiyan, Aiyanar 
will have to keep on watching the pond.” So they killed the mataiyan (Ati- 
kamutaiya Aiyanar, Tiruppuvanam; Anaimalai Aiyanar, Tirumanikkam).

The killing of the mataiyan may be a veiled indication of a human 
sacrifice, made to strengthen the banks of the pond.76 Aiyanar not only 
guards the pond and water tank, he also stands near springs and rivers. 
From Captur (Madurai) a path leads across the mango groves into the 
mountains. Up on one of the hills, in the wilderness of rocks and trees, 
there are two small ponds fed by a spring. Their water is crystal clear, 
soft and smells of spring blossoms. On the side of these ponds, in a niche 
of a rock, is the statue of Aiyanar. He guards the spring and is the eldest 
of four brothers. His first younger brother is further down the hill near a 
river. At the foot of the hills is the third Aiyanar. He guards the nearby 
water tank and the area up to the Captur boundary. The fourth Aiyanar, 
the youngest of the brothers, is in Captur and watches over the large pond 
(kanmay). Ideally the order of the puja and worship should follow the 
order of the brothers' age, beginning with the eldest.

76 See Chapter VIA.
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Rain is another domain over which Aiyanar rules and, connected to 
this, the fertility of the land. The priest of the Itati-Aiyanar temple 
(Matakkulam, Madurai) called Aiyanar ‘the supreme lord of rain’ 
(‘malaikku atipati’) and Varunan (Skt. Varuna). Rain is supposed to be 
the result of Aiyanar's asceticism (tavam) (Vilacceri). In most villages 
Aiyanar is near the large pond, is worshipped for rain and is also village 
guardian (urkkaval), e. g., Netunkulam (Madurai), Tiruppacetti (Siva- 
ganga), Kila Vaniyankuti (Sivaganga), VIramur (Viluppuram). In 
Ennayiram (Viluppuram) the god is called Cemmanneri-Aiyanar because 
his temple is built on red earth (cemman) between three large ponds or 
lakes (eri). Aiyanar is not always the village guardian. In Allinakaram 
(Sivaganga) Aiyanar watches the pond while Muniyanti is the urkkaval, 
and in A. Vallalappatti (Madurai) one Aiyanar, whose temple is about 
three and a half kilometers northwest of the village on a hill, is the village 
guardian, the other Aiyanar, his younger brother, whose temple is about 
one and a half kilometers southeast of the village, guards the large pond. 
The two brothers came to this village with their armies. They chased the 
tigers and settled down, Cinnapuliya Aiyanar (the ‘younger tiger- 
Aiyanar’) with his larger army and more ferocious temperament near the 
pond, Periyapuliya Aiyanar (the ‘elder tiger-Aiyanar’) with the smaller 
army and a more gentle and peace-loving mind, on the hill. During the 
kutirai etuppu festival77 the younger god receives the greater number of 
clay horses, because he had a greater army.

In the western districts of Tamilnadu other gods have the task of 
guarding the water sources. Kuttaimuniyappan, as his name suggests 
(‘kuttai’ means ‘pond’) watches over the water source. He is also the 
urkkaval of the village (Cemuntiyur, Erode). Kuttaimuniyappan is the 
largest of seven Munis sitting in a row. They receive non-vegetarian 
offerings. To their side are the seven maidens (Kannimar) and Vinayakar. 
These deities are covered during the non-vegetarian puja. The temple is 
private and belongs to Vanniyars. Karaimuniyappan (from ‘karai’, ‘shore, 
embankment’) of Kecarimahkalam guards the pond and the village and 
keeps away cholera, smallpox and black magic. The temple is common 
(potu) and the priest is a Vanniyar. The temple is an open shrine, like the 
one in Cemuntiyur, but there are only two statues of Muni here, said to be 
elder and younger brother. As in the other temple, sculpted horses, the 
seven maidens and a snake charmer are part of the temple composition.

There are guardian deities who watch over dams, tanks, rivers, sluices 
and springs. They are there to sustain a balance and harmony in the flow 
of water and hence in the process of sowing and harvesting. Their 
protection encompasses the entire village, the wealth of which depends

77 See Chapter V.
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on a proper and measured circulation of water. Two, three years without 
rain for villages not located near rivers or other large water sources can 
mean their desertion. Too much rain, floods, can ruin a family's yearly 
food supply. Absence of rain is often attributed to moral wrongs. It is a 
very old Tamil belief that in the kingdom of a just king it rains three 
times a year and, where there is a just man, rain will not fail. A devotee 
regretted the neglected condition of his clan shrine (Vetiyappar) and he 
commented: ‘If the temple were kept clean and ritually pure, it would 
rain!’ In some villages near Viruttacalam long absences of rain induce the 
villagers to fashion a straw doll called kotumpavi (‘terrible sinner’). 
Carried through the village, it absorbs all impurities and sins. Singing 
dirges, the villagers bring the doll to the northern village boundary where 
they sacrifice a small goat or pig, pour its blood over the boundary stone78 
and then bum the doll. Thurston mentions a similar ceremony in 
connection with the Vettiyan79: the ritual dragging through the streets, 
disfigurement and the death ceremonies of ‘Kodumpavi’ (performed by 
the Vettiyan) are supposed to induce her (i. e., Kotumpavi) to make her 
lover return and bring rain.

The wilderness deity

Having left behind the water tanks, ponds, the cultivated fields, we enter 
an area of true wilderness. Hills, where only the local inhabitants venture, 
where there are wild rabbits, perhaps wild boars, where a few centuries 
ago tigers stalked a stray cow; an area with few paths, with dense, 
impenetrable underbmsh, supplier of firewood to the poor. On the 
western side of Tamilnadu we come to the foothills of the Nilagiri 
mountains, we climb to secret springs, crystal clear ponds where in the 
dry hot season elephants quench their thirst. Or we visit the peripheries of 
the central Javvatu or Kolli hills and encounter dry stony stretches of land 
where cultivation depends entirely on the unpredictable monsoon rain. 
Whichever landscape we have in mind, certainly there will be a deity in 
it. Hidden in the hills, visited by occasional devotees, hunters, firewood 
gatherers, once in a while by the priest, are tme wilderness deities.

Not far from Valaiyappatti (Madurai) is the village Aracanpatti. Here 
lives the priest (a Muppanar) of Mottaimalai Karuppar. He leads us up a 
hill, along a narrow foot path that sometimes loses itself in the denseness 
of shrubs and trees. After a walk of about three quarters of an hour we 
reach a clearing in which stand old and new statues of Karuppar. In 
another clearing nearby is a group of terra cotta horses; they belong to the

78 Ellaikkal - see below.
79 Thurston 1987, VII: 393.
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god. There is no shrine because the god said: ‘I do not want a (concrete) 
temple because if there is a temple here, people will come, take shelter, 
sit around - people who are unclean.’ The god does not like the sound of 
mortar and pestle, nor the sound of chickens. No drums are played near 
the god, and women stand some distance away from the god when they 
pray (they do not come close to him). The god is in the hill because he is 
very powerful. If he were near the village, there would be a chance of 
somebody doing something to offend the god (such as approaching the 
god without removing sandals or shoes). The god is an angry god. He 
receives sacrifices of goats (but not of chickens). The three main areas 
over which the god rules are: rain, justice and malignant spirits. During 
the festival, when the priest is possessed by the god, villagers can ask the 
god (through the priest) why it has not rained, or when it will rain, and 
those troubled by malignant spirits are ‘exorcised’ by the priest. 
Somebody once said to the god: ‘I will give you five rupees if you make 
it rain.’ From the clear blue sky rain fell. The god will catch and punish 
those who lie. Karuppar is guardian of this big mountain, and at night he 
rides around it on his horse. He obtained this duty from Mancamalaicami, 
an ascetic god who smokes ganja and who is the guardian of the smaller 
hill. The story goes that two zamindars (land-owners) of this area once 
had a quarrel and they lined up to fight, each with his god - one with 
Mancamalaicami, the other with Karuppar. The zamindar of Karuppar 
lost the fight because he did not believe the god when he told him that the 
army created by the other god was an illusion. Karuppar was about to 
leave the area when Mancamalaicami asked him to stay on the big 
mountain and watch over the area; in return he promised him horses.

Aiyanar, we said, has his place near water tanks and near human 
habitation, but some of his temples are in very remote areas, involving 
long bus rides and a walk on foot through the forest. Difficult of access 
does not mean the god has no worshippers. Corimuttu Aiyanar, for 
instance, is famous throughout Tirunelveli. The temple falls under the 
domain of the previous rulers (rajas) of Cinkampatti. The god is in the 
hills, past Papanacam. From Karaiyar, the last bus stop, a path leads 
through the wooded area to the river and the temple. The river roughly 
separates the vegetarian gods (Aiyanar, Makalinkacuvami) from those 
gods receiving non-vegetarian offerings (Matan, Pattavarayan). Aiyanar's 
name is connected to the following myth:

When Siva and Parvati celebrated their wedding on mount Kailasa, there were so 
many guests present that the north sank and the south rose. Siva sent Agastya to 
the south with the mission to restore the equilibrium. Agastya visited various 
places in the south and one day he came to the temple of Corimuttu Aiyanar to 
worship. Suddenly he saw a light to his right. It was Corimuttu Aiyanar who was 
worshipping Siva with a puja. Agastya then asked Aiyanar for a boon and
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requested that Aiyanar shower his blessings on anyone who bathed and did 
worship to the god (Aiyanar) on this particular day. Aiyanar signaled his 
agreement by pouring (cori) flowers.

According to another version Aiyanar strewed pearls (muttu). The event 
happened on the new moon day in the month of ati (July-August); it is the 
day on which the main festival is celebrated. Large crowds gather at the 
temple for the festival and extra buses from Tirunelveli are available for 
the devotees. Corimuttu Aiyanar used to face west, towards Kerala, but 
looks towards Tamilnadu now.80 The god is one of a group of seven gods 
(the other six are Aiyappans), each one of whom is associated with one of 
the cakras (energy centers in the human body). To Corimuttu Aiyanar is 
assigned the muladhara cakra. (The ajna cakra e. g., is assigned to the 
famous Sabarimalai Aiyappan.)81

We can say that the territory of Corimuttu Aiyanar reaches much 
beyond a restricted geographical area. Having turned from west to east, 
the god now gazes over Tamilnadu and protects it; yet, he is part of a 
definite region encompassing the other six gods (Aiyappans) and 
furthermore, he is master of the space related to one of the cakras. The 
Agastya myth links Aiyanar to the greater Hindu pantheon, while the folk 
story of his guardian, Pattavarayan (Muttuppattan), being part of the bow- 
song (villuppattu) repertoire, spreads Aiyanar's fame throughout 
Tirunelveli. It is therefore not surprising, if for the festival of Cankili 
Putattar, the fierce guardian of the Nellaiyappar temple (Tirunelveli), 
sacred water (tirttam) for the abhiseka is brought from the Corimuttu 
Aiyanar temple.

In Chapter I we have offered a portrait of Muni as we see him in the 
landscape of western Tamilnadu. He too can be in very remote places, a 
wilderness deity: No form of transport can bring one near the Muni high 
up on a hill about four kilometers from Korattukiri (Dharmapuri). The 
path leads across fields, rivers, hills. Municuvarar has a splendid view 
from his temple, a square, concrete structure open towards the east, 
whitewashed inside and decorated with tridents in relief and highlighted 
with bright red color - which is all that is visible of his form. In front of 
the shrine is a small forest of metal tridents and to the side is a tree 
covered with cloth cradles, votive offerings. (Women who wish to have a 
child place a stone in a piece of cloth and hang it on the tree. When their 
wish has been fulfilled, they remove the stone. Such trees are a common 
sight in many folk and brahmanical temples.) Municuvarar receives non
vegetarian sacrifices; but his double, who sits at the bottom of the hill (for

80 Reinich 1979: 128.
81 For cakras, see Table II.
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those who cannot walk up) and whose priest is a Brahman, gets only 
vegetarian offerings.

There is a certain logic behind locating a deity atop a hill or mountain. 
From there the deity's vision can encompass and thereby protect a large 
territory. Furthermore, the remoteness of the place safeguards it from 
polluting influences. The often quoted statement that a deity dislikes the 
sounds of mortar and pestle82 finds here its most drastic application. 
Goddesses too can be averse to these sounds; it means that they are 
located far from the village. Another way of indicating the goddess' 
wilderness aspect is by adding ‘vana’ to her name: e. g., Vana- 
patrakaliyamman in Tekkampatti (about five kilometers from 
Mettuppalaiyam, Coimbatore) amidst green hills, at the river Pavani, 
worshipped especially on new moon days; Vanapattirakajiyamman of 
Iramanatapuram (Coimbatore), who manifested in the forest and had her 
place under a banyan tree until a temple was built for her; Vanaturkkai 
(Durga) of Katiramankalam (northeast of Kumpakonam, Thanjavur), 
whose temple has a built-in hole so that the goddess still has access to the 
outside. Mukkonattamman (near Turaiyur, Perambalur) who does not 
allow women near her temple and Patrakaliyamman of Vejliyampati- 
Atiyur, who still receives buffalo sacrifices, are examples of goddesses 
who have not lost their fierceness and need to be away from the village.

5. Why the deity prefers wilderness to ordered space

Why are some deities in the wilderness and others in the ordered space? 
What distinguishes a deity in the village from a deity in the wilderness? 
Again, there are no absolute rules, there isn't a pattern according to which 
one deity belongs to the village while another should inhabit wilderness. 
The same deity, as we have seen, can belong to the village and the 
remotest hilly region. But again, there are tendencies that make some sort 
of distinction possible, that allow us to sketch a pattern: wilderness deities 
tend to be fierce, ascetics, and very particular about purity rules.

Whether priests volunteered a reason for their deity’s preference of 
wilderness space, or responded to my question, the explanation was the 
same: ‘The god(dess) does not like (or should not hear) the sound of 
mortar and pestle (ural, ulakkai cattam)’. What does this means, what 
does it imply? Few priests could expand on their statements, some tried to 
find a reason for their deity's dislike of these pounding and grinding 
instruments. Here is an assortment of answers:

82 See below.
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‘The god (Muttumuni) is short-tempered’ (Kamatciyamman tottam, 
Thanjavur). ‘If the god (Anaikkarupparayacami) hears these sounds, he 
will not have any power (cakti)’ (Rakalpavi, Coimbatore). ‘Tampiran 
should not hear the sound of pounding because he is an ascetic (tavaci)’ 
(Manuppatti). ‘If Aiyanar hears the sound of pounding, he will kill the 
person making the sound’ (Natukkaveri, Thanjavur). ‘Aiyanar should not 
hear these sounds because he is a pure (cutta) god’ (Vallam, Thanjavur). 
‘Previously Aiyanar disliked the sounds of mortar and pestle. Then he 
was greater, more superior’ (Curakkottai, Thanjavur). ‘The person who 
causes the sound of mortar and pestle near the god 
(Pattamaramuniyappar) will die within six months’ (Erode). ‘The god 
(Ontikkaruppu) wants silence’ (Irattaimalai, Trichy). ‘If Ka- 
ruppannacuvami hears these sounds, he gets angry’ (Karuppur, Thanja
vur). ‘Aiyanar should be on or near a mountain or alone because he is 
doing tapas. If he hears the sound of mortar and pestle, his tapas is 
disturbed’ (Melakkal, Tiruyetakam, Madurai). ‘The goddess (Paccaiyam- 
man) should not hear the mortar and pestle. The family that causes this 
sound will perish’ (Aramkantanallur, Viluppuram). ‘Forty years ago, if 
the god (Vetiyappar) heard the sound of mortar and pestle; it caused a 
dangerous event or a problem (apattu). The god is a tusta teyvam (a 
dangerous deity)’ (Tiruvannamalai). ‘Aiyanar should not hear these 
sounds because he is in a state of asceticism (tavam). These sounds make 
the earth tremble and this disturbs the god's tapas’ (Kontakai, Ilan- 
taikkulam, Madurai). ‘Aiyanar dislikes these sounds because he is a 
tavaci’ (Kila Vaniyankuti, Sivaganga). ‘If Rayar hears these sounds, he 
gets angry’ (Kanapati, Coimbatore). ‘Karumpayiram konta Aiyanar 
should not hear the sound of mortar and pestle because he is a canniyaci 
(Skt. samnyasin)’ (Karkutal, Viluppuram). ‘Aiyanar is outside the village 
because he is a tusta teyvam. Were he in the village, he would destroy the 
village’ (Toravalur, Viluppuram). ‘Aiyanar should not hear these sounds, 
because he is in a state of yoga’ (Cinkampunari, Sivaganga). ‘The god 
(Malaivetiyappan) will get angry if he hears these sounds’ (Kottankal, 
Viluppuram). ‘The goddess Paccaiyamman should not hear these sounds, 
otherwise her tapas is spoiled’ (Tiruvannamalai). ‘If Caparimalai Aiyanar 
hears the sounds of mortar and pestle, it means that people are still up and 
the god cannot yet go outside to protect the village. Nobody should see 
the god when he tours the village’ (Panaiyur, Madurai).

Summarizing the above: the deity who hears the sound of the mortar 
and pestle gets angry, even kills the miscreant; he or she is disturbed in 
his or her meditation or ascetic practice; the deity loses some of his or her 
power; the deity in the wilderness is a pure deity and also a very 
powerful, sometimes malignant (tusta) deity. From the Hindu religious 
point of view it all fits together. Ascetics are known to store tremendous
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power, a power that can erupt and destroy (or create). An ascetic's anger 
is greatly feared precisely because of the tremendous power at his 
disposal. He generates this power through his asceticism, be it meditation, 
castigation, one-pointedness in rituals etc., in his tavam (Skt. tapas, 
‘heat’), and this power leads to siddhis with which the ascetic can 
influence physical laws, control the elements and so on. The place where 
a person or deity engages in asceticism is the wilderness. It is a quiet 
place, a clean place. Cleanliness means certainly ritual purity but also 
mundane physical cleanliness. Ritual purity concretely means that women 
in their time of menses, advanced pregnancy, childbirth pollution and 
men and women in their death pollution periods should not visit the 
temple of a wilderness deity - or of any deity, in fact. (A Brahman priest 
offered as reason why non-Hindus are not allowed into certain temples 
that they do not observe purity rules.)

A woman was grazing the cattle near Munlsvarar (without knowing the deity was 
there). It was the time of her menstruation. Something that fell from the tree 
frightened the women. This caused some mental illness and her menstruation 
ceased for eight months. Her family called a magician (mantiravati) and after 
some ceremonies and a blood sacrifice to the god, the woman was cured (Rajakiri, 
Thanjavur).

There are a number of temples that forbid women to go close to the deity; 
the reason is their permanent potential impurity. This does not, however, 
apply to non-menstruating (pre-pubescent and post-menopausal) women. 
A famous example of this rule is Aiyappan of Sabarimalai. Impurity is 
also the reason why women ought not to be priests. During the actual 
pollution women generally avoid a temple visit. Here we need to 
remember that there are two sides to impurity: on the one hand, the 
impure person can cause defilement, act upon something or someone, 
e. g., by touching (as a Dalit had defiled the statue of Muniyantavar by 
touching it and thereby had made the establishment of a new statue 
necessary - Tancavur); on the other hand, pollution, like liminality, 
causes a certain sensitivity or vulnerability, an openness towards attacks 
from malignant forces. In order words, an impure person can (willingly or 
unwillingly) contaminate by contact something that is pure, and at the 
same time the impure person is considered a potential passive danger. 
Thus many priests, when asked why Dalits do not enter the temple of a 
particular deity, said that the deity would harm the Dalits. Even if this is 
just a nice way of explaining discrimination, it brings out the idea that 
impurity burdens a person with being susceptible to causing and inviting 
harm.

Finally, purity encompasses also cleanliness; for instance in the sense 
that the deity dislikes dirt: Kuricatta Aiyanar (Ramanatapuram) faces
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west because he turned away from the ancient moat in which the refuse 
of the palace used to swim. The town and its dirt are now behind him.

Due to the amassment of power the deities become dangerous, malig
nant (tusta), unpredictable. Furthermore, residing in the wilderness they 
are believed to be surrounded by all kinds of other dangerous beings, 
spirits of dissatisfied ancestors or other demonic forces (pey picacu) that 
can influence one's life in the negative. Nobody dares venture to visit a 
wilderness deity at night, unless he/she be a black magician who wishes 
to command these spirits.

Two questions arise from the priests' explanations: 1. why does a deity 
need to be an ascetic or, why does he or she require all this power when, 
in fact, he/she is in the wilderness and not easily accessible to the 
devotees and 2. why is the deity's preference for wilderness space 
expressed by his/her dislike of the sound of mortar and pestle? Let us 
answer the second question first. Mortar and pestle are domestic 
instruments; they are used by women to pound rice or wheat, to grind 
grains, spices etc. They link a typical activity of the village with women, 
women who are potentially always polluted. Pounding and grinding 
imply pollution because the activities are done by women (for some 
deities' festivals men do the pounding and grinding for this very reason), 
but these activities also imply pollution because of their association with 
the sexual act; in that sense they are doubly disturbing to the ascetic. 
Mortar and grinding stone are used in childbirth ceremonies: In 
Tamilnadu the mortar is a symbol for the womb, the grinding stone stands 
for the new bom child;83 in Orissa (Bauris) the grinding stone represents 
the deity of birth.84 Some ancient grinding implements actually have the 
form of the male and female sexual organs. Fertility, family life, 
prosperity, the sphere of human activity, the space of domesticated life 
are part of the symbolism. Another way of saying the deity prefers the 
wilderness is to express the deity's dislike of being near an oil press. The 
oil press is a large grinding and pressing apparatus, rotated by a cow or 
bull walking in a circle around it. Again, we could liken the instrument to 
the mortar and pestle, but there is another dimension to it: the oil press 
transforms the wild plants (berries, nuts) into a product that is refined, 
domesticated and used in the village. The very process of grinding, 
pressing, pounding implies domestication, a change from the wild space 
to the space of family life, a change from the raw state to the cooked. For 
that matter, any preparation of food is domestication, and, in the 
brahmanical reasoning killing. Vedic ‘ritual texts are perfectly clear on 
the point that grinding, pressing, cooking, and boiling constitute acts of 
killing the same as the killing of an animal. Later texts also speak about

83 See Duvvury 1991: 183 ff.
84 Freeman 1979: 403.
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kitchen utensils as so many slaughter houses’,85 and therefore pounding 
could constitute a symbolic act for killing demons (raksasas), the 
sacrificial implements being regarded as weapons.86 Pounding makes a 
sound similar to a drum, an instrument offensive to wilderness deities. 
Marriage and funeral drums especially have to be stopped near some 
wilderness deities, and some deities have to be asked permission, if the 
festival drums are to be played. Priests could offer no explanations save 
the ones advanced for the wilderness deities' dislike for mortar and pestle, 
and we can assume that since the drums have to do with life cycle rituals, 
it is their domestic character that upsets the ascetic deities. One priest of 
Durga (Korukkai, Thanjavur) said that only war drums should be played 
for her since she was a war goddess - again a clear separation of ordered 
and wilderness space.

The wilderness deities' dislike of mortar and pestle, of grinding, 
pounding, frying, of sounds like breaking of coconuts, certain drums, 
even of the sound of chickens all point to a rejection of village life, of all 
that curtails the deities' freedom. Thus one Mariyamman ‘detests the 
pounding pestle and the grinding stone as signs of slavery’.87 Anything 
that stands for settled space is inimical to wilderness gods and goddesses, 
namely:

male-female union, polarity/duality 
alteration, adulteration of natural substances 
confinement, domestication, restreint, adaptability 
order, manipulation 
life cycles, birth and death.

Why does a deity have to sit or stand in the wilderness, why amass all 
this ascetic power? The answer is that a deity does not need power, a 
deity is power. The many gods and goddesses of Hinduism are expres
sions of different kinds of power that have their source in one central 
powerhouse, and the deities' imagery is symbolic of the kind of power the 
deity represents. There are two important criteria that define a deity: 
iconography and place. We have seen above how in concepts of Hindu 
architecture the division of space follows a mandalaic pattern that moves 
from the center to the periphery and in a hierarchic order the outer zones 
being the space of pisacas or even raksasas, while the innermost space is 
the space of Brahman, the highest and ritually purest in the hierarchy. We 
shall speak about this order in detail in Chapter III. The outermost space 
is characterized as the most dangerous. A deity sitting in the center of 
space obviously does not have the same kind of characteristics as a deity

85 Heesterman 1985 ‘Vedic Sacrifice and Transcendence’: 89.
86 Das 1983: 455.
87 Moreno and Marriott 1990: 163.
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in the wilderness; divine power in the village needs to be other than 
divine power in the wilderness. The deity in the village represents or 
reflects the village power, a deity in the wilderness represents wilderness 
power; in other words, the wilderness deity is wilderness power, is free, 
fierce, unpredictable etc.

The wilderness deity, like all deities, has two aspects: the negative and 
the positive, while at the same time also transcending the duality. He or 
she is both strength and weakness, danger of wilderness and its remedy; 
he or she is the wild animal and the power that protects from the animal, 
he or she is the malignant spirit and the force that counteracts it. As a 
malignant spirit the deity is feared, as a force that can deal with the 
negative powers, the deity is worshipped. The deity keeps two forces 
(negative and positive) in balance, and we can imagine that to balance 
two extremely wild forces requires a lot of concentration. Wilderness 
force that is out of balance spells disaster, devastation. The identification 
of wilderness deities with dangerous power shows in their iconography: 
bulging eyes, fangs, giant size, a wild animal as vehicle88, and their 
identification with nature expresses itself in their dislike of temple 
buildings. Wilderness deities rule over the four or eight directions, they 
spread into space (Akasa Karuppu ‘Ether Karuppu’, Aracankuti, Trichy). 
When a temple is built for such deities, they refuse to inhabit it or even 
bum it down with their angry power, and so, to accommodate the need of 
the deity's connectedness to space, a hole will be made in the temple 
tower. Some deities think of imaginative ways of refusing a temple 
structure: Ellaippitari, who according to her priest is a tusta teyvam, said: 
‘If you want to build a temple for me, it has to be such that the sound of 
its doors closing can be heard in Tiruvannamalai.’ (The town is more than 
fifty kilometers from the village of Ellaippitari, i. e., Naracinkanur, 
Viluppuram.)

6. Symbols of wilderness and ordered space in iconography

Wild deities inspire respect, awe, sometimes fear. We think of the many
armed Kali dancing madly on the battle field, her hair loose, her mouth 
bloody, her body dressed in the limbs of fallen warriors, her breast 
covered by a garland of human heads. Tamil folk deities have clear 
iconographic features; we can distinguish Karuppar from Aiyanar, 
Aiyanar from Muni, etc. The iconography tells us much about a deity's 
character: a deity with his/her legs folded in the padmasana has attributes

See below.
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of the yogi, the ascetic; a deity with fangs shows animal traits. Below are 
lists of wilderness and ordered space symbols:

Wilderness

head:
body:

posture: 
skin color: 
animal: 
clothes:

status:
temple:

loose or matted hair, moustache, beard, fangs, bulging eyes 
abnormal number of limbs (heads, arms, legs, breasts); big 
stature
yogic (or with yoga patta) 
dark
wild: tiger, snake
a tendency to a bare upper body, nakedness; but feet
clothed in sandals
tendency to be single, not married
open, uniconic (stone, tree, termite hill, weapon)

Ordered space

head: clean shaven, hair tied or braided89
body: normal height or smallness, normal number of limbs
posture: any
skin color: light (except vaisnava deities)
animal: domestic: elephant (as symbol of king), bull, cow
clothes: body covered, bare feet
status: married (also two or more wives)
temple: elaborate structures with many walls and many sub-deities

Iconographic symbols allow the creators of the divine forms to tell stories 
about the deities. Muni's giant form, for example, shows that he has great 
power. If he holds a club or dagger and shield, it means that he is willing 
to fight, that he is a warrior. His matted hair and one of his legs pulled up 
in a yoga position signify the Muni's ascetic nature; it means that he is a 
bachelor, a hermit and therefore wrathful. In him are compounded 
physical strength with yogic powers. If he wears sandals, it means that he 
goes on foot like a hunter. His red color and the white ash marks on his 
forehead place him in the camp of saiva deities, and a tiger and/or snake 
near him discloses his mastery over wilderness forces. A deity's attributes 
can be altered, emphasized or softened according to the deity's position in 
the temple or village: e. g., fangs added, stature increased.

89 On hair see Hiltebeitel 1981; 1998: 143 ff.
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The deities in the village generally are benevolent, calm and friendly. 
They do not get upset about human activities. Whereas the wilderness 
deities insist on purity, the deities in the village or city cannot be very 
particular; they have to accept that women in a polluted state walk past 
them, they don't react when a man eases himself near the temple wall (as 
anyone can testify who walks along the outer walls of the MinaksI temple 
in Maturai). Wilderness deities are different, men or women who 
disrespect purity rules are punished: a man who defecated crouching near 
an Aiyanar temple was not able to stand up until the priest had asked the 
god for forgiveness and released the spell with sacred ash (Varakur, 
Tiruvannamalai). Anaikkarupparayacami of Rakalpavi (Coimbatore) 
caused a woman to die who had collected firewood near his temple. 
Wilderness deities demand extreme respect: people have to dismount 
from their horses in their vicinity; they should not pollute the nearby pond 
by bathing, washing in it. There are countless stories told by priests about 
British men who, due to disbelief in the deity's efficacy or due to 
disrespect, lost their eye sight. But local people too are punished with 
blindness for offenses of disrespect: the government official who came to 
measure the lake at Viramur (Viluppuram) did not get down from his 
horse (he was a Muslim and probably didn't know there was an Aiyanar 
temple nearby). He lost his eye sight and regained it only after he had 
promised that the produce from the lake and the surrounding area would 
go to the temple. Deities in the village and city are protected from human 
impurities by walls (the large Siva and Perumal temples of the Cola 
period have five, seven or more walls enclosing the sanctum) or by a 
number of guardians who absorb impurities. Another way of absorbing 
impurities is through water. The tanks of the large temples do not only 
serve the devotees to clean themselves physically and ritually, they also 
absorb whatever impurities may be floating around, and they have a 
cooling and calming effect on the deities.

7. Boundaries

Between the wilderness and the ordered space are boundaries. Tamil 
villages have a goddess called Ellaiyamman, ‘lady of the boundary’ (Ta. 
ellai = boundary); in some villages we find Ellaikkaruppar; some 
boundary deities are simply called ellaikkaval, ellai teyvam (boundary 
guardian, -deity); and there is the ellaikkal, the boundary stone. A 
boundary may be the boundary between two villages, the boundary 
enclosing village or city space. At the northern boundary of a village or 
city we often find a goddess, Kali, Celli, Pitari, Ellaippitari, Ellaiyamman 
(in cities the dark counterpart to the benign goddess in the center, e. g.,
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Kali in Citamparam; Cellattamman in Maturai). Cities tend to have a 
guardian at each cardinal direction. As an example of folk deities as 
guardians of a larger town we shall look at Viruttacalam (Cuddalore), a 
town with an ancient Siva temple.

Cuntaramurtti, one of the medieval saiva poet-saints (nayanmar) came to 
Viruttacalam. “The lord of the ancient mountain and his consort are old, the city is 
old”, he said, and continued on his way without singing a verse in praise of the 
god. Siva then appeared as Murukan in the form of a hunter, blocked Cunta- 
ramurtti's path and robbed him of his money and other valuables. Cuntaramurtti 
decided to return to the temple. There he sang a verse in praise of the god. The 
god showered his grace upon the devotee.90 By order of Siva, Murukan guards the 
four boundaries of Mutukunram (Viruttacalam). Murukan has the following 
forms: in the south he is Vetappan, in the north Vennamalaiyappan, in the east 
Karumpayiramkontavar and in the west Kolanciyappar.91

Kolanciyappar and Karumpayiramkontavar are gods who were discov
ered when a cow released its milk over them. Vennamalaiyappan came as 
a stone in the basket of the priest's ancestor to Kantiyankuppam.92 All the 
four temples are outside the settled area and consist of many shrines. 
Although Murukan is not easily visible behind these gods, each priest did 
identify his god with Murukan. Of the four temples, Kojanciyappar of 
Manavajanallur is the best known. In the notice published by this temple, 
only two deities (murttikal) are mentioned: Vinayakar and 
Palacuppiramaniyar (Murukan). In the sanctum of the main shrine there is 
no statue, but only a platform (pitam) with a crown (representing 
Murukan). In front of the shrine is the statue of a horse. Two more 
shrines are in the temple, one to Itumpan and Katampan and one to Muni. 
Muni takes care of devotees' complaints. If they write their complaint (a 
theft, a court case etc.) on a piece of paper and hand it to the Muni 
together with the bus fare required to travel to the place of their enemy 
(ten paisa per km), the god will go there and within ninety days resolve 
the problem or find an answer to it. The big festival of the temple is 
celebrated on parikuni uttiram, Murukan's main festival day, and devotees 
fulfill their vows by carrying kavati (a structure in the form of a horse 
shoe, decorated with margosa leaves, peacock feathers, colored paper etc. 
on which hangs a small pot containing milk, evolved from a pole carried 
on the shoulders on which food, water, was transported)93, by having their 
cheeks, tongue etc. pieced with silver spears, by pulling small carts 
hooked onto their backs etc. (feats performed for Murukan at other

90 For a somewhat different version see Shulman 1980a: 292 ff.
91 Kolanciyappar Tiruttala varalam 1987.
92 See Chapter IV.
93 See plate.
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temples as well). Animals can be offered. These are not sacrificed, but re
sold by the temple.

Vetappar has the form of Aiyanar and under his statue is said to be a 
linga. A number of horses stand in front of the shrine and left and right of 
the compound area leading to the temple entrance are various guardians: 
Malaiyala Muttukkaruppu and Maturai Viran to the right of the god and 
the Totti, Tamukkati and Pampatti (two Dalit village servants and a snake 
charmer) to his left. Near the entrance and facing Vetappar is Kulla 
Karuppar. These guardians receive non-vegetarian offerings.

Vennamalaiyappar is Aiyanar. He is in a concrete shrine and again, in 
an open shrine with his wives and with his vehicle, the elephant. The 
priest (Vanniyar) related the well-known birth story of Aiyanar, but he 
also identified Aiyanar with Murukan, the guardian of Viruttacalam (and, 
according to the priest, the guardian of the northeast). The entrance of the 
temple is guarded by Maturai Viran and marked by four horses. Behind 
the shrine of Maturai Viran is a shrine to Kali. Closer to Aiyanar is 
Virapattiran. A row of small elephants and other figurines offered in 
fulfillment of vows stand between the shrines. Behind Aiyanar is a pond 
and to the left of Aiyanar stands the fierce Muttukkaruppu under a tree. 
He, like Kali and Maturai Viran, receives non-vegetarian offerings.

Karumpayiram konta Aiyanar (of Karkutal) is in a forest area near a 
large pond. How the god received his name, we shall see in Chapter VI. 
Remarkable about this temple are the large terra cotta horses and 
elephants measuring three to four meters, partly broken, that line the path 
leading from the main shrine of Aiyanar to the shrine of Maturai Viran 
and Karuppar. Aiyanar is alone in his shrine, he is a canniyaci (Skt. 
samnyasin). In the open and to the right of the shrine is the statue of 
Aiyanar with his two consorts. A spear (vel), the weapon of Murukan, 
and a Nandin face the entrance of the main shrine. At night, Aiyanar goes 
hunting on his horse. For this purpose Cakkiliyars (leatherworkers) offer 
the god large leather sandals to protect his feet from thorns.

The above examples show us some of the complexities of boundary 
deities; there isn't a particular god or goddess who is the boundary deity; 
furthermore, what exactly constitutes a boundary is relative. It is doubtful 
whether the four guardians of Viruttacalam are at the exact geographical 
boundaries of the city, although the term ‘ellai’ is used in the pamphlet 
issued by the Kolanciyappar temple (‘Mutukunrattin nanku ellaikajilum 
kavalay Murukan - Murukan, the guardian of the four boundaries of 
Mutukunram’). The four guardians are typical local deities, yet they are 
bound together through Murukan, a god famous and present throughout 
Tamilnadu, and via Murukan to the local Siva, the main deity of the 
Viruttacalam temple. Villages too have guardians in the four directions. 
In Rettippalaiyam (Tanjavur) the four boundary gods are: in the west and
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south Muni in the form of a large statue, in the east Muni in the form of a 
naval tree (Eugenia jambolana) and in the north Mamunti, a god 
identified as Rama (above the temple entrance Rama, Slta and Hanuman 
are depicted). The vehicle of this Rama, however, is the elephant, 
Aiyanar's vehicle, and his subordinate deities are the non-vegetarian 
Pecci and Maturai Viran. Tiruppacetti (Sivaganga) is guarded by three 
goddesses and one god: in the west Vlraiyatta (a stone), in the east 
Ellaippitari (a stone), in the south Veyilviluntamman whose statue is 
under a margosa tree (despite her name which means ‘the lady on whom 
the sun falls’), and in the north Vatakkarai (‘northern border’) Muniyanti.

8. The boundary puja

There is a special puja called boundary puja (ellaippucai). It involves 
throwing rice mixed with blood to the malignant spirits (pey picacu). The 
puja takes place at night, and women are excluded from it, as the 
following description of such a puja, performed in Aracankuti (Trichy), 
shows. We have already met the goddess Tillaikkali, the goddess who 
was ‘robbed’ by the Kallars of the village. The main festival of the 
goddess is celebrated in the month of May (cittirai-vaikaci). It lasts about 
three weeks. On the eighth day, a Tuesday, the priest of Tillaikkali (a 
Pantaram) collects the blood of two young, black, male goats (sacrificed 
in front of the temple) in an earthen pot (kavuccatti, ‘sacrificial pot’). He 
covers this pot with another earthen pot, ties them together with strings of 
flowers and hangs this pot inside the Kali temple. The priest worships the 
pot daily until the next Tuesday, when the blood is used for the boundary 
ceremony. On that Tuesday, around ten at night, the streets of the village 
are cleaned, and women decorate the front of the houses with a kolam, an 
auspicious floor design. Towards midnight, another small black goat is 
sacrificed in front of the temple and its blood mixed with the old blood in 
the pot. No women are allowed to enter the temple of Tillaikkali that 
night, except the wife of the priest. The priest of the goddess, who is also 
the marulali (dancer) of Periyannacami (one of the goddess' guardians), 
places the pot with the blood into the fat, large flower garland that hangs 
from his neck. There, he holds it, invisible in the garland. Accompanied 
by the other marulalis and a large group of men, all carrying firebrands, 
and followed by Cankili Karuppu on his horse vehicle and Tillaikkali on 
a palanquin (pallakku), the priest goes once around the temple and then, 
in a quick pace, in a northern direction to a field at the edge of the settled 
space. The goddess and the women and children remain at the edge of the 
field, while the men run to a stone in the northeastern comer of the field. 
At this boundary stone (ellaikkal) another small goat is sacrificed. The
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priest removes the pot from his garland, mixes the blood with cooked rice 
and throws this blood-rice into the four intermediate directions. He begins 
with the northeast, turns to the southeast, then the southwest and the 
northwest. The sacrifice is called ‘mulai canti’, ‘pacification of the 
intermediate directions’. At the end, the priest smashes the pot with 
whatever is left in it on the boundary stone. Villagers believe that the 
malignant spirits (one informant used the English word ‘devils’) will eat 
the rice. This puja over, the priest, marulalis, Cankili Karuppu and 
Tillaikkali, followed by a large crowd of devotees, go to the house of the 
priest, where the priest will sacrifice a small, black goat. Then the 
procession moves to the main house of the manavalankiyar Kallar clan, 
where a larger goat (not black) is sacrificed. This is followed by similar 
sacrifices at the houses of the other Kallar clans. The goat has to shake 
when water is poured on it. If it does not shake for a long time, a different 
goat is brought. The procession then tours the entire village and stops at 
every house for a puja and offerings, which in most cases are vegetarian.

This boundary puja is very much like the ones described by White- 
head.94 In Irunkalur (Trichy) the boundary puja is performed in conjunc
tion with the goddess Karumpayi whose temple is in the wilderness. 
Whitehead does not indicate the direction in which the boundary stone 
lies, and, according to his description, the boundary puja takes place 
during the day.95 For ‘Pullambadi’ Whitehead indicates the boundary 
stone's place to be in the west.96 The offering is rice mixed with blood 
and the food is for the ‘evil and malignant spirits’.97 Impurities or 
diseases are sent across the border with a blood offering to the boundary 
stone.98

Data from at least fifteen temples concur in three important points: that 
the boundary puja is for the malignant spirits (pey, picacu, arakkar), that 
the puja takes place at midnight (and should not be seen by anyone), and 
that the rice mixed with blood is thrown into the four directions or, if it is 
simply thrown into the air, into the north or the northeast. The puja is 
done on the last day of the festival for the deity considered ‘in charge’ of 
the boundaries and the directions, and one of its purposes seems to be to 
break open again the boundaries of the village that had been closed for 
the time of the festival. One informant (Kulumayiyamman temple, 
Tiruccirappalli) called the ceremony ‘ellai utaittal’, ‘breaking of 
boundaries’. In Aracarikuti the villagers accompanied the deities through 
the village on the eighth day of the festival in order to mark the bounda

94 Whitehead 1976: 100 ff.
95 Whitehead 1976: 101.
96 Whitehead 1976: 102.
97 Whitehead 1976: 101.
98 See e. g., Srinivas 1952: 204.
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ries. From this day onwards the purity rules had to be observed strictly. 
This was the day when the blood of the first goat sacrifice was collected 
in the pot. In other words, during the main days of the festival the 
boundaries are symbolically closed to avoid any impurities or disturbing 
influences that could harm the rituals. When the boundaries are opened 
again, the malignant forces are fed as a kind of compensation for having 
been excluded. Now in Aracankuti the boundary ritual did not take place 
at the end of the festival, and it would be difficult to assign it the meaning 
of an opening of the boundaries; however, it seems certain that one of its 
purposes was to appease the malignant spirits. The north or northeast is 
where these forces assemble." The north is the direction of Kubera, who 
is the god of wealth, but also leader of malignant spirits; the northeast is 
the direction of Isana, of Saturn and where the deity Ksetrapala is to be 
located.99 100 In the large Siva temples of the Cola period we find Bhairava 
in the northeast comer. He faces inside, towards the sanctum, as if to 
protect the temple towards its inside.101 The boundary stone is not a deity 
in the sense that regular pujas or worship are offered to it. It is a stone 
without any markings and informants only called it ‘ellaikkal’ (‘boundary 
stone’) and never ‘ellaitteyvam’ (‘boundary deity’), a term reserved for 
actual deities at the boundary. The throwing of rice mixed with blood is 
sometimes part of a puja to dangerous deities, e. g., in Arimalam, in the 
Ciramittaiyanar temple: during the festival Aiyanar receives the first 
pujas, vegetarian ones. Eight days later, Karuppar, one of the guardians 
of Aiyanar, gets a blood sacrifice and another eight days later Kali (she 
has the form of Mahisasuramardinl) and Munlcuvarar, the other two 
guardians who are also the ‘deities going in front’ (munnoti teyvam) of 
Aiyanar, are treated to a midnight puja, in which rice mixed with blood is 
spread before Kali. The priest throws a bit of this rice into the four 
directions as offering to the Munis who protect and surround Kali. 
Malignant spirits are appeased with such blood-rice also during 
dangerous rituals and at the time of blood sacrifices.102

9. Deified ancestors: between wilderness and settled space

Like the self-manifesting or self-bom (svayambhu) deities who appear in 
the wilderness, the hero-deities are bom or abandoned in the wilder
ness.103 Hero/heroine-deity will be defined here as a human being who,

99 Compare Samuel 1988: 161.
100 Dagens 1985: 359.
101 On the directions see also Beck 1976: 232 ff.
102 See e. g., Meyer 1986: 112.
103 See above; and see Eliade 1974: 249.
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because of his/her extraordinary life - be it as a saint, courageous warrior 
etc. - or because of an extraordinary death, is deified. The human 
parentage of some of the more popular hero/ine deities is either lost or 
mixed with or substituted by divine parentage. A multitude of parents is a 
sign of the divinizing process. To establish their ‘true’ parentage is 
impossible and not actually necessary. If a human being can become a 
deity then only because the boundaries between the world of deities and 
humans are fluid.

Blackburn found that the following criteria are necessary for the 
deification of a human being104: ‘First, the death must be premature, an 
end that cuts short a person's normal life span. Second, and more 
important, the death must be violent, an act of aggression or a sudden 
blow from nature. Many deified heroes are killed in battle, some in less 
glorious conflicts; others (especially women) commit suicide. Lastly, the 
death that deifies is undeserved; the person killed is an innocent (if often 
fated) victim’.105 These criteria are not always strictly applicable; as we 
shall see, ‘saints’ who die a normal death become deified; furthermore, it 
is important to stress that deification is a process that depends on a 
number of circumstances, e. g., the story of the dead person, the 
socio/political power of the descendants, and, not lastly, the dead person's 
power to stay in contact with the living. Our first example shows the first 
step in the process of deification: a person dies a violent death, receives a 
memorial stone, but is not worshipped as a deity.

Both, the people of Melakkal and those of Panniyan used to fish in the river near 
Melakkal. Once the inhabitants of Melakkal decreed that nobody should fish in 
the river near Melakkal, hence the people of Panniyan went to Kotimankalam to 
fish. One day somebody from Melakkal smelled fish and accused a certain man of 
having fished in the river near Melakkal. The man denied it, but the people of 
Melakkal demanded that the man prove his innocence by jumping onto a spear 
(vel). On the appointed day, the man who was to prove his innocence disappeared. 
His family looked for him everywhere, and when he could not be found, one of 
his relations decided to take his place. He jumped onto the spear and died. In 
memory of this man, a memorial stone was set up.

The memorial stone stands outside the Kanavay Karuppucami temple of 
Melakkal (Madurai) on the northwestern side and past the shrines of 
Conai and Cappani. The stone shows the hero in relief, flanked on each 
side by a woman. In the hands of the hero are various weapons: bow and 
arrow, sword and shield, dagger. The hero belongs to the caste group of 
the Pramalai-Kallar.106 This ancestor's place is outside the temple but 
close to shrines of deities that still form part of the temple, deities,

104 Blackburn 1985: 260.
105 See also Blackburn 1988: 31 ff.
106 On the Pramalai-Kallar see Dumont 1986.
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however, that are worshipped primarily by Dalits. The ancestor hero is 
called pattavan, ‘dead person’, and is distinct from the deities.

Such pattavans can be in form of simple stones or in sculpted memori
als, and we find them usually close to the temple entrance. First they are 
not worshipped as deities but receive worship and offerings like deities 
from the descendants. The next step in the deification process is to build a 
shrine or temple for the ancestor. This either can mean a shrine within an 
already existing temple or a separate shrine. In Cattiyamahkalam (Puduk- 
kottai) e. g., there is a temple to TIttappan, an ancestor of a group of 
Kallars. The shrine or temple looks like any other temple, it has Nandin 
figures at the roof comers, and in front of the temple are statues of horses 
and dogs. This ancestor had died on the stake. (Tying a criminal up on a 
long pole or impaling him used to be a form of punishment.)107 Included 
in the temple are the wife and brothers of TIttappan; they had died of 
grief. A priest of the Mutturaja caste is especially hired for the puja 
duties. Goat and chicken sacrifices take place once a year when the 
Kaljars celebrate the ‘festival’ of this ancestor.

Muttuppattan, the Brahman who had married the two Cakkiliyar 
women, has a shrine in the temple of Corimuttu Aiyanar108 and is 
worshipped as a deity (together with his two wives). He is one of the non
vegetarian guardians of Aiyanar (offerings include goats, chickens, 
alcohol and cigars), yet some Brahmans still worship him as an ancestor. 
Proof of Muttuppattan's healing powers are the wooden legs and arms 
that decorate the god's shrine;109 other votive offerings include chains and 
spears. Muttuppattan fits the category of deified ancestors or hero gods 
who disregard caste conventions, marry above or below their status and 
are willing to die for it; other examples are Maturai VIran and 
Kattavarayan.

About a hundred or two hundred years ago tigers were not rare in 
Tamilnadu. Countless memorials tell the story of how a courageous 
cowherd fought with a tiger to save a cow. Here are two examples: In 
Cempiliccippalaiyam (Erode) there is a temple dedicated to Pattappan. 
Above the temple entrance the following scene is depicted: A hero, 
painted red, is about to thrust his spear into a tiger. From the tiger's 
genitals spurts blood in the direction of a dog sitting beneath the tiger. 
Beside the hero are two women. The same scene is in relief on the stone 
inside the shrine.

While the wedding of Pattappan with Periyakkayi was celebrated, a tiger attacked 
Pattappan's cow. Without a moment’s hesitation Pattappan left his wedding and, 
accompanied by his dog, went in search of the cow. He valiantly fought with the

107 See Masilamani-Meyer 1989: 87; Bloomfield 1924: 219.
108 See above.
109 See plate.
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tiger, while the dog bit into the tiger's genitals. A fox appeared on the scene and 
the dog fought with the fox. Finally, all lay there dead: Pattappan, the tiger, the 
cow, the dog and the fox. Pattappan's bride and another lady, his lover, entered the 
burning pyre and became Satis.

The temple belongs to about 150 Vanniyar families, descendants of 
Pattappan. They worship here, do the puja and celebrate festivals. 
Offerings to this ancestor include male goats and roosters.

Mettuppatti is a small village near Valaiyappatti, north of Maturai. The 
main deity in the village is Muttalamman; her shrine is a square building 
with a cupola roof. On the roof, around the cupola, stand three figures 
looking towards the north, the west and the south respectively. The figure 
in the north is Cataiyanti, a bearded figure wearing a sacred thread, an 
ascetic. In the west stands Karuppucami carrying sword and staff, and 
facing south stands a male figure with naked upper body, green leg 
clothing, his head wrapped in a turban. He plays the flute, and beside him 
stands a white cow or calf. He is the ancestor (the grandfather) of 
Karuppucami's priest, a Nayakkar. This grandfather used to guard the 
cows on a nearby hill, playing the flute. One day a tiger attacked him. 
Before he died he was able to remove the ring on his finger and place it 
on the horn of one of the cows. The villagers discovered the ring and, led 
by the cow, found the man lying beside the dead tiger. The priest's 
grandfather was cremated on the hill, where he had died. The cow that 
had worn the ring remained on the hill until all of the ashes had been 
carried away. There may be some significance in the fact that the ancestor 
figure on the roof faces south: it is the direction of the ancestor heaven 
and the direction of Yama, the god of death. The figure itself, were it 
blue, could easily be identified with Krsna, and although the priest did 
not make any such connections, the prerequisites for an interpretation in 
this direction are there. So far the ancestor receives puja at the place 
where he had died and not in the temple.

People who in their lifetime show extraordinary powers receive special 
attention after their death: a ‘samadhi’ or memorial is built over their 
grave and their burial site becomes a shrine or temple at which the 
continuing powers of this ‘saint’ still can be tapped (this is also true in the 
Indian Islamic traditions where dargahs, the places of pirs, are visited by 
the devotees or devout, often to seek healing).

In Kallapuram (Coimbatore), a village near the Amaravati dam, there is 
a temple dedicated to Malaippitariyamman. The temple is outside the 
village in a grove. The shrine of the goddess is a concrete building ending 
in an open hall. Facing the entrance to the main shrine is the statue of 
Nandin, the vehicle of Siva, and outside the hall, still facing the sanctum 
entrance, is a stone pillar of a height of about three feet,_topped by a 
square and surrounded by a few trisulas; it is a god called ‘Elumalaiyan’.
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The temple is a private temple and belongs to a Pantaram family that has 
been supplying priests for the past five generations. About 300 years ago 
there lived a young girl, a female ancestor of the Pantaram family, who 
was endowed with special powers. She was able to foretell the future and 
to cure illnesses. The girl predicted her own death, and she asked her 
family to set up a temple for her after her death so that she could fulfill 
the wishes of those who came to pray at the temple. The girl's name was 
Malaiyamman, later changed to Malaiyaraci and finally to Malaip
pitariyamman. Malaippitariyamman is the clan deity (kula teyvam) of the 
Pantaram family, but other people worship the goddess as well: tribal 
people from the surrounding hills offer prayers at the temple and have 
their wishes fulfilled. The goddess is known to cure mental illnesses. 
Pitari, we have seen, is a common name for goddesses of the boundary, 
especially the northern boundary. The stone pillar facing the goddess is 
supposed to be her husband, and a wedding of the two is celebrated in the 
month of cittirai (April-May; time when the wedding of the goddess 
MinaksI of Maturai and Siva-Sundaresvara takes place). The name, 
Elumalaiyan (‘lord of the seven mountains’), is the name of Visnu 
(Venkatecuvarar) at Tiruppati, and the priest compared Malaip
pitariyamman to Gajalaksml. There are other deities in the temple: 
Karupparayar, a meat-eating guardian, in the form of a stone, the nine 
planets (Skt. navagraha), and a Pipal tree (aracu, Ficus religiosa), on 
which hang wooden cradles. They are witnesses to the fulfillment of child 
wishes. The temple of Malaippitariyamman is a blend of saiva, vaisnava 
and folk elements; the ancestress has become a full fledged goddess to 
whom regular pujas are offered and her reign has grown from the 
protection of her own family to the protection of the surrounding hills and 
their people. The deification of the young girl was made possible by her 
extraordinary powers, powers that the girl promised would continue after 
her death.

Great ascetics and holy men generally are not burned, but buried in an 
upright position with a grave stone marking the site (camati, Skt. 
samadhi). Sometimes a concrete shrine is erected over the camati and a 
priest designated to perform pujas. The origin myth of the Pantara 
Appicci temple near Pavani (Periyar) contains an interesting combination 
of myths we are already familiar with, and the discovery of a camati.

Long ago, about 300 years ago, there was only forest (katu) here. Near the river 
(Pavani) there was a garden (tottam) and in it a holy man (munivar) was doing his 
meditations (tavam). While he was sitting there, he saw the goddess Malaiyali 
Pakavatiyamman floating in the river. He caught her and installed her nearby. 
Later, one of the cows did not give any milk and the villagers, curious as to the 
reason, followed the cow. They saw that the cow released its milk at a particular 
spot. There they found the holy man’s sandals, his rosary and his begging bowl. It
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was his camati. Later the holy man appeared in the dream of a Vanniyar and said: 
“I am Pantara Appicci, why have you not cared for me?” The Vanniyar began to 
do puja and erected a compound wall around the camati.

The temple is a private temple and the present Vanniyar priest is the sixth 
in line, tracing his descent to the first priest. There are two main shrines 
in the temple, one for Pakavatiyamman and one for Pantara Appicci. 
Pakavatiyamman is a goddess from Kerala (as her name, Malaiyala 
Pakavati, says); like Karuppar (who also comes from Kerala), she appears 
in the river. Between the two shrines and along one side leading from the 
shrines to the temple entrance are the statues of ten large Munis, 
guardians of the main deities. They, together with Pakavatiyamman and 
Pantara Appicci, are the boundary guardians of Pavani and the village 
guardians of Kataiyampatti.

Both Malaippitariyamman and Pantara Appicci are deities, and in their 
temples there are no traces of them ever having been human beings; 
neither do the festival rituals reveal any clues.110 We find a different 
picture in the temple of Valaittottattu Ayyan in Ayyankovil or Ay- 
yanpajaiyam (Coimbatore). Valaittottattu Ayyan lived in the latter half of 
the eighteenth century. He was the ninth child of a Konku Velalar 
(VeUalar) couple. He spent his time tending cattle. Before he reached the 
age of fifteen, a Siddha initiated him into Yoga practices and mantras that 
had the power to absorb the poison of various animals, especially of 
snakes. Cinnaiyan (the saint's actual name) spent his life healing people 
and died or gained ‘release’ (vitu) at age seventy-two, as predicted by his 
guru. Cinnaiyan received the name Valaittottattu Ayyan because, when 
he was young, he had leased a piece of land called valaittottam (‘banana 
garden’), and people had begun to call him ‘master (or lord) of the 
banana garden’. Some hundred years ago a temple was built in com
memoration of the saint on a piece of land that had belonged to him. 
Today Pantaram priests offer regular puja service in the temple. Inside the 
sanctum we find a kiluvai tree, beneath it a svayambhu linga (a ‘self- 
bom’, self-revealed linga) and a Nandin. A bit to the south of the tree 
there is a termite hill, about four feet high. The earth from this termite hill 
is medicine for all kinds of illnesses. In front of the temple compound and 
facing the shrine is a stone frame holding large chains. These chains, 
when rubbed along the body, are said to cure headaches, water in the 
limbs etc. A few feet away from the stone frame stands a large horse 
(similar to the horses we find in goddess temples in the Coimbatore area 
and in Aiyanar temples in and around Madurai). Animals offered to 
Valaitottattu Ayyan by devotees are re-sold and not sacrificed. Women 
are not allowed to enter the main shrine, i. e., the shrine of Ayyan. The

no See Chapter V.
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temple of Valaittottattu Ayyan is famous and well known in the northern 
Coimbatore area. Some thirty kilometers north, near the village Patu- 
vampalli, there is a temple named after another saint called Aiyantotta 
Aiyan. This saint is said to have had much contact with Valaittottattu 
Ayyan. Inside the sanctum of this temple there is a sivalinga, but no 
termite hill. The cures effected here are especially those caused by the 
negative influences of spirits (pey, picacu). Both temples have issued a 
pamphlet in which the history of the respective saint and the saints' 
miracles and cures are recounted. Although these saints receive a cult and 
although their worship is through the form of the sivalinga, they have 
retained their identity as saints and have not themselves become deities in 
the sense that Malaippitariyamman and Pantara Appicci have. Neverthe
less, for the devotees who worship at these temples, the saint is a deity, a 
deity who might make use of the cement horse standing in the temple 
courtyard when he protects the surrounding area at night.

The common theme uniting these ancestors turned deities is power and 
a way of life beyond the normal. Part of their biography is steeped in 
wilderness space, one could say that they stand with one leg in the 
wilderness, that they belong to both spaces and when we look at their 
place in the village geography, we often find them at the boundary, be it 
between villages or between the temple sanctuary and the outside, or we 
find them as watchmen, guardians of other deities.111 The main underly
ing quality that separates an ordinary ancestor from one with a potential 
to be deified is power; it can be physical power (much like the cinema 
heroes who single-handedly rout an army of villains), emotional power: 
courage (the heroes who battle with tigers to save their cows, the 
warriors), or mental power (healing power, clairvoyance etc.). And this 
makes sense, of course, since power is what causes a deity to be prayed 
to.

The kind of deity that develops out of an ancestor seems to depend very 
much on the latter’s life and type of death. Ancestors with healing powers 
turn into deities with healing powers; their life stories, and the myths 
woven into them by the story tellers, will center on actions derived from 
the ancestors' mental powers (miraculous cures, foretelling the future 
etc.). Ancestors whose deification depended on their martial powers tend 
to become heroic deities, their courage being the center of their myths. 
The myth-making process and, coupled with it, the deification process are 
also a question of caste. Who is the story teller, what is his perspective? 
How does he view the upper or lower strata of society? Kattavarayan, for 
instance, - if he developed out of an ancestor - would have come from 
low caste origins, been glorified and made to fight upper castes (Brah-

111 See also the story of Cinnattampi in Devi 1987: 1 ff.
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mans and kings) and even ‘upper caste’ deities; while ancestor deities 
from higher castes need not have worried so much about social ascent, 
nor would it have been difficult for them to have themselves identified 
with ‘high’ pan-Hindu deities. In other words, deified ancestors tend to 
reflect their social environment. A ksatriya hero-deity, as for example 
Pabujl,112 a Rajput warrior turned deity, who is worshipped in Rajasthan 
and other areas of northwest India, has a different code of ethics, a 
different social goal and different ways of pursuing his goals as would a 
Dalit ancestor deity. Smith's proposed list of traits characterizing the 
hero-deity as described in folk epics cannot simply be applied to all hero- 
folk-deities (whereby a major question would have to be what constitutes 
a hero-deity and what a folk epic - a question we cannot address here).113

What seems to characterize the deification process is 1. an upward 
mobility (higher social or even a divine ancestry) of the hero/ine, 2. a 
geographical expansion of the hero/ine-deity's name and influence, 3. a 
tendency to integrate or convert the cult of the ancestor into an existing 
deity cult (often the eating habits of the ancestor are maintained, i. e., a 
brahmanization process does not always occur: Muttuppattan, even 
though worshipped by Brahmans, is a non-vegetarian deity).

Before we leave the ancestor deity a few general remarks are necessary. 
While for some deities a human ancestry can easily be traced,114 it is not 
so for other deities: Kattavarayan and Maturai VIran, for instance, seem 
to have evolved from an ancestor cult because the myths give them 
human parents, but whether or not this is supported by historical evidence 
we do not know. Of course one can ask: is this relevant? For many 
Hindus knowing the actual earthly birthplace of a deity apparently does 
not make the deity less divine! A question one might want to ask, 
however, is why some heroic persons turn into deities while others do 
not. Nallatarikal, whose story is known throughout Tamilnadu (she threw 
her children and herself into a well), is only very locally worshipped in a 
temple; VIrapantiya Kattapomman, the Pajaiyakkarar of Pancalakuricci, 
who at the end of the eighteenth century dared to defy the British and was 
finally hanged and who would be an ideal subject for deification (violent 
heroic death, a well-known story, and about whom a film was made), is 
not a god (I do not know if there exists a shrine or temple for him in 
Pancalakuricci). Why are the low caste heroes (Maturai VIran, 
Kattavarayan) popular gods while the kingly hero Kattapomman is not? 
A study on deification would have to consider these questions.

112 Smith 1991.
113 Smith 1989: 176 ff. For a recent analysis on India's Oral and Classical Epics see 

Hiltebeitel 1999.
114 As we have seen above, e. g., Valaitottattu Aiyyan.
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10. Integration into or rejection of the ordered space

When the ordered space eats up wilderness, wilderness deities either 
leave or adjust. Fierce, wild, unpredictable deities pose a threat to the 
ordered space and therefore they have to be appeased, made friendly. 
There are various ways to do this, some of which we shall now look at. In 
the brahmanical tradition too there is the theme of the wild, the black, 
having to leave the ordered space: the dark goddess cannot remain in the 
center, she has to go outside, to the border: Kali at Citamparam, who was 
tricked into losing the dance competition with Siva, a pretext to send her 
to the border,115 Cellattamman in Maturai. Here the myth says that 
drinking the blood of a buffalo when she was thirsty on her walk with 
Siva made Cellattamman unfit to stay in town at the side of the pure god. 
Cellattamman is now in the city (north of the MlnaksI temple), but she 
has retained her fierceness and receives blood offerings. The gods and 
goddesses of villages do not need elaborate myths to relocate them; it 
suffices that they complain to the priest. Parikkaruppucami or 
Vettaikkaruppucami (Karuppucami of the hunt) of Mettuppatti first had 
his shrine in the valley where the village is now. When the area was 
developed and mortar and pestle used near the god, he was moved up the 
hill from where he now looks down onto the village and has a splendid 
view of the surrounding hills. Similarly, Karuntarutaiya Aiyanar left the 
village because he didn't like the sound of mortar and pestle and moved 
into the forest where he still is (Karaikkuti, Ramanathapuram). Celliyam- 
man near Kotimahkalam (Madurai) asked to be moved when a rice mill 
and an oil press were set up near her. But not all deities are moved when 
the human habitation encroaches upon them, and if they are to remain 
among people they need to be tamed. We have already met Munlcuvarar 
of Timccirapalli who, bom in the forest, is now in the middle of the city. 
It was the famous Advaitin Sankaracarya who subdued the god's power: 
he simply attached Munlcuvarar with a chain to the Margosa tree and 
established Vinayakar and Murukan, two vegetarian gods, in the temple. 
We find a close parallel in the story of Akhilantesvarl of Srirankam 
(Trichy) who once was a ‘ferocious deity who burned everything before 
her’. Sankara drew out her fierceness by establishing a Ganesa just 
opposite her, and he further prepared two srlcakras in the form of earrings 
for her which absorb her wildness whenever she wears them.116 Peaceful 
gods have a calming effect; it suffices to install them or a form of them 
near a fierce god: Karupparayar of Linkanur used to be a fierce and 
dangerous god. His power was reduced by installing in his temple the 
yantra (yantiram) of the nearby Murukan of Marutamalai (Coimbatore).

115 Shulman 1980a: 219.
116 Wilke 1996: 143 f.
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Directions are governed by their guardians and by planets. Very 
generally we can say that the north and east and their intermediate 
directions are auspicious, while the west and south are less so. Deities 
usually face east or north (the goddess who faces north is said to meditate 
upon Siva, who is in the north) and they seem to derive some of their 
power from the direction they are looking at; changing them is one way 
of reducing their power: Vetiyappar of Tiruvannamalai was turned from 
north to south some thirty or forty years ago. When he looked north he 
was averse to the mortar and pestle sound, and women, who in their 
polluted state came near him, died. Muttukkaruppu, the fiercest of 
Vennamalaiyappar's guardians117 was turned from east to face west some 
sixty years ago during a kumpapisekam (Skt. kumbhabhiseka). He now 
faces Vennamalaiyappar. Cutalai, a guardian of Pacunkili Aiyanar of 
Kopalacamuttiram (Tirunelveli), was changed to face west because facing 
east he had too much power. We can offer three reasons behind the idea 
of the god's change of direction: 1. by turning his back on the village, its 
people and devotees, the god can do no harm with his gaze;118 2. in facing 
the main god, the dangerous sub-deity acknowledges his submission and 
accepts the latter's authority; 3. north and east are auspicious directions, 
life-empowering directions, while the south and west are directions of 
decrease and death.119

The easiest way to calm a deity is changing the meat/blood offerings to 
vegetarian ones. For example Muniyappan of Kantipuram (Koyamuttur) 
used to receive animal sacrifices when he was still in the wilderness; now 
the city has overtaken the god, and he has become vegetarian. According 
to informants, blood sacrifices enhance a deity's power, his/her anger and 
fierceness: Vennankuti Muniyappan (Jakkiramappalaiyam, Salem) is an 
angry god because he takes meat offerings (pali, Skt. bali). Karupparayar 
eats meat to give him strength, power (Kallapuram, Coimbatore). The 
blood sacrifice appeases the goddess' anger (Vativelkarai, Madurai), and 
so on. Although the government forbids animal sacrifices in temples, they 
still occur in most places. To circumvent the law, the animals are 
sacrificed outside the temple area.120

Above I have mentioned the black goddess who sits at the city bound
ary. She is the virgin goddess while her counterpart, the golden, benign 
goddess who is beside her husband (Siva), is married. Folk deities who 
are married are considered less fierce. As one priest remarked: ‘Aiyanar 
is soft because he is married’, and if people are afraid of a god it is 
Karuppar, the bachelor and meat-eater (Totaneri, Madurai). However, as

117 See above.
118 On the power of a deity's gaze see Masilamani-Meyer 1996a: 449 ff.
119 On the directions see also Beck 1976.
120 See Chapter VI.
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we have already seen in Chapter I, it is not so easy to establish whether or 
not a god or goddess is married; in fact, sometimes both statuses are 
possible (this obtains especially for the goddess). Suffice it to say here 
that marriage is a symbol of the ordered space and that if a god has one, 
two or more wives, it signifies that he is not an ascetic, that his power 
does not derive from tapas.

The landscape of Tamilnadu is dotted with deities; they overlook 
village squares and tanks, they dominate a street, a caste quarter; they 
guard boundaries; they are hidden in groves or lonely mountain tops; 
some are fierce, some benign, some like offerings of animals, others 
prefer food that does not involve the taking of animal life. Most of these 
deities are believed to guard something; the urkkaval guards the village 
and its immediate surrounding area; the kanmaykkaval watches over the 
large irrigation pond; at the boundary of the village stands the ellaikkaval, 
and the many deities guarding the main deity of a temple are simply 
called kaval (‘watchmen’). The astounding variety of deities, their 
functions, their set-ups and temples and their difference in iconography 
will baffle the uninitiated, and yet there are patterns. Some we have 
looked at already, others we shall treat in the following chapters. To sum 
up the discussion on wilderness and settled space, let us look at one 
particular deity spread over a relatively small area and see how wilder
ness and inhabited space affect him.

11. Vetiyappar

Distributed over the Cenkam taluk of Tiruvannamalai are ancient hero 
stones. They were established between the eighth and the tenth centuries 
and depict a warrior in relief who holds a bent bow and an arrow. On 
some of the stones are inscriptions.121 We can presume that these heroes 
once were worshipped.122 In KIl Iravantavati the upright stone shows 
inscriptions at the top and a figure of a warrior with bow, arrow and a 
knife at the bottom. At the warrior's feet, barely visible, are a box and a 
water vessel. According to the inscription, the figure represents a fallen 
hero (Venarkkaliyan) who fought in a war during the reign of king 
Nantlccuvaravikkiramaparumar.123 The approach to the stone has been 
cleared and a small spear was added facing the stone. This warrior is now 
the god Vetiyappar and receives animal sacrifices.

About ten kilometers north of Tiruvannamalai, half-way up a mountain, 
is the temple of TIrttamalai Vetiyappar. The temple is famous for its

121 About 50 of these stones are described in Cenkam Natukarkal (Ira. Nakacami).
122 See Soundara Rajan 1982: 59 ff.1 Eighth century - see Cenkam Natukarkal, no. 51.
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sacred and healing water (tirttam), which the priest distributes on 
Mondays and Fridays and which is said to cure illnesses. Those who wish 
to receive and use the water must observe certain rules: they have to 
bathe, avoid non-vegetarian food, and have to be ritually pure (e. g., be 
free from the pollution of death, menses). Once they have received the 
water, they should not set it down, and they should not speak until they 
have reached home. (Devotees asked us for our pens with which they 
wrote their destination on a piece of paper in order to avoid having to 
speak to the bus conductor.) The temple itself consists of a square 
building. Above its entrance is the relief figure of a red-colored 
mustachioed hero who holds in one hand bow and arrow, in the other an 
arrow, mirroring the black stone murti inside, which is a relief showing a 
warrior with bow and arrow. In front of the building are two large white 
cement horses and small clay dogs. The only access to the temple is via a 
foot path which is about two kilometers long; the temple is in the 
wilderness. Goats can be offered to the god!

Varakur lies southeast of Tiruvannamalai. Inside the village is the 
temple of Mariyamman. On a hill is the Murukan temple. Towards the 
northwest of the village, outside the settled area, are first the 
Vetiyappar/Aiyanar temple, then the Ellaippitari temple, and at the 
northern boundary is a boundary deity, ellai teyvam. The deities inside 
the Vetiyappar/Aiyanar shrine are in the form of stones, and they are 
surrounded by clay horses and elephants, most of them broken. At the 
entrance to the shrine is Munnotiyan, marked by a stone and flanked by 
two tridents. The deities are sheltered by a few trees. Aiyanar/Vetiyappar 
is the village guardian (urkkaval). The priest (a Vanniyar) maintained that 
both Aiyanar and Vetiyappar were inside the shrine and that they were 
brothers, the elder brother (annan) being Aiyanar, the younger brother 
(tampi) being Vetiyappar, but the teacher of the village said that the two 
gods were the same deity. The god(s) should not hear the sound of the 
mortar and pestle, nor the sound of drums (melam). During the festival 
time in the month of ati, men prepare the ponkal rice (a specially prepared 
rice of which the water is not strained), and women are not allowed to 
come to the temple during that time. Both Vetiyappar and Aiyanar are 
bachelors. Apart from being guardians, they help to recover stolen or lost 
articles. The injured party writes the grievance on a piece of paper and, 
after a puja, places it on or near Vetiyappar/Aiyanar. (Deities with 
grievances attached to them are a common sight in Tamilnadu.) Within a 
month the devotee will know where the lost article is, or the thief will feel 
the effect (the god may appear in his dreams and cause him to return the 
stolen goods). Once the article is recovered, the paper is removed with 
another puja.
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North of the large Siva temple of Tiruvannamalai is a small Vetiyappan 
shrine. The relief picture above the entrance shows the god with bow and 
arrow in his hands. In 1988 the goddess Karumari was established inside 
the shrine beside Vetiyappan. Vinayakar is also in the shrine, closer to the 
entrance. Facing Vetiyappan is a stone elephant, his vehicle. In front of 
the shrine are the nine planets (Skt. navagraha). Vetiyappan is said to 
guard the northern boundary of the city. The god was first in a forest or 
wilderness area (katu) and, like most wilderness deities, he does not like 
to have a roof over his head. When the shrine was built, care was taken to 
leave a hole in its roof thereby preserving the god's access to space and 
nature.

Another Vetiyappar temple lies in the east of Tiruvannamalai. Like the 
Vetiyappar temple in the northern part of the town, this temple is within 
the settled area. The temple consists of a main shrine housing the usual 
relief showing a warrior with bow and arrow. Left and right of him are 
Paramesvara and Ganapati. Along the front wall of the main shrine are 
Munlcuvarar and snake stones. In the square in front of the main shrine 
are elephants and horses, and facing the main shrine is another, smaller 
shrine, showing a god holding sword and shield. He is called Munnotiyan 
and faces Vetiyappar. Two lions sit on the comers of this shrine facing 
outwards and flanking another relief of Vetiyappar. Left and right of the 
entrance stands a horse each. The temple was established by Nayinars,124 
and the god Vetiyappar is their kula teyvam. The temple is now common 
(potu) and the priest is a Tecikar.125 Some forty years ago Vetiyappar was 
under a banyan tree and, as we saw above, when houses were built near 
the god he was turned from facing north to facing south. Although the 
god is still a dangerous (tusta) deity and protects from cholera and other 
diseases, his power is now much reduced. The informant, who worships 
this deity as his kula teyvam, pointed out that Vetiyappar was Ai- 
yanarappan, and Aiyanarappan was Mahakala-Sasta, the god who 
protected Indra's wife, Indrani, from the demon Curapatman and his sister 
Ajamuki. Here we see the transformation from a feared wilderness deity 
to a relatively benign god whose fierce aspect nevertheless remains in the 
type of offerings he receives: chickens, goats, cigars, arrack and ganja. 
Another change is in the god's traits. He becomes the village guardian 
(urkkaval), turns into a form of Aiyanar and through him finds an entry 
into the greater Hindu pantheon. His vehicle is the elephant (the 
traditional vehicle of Aiyanar), and it is said that ‘in the olden days’ 
people used to see the god mounted on his horse and riding around the 
area with his entourage.

124 According to Thurston 1987 they are a section of VeUalas believed to be descended 
from Jains who were converted to Hinduism.

125 According to Thurston 1987, Tecikar is a subdivision and title of Pantaram.
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The transformation of Vetiyappar (the name probably is derived from 
vetan, ‘hunter’) nicely illustrates the changes that can happen when a 
deity moves from the wilderness to the settled space: an open shrine 
under trees becomes an elaborate temple, a number of guardian deities 
are added, the god loses his ferociousness and he takes on the coloring of 
a more popular god, even becomes this god. (Aiyanarappan is known in 
the Viluppuram, Tiruvannamalai and Salem districts; Aiyanar is spread 
throughout Tamilnadu, Sasta is mainly known in Tirunelveli.) Vetiyappar 
is present in all possible forms or combinations: he is in the settled area, 
he is in the wilderness; some of his temples are private, some public. 
Horses, elephants and dogs stand in his shrines and testify to his function 
as guardian (in Mel Karippur he guards the boundary). Vetiyappar is 
identified with Aiyanar, is called an aspect (amcam) of Visnu 
(Viranantal); is worshipped in connection with diseases (such as cholera) 
and rain; thus a flower placed on the god foretells the coming of rain 
(Viranantal). The god is main deity, but sometimes he is a sub-deity, as 
e. g., in a Draupadi temple (Viranantal). The popularity of Vetiyappar in 
this area has led to the establishment of new temples: clusters of heroes 
depicted on stone reliefs, bow and arrow in hands, they resemble the 
original hero stones. The examples of Vetiyappar show us that the name 
of a deity supplies us with very limited information; what we can surmise 
is the god's iconography, perhaps a myth, but the name does not tell us 
what kind of offerings the god receives, where the deity is located within 
the village or temple, whether or not the deity is fierce. If we wish to 
understand a folk deity we have to see his or her place in the village or 
temple and his or her relation to other deities. This is what we shall look 
at in the next chapter.
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Power and Hierarchy within the Temple

1. The temple

A temple (kovil, koyil) is a particular space, a circumscribed piece of land 
that is distinguished from the rest by being the place of residence of a 
divine power. The space is sacred in the sense that certain purity rules 
have to be followed if one wishes to enter it. This space or area can be 
without visible boundaries such as walls or fences and it can be so well 
integrated into nature, e. g., if it is a simple stone under a tree or a tree 
itself, that a stranger will not be able to recognize it as a temple. Many of 
the wilderness shrines consist of not more than a few stones and one or 
two weapons (trident, spear). The more complex temples, mainly those in 
or near the settled space, tend to house many deities and have walls 
around them or at least clearly defined boundaries. In wilderness shrines, 
where there is only one deity with perhaps a guardian and where there are 
no fences or walls, the boundary is fuzzy and it is up to the visitors to 
decide where they wish to leave their shoes or sandals, or they have to 
follow the priest's instructions. Whether visible or not, clearly defined or 
not, the temple boundary is important because a deity wishes his/her 
space respected, and those who violate the boundaries are punished. 
Countless stories tell of men (especially ignorant white men) who neglect 
to dismount from their horses near a temple with the result that their 
horses become lame, refuse to continue on their way, throw off their 
riders (Nlrettan) or even die (Tanicciyam). To atone for the sin or in 
gratitude for the deity's restoration of rider or horse, the white man digs a 
canal, pays for a horse statue, offers the temple some land etc. Other 
stories tell of women who in a polluted state transgress the sacred 
boundaries and are punished with death, or of Dalits who, in violation of 
caste rules, dare enter a caste temple and consequently are struck by 
misfortune or illness. Respecting the deity's boundaries means concretely 
not entering the temple or shrine in a polluted state or with shoes on, 
showing proper respect by dismounting from a horse or cart or, in rare 
cases, by entering the temple clad in vesti and without a shirt (a rule only 
for men); respect means not gambling near a temple, not making love 
(those who transgress this rule are e. g., stung by bees, Aliyar), and it 
means not to disturb the deity during his/her periods of rest (early
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afternoon, night). The priest who opens the shrine door during that time is 
likely to be given a warning.1

What is a temple, a shrine? We can define it as a miniature society on 
another, higher level, or as an aspect of divine power clothed in earthly 
symbols. When we now look at the inhabitants of temples, we shall see 
that they represent the whole spectrum of Hindu society, with the 
important difference, of course, that they are divine, not human. The 
temple is inhabited by one, two or more deities with one deity being the 
main deity and the rest guardians or sub-deities (kaval). The deity's form 
can be a stone, tree, termite hill, weapon, icon with definite animal or 
human features. By main deity we mean the god or goddess to whom the 
temple is dedicated. Generally the main deity faces the temple entrance. 
If there is a flag post in the temple, it is opposite the main deity, and 
similarly, in front of and facing the main deity will be his or her vehicle. 
Basically any deity can be main deity or guardian, but some deities are 
rarely guardians, while others are rarely main deities. Aiyanar is a god 
who prefers to rule and his role as guardian is the exception: as sub-deity 
he is e. g., in the Renuka temple in Patavetu (Tiruvannamalai), in the Siva 
temple of Tirukkovilur and in a temple to Mahakali near Tiruccirappalh.2 
The goddess Mariyamman and various other local goddesses 
(Ankalamman, Pattirakah, DraupadI, Icakki, Paccai Valiyamman) are 
main deities, while we find Rakkayi and Irulayi in a guardian function. 
The goddess Pecci and the gods Conai and VIrapattiran are usually 
guardians, on rare occasions main deities. Karuppar and Muni are as 
often main deity as they are guardians. Maturai Vlran is generally a 
guardian, but the Dalits worship him as main deity in the sanctum 
(Coimbatore). Other deities with predominantly guardian functions are 
Cannaci, Irulappan, Cankili Karuppar, Camayan and Nonti. Table I 
approximately shows in which areas of Tamilnadu we find which main 
deities.

The main deity can be considered the most important deity of a temple; 
however, there are temples in which a guardian is more famous than the 
main deity. The most glaring example of this is Matappuram (Sivaganga). 
The main deity in this temple is Ataikkalam katta Aiyanar, but the 
hundreds of devotees who throng the temple every Friday come because 
of Pattirakali. She is the figure between the front legs of the large horse in 
the temple, a figure hardly noticed in other temples. The temple is now 
better known as Kali temple than as Aiyanar temple.3 In a few temples 
Karuppar, the guardian of Aiyanar, has stolen the show from his master. 
In the Aiyanar temple of Koccatai (Maturai), Periya Karuppar and Cinna

1 Meyer 1986: 254.
2 Whitehead 1976: 105.
3 On Kali's myth see Chapter IV.
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Karuppar (also called Periya and Cinna Muttaiya) are the famous gods, 
and in the Kaliyuka meyya Aiyanar temple of Potumpu (Madurai) it is 
Nilamekacami (a form of Karuppar) who gets the main attention.

We have already seen in the first example of Vetiyappar what a simple 
temple looks like.4 Here then is an example of a complex temple (a 
temple with many guardians). The Niratalamutaiya Aiyanar temple of 
Manamaturai (Sivaganga) is situated on the eastern bank of the Vaikai 
river. It is a temple in the settled area and is sheltered by a compound 
wall. Towards the back of the temple is the shrine of the main god 
Aiyanar, and facing it is the elephant, Aiyanar's vehicle. This shrine 
marks the boundary line between the vegetarian and the non-vegetarian 
guardians, all of whom are lined up along the southern compound wall. 
Behind the main shrine we find another set of the statues of Aiyanar with 
his two consorts in their usual positions, this time protected by the hood 
of a five-headed cobra painted in blue, red, white and yellow. In front of 
them is the elephant and an altar, left and right of them statues of Ganesa. 
The first statues in the row of guardians along the southern wall at the 
back of the temple (i. e., in the vegetarian zone) are snake stones. Next to 
these are the seven maidens (Kannimar). They sit crowded together, have 
alternatively a yellow, a red and a blue skin color and wear either a green, 
a red or a yellow sari. They are followed by Cannaci, the god with a 
beard, a moustache and hair piled up on top of his head. He sits and has 
his legs crossed. Beside him is Ancaneyar (Hanuman) in green with a 
monkey face, his hands folded and with a club tucked under his left arm. 
Two gods with a red skin color are beside the monkey god: 
Aknivirapattirar, and next to him, Irulappacami. (Above the deities their 
names are written - a help to researchers, but also to the priests and 
devotees!) Aknivirapattirar (Agni Virabhadra) has eight arms holding 
various weapons. With a large trisula the god pierces a male figure lying 
at his feet, probably Daksa. Fangs and a halo of fire around his head show 
Aknivirapattirar's fierceness. Irulappacami (from Tamil ‘iruf, ‘darkness’) 
has four hands with various weapons, among them a trisula. Like 
Aknivirapattirar, he has a moustache, but no fangs. (A moustache shows 
a man/god's power, the larger the moustache, the fiercer the god. Siva, 
Visnu, Murukan and Aiyanar usually do not have moustaches.) A white 
band (of holy ashes) on the foreheads of Aknivirapattirar and 
Irulappacami shows that these two gods belong into the camp of Siva. 
With Irulappacami end the vegetarian gods.

The next god is Maturai Vlran, here without his companions. He is of 
red skin color, has the saiva markings on his forehead, wears a moustache 
and has two hands, one of which holds a large, slightly curved instru

4 See Chapter II. 11.
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ment, perhaps the ‘boomerang’ (vajaitati). He wears sandals. Next to him 
stands Karuppanacami. He is blue, has two arms and holds a dagger 
(turned downwards) in his right hand and a club in his left. Like all the 
other gods, he has a moustache. Beside him is a goddess: Kaliyamman. 
She is of a green skin color, has six arms, holds weapons such as the 
trisula (turned downwards), a knife, a dagger, the utukkai drum, a bell 
and the kapala. She is standing, has fangs and a crown of fire. She is 
followed by Muttu Karuppan, a blue standing god with two arms. He 
holds a curved knife in his right and a club in his left hand. His upper 
body is covered. He is again followed by a goddess: Rakkayi Amman. 
She sits; her left leg is propped up on the seat. She has four arms and 
holds in her left upper hand a head, in her lower left the kapala and in her 
upper right hand a dagger. The weapon of the lower left hand is missing. 
Rakkayi has a yellow complexion and fangs. Beside her is the third 
Karuppar, Nonti Karuppu (the Tame’ Karuppu). He is blue and, like the 
other Karuppar, has the vaisnava namam on his forehead. He kneels on 
his left leg, has a covered upper body and carries in his right hand a 
scythe and in his left a club. He is followed by Muniyanti, a standing god 
of red color with the saiva markings on his forehead. He has fangs, a bare 
upper body, and carries a large trisula in his left and a small club in his 
raised right hand. The last figure is a snake, called Nakanatar, a curled-up 
cobra raising its five heads, painted white, red, blue and yellow.

We have reached the front part of the temple. To the right (in the 
southeast comer) is a white horse, about double the height of a man and 
in the northeast comer, facing the temple entrance, is the large stone 
statue of Conaicami, here also called Karuppucami. His iconography is 
that of Karuppar: he holds in his raised right hand the arival (a machete 
type knife slightly curved at the top); in his left is the club which rests on 
the floor. At his hip there is a small, curved dagger (vanki). On his 
forehead the namam is traced with sandal paste and kunkumam powder. 
Unusual for Karuppar is that he wears sandals and receives liquor. In 
front of him are some wooden sandals covered with pointed nails, a 
votive offering. Conaicami is covered in garlands. He is considered to be 
very powerful and he is the Munnoti of Aiyanar. If we count the seven 
maidens as seven deities, the number of the gods and goddesses 
surrounding this Aiyanar is twenty-one, the traditional number of 
parivara deities in the Aiyanar temple. In other temples this number is 
sometimes doubled to forty-two or trebled to sixty-three.

This is just one example of a great many varieties of arrangements. 
Who the main deity and his/her sub-deities are differs from temple to 
temple; some of the sub-deities are vegetarian, others are not; in one 
temple the vegetarian deities are clustered around the main deity, in other 
temples they are lined up along one side of the temple and face the non
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vegetarian deities. A sub-deity suddenly turns up as main deity, changes 
character. How are we to understand this? Is there a system to the 
arrangement of the deities in a temple? Having visited more than three 
hundred temples in Tamilnadu, we found that indeed there is an order to 
the arrangement of the deities. It is complex, doesn't follow simple rules 
and defies definite and final statements; but having a basic tool (which 
we hope to supply) helps us to make predictions. Still, analyzing the 
temples with this tool will be a bit like forecasting the weather: one can 
say that the known and collected data point to rain, but if the sun shines 
the meteorologist cannot be held responsible because sometimes the 
weather has a will of its own, scoops up a handful from the unpredictable 
chaos and surprises us. Gods and goddesses love to play!

What struck me first when I looked at the temples was how the place
ment of the sub-deities very broadly mirrored the hierarchic order of the 
four varnas: there was a king, Aiyanar, beside him a Cannaci who looked 
as if he could be a Brahman priest; there were the Dalit deities near the 
entrance. Let us now walk through the temples simultaneously and 
discover step by step what kind of deities we find.

2. The hierarchic order of the guardians

The entrance

When we visit a temple, we leave our footwear near the entrance. When 
there is no visible entrance, we take our shoes off a good distance away 
from the main deity. Shoes or sandals, as we know, are polluting objects, 
not only because we have walked through the dirt with them, but mainly 
because they are on our feet, the lowest part of our body. To slap 
someone on the head with a sandal is a great insult: the lowest part 
touches the highest, the head. The hierarchic model that makes the head 
the highest, the feet the lowest, and that fits society into the simple model 
of a human figure, goes back to the famous purusa sukta, Rg Veda X.90, 
that describes the sacrifice of the cosmic purusa from which emerge the 
four varnas: the Brahmans from the mouth, the Ksatriyas from the arms, 
the Vaisyas from the thighs and the Sudras from the feet.

The temple entrance then is a boundary that separates certain impure 
substances from pure ones: the Dalits from the caste people - it is where 
the Dalits stand to worship, where they place the large leather sandals for 
the god(s); sometimes these sandals are nailed up on trees at the entrance
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(Antiyur, Mokanur) - in some temples they are stored in the main shrine: 
Karkutal; Pumalaiyappar temple, Neyvacal.5

Outside the compound wall or inside and near the entrance, as well as 
right at the entrance of the shrine, is the vehicle of the god: the horse, the 
elephant, Nandin or the lion of the goddess. The actual vehicle of the god 
faces the god while other animals, for instance the horses on which the 
gods ride out at night in order to protect the villages, look towards the 
entrance. Other animals fill the temple courtyard: horses, cows, dogs etc.; 
they are votive offerings. Beginning with the feet, with the place where 
we leave our sandals, we shall look at the various guardians and discuss 
them in relation to their location in the temple.

Putam, Muni, Muniyanti.

There are four types of deities at or near the outer entrance of a temple: 
the putam (demon), Muni or Muniyanti, ancestors and the deities of the 
Dalits. The putam (and the Ali in Tirunelveli) impress by their size. They 
stand left and right of the temple entrance or in front of it; they can be 
single, in pairs, male or a male-female couple. They have their back to 
the temple, which means that they face those who enter. It is their task to 
keep all that is impure and unclean from entering the temple. Their 
appearance is demonic in the sense of being scary. The word ‘putam’ 
suggests a frightening being of large size, an association it shares (in 
Tamil) with the word ‘Muni’. Putam and Muni sometimes are hard to 
differentiate iconographically, but Muni, as sub-deity, stands in the row 
of guardians, or he faces the main deity (as kneeling Mamuni in the 
Coimbatore district, or, as standing Muniyanti in e. g., Manalur). Muni's 
distinguishing feature in relation to other deities is his size, and usually he 
is single (except in the Coimbatore, Periyar and Erode districts where his 
configuration in relation to the other deities is somewhat different), while 
the putam can have a female companion beside him (Parttipanur). The 
putam is a typical door or threshold guardian (Skt. dvara palaka), while 
Muni represents a contrast to the benign, physically small, vegetarian 
main deity (Aiyanar). Muni is a culmination of all those forces that are 
differentiated in the other guardians; in other words, he is the raw, as yet 
unfiltered, power. His offerings include everything: goats, chickens, pigs, 
liquor, cigars and ganja. He is a god who walks - like a servant. In sum, 
Muni is powerful, yet a deity whose place is at the boundary, a place 
associated with danger and with the lowest strata of society: the Dalits.

5 On the large leather sandals for the god Mailar in Karnataka see Sontheimer 1984: 12.
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‘Muniaiyar’, another form of Muni, is the fierce Hindu guardian of St 
James, staying ‘by the south door of the church’ !6

Ancestor deities, Dalit deities

Close to the temple entrance we also find the ancestor stones.7 Simultane
ously with their deification they seem to move up: from the outside of the 
temple to the inside, from the periphery to the center. How much 
attention they receive and hence how far inside the temple they can be 
located often depends on the financial and political power of the 
descendants. Wherever they stand, they are clearly distinguished from the 
other deities at the entrance, especially the Dalit gods. Talaiyari and 
Tamukkati Viran are two deities who represent village servants (they also 
are called Vettiyan in e. g., Ecanur and Alampati although the Vettiyan is 
the attendant at the burning ground). The Talaiyari as a person is the 
actual village guardian or the assistant of the village police officer. The 
beater of the tamukku drum is also a village servant. He makes public 
announcements catching the attention of the villagers by beating the 
tamukku dram. Both offices are usually held by Dalits. In the temples, we 
encounter these two village servants in the form of statues at the entrance, 
sometimes in front of the shrine of the non-vegetarian guardians (Ecanur, 
Cuddalore). The Talaiyari is portrayed with a long stick in one of his 
hands. He is of a dark brown color, wears a dhoti folded up to leave his 
legs bare. He has short hair and a moustache. In Ecanur a white cloth had 
been tied around his head.8 Tamukkati Viran beats the tamukku drum that 
hangs at his belly. He too is of a dark color, and in Vayalur he wears a 
necklace with two tiger teeth and, around his head, a white turban.9 Older 
statues of Tamukkati Viran show more decorations (on ears, arms and 
chest) and an elaborate headdress (Pecciyamman Patitturai, Maturai). The 
modem statues of these village servants mirror the appearance of their 
human counterparts. Even in temples belonging to Dalits, Tamukkati 
Viran stands beyond the temple wall, as e. g., in a Maturai Viran temple 
at the outskirts of Viluppuram (Valutaretti). Fascinating about this 
particular temple is that the low walls enclosing the main deities are 
painted with pictures of pan-Hindu deities: Siva, Visnu, Laksmi, Krsna 
and so on.

Another figure representing an actual village servant is the Mataiyan. 
He had to sacrifice his life in return for making Aiyanar the permanent

6 Mosse 1994: 313.
7 See above.
8 See plate.
9 See plate.
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guardian of the village pond.10 In the Atikamutaiya Aiyanar temple of 
Tiruppuvanam (Sivaganga) he stands outside the temple compound wall, 
at the northern side of the entrance. His dress consists of a green top and 
a vesti (not tucked up) with a yellow cloth over it. His headdress is a 
towel tied into a turban. The god receives as offerings chicken and arrack 
by the mataiyan (Dalit) family of the village.

Camayan, Cappani, Nonti, Campan and Conai

There are five gods whose place is either outside the temple compound 
wall or inside it near the entrance and who are worshipped by Dalits as 
their special deities. They are: Camayan, Conai, Cappani, Nonti and 
Campan. Campan is shown with a drum (‘campu’) in his hands and we 
seem to find him mainly in the Trichy district. Camayan, whose name 
informants derived from ‘camayam’, meaning ‘time, proper time or 
moment’, i. e. ‘the one who comes at the right time’ (so the interpretation 
of an informant), is also called Camaya Karuppar and is the kneeling 
form of Karuppar. Often he is simply called Nonti or Cappani (Tame’). 
The gods show small iconographic variations: in Pettaniyapuram 
(Maturai) Camaya Karuppucuvami is blue, but has the saiva markings on 
his forehead; in the Aiyanar temple of Netunkulam Camayan has fangs; 
in the Ankala Isvari-Kurunata temple of Vativelkarai (Madurai) Cappani 
is outside the compound wall and has a companion. Instead of the arival 
he carries in his right hand a knife that points downwards. Beside him is a 
yellow Karuppayiyamman with fangs (both deities are worshipped by 
Dalits).

Conai, whose name can be derived from ‘conam’, ‘red’ (as in 
‘conacalam’, the ‘red mountain’ with which Siva as Conecan is 
identified), is usually of a reddish color, even if he is sometimes 
identified with Karuppar: the priest of the Aiyanar temple of Parttipanur 
(Ramnad) called Conai an avatara of Peruma} (Visnu). Conai's ambiva
lent iconography is well expressed in the Aiyanar temple of 
Pettaniyapuram where the god is painted purple and, like Camaya 
Karuppucuvami, has his forehead decorated with the saiva stripes. The 
god can be standing or kneeling as in Kotimankalam, where he is 
accompanied by a dog. Conai, Cappani and Camayan can be differenti
ated and stand side by side in the same temple. Thus in the Ankaja Isvari- 
Kurunatan temple of Manalur (Sivaganga) Conai has a reddish color, is 
standing, has fangs and holds a knife and a kapala. He is the third to last 
deity before the entrance. Next to him is a goddess, Patali, and next to her

10 See Chapter II.4.
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is Cappanicami, a blue, kneeling god with a namam on his forehead. In 
his right he carries a small knife that points downwards, in his left a club. 
He has fangs. He is the last god within the temple walls. Outside the 
compound wall, but facing in the same direction as the other guardians, is 
Camayan. He is blue, with a namam, but does not have fangs. He kneels 
and carries in his left a club and in his right a knife pointing upwards. In 
the Aiyanar temple of Ponmeni (Madurai) Conai is both inside the temple 
as well as outside it. Outside he is on the southeast side of the entrance, a 
stone on a platform, inside he is in the form of a picture painted on the 
wall and is the last god. Beside him is Cappani, a blue, kneeling god. 
These gods receive animal sacrifices and liquor. Conai of the Aiyanar 
temple in Kilavaniyankuti (Sivaganga) was placed some distance away 
from the temple under a banyan tree because the devotees who offered 
the god liquor, and then of course drank it, caused too much noise.

These deities, worshipped by Dalits, are outside the temple compound 
wall because basically the Dalits should not enter the temple as such (if it 
is a caste temple). The deities are also within the compound wall (but 
close to the entrance) because, like their devotees, the Dalits, they are 
believed to perform certain tasks for the main god such as playing the 
drums. Most importantly, they are part of the temple because (according 
to the ancient varna model) a body needs feet.

Remarkable about Camayan, Nonti and Cappani is that they are 
kneeling, are called Tame’. Why is the god lame? The explanation 
offered with regard to the kneeling Alakarappan (the ‘beautiful god’), the 
Dalit deity in Cattiyamahkalam (Pudukkottai) was: ‘The god is so strong 
and courageous that he won all the battles despite his lame leg!’ As the 
chain that keeps the power of Cankili Karuppar in check, the lame leg 
prevents a full display of the god’s power. The lame leg restrains the god, 
slows him down. Lameness evokes other interpretations as well: a defect, 
an imperfection, a punishment for a crime,11 in other words, a person who 
is ‘outcast’ by society. It has associations of ill luck: the planet Saturn is 
lame.12 The kneeling attitude suggests servitude, deference. Furthermore, 
this position is reminiscent of the hunter or soldier who kneels in order to 
fire his arrow. In some temples of the Coimbatore district there is a 
kneeling figure about to shoot the tiger that stands opposite him. And 
kneeling is how the artists of the Pallava period depicted the warriors 
who cut off their heads in front of Durga.

11 Thieves had their arms and legs cut off, e. g„ Maturai Viran, and see ‘Nontinatakam’ 
in Shulman 1985: 373 ff.

12 See Tiirstig 1980: 79 ff., and in this connection the Gujarati goddesses Khodiar and 
Vaduchl in Fischer et al. 1982: 76 ff.
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Snake deities

In the Niratalamutaiya Aiyanar temple of Manamaturai, Nakanatar is the 
last deity in the row of guardians, after Nonti Karuppu and Muniyanti, 
and in Pettaniyapuram Nakappacuvami similarly has the last position, 
past Conai and Camayakaruppucuvami. The snake is an animal that we 
find associated with Muni, curled around his club or near his legs. It is an 
animal that is wild (not domesticated) yet that enters the settled area or 
comes in contact with humans (in the fields). Villagers regard the snake, 
especially the cobra, with mixed feelings. On the one hand, the poisonous 
snakes are much feared, on the other hand the cobra is worshipped: eggs 
and milk are offered to live cobras living in temples (e. g., KSccatai), and 
snake stones are set up by women whose wish for a child has been 
fulfilled. The snake lives in two worlds, the world of humans and its own 
world, nagaloka, and it lives in the cultivated area (for instance the rice 
fields) and in the wilderness. It is also the form that deities take to 
communicate with humans; the snake is a messenger, so to speak. The 
snake deity’s place at the threshold is not surprising then: it is the 
mediator between different kinds of worlds. Spreading its hood, it is 
protector of deities and saints, but also a dangerous foe, ready to strike. 
As if to prove its ambivalent nature, we find the snake often also near and 
in conjunction with the main deity.

Virans and goddesses

Leaving the entrance area, we meet a row of other non-vegetarian 
guardians led by a chief who is said to be the minister or general of the 
main deity. There are the goddesses Rakkayi, Pecci, Irulayi, Pattirakali, 
the gods Maturai Viran, Viranan or simply Viran, Cankili Karuppar, and 
other forms of Karuppar, Matan and his forms. This group of deities, we 
can say, watches over society and helps it solve its problems. The 
goddesses grant fertility and children, the Virans see to it that justice is 
done; they catch thieves, punish those who did a wrong. Included in this 
group can be Muni or Muniyanti, since he is not a deity worshipped 
especially by Dalits as are Camayan, Nonti, Conai, and his place need not 
be near the entrance all the time. Who are the goddesses? Informants 
were not able to offer much information about them. Pattirakali, a fierce 
goddess with ten arms, who e. g., in Manalur crushes a male under her 
right foot, is the companion of Vlrapattiran, brought into being by Siva 
and ordered to destroy Daksa's sacrifice. Pecci (from Ta. ‘pey’, ‘malig
nant spirit’) has two forms, a standing one and one in which she sits and 
rips open the belly of a woman. Here too, not much information was
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forthcoming, although the lady priest of the Muniyantavar temple in 
Natukkaveri (Thanjavur), where Pecci is a sub-deity, knew that the 
woman on Pecci's lap was a queen and that the goddess, in the form of a 
basket weaver, came to ‘deliver’ the child in revenge for not having 
received proper attention. The priest of the nearby Pecciyamman temple 
was unable to say what the image represented. The story of Pecci seems 
better known in the Viluppuram and Tiruvannamalai districts in 
conjunction with the Ankalamman cult. (Pecci took the form of a 
midwife and ripped open the belly of Vallalarajan's wife and took out the 
child, in some versions Siva, in order to punish the king.)13 Women make 
offerings to Pecci after the sixteenth day of childbirth. Irujayi (from ‘ind’, 
‘darkness’) and Rakkayi (probably from ‘irakkatar’, Skt. raksasa), like 
the other two goddesses, grant children, but also kill them. Both negative 
and positive sides of childbirth (birth and death) are attributed to these 
goddesses, and in order to appease them, people offer them the fetus of a 
goat at midnight (culatta pucai) - this sacrifice is done especially for 
Rakkayi in the Madurai district. The usual offerings to these goddesses 
include eggs and hens.

Karuppar

Karuppar, as Cinna and Periya Karuppar, stands at the boundary between 
non-vegetarian and vegetarian deities. Kamppar himself is usually a god 
who receives goat sacrifices, but in some temples he has become a 
vegetarian (e. g., Potumpu, Madurai). As we have seen,14 Karuppar is 
called an avatara (manifestation) or an amcam (aspect) of Visnu and is 
believed to have come from Kerala. He is the general or minister of 
Aiyanar and, in the central parts of Tamilnadu, he is his main guardian. 
Kamppar's preeminence is evident in his being the only guardian who, 
besides Aiyanar, sits on a big horse in the temple compound. There are 
alternatives to Karuppar, gods with the same function, e. g., Uttanta Viran 
of Mutanai (Viluppuram). His shrine is closest to Aiyanar's and there are 
eighteen steps leading to his shrine, recalling those at Alakarkovil and 
Sabarimalai, where eighteen steps lead to the shrines of Karuppar and 
Aiyappan respectively. As in Alakarkovil, where magicians had come to 
steal Perumal's essence, a magician (mantiravati) had come to take away 
the power (sakti) of Uttanta Viran. This magician sat in front of the door 
of the god's shrine and chanted mantras, but Uttanta Viran gave the door 
a mighty kick, killing the magician and making the door fly through the

13 See Meyer 1986: 184 ff.
14 See Chapter I.
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air and land in the nearby pond. Since that time the shrine is without 
door. In Tirunelveli Aiyanar's chief commander is Talavay Matan.15

A different aspect of Karuppar becomes visible in Cankili Karuppar, 
whose might is expressed in his physical power. The chains are both a 
symbol of power and of freedom.16 On the one hand, informants say that 
the chain was placed on Karuppar to keep him from causing mischief, on 
the other hand, that Karuppar broke the chains and killed the robbers who 
had tied the chains around him. Cankili Karuppar's power is less 
controlled and, with regard to the temple hierarchy, he is a step below 
Patinettampati Karuppar. Apart from the more common standing image, 
Cankili Karuppar also has a kneeling form (e. g., Cinkampunari), and it is 
not surprising then, if the story told about Cankili Putattar in Tirunelveli 
is the same story that Dalit priests elsewhere tell of Karuppar, namely that 
Cankili Putattar tore the priest's son to pieces when the priest refused to 
leave the child with the god in the temple.17 Cankili Putattar continued to 
do mischief until Aiyanar asked him to settle at the northern entrance to 
the Kuiralam shrine.18 And indeed, we find a small statue of Cankili 
Putattar in the Siva temple of Kuiralam.19 He is in the northeast comer of 
the temple compound and not far from Patinettampati Karuppar who, in 
an invisible form, sits atop eighteen steps leading to a platform. 
Patinettampati Karuppar faces the northern door of the big temple and the 
god is the main guardian of Siva. According to the ballad,20 Cankili 
Putattar ‘was bom when the ocean of milk was churned along with 
Mudevi, the personification of all misfortune. He was instructed to go and 
stay with Kshetrapala, whose duty it was to protect the village. But the 
fellow always took delight in causing harm.’ We have noted that in e. g., 
Pettaniyapuram (Maturai) Cankili Karuppanacuvami did not have the 
vaisnava namam on his forehead, but the saiva stripes. Informants in 
Tirunelveli counted Cankili Putattar among the saiva gods and the 
Brahman priest of Corimuttu Aiyanar thought that Cankili Putattar was 
born from Siva's anger (like Virabhadra).

The minister or general of the main deity is not only offset from the 
other guardians by his place, but also by his offerings. Although he 
receives the sacrifices of goats like the other guardians, he usually does 
not get liquor and cigars, an offering favored by the lower, male 
guardians.

15 See Chapter 1.4.
16 On the breaking of chains see e. g., Sontheimer 1984: 16.
17 See Chapter 1.2.
18 Arunachalam 1976: 193.
19 Tirunelveli; see plate.
20 Arunachalam 1976: 192.
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Irulappacami and VIrapattiran

Near the main deity are the vegetarian guardians. Closest to the boundary 
that separates the vegetarian from the non-vegetarian deities and nearest 
to Karuppar is Irulappacami. He is followed by the two Virapattirans: 
Akora VIrapattiran and Akkini VIrapattiran. Irulappacami and 
VIrapattiran seem to be vegetarian because of their identification with 
their ‘classical’ counterparts, Bhairava and Virabhadra. At least in the 
central parts of Tamilnadu (especially in the Pudukkottai, Madurai and 
Sivaganga districts) their iconography facilitates this identification. 
Furthermore, Akkini and Akora VIrapattiran are stationed opposite the 
shrine to Maturai Siva-Sundaresvara, and there they obviously do not 
receive meat offerings. The statues of these gods in the temples of 
Aiyanar resemble iconographically the statues in this Siva temple. Why 
are there two Virapattirans? An old priest of the potter (Velar) caste 
explained: ‘Takkan (for Tatcan, Daksa) received the boon that nobody 
could kill him. Thereupon he caused troubles everywhere. Isvara created 
Akkini VIrapattiran and told him to kill Takkan. He was unable to do so. 
Then Isvara created Akora VIrapattiran (with two more arms). He was 
able to conquer Takkan.’

As we go north in Tamilnadu, VIrapattiran changes his form, and he 
becomes a non-vegetarian. In Ennayiram e. g., VIrapattiran has retained 
his name but in iconography metamorphosed into a god usually called 
Vlran in the Viluppuram district: he sits opposite the shrine of Aiyanar 
and holds sword and club. His left leg is folded on the seat, his right 
reaches over the platform and rests on the head of a demon. He is 
accompanied by two dogs and two uniformed policemen and his 
offerings include goats, hens, pigs and alcohol. Dalits are allowed to step 
up to this god's place. The god's name, VIrapattiran, is written on the 
pedestal on which the god sits. Another name of VIrapattiran is Viyarvai 
(or Vervai) puttiran, ‘son of sweat’, because he emerged from Siva's 
sweat.

Hanuman

The next god, Ancaneyar or Hanuman, is a pan-Hindu deity. In 
Tamilnadu we find the god often in the brahmanic Visnu temples, 
occasionally also in folk temples. As a folk deity he is much less popular 
in the South than in northern parts of India. In Tamilnadu he often forms 
a pair with Garuda, for instance on the walls of the Karuppannacami 
temples of Maranatu and Kllakkuyilkuti (perhaps in imitation of similar 
paintings on Visnu temples), and he is portrayed in the company of Rama
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and Slta, e. g., over the entrance of the shrine of Mamunti 
(Rettippalaiyam, Tanjavur). As a free-standing figure in the temples of 
Aiyanar, Hanuman is near the seven maidens and Cannaci.

Cannaci

Cannaci is an interesting figure. He is the archetype of the Indian ascetic: 
he sits on a tiger skin, has long, matted hair, part of which is piled up on 
his head or flows over his shoulders; he is bearded, his body is smeared 
with sacred ash and he wears a rudraksa garland. An integral feature of 
his iconography is the ganja vessel. Its form varies from a chillum to a 
small pot-bellied cup or a hookah and, if it is a small vessel, it is in one of 
his hands, or even tucked under his arm (puli mel Cannaci of 
Cattiyamankalam), otherwise it is depicted on the pedestal on which the 
god is sitting. Cannaci and Muni are the two major gods who receive 
offerings of gahja; both gods are wilderness gods. Siva, we know, likes to 
smoke or drink gahja,21 and modem ‘ascetics’ use it for different reasons 
or purposes.22 In the Coimbatore district Cannaci becomes Tannaci 
(perhaps from ‘tan’, ‘self or ‘tani’, ‘alone’; compare Tani Viran in 
Vlramur, Viluppuram), and he too receives gahja. (In many temples gahja 
offerings have been stopped recently.) Cannaci and his variants always 
receive vegetarian food.

Kannimar

Next to Cannaci are the seven maidens. In contrast to the other god
desses, the Kannimar (‘kanni’, ‘young, unmarried woman’) are gentle 
deities. They sit, seven (sometimes eight) in a row, hardly distinguishable 
from each other, have neither fangs nor other fearful attributes. Often 
they are simply stones. Left and right of them may stand VIrapattiran and 
Ganesa or one of the two.23 The Kannimar can be non-vegetarian 
goddesses and even fierce when they are alone, e. g., when they guard a 
water source.

21 See Kramrisch 1981: 198 ff.
22 For a modern Aghori's view on ‘drugs’ see Svoboda 1986: 173 ff.
23 See Dagens 1985: 362 where VIrabhadra and Vinayaka are mentioned as 

companions of the ‘mothers’, who are the Matrkas BrahmanI, Mahesvarl, Kaumari etc.
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Aiyanar

Continuing our journey into the temple we lastly pass the elephant that 
faces Aiyanar and enter the sanctum. We have met Aiyanar in Chapter I 
and have mentioned his role as god of rain, a role which, in all likelihood, 
he has taken over from Indra.24 Today no festivals for Indra are celebrated 
in Tamilnadu. Aiyanar seems to have received another function from the 
old king of the pan-Hindu deities, namely that of king. Informants 
repeatedly pointed out Aiyanar's role as king, king not over a territory but 
king over the other deities, corresponding to Indra's role in heaven as 
king of the pan-Hindu deities, the devas. Yet, apart from the elephant and 
the elephant goad which the god holds in his right hand, nothing in 
Aiyanar's iconography is suggestive of royalty. Aiyanar resembles more 
an ascetic than a king: he has matted hair and a yoga band encircles his 
waist and his left raised leg. Informants insisted that Aiyanar was doing 
tapas. Aiyanar's contradictory image can be explained, on the one hand, 
by his parental heritage: Siva is a god associated with asceticism, yogic 
powers, while Visnu, especially in his Rama avatara, is symbolic of 
kingship. On the other hand, king and ascetic are combined in Aiyanar 
because Aiyanar is not only king, ruler over the other deities, but also 
godhead, supreme deity, which in Tamil folk Hinduism means Siva (and 
in Tamil saiva philosophy, the neutral sivam).

In fact, there is a strong saiva tendency in all main deities: Karuppar 
and Karupparayar change their vaisnava aspects to saiva ones when they 
become main deity, and Aiyanar himself is more Siva than Visnu. In 
representations of Aiyanar and Karuppar on their respective large horses, 
Karuppar bears the vaisnava markings, while Aiyanar shows the saiva 
stripes on his forehead (with a few exeptions, e. g., Allinakaram). A more 
obvious sign of Aiyanar's identification with Siva is the linga that is near 
or under the murti of Aiyanar (Cinkampunari, Pattamatai, Karaiyar, 
Ennayiram, Allinakaram). Aiyanar's ambivalent position between saiva 
and vaisnava affiliations (as Aiyappan, the bachelor god of Kerala, he 
wears the namam on his forehead) and between ascetic and king, to some 
extent, may be responsible for the ambivalent position of Aiyanar's 
companions. Their names, meaning ‘full, filling, satisfying’ and ‘plenty’, 
are fitting for companions of a king and for goddesses whose role it is to 
maintain the earth (a function assigned to Visnu's companions). The two 
women on Aiyanar’s side are painted one with a dark color, the other with 
a light one (e. g., green and yellow), which suggests a pattern found all

24 That Indra was a celebrated deity can be seen from the description of an Indra 
festival in the Tamil epic Cilappatikaram; Ilankovatikal 1985: 136 ff.
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over India and with many gods, namely: that one wife is from a low 
caste, often a tribal (the dark one), while the other is from a high caste.25

3. The vastumandala

Above we have mentioned the model of the four varnas and we began our 
excursion into the temple at the position of the feet. Using this same 
model and applying it to the deities in the temple we get the following 
arrangement:

head
arms
thighs
feet

Brahman ascetic, Cannaci
Ksatriya king, minister or general, warrior, Karuppar
Vaisya vis, the people, goddesses, heroes
Sudra servant, Dalit gods, Muni

If we place this human figure with its deities onto the temple space we 
get the vastumandala or vastupurusamandala, the mandala on which 
reside or dwell the deities,26 but one different from the ‘classical’ 
vastumandala that we looked at in connection with the village plan, the 
mandala consisting of concentric squares.27 The figure (purusa) on the 
‘classical’ mandala lies in a squatting position, face down, head in the 
east or northeast, and filling the entire square. The figure is a demon who 
came into being from a drop of sweat that fell from Siva's forehead. The 
demon fell to the ground and the gods sat on him to hold him down.28 
Before the construction of a temple can begin, offerings have to be made 
to this purusa and to the deities on the vastumandala, starting with 
Brahma in the center.29 The center, the Brahma-square, corresponds to 
the garbha-grha (the ‘womb-house’), the sanctum. Above it rises the 
vimana, the temple tower, which again has a mandala form. Around the 
main deity (the center) are positioned the guardians or attendants, which 
can be eight, twelve, sixteen or thirty-two.30 Five or seven walls surround 
the temple. The temple as a whole is likened to the universe and its center 
together with the vimana to Mount Meru and the axis mundi.31 The big 
temples to Siva and Visnu (e. g., Maturai, Sriranga) show a ground plan 
based on the mandalaic concept of concentricity with a definite central

25 E. g., Murukan with his tribal wife Valli and his high caste wife Tevayani or 
Devasena; and the gods Khandoba in Maharashtra, Mallanna in Andhra, Mailar in 
Karnataka, see Sontheimer 1976: 61, 1984a: 167 f., 1989: 322 ff.

26 On vastu see Kramrisch 1946,1: 21.
27 See Chapter II.4.
28 Ramachandra Rao 1979: 131 ff.; for another version see Shulman 1978: 116.
29 Dagens 1985: 23 ff.
30 Dagens 1985: 152.
31 Michell 1979: 67 ff.; Ramachandra Rao 1979: 135 ff.
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area and entrance gates in the four directions; and, wherever the folk 
deities receive a new shrine, this pattern is followed in so far as a vimana 
will grace the central shrine and a compound wall, tracing a square 
around the center, will mark boundaries.

The stretched-out figure fits another ground-plan concept, one that the 
South Indian architects seem to have had in mind when they constructed 
a temple; it is the idea of a human figure lying along the east-west axis, 
with his head at the center and his feet at the eastern entrance tower. The 
temple architecture is arranged on it so that the flag-staff stands over the 
genital organ of the ground figure, the sacrificial altar above his navel, the 
entrance porch to the sanctum above his heart, the sanctum over his head 
and the main deity's place where the eyebrows meet.32 Vanmikanathan 
presents a similar model,33 in which the human figure is drawn only as far 
as the first or lowest cakra in the body (muladhara cakra), which 
corresponds to the location of the flagstaff and the altar. Vanmikanathan's 
plan joins parts of the temple (deities) with the cakras located along the 
stretched out human figure. Beck reproduces Vanmikanathan's model and 
adds the corresponding body parts to the cakras.34

The above model of the stretched-out human figure allows a change of 
focus: instead of looking at a square with a center, we see a rectangle 
divided into zones, of which the innermost corresponds to the top of the 
rectangle and to the head of the figure. The main deity is no longer in the 
geometrical center, but has moved up towards the back. This rectangular 
temple plan, which perhaps emerged from a reduplication of the square,35 
is common in the classical South Indian temples and certainly fits the 
arrangement of the deities in the folk temples.36

If we superimpose the model of the stretched-out figure rather than the 
‘classical’ squatting one upon the mandala with its four or five zones 
(brahma, daivika, manusa, paisaca and raksasa), we get a fairly good 
illustration of the configurations we have been discussing. Table II shows 
each of the zones marked with a different shade (the brahma zone is 
white, the daivika zone is light grey etc.). Each zone contains the shades 
of the other zones. This is to show that the temple and its deities is a 
projection out of the center and out of the main deity; in other words, all 
zones are potentially contained within each other, but only one of the 
zones is manifest. The movement is from the non-manifest to the 
manifest, from the subtle to the gross, from the light to the dark, from the

32 Ramachandra Rao 1979: 97.
33 Vanmikanathan 1980: 117 ff.
34 Beck 1976: 239.
35 Ramachandra Rao 1979: 136 ff.
36 Sivaramurti 1977: 511, 520, 521.
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sattvic to the tamasic, from the center to the periphery, from the settled 
space to the wilderness, from the divine to the human.

This hierarchic model, based on the varna ideal, can explain for 
instance why the Dalit deities are near the entrance, but it is inadequate if 
we wish to know why Muniyanti, a deity at the feet of the figure and near 
or even outside the entrance, is an ascetic whose offerings are non
vegetarian but include ganja, while the same offering of ganja goes to the 
vegetarian Cannaci god who is close to the center. Fundamental to the 
hierarchic model is social stratification defined by purity (e. g., a caste 
defines its status by saying from whom in the hierarchy it can accept and 
to whom it can give water). This (Dumontian) model cannot explain 
certain power structures within Hindu society. A number of scholars have 
pointed out the importance of donor-dependency, gift-giving power, of 
political versus religious power, of landownership versus purity as 
determining factors in hierarchies of power.37 Acknowledging these 
insights, I wish to propose a tripartite model of power that will help to 
explain the relationship between the deities: spiritual power, authoritative 
power and physical power.

4. Three kinds of power

Spiritual power. It is the power a yogi or ascetic gains from his tapas. 
This power can manifest in siddhis, certain kinds of magic power, power 
that enables a person to influence other lives through invisible channels. 
This power is wilderness power in the sense that it is not dependent on a 
moral or hierarchic order; a demon can gain this power and use it for his 
own evil purposes.

Authoritative power. This kind of power is based on politics, on wealth 
and status. It is the power a general has over his troops, a king over his 
subjects, a parent over his child. This power is sustained by hierarchy and 
respect.

Physical power: This is the raw power, power of numbers, of muscles, 
brute force. It is based on extreme emotion, on courage and heroism.

This division resembles in many respects Dumezil's tripartite classifi
cation,38 but we have to emphasize here that folk deities partake to a 
larger or smaller measure of at least two if not of all three kinds of power. 
Depending on the deity's function or task one or the other power will 
predominate. The god who fights demons, monsters, malignant spirits, 
has great physical strength. The god who supervises justice and order

37 See e. g„ Burghart 1978: 532 and 1983; Dirks 1989: 128 ff., 293 ff., and 1990; 
Raheja 1990.

38 See e. g., Lyle 1982: 26 ff.
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needs controlling or authoritative power while those deities dealing with 
magic or the more subtle forces of the universe need spiritual power. 
Muni, Karuppar and Aiyanar can serve to illustrate this distribution of 
power: Muni baffles us by his sheer size, and we can attribute great 
physical strength to him; but, he clearly also has spiritual power (its 
symbols being his unmarried state, his matted hair etc.). Aiyanar's 
elephant, his entourage of various deities and his two companions mark 
him as a king. In him authoritative power predominates. Karuppar is said 
to possess magic power (because he comes from Kerala, land of magic) - 
and as Mahavisnu he likes to play tricks, create illusions. Karuppar is 
unmarried, often averse to the presence of women, but being the general 
of Aiyanar, he also wields authority. A simpler way of describing these 
three powers is tying them up with the roles of king, priest and minister.

This latter categorization comes from an informant (Antiyur, Erode). 
Hidden in the forest of Antiyur there are three separate temples. The one 
farthest from Antiyur is the temple of Karumalai Antavar. In a verse of 
praise on a board in the temple the god is described as king among kings, 
as god of Karumalai (‘black mountains’). A few minutes' walk further 
down the hill is the temple of Karumalai Tavakuru. He gets only 
vegetarian offerings and is worshipped for the cure of sickness and 
especially mental illnesses. The third temple, still further down the hill, is 
the temple of Karumalai Munlsvarar. He receives non-vegetarian 
offerings and he is the fiercest of the three gods. The three gods are 
brothers, Tavakuru being the eldest and calmest of the three. Karumalai 
Antavar and Munlsvarar used to fight much and on the suggestion of 
Tavakuru, the three brothers went to live separately, Munlsvarar farthest 
from the other two. The puja always begins with the eldest brother and 
ends with the youngest, Munlsvarar. According to the informant, 
Karumalai Antavar is a hunter king, Tavakuru (also called Tavaciyappan 
and Tavacimuni) is his guru - we could say the priest -, and Munlsvarar 
is the king's minister. Tavakuru, as his name says, is a guru doing tapas, 
hence his vegetarian diet. Antavar means ‘ruler’ (from Tamil ‘al’). My 
assistant compared Munlsvarar to the youngest child in a family who is 
generally considered the most mischievous and quick-tempered of the 
siblings. The power of deities in a village is often characterized in terms 
of a sibling relationship. The elder brother (or sister) is the calmer and 
gentler deity. In Naracinkanur (Viluppuram) Aiyanar, the more gentle 
god, is the elder brother of Ellaippitari, the fierce (tusta) goddess.

Even though Muni may be physically stronger than Aiyanar, he has to 
submit to the latter's authority. Here are some examples to show how the 
power structures work in the temple:

In Allinakaram (Sivaganga) Tantisvara Aiyanar guards the caste pond 
and, although he is not the village guardian, he rules over other gods near
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him, for instance, Karuppuccami, a fierce god who used to extort money 
from people for favors he did for them. Aiyanar did not like this and he 
said to Karuppuccami: ‘I shall give you a handful of rice and a young 
goat (a “mutti” and a “kutti”), but you will have to settle at the border 
(ellai)!’ Therefore the villagers placed the god at the border. Muniyanti, 
the guardian of the same village (urkkaval) also once had his place close 
to Aiyanar. Being a god who receives liquor, he used to cause a lot of 
trouble when he was drunk. Aiyanar ‘kicked’ him and told him to go to a 
separate place.

Sometimes, instead of sending the trouble-makers away, Aiyanar brings 
them to his temple in order to have a better control over them. In 
Cattiyamahkalam (Pudukkottai) Karuppar had a separate temple. He was 
so fierce that he killed those women who approached his temple in an 
impure state (during their menstruation). Aiyanar then said to the 
villagers: ‘Place Karuppar beside me. I shall look after him and I shall see 
to it that he gets sacrifices.’ Now Karuppar is in the temple of Aiyanar, in 
a side shrine, where the non-vegetarian deities are. Aiyanar, as the ‘king’, 
can rule over the other gods and give orders, but he concedes a certain 
power (indicated by the promise of blood sacrifices) to his subordinates, a 
power he knows they need if they are to be efficient in their tasks.

The power struggle between the gods in a village manifests in a number 
of ways. What could be a clearer sign of a god's submission than his 
‘feminization’? The biggest temple in the Dalit settlement of Maranatu 
(Sivaganga) is the Karuppanacuvami temple. The god is in his sanctum in 
the form of a termite hill. Karuppanacuvami is a new-comer. Onti VIran 
is the older god, the village guardian, and has a small shrine about 500 
meters away. When Karuppanacuvami came to the village (via the river 
from Kerala), Onti VIran said to him: ‘I shall bestow the right (to be here) 
on you only if you shave off your moustache and wear flowers (in your 
hair).’ This scene is enacted during the festival, and as a sign of respect 
Onti VIran receives the first garland at the time of the kalari rite.39

Aiyanar definitely rules as king over his subordinates and sometimes 
his role extends even to the human king:

Cankili Karuppan was bom under the palmyra tree. Once he changed into the 
form of the king and judged and punished like the human king, thus creating much 
confusion. He even warned the king not to interfere saying that he was now in 
charge of justice. But the king bound Cankili Karuppan with a chain. The god 
then became the “additional captain” of Aiyanar.

Aiyanar's ‘chief captain’ in this temple (Ciraikkatta Aiyanar, 
Palliyakkirakaram, Thanjavur) is Utirakkaruppu (from ‘utira’ meaning 
‘blood’). His place is above Cankili Karuppan.

39 See Chapter V.
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Once some magicians (mantiravati) came to the temple, captured Aiyanar in a 
bottle and carried him towards the Kolli hills. Utirakkaruppu pursued the 
magicians, killed them and released Aiyanar.

We have already seen two examples of magicians wanting to steal a 
deity's power (the power of Kajlalakar of Alakarkkovil and of Uttanta 
Viran of Mutanai). The Kolli hills are a mountain range between 
Tiruccirappalli and Celam. Magicians and siddhas are believed to live in 
these hills, where special herbs used for magic purposes are said to grow. 
Aiyanar either is powerless against the magicians, or he refuses to act 
against them. It is his guardian Karuppar, the god associated with magic, 
who saves him, but, instead of subduing the magicians with magic power 
- which he must possess, being a deity who is worshipped by those 
suffering from mental illnesses, problems due to black magic (pil- 
licuniyam) and spirit possessions - Utirakkaruppu simply kills the 
adversaries. In any case, this seems to be the most efficient way to get rid 
of magicians. Utirakkaruppu is accompanied by a tiger, an animal we 
notice in conjunction with Cannaci and Muni, an animal with 
connotations of wilderness and asceticism.

Sometimes Aiyanar leaves the work of subduing unruly deities to his 
general, one example of which we have seen in Chapter 1.6. The pattern 
is always more or less the same: deities lower in the hierarchy but 
equipped with physical power can easily be tricked by a higher deity. The 
deity in the center of the temple, the main deity, receives the most respect 
(as one would respect a person of authority) even if a sub-deity is 
believed to be more effective and hence is worshipped with more fervor. 
Each deity in a temple has a particular character, and so far we have 
looked at various ways that help us determine that character: i. e., 
iconography, place in the temple, place in the village, kind of power; 
added to this we can look at the kinds of food offerings a deity receives, 
at specific purity rules which the deity demands and so on. Clearly all 
these things hang together: knowing the iconography, we can deduce the 
deity's power range, knowing his or her place in the temple, we can infer 
what kind of offerings the deity receives. Hindu philosophy has given us 
a simple tool that subsumes to a large extent the categories we have 
looked at so far, and it has the advantage that it functions on both the 
vertical as well as the horizontal plane; it expresses hierarchy and 
polarity. This tool is the concept of the three qualities, gunas.
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5. The three gunas

The word guna (Skt.) means among other things: quality (either good or 
bad), thread, rope or strand, the ingredients or properties out of which 
prakrti (the source of the material world) is woven. When we read in 
Svetasvatara Upanisad that the ‘unborn’ (prakrti) has three colors40: red, 
white and black, we know that it is a reference to the three gunas: red - 
rajas, white - sattva and black - tamas. To get a feeling of what these 
gunas are we shall list in short-hand their meanings in a number of texts. 
In the early Samkhya school (Caraka), thought and gross matter are made 
up of these three elements: sattva (intelligence) and rajas (energy, 
movement) are preponderant in thought, while rajas and tamas (mass, 
obstruction) are preponderant in gross matter. The gunas are substances 
or subtle entities; they are permanent and indestructible, but suffer 
modifications and changes by grouping and re-grouping. When the three 
gunas are in an equilibrium, they are called prakrti, a state devoid of 
characteristics that can neither be said to exist nor not to exist but that is 
hypothetically the mother of all things. When the equilibrium of the three 
gunas is disturbed, creation begins. In the Samkhyakarika of Isvarakrsna 
sattva is of the nature of pleasure, it illuminates; rajas is of the nature of 
pain, it activates, while tamas is of the nature of delusion, it restrains, 
fixes, obstructs.41

The Bhagavad Gita speaks about the gunas in e. g., Chapters 14, 17 and 
18: They have their origin in the supreme deity, here Krsna. Sattva guna 
is light, luminosity, freedom from suffering, happiness, knowing good 
deeds or actions, actions done without attachment; it has an upward 
motion. Sattvic beings make offerings to gods and goddesses. Rajas is 
activity, passion, desire, greed, suffering. Beings with a preponderance of 
rajogunas bring offerings to Yaksas and demons. Tamogunas have the 
quality of ignorance, delusion, lethargy, sleep; they describe a downward 
movement. Tamasic beings bring offerings to the dead. The Maitrayani 
Upanisad offers a list of the qualities that emerge from tamas and rajas;42 
from tamas come e. g., delusion, fear, desperation, sleep, lethargy, 
sorrow, hunger and thirst, ignorance, pride; while rajas lead to e. g., thirst, 
passion, attachment, lust, hatred, jealousy, greed, hypocrisy. The same 
text assigns a deity to each guna43: Rudra to tamas, Brahma to rajas and 
Visnu to sattva. Jaideva Singh in his Introduction to the Siva Sutras44 lists 
each guna in a tripartite order of being, psychology and ethics thus: sattva

40 Svetasvatara Upanisad 4.5.
41 See Dasgupta 1975: 243 ff.
42 Maitrayani Upanisad 3.5.
43 Maitrayani Upanisad 5.2.
44 Singh 1979: xiii, 127.
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in the order of being is brightness, lightness, in the psychological order it 
is transparency, joy and peace, in the ethical order it is the principle of 
goodness; sattva (prakasa, visibility, manifestation) is the predominant 
attribute of buddhi (intellect). Rajas in the order of being is activity, in the 
psychological order it is craving, passion and in the ethical order 
ambition, avarice. Rajas (unsteadiness, disharmony) is the predominant 
attribute of manas (mind). Tamas, in the order of being, is darkness and 
inertia; in the psychological order it is dullness, delusion, dejection and in 
the ethical order it is degradation, debasement. Tamas (covering, 
concealing) is the predominant attribute of aharhkara (ego). Summarizing 
we have:

sattva rajas tamas
white red black
goodness emotions delusion
light action obstruction
intelligence instability inertia
buddhi manas ahamkara
gods men demons45
day dawn night
water fire/heat food46
dwelling in the forest in the country in a gambling house 

(Srlmad Bhagavata)

This triadic system overlaps in parts with the hierarchic varna model in 
that the mouth, from which the Brahmans emerged, has the quality of 
truth, a quality associated with sattva; the feet, location of the Sudras, the 
quality of ignorance, while the middle part, the breast, has the quality of 
passion, a quality of rajas.47 Black and red are colors of life and death, 
and it is not surprising that the death maiden (a black woman with red 
garments and red eyes) is the product of Brahma's anger, of the fire of his 
anger.48 The three colors are part of Dumezil's system of ‘three functions’ 
(priests, warriors, food producers), which Lyle expanded by the color 
yellow (for the Vaisyas, assigning black to Sudras) to fit the four 
varnas.49 Moreno and Marriott describe the gunas in terms of Ayurveda's 
heating and cooling qualities and apply their insights to their analysis of 
the festivals of two South Indian deities, Murukan and Mariyamman.50

45 O'Flaherty 1980: 44 ff.
46 Chandogya Upanisad 6.2-6.4
47 See O'Flaherty 1976: 27.
48 O'Flaherty 1976: 228.
49 Lyle 1982.
50 Moreno and Marriott 1990: 149 ff. For further references on the gunas see also 

Eliade 1973: 374.
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The advantage of this relatively simple triadic system is that we can use 
it to mark hierarchy as well as opposition. White in opposition to red, for 
instance, shows the duality male - female, Siva - Sakti, the eternal and 
unchangeable against life, life as transformation, creation and destruction. 
Red is the kunkumam prasada of the goddess, white the sacred ash of 
Siva; red is heat, white coolness.51 Red and white are the milk and blood 
ingredients of a deity's birth, symbolizing suffering, sacrifice, activity 
(blood) and nourishment, appeasement, cooling and healing (milk),52 and 
when we add the stone, or plant that emerges from the earth (black), we 
arrive again at the triad. Black in opposition to white often contrasts gods 
and demons, the latter having a dark skin color while the gods are fair. 
Yama, the god of death, is shown with a black skin color and his vehicle, 
the buffalo, is black, while Siva's vehicle, the bull, is white. Coming back 
to the temple of folk deities, we notice a general tendency of sattvic 
deities in the center, rajasic deities in the middle and tamasic deities at the 
periphery.

We can imagine a circle with two rings. The outer ring represents the 
three kinds of power: spiritual, authoritative and physical, the inner ring 
represents the three gunas (each making up a third of the ring). The inside 
of the circle thus enclosed by the rings is divided horizontally into 
wilderness space and ordered space and vertically into vegetarian and 
non-vegetarian qualities. The vegetarian side is close to the spiritual 
power and sattvic qualities and partakes both of ordered and wilderness 
space; the non-vegetarian side is closer to physical power and tamasic 
elements and partakes more of wilderness space and so on. The 
movement within the circle is from the inner, vegetarian and sattivic 
towards the outer, non-vegetarian tamasic, from spiritual power to 
physical power. The gunas sattva and tamas are in wilderness space, 
rajogunas in the ordered space; the three kinds of power overlap. 
Basically all the deities are located in the rajasic part, but the temple itself 
encompasses the entire space of the circle thus including non-visible 
entities (spirits, planetary influences etc.). The more a deity is towards the 
center of the temple, the more he or she has sattvic qualities. If a deity 
shows wilderness symbols, e. g., a beard, long, matted hair, and is in the 
center, we can assume that the god or goddess is sattvic and vegetarian; if 
the deity is at the periphery or near the wall, it means he or she is tamasic, 
non-vegetarian and probably fear-inspiring. Both will be ascetics, but 
while the one in the center will be benign, the one at the periphery will be 
malignant (tusta). If Muniyanti, who stands at the periphery, receives 
ganja, it makes sense because he belongs to the wilderness - his ascetic 
sign being matted hair. He is tamasic, a ‘demon’ (expressed by his fangs,

51 See Beck 1969.
52 See Chapter II.
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large stature) and he has physical and spiritual power, the latter derived 
from his asceticism, the former from his non-vegetarian habits. In other 
words, his power will be compounded - which makes him a very 
dangerous deity. Maturai VIran, if he is a guardian, is likely to be non
vegetarian. He has signs of authoritative power: a horse, two wives, 
which place him well in the section of rajas but towards the periphery. If, 
however, he is the central or main deity, he will be vegetarian and have 
more authoritative power, and while he himself will have no wilderness 
or ascetic symbols, an ascetic god (Cannaci or Tannaci) will be at his 
side. Being vegetarian (as main deity), Maturai VIran will tend towards 
sattvic qualities, a benign disposition, and he will have guardians who 
receive the meat offering, e. g., Mahamuni, whose kneeling position 
shows him to be subservient but also physically strong (Coimbatore). 
Most of the main deities are vegetarians. An exception are some of the 
Munis in the Coimbatore district: though main deity, they receive animal 
offerings; they have all three kinds of power (are ascetics, kings and 
strong), but by their side we find the seven maidens, ascetic vegetarian 
goddesses who complement the Munis with sattvic and female qualities. 
The temple, representing the world or the universe, contains all: deities 
who are like deities (who are in heaven), deities who resemble humans 
(who are on earth or were bom there), deities who are like demons 
(putam) and deities who are animals.

We can imagine this circle with its two rings as consisting of rotating 
parts, thus the three kinds of power could be moved to encompass more 
of one or the other; the human figure symbolizing the space from 
periphery to center could be placed partly into the sattvic or tamasic space 
and so on. The idea is to show the flexibility of deities and their 
arrangement in a temple, and to illustrate the wholeness and order upon 
which this flexibility can make sense.



IV

Relationships: One is Many, Many are One

1. Introduction

Ad nauseam temple priests love to tell foreigners that all goddesses are 
one; MlnaksI is Sakti, Mariyamman is Sakti, Ankalamman is Sakti; or, 
MlnaksI is Parvati, Mariyamman is Parvati and so on. When we take a 
closer look at the local goddesses we notice differences, realize that they 
are distinct from each other and that they fit the description of Parvati 
neither iconographically nor in myth. And yet, the priest is not telling us a 
lie, he is not trying to simplify Hinduism. He is expressing a fundamental 
truth. All goddesses are the same, but they are not the same. All gods are 
the same and yet different. How are we to understand this? It is not only 
that Mariyamman is a form of Parvati, but both Parvati and Mariyamman 
are forms of a supreme Sakti.

When a deity is bom, two processes take place: 1. an omnipresent, 
nameless, formless, eternal power chooses to reveal itself by pressing 
itself into a particular form and by staging an event around the form to 
attract the attention of human beings; and 2. humans are made aware of 
the appearance of the deity and they recognize that the event is a sign of 
divine power. When the man or woman sees a stone bleed, he or she does 
not know which god or goddess has manifested; what is known is that a 
cami has appeared. In Tamil the word cami (from Skt. svamin) means 
‘master, lord’ and is used to address people, but more commonly the 
word denotes divine power and not being gender specific, it means god 
and goddess. When a person asks: ‘Did you see the cami?’ He or she 
wants to know if you had darsana (‘sight’, Ta. taricanam) of the deity - 
be this deity Siva, Kamppar, MlnaksI or Vetiyappan. In fact, Tamil 
people are more apt to ask you if you saw the cami than to ask if you saw 
Siva or Mariyamman. It is as if using the impersonal cami were more 
respectful and also safer. Pronouncing a deity's name is like calling the 
deity and - especially if it is a ferocious deity - one does not necessarily 
wish him or her close. Cami, then, is the manifested divine power before 
it has received a name; it is deity-power on earth.

Other common words for divine power without a name are Ta. katavuj 
and cakti (Skt. sakti). Katavuj is often defined as ‘that which, having 
gone beyond or crossed over (kata), is inside (ul)\ basically referring to
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what in the Upanisads is called the Atman;1 however, even if katavul is 
only divine power without a specific name, it is thought of as masculine. 
Another feature or quality that distinguishes it from cami is its loftiness. 
Though the two terms are interchangeable, a cami is closer to humans, is 
on earth, is tangible; katavul is in heaven, intangible. Sakti has a variety 
of meanings: 1. it denotes the all-encompassing, primordial, female 
power; 2. it is the female part of the male deities or their consorts (e. g., 
the Sakti of Siva is Parvati or Kali); 3. it is power per se, i. e., power of a 
deity, a person, or an object, e. g., (Ta.) anucakti is atomic energy.

This nameless, formless divine power is believed to be everywhere; it is 
the stuff from which the universe is made; it is both the unchangeable, 
eternal, unmanifest and its opposite, the ever-changing forms of creation 
and destruction. Manifested divine power has thousands of names and 
forms, they are the legendary thirty-three crores of Hindu deities. These 
countless gods and goddesses all stand in some sort of relationship to 
each other; the least known deity in a tiny village will find a way to 
connect to the great pan-Hindu Siva. How the deities network with each 
other will be the topic of this chapter.

2. The five levels of deities

Not all deities are on the same level. There is a hierarchy, not defined by 
a deity's power, but by his or her mythical dwelling place and, partly in 
correlation with the dwelling place, by his or her range of spread and 
fame. We can easily distinguish five different levels, each one showing a 
particular type of deity manifestation. These levels are:

1. Primordial power without form; all-encompassing
- katavul, cakti (sakti)
- adi-deity (Adisiva, Adisakti)

2. Pan-Hindu deity - in heaven
(god, goddess, with well defined forms, names, myths; e. g., Siva, 
Parvati, Visnu)

3. Regional deity - on earth
(god, goddess, with well defined forms, names, myths; e. g., 
Aiyanar, Mariyamman)

4. Local deity - on earth
(god, goddess, ill-defined forms, name changeable; e. g., 
Muttupattan, Vetiyappan)

5. Localized power, without form
(not gender specific; cami)

1 For another meaning see Hart 1975: 27.
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These levels are fluid. Any deity appearing on earth as cami is connected 
to the primordial power and is, at the same time, connected to some or to 
all the other levels of deity. In other words, the levels show steps or 
processes of integration in the greater pantheon, but they are also 
simultaneous levels of being or manifestations of divine power. There are 
two movements of divine power: one is descent, the other ascent; the 
primordial, genderless power splits into a male and a female part and 
once there are two, a marriage occurs. The pan-Hindu couple lives in 
heaven, but then one half, usually the goddess, is sent to earth, becomes a 
regional deity. The ascending movement starts with the manifestation of 
divine power on earth (cami), which is then named and becomes a local 
or regional deity that is further linked to a pan-Hindu deity. How the 
ascent and the descent happen, what kind of myths are offered as 
explanation, we shall now look at.

3. Descent

The primordial power is name- and formless, is beyond duality, cannot be 
described, is neither this nor this (Skt. neti neti), is the eternal, unchange
able, the microcosmic Atman and macrocosmic Brahman as described in 
the Upanisads and the Bhagavad Gita. As a first step in concretizing this 
power, it receives gender, becomes a male or female first being with 
androgynous qualities, which, when further defined, is given shape as 
Ardhanarisvara. Depending on the philosophy, the steps from a one to a 
two can be simple (some systems, e. g., Samkhya start out with a duality) 
or subtle and complex (e. g., in the Kashmiri Saivism). The first major 
step in the descent is a split into two (see e. g., Brhadaranyaka Up.) for 
the sake of creation, which poses the problem of incest. In Sanskrit 
sources the first being usually is male (Prajapati, Daksa, Brahma)2, in 
South Indian folk religion it is female. She is the Adisakti who comes 
into being before all else, ‘three days before earth, heaven, and the 
netherworld came into being, three days before Brahma, Visnu, and 
Siva’.3 She is called Ammavaru, existing even before the time of the four 
yugas,4 Ellamma, the Adisakti without father or mother or husband, bom 
out of the earth by means of a mantra from a sage - the only being there 
before her,5 Peddamma, emerging out of the great world-light,6 or simply

2 On creation see O'Flaherty 1980: 28 ff.
3 Ramanujan 1993: 107.
4 Whitehead 1976: 127.
5 Oppert 1893:465.
6 Oppert 1893:472.
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Sakti7; she is Ankalamman or Uma Paramesvari, the embryo in the 
universe egg of which the top shell becomes the upper part of the 
universe, the bottom shell the lower part of the universe, the egg white 
the oceans.8 She is there alone and, as is usual in creation myths, the first 
movement towards creation is desire. The goddess wishes a husband, but 
her attempts at creation are roundabout: Ankalamman first creates 
androgynous women; just as Brahma first manages to produce only male 
things until Siva appears in his ArdhanarTsvara form and lets his female 
part explain to Brahma the polarity principle of creation.9 Ellamma, 
Peddamma and Ammavaru each lay three eggs, one of which contains the 
Trimurti. Once Brahma, Siva and Visnu are created, the goddess 
approaches them as partner. At first they refuse on the grounds that she is 
their mother, but eventually she manages to convince one of them (either 
Siva or Visnu) to marry her.

Marriage means that the one divine power is split into two unbalanced 
parts: the goddess has to relinquish some of her power to her husband; 
actually she is tricked out of her power: Ankalamman hands over her five 
attributes to Siva, one of them the eye on her forehead, which the god 
uses to bum her; or, the goddess bums herself when Siva tricks her in a 
dance contest to place her hand (that contains her power) on her head;10 
or, she simply loses her strength by handing Siva her third eye (Ped
damma, Ellamma). In one version Visnu cuts her into three pieces with 
his cakra and Brahma takes the trunk, Visnu the head, Siva the legs, and 
these pieces become the respective goddesses.11 The result of the burning 
and maiming activities between the gods and the goddess is that in the 
end there are the three gods with their proper wives (created from the 
ashes or made from the parts of the first goddess). These couples (Siva 
and Parvati, Visnu and Laksmi, Brahma and Sarasvatl) reside in heaven, 
each in a heavenly world (loka). This is the ideal state, family life in 
‘paradise’, as the popular posters show: Siva seated peacefully on mount 
Kailsasa together with Parvati and their sons Ganesa and Skanda 
(Murukan); or Visnu reposing on the serpent Ananta while Laksmi 
massages his legs. But, like the ancient Greek gods, Hindu gods are not 
the kind of ideal partners one would wish from a human (feminist) point 
of view: they are domineering, they have mistresses, enter contests with 
their wives that they tend to win. The smallest incident can anger the god 
and he sends his wife to earth, a place of pollution and suffering, and all

7 Elmore 1925: 94.
8 Meyer 1986: 6.
9 Dessigane et al. 1964: 82 f.
10 Ramanujan 1993: 114.
11 Elmore 1925: 95.
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the goddess can do while she plays regional or local goddess is meditate, 
pray and hope for the day when she is again united with her husband.

Once Siva, the god of Maturai, explained the Vedas to Minaksi. She did 
not show enough interest and therefore the god cursed her to be bom on 
earth to fishermen, but he also promised to marry her at the appropriate 
time. Therefore it happened that the king of some fishermen who had no 
daughter one day noticed a small girl under a tree near the shore. He 
brought her home and raised her, naming her Minaksi. When Minaksi 
reached the marriageable age, Siva appeared as king of the Maturai 
fishermen intent on marrying Minaksi. He proved his abilities by catching 
the large fish that had caused much trouble to the king and his subjects. 
This fish was none other than Nandin (cursed by Siva to be a fish). The 
king, pleased with Siva, gave him his daughter Minaksi in marriage. Siva 
then ascended with her into the sky.12 In another episode the goddess is 
sent to earth because she had closed Siva's eyes in jest and thereby 
plunged the earth into darkness causing suffering to humans.13 A popular 
folk myth tells how Narada implants doubts in the goddess' mind about 
her husband's daily activity, which is to feed all living beings. She tests 
Siva by placing an ant into a box to see if he feeds this tiny hidden insect 
as well. For this mistrust she is sent to earth.14 Whatever the pretext: sin, 
mistmst, disobedience, the goddess has to go to earth in order to interact 
with humans. The descent to earth means a lowering of her status. This is 
clearly shown e. g., in the myth of Renuka who, having failed in her 
marital fidelity for just a few seconds, becomes the pox goddess 
Mariyamman, a being split into a pure upper part (head) and an impure 
lower part (trunk).15 The goddess' stay on earth is often linked to the kali 
yuga, the age in which the distance between humans and the divine is 
greatest and in which humans need the help of deities most.16

The goddess' sin (pavam) is not the only reason for her descent to earth. 
Sometimes she comes to fight a demon, as e. g., the goddess 
Ankalamman who helps her father (Parvatarajan) destroy the raksasas. 
This myth has the double function of changing the goddess from Parvatl 
to a regional goddess and of making the inland fishermen the descendants 
of her father, Parvatarajan-Himavat.17 Not only goddesses have to 
undergo a birth on earth, gods do as well, but with a subtle difference, it 
seems: while it is clearly Parvatl, Siva's wife, who is sent to earth, it is, 
with some exceptions, not Siva himself who is made to take residence on

12 Tiruvilaiyatal 57, Dessigane et al. 1960: 89 ff.
13 Dessigane et al. 1964: 83 f.
14 Told about Ankalamman, Meyer 1986: 9 ff. and KamaksI in ‘Kattavarayan katai’.
15 On Renuka see Meyer 1986: 15; Masilamani-Meyer 1996, 1996a.
16 Meyer 1986: 11.
17 Meyer 1986: 34 f„ 98 ff.
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earth, but already a lower form of him. For instance, Kattavarayan, a 
divine son of Siva, has to live on earth as son of a (low caste) fisherman, 
and the only way he can redeem himself and become divine again is by 
dying.18 Similarly in one version of the Maturai Viran story the regional 
god (Maturai Viran) is a lower form of VIrapattiran (VIrabhadra) who, in 
turn, is a son of Siva (bom of Siva's sweat).19

So far we have looked at descent from pan-Hindu to regional deity, but 
the jump can also be from pan-Hindu to local deity:

The Ummar temple of Peruhkajur (Pudukkottai) is one of the temples 
to which women in the menstruating age have no access. Ummar is a 
tusta deity who receives goat sacrifices. Surrounding the shrine of 
Ummar are terra cotta horses, statues of Munis, Karuppar and other 
deities and a shrine for Civavakkiyar. The priest told the following story 
about Ummar:

Civavakkiyar was a devotee of Sakti who is at the back of the temple. He did 
great pujas to Sakti. While he was engaged in this worship, mean deities (tusta 
teyvankal) used to come and bother him. Mahavisnu therefore changed into the 
form of a horrible deity and destroyed all the tusta deities who plagued 
Civavakkiyar. Then Mahavisnu stayed here as Urumar.

Urumar's name is derived from ‘urn’ (form, appearance) and an 
etymologically incorrect (but semantically correct) ‘mam’ (change). A 
deity with the same name (Ummar) is guardian of a number of Aiyanar 
temples in the Pudukkottai district, and we can assume that the above 
etymology is confined to this one temple. Civavakkiyar is one of the 
famous Tamil siddhas (cittar) and poets. He lived sometime before the 
tenth century.20 It is possible that the so-called ‘Civavakkiyar’ was a local 
siddha with the same name or a person later identified with the siddha- 
poet. The interesting part of the story is Mahavisnu's change into a 
horrifying deity. Only a tusta teyvam can chase a tusta teyvam. Asked, 
whom he meant by tusta teyvam, the priest mentioned Kali, Katteri 
(fierce goddesses). Incidentally, Mahavisnu is the name most commonly 
used for Visnu in folk religion and it seems to imply a (somewhat) fiercer 
form of Visnu than is usually attributed to Perumal or Tirumal, the Tamil 
Brahmanical Visnu.

The process of descent often entails changes: from the inner to the outer 
part of the temple (from main to subsidiary deity), from sattvic to 
tamasic, from benign to ferocious. A good example for this process is the 
myth surrounding Paccaivaliyamman. Her two most ferocious guardians, 
situated at the extreme periphery of her temple in Valappantal, are

18 See Masilamani-Meyer 2004.
19 Vlraiyan Ammanai: 13 ff.
20 Zvelebil 1973: 80; 1974: 55.
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Cemmuni and Vamuni, two giants who receive alcohol and animal 
offerings. These two Munis are Siva (Cemmuni) and Mahavisnu 
(Vamuni; in other temples called Valvumuni). They came to earth to 
guard Paccaiyamman during her meditation (tavam) and to destroy the 
raksasas (arakkar) who bothered her (from the ‘tala varalaru’ written on a 
board and exhibited at the temple entrance; on this goddess see also 
Shulman 1980b; Biardeau 1967, Meyer 1986: 22ff.).

Descent can also involve pan-Hindu deities not generally worshipped in 
pan-Hindu temples, e. g., Daksa, who, as we have seen in Chapter 1.5., 
has been turned into the local god Talavay Matan.

While there is a need to bring the pan-Hindu deities down to earth or to 
a space where their interaction with humans can more easily be imagined, 
where the walls separating deities and men are so low as to be crossed 
over, the impulse to rise above the human, to enter an eternal, divine 
space, the need to ascend, is much greater. All local deities are linked to 
the pan-Hindu deities in one way or another, even if it is only through a 
symbol such as the ash stripes on the forehead or a weapon such as the 
trsula (attribute of Siva) or the conch shell (attribute of Visnu).

4. Ascent

It seems of utmost importance to a local deity to be linked to a greater 
network that provides avenues eventually leading to a solid tie or even 
identification with a pan-Hindu deity. Why this concern? The answer is: 
prestige and authoritative power. The greater the territory a deity rules 
over, the greater his or her prestige; or, the higher a deity ascends, the 
greater his or her following. Status, fame and power are linked; in fact, it 
is very much like the scenes of politics and entertainment: the higher a 
person ascends, the greater his or her sphere of influence, the larger his or 
her following, and the more power at his or her disposal. Aiyanar, as king 
of the Tamil folk deities, commands the deities below him, but within the 
greater Hindu pantheon, he is no more than a regional deity, while Siva's 
reign encompasses the whole of India. Authoritative power diminishes 
towards the base, but physical and spiritual power do not. A subordinate 
can be physically or mentally stronger than his superior, but without the 
authoritative power, without a platform from which to exhibit his power, 
the subordinate's sphere of influence remains limited. For the local deities 
fame or prestige is important because it means more devotees; it means 
survival. Unknown deities with a small following cannot hope to get a 
daily puja, and the priest of such a deity often struggles to maintain the 
worship (sometimes he even pays for the puja from his own pocket). 
While local deities try to enhance their power by linking to regional and
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pan-Hindu deities, it is not the only way leading to fame and wealth. 
Hindu deities' power is measured by their actual power (spiritual power,
i. e., effectiveness in granting devotees' wishes) and by their wealth, 
whereby wealth translates into the existence of a great number of 
devotees and this in turn supposes a deity's effectiveness. Venkatesvara 
of Tirupati is said to be the richest god on earth. The richer he gets, the 
more power is attributed to him, the more devotees flock to him, the 
richer he gets: an upward spiral. Aiyappan of Sabarimalai is another god 
whose power and prestige has increased tremendously over the past 
decades. Apart from the belief in Aiyappan's effectiveness, caste equality, 
the custom of bringing new devotees on each pilgrimage, and surely also 
the restriction of this cult to males and non-menstruating females (which 
gives the male devotees a chance to be without their families for a while) 
have helped to make this god one of the most popular ones in the South 
of India. Other strategies to empower a deity, apart from linking, are 
promotion through films (e. g., Kattavarayan, Maturai Viran, Aiyappan, 
Kamaksi, MlnaksI, Mel Maruvattur Adi Parasakti), meditation and seva 
(service) groups and publications (Mel Maruvattur Adi Parasakti).

Linking or networking is not always a straight ascent. It can follow a 
horizontal path, linking the deity with other deities on the same level first 
and through these get access to regional or pan-Hindu deities. With 
whom a local deity links depends on a number of factors: geography, 
caste, trends (which deity happens to be popular at a particular time). The 
local deity will link with the regional deity of his/her area; in other words, 
a local god in Tirunvelveli district is not likely to be identified with 
Vetiyappar, a god known basically only in the north east; i. e., the choice 
of regional deity will be determined by the type of deities known in the 
area. Caste plays a role in so far as it influences the popularization of a 
deity.21 Trends can alter the spread of deities in an area; e. g., in the past 
few years many Aiyappan temples have come into being. This has led 
inter alia to a stronger identification of Aiyanar with Aiyappan.

Ancestor deities who died a violent death seem to take much longer at 
integration and deification than saint ancestors. We have looked at a 
number of ancestors in Chapter II.9: the pattavar (simple dead) are 
present in the local temple in the form of a stone or relief; they are not 
deities. The deification process seems to start with the construction of a 
temple to the ancestor (Tlttappan, Pattappan) into which images and 
symbols of regional or pan-Hindu deities are integrated (cow, tiger, skin 
color of ancestor statue, Nandin). Saint ancestors, having been endowed 
with divine power already in their life times, easily transform into a god

21 E. g., in Vanniyar territory DraupadI is popular; see Hiltebeitel 1988; 1991.
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or goddess. We have already looked at Malaippitariyamman, Pantara 
Appicci and Valaittottattu Ayyan.22 Here is how they are linked:

Malaippitariyamman

pan-Hindu: Parvatl (through Nandin and trisula facing her);
Laksmi (one of the names by which the priest 
addressed her), navagraha (present in her temple) 

regional: Pitari (through her name), Karupparayar (her
guardian)

pan-Hindu:

regional:

Pantara Appicci

Pakavatiyamman (Bhagavati) - the other main 
deity in the temple 
Muni (guardians)

Valaittottattu Ayyan

pan-Hindu: linga, Nandin (present in the temple)
regional: horse (various deities, mainly Aiyanar)

Regional deities have their local idiosyncracies. For example, although 
Mariyamman is known in the whole of Tamilnadu, the way her festival is 
celebrated changes from area to area. Iconographies are fluid as well, as 
we saw in Chapter I: Maturai VIran, e. g., has a different look in the 
Viluppuram district from the generally known iconography. Muni or 
Munlsvara is a god with many forms.23 In Kukai, a suburb of Celam city, 
there is a temple to Atimunlsvarar. The god is a samnyasin. He sits with 
his legs folded in a yogic position. His priest (whose family originally 
came from Karnataka) called him a siddha. He told the following story:

Two siddhas, a guru and his disciple (Skt. sisya), came here. They discovered that 
they were missing a particular herb (mulikai) and therefore the guru decided to 
return to the mountain, leaving the disciple behind. After a while the disciple felt 
hungry and cooked some rice. He felt like eating some of the rice, but he could 
not find a spoon or ladle. There was a stick nearby. The disciple took the stick and 
as soon as he stirred the rice with it, it turned black (or golden, as sometimes a 
mulikai can turn things into gold - comment made by the informant). The

22 See Chapter II.9.
23 See Chapter I.
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disciple, seeing the black rice and thinking of his guru's return, got frightened: 
The guru would want to eat some rice and surely he would scold him. Therefore 
the disciple decided to eat all the black rice and to cook new rice for his guru. As 
he ate the black rice, he became younger. He turned so young that the guru, upon 
his return, did not recognize his disciple and refused to believe it was he. Finally 
the disciple told the guru the story of the black rice. The guru then demanded to 
be given some of the rice, and the disciple vomited some of it back out. This the 
guru ate and became young as well. The disciple stayed here as Atimunlsvarar, 
while the guru went to another temple.

This very same story is told in connection with the Siddhesvara temple of 
Kancamalai, Salem,24 a temple the priest was familiar with. The priest, to 
cement the god's ties to the Siddha tradition, claimed that Atimunlsvarar 
was a disciple of Tirumular, the famous Siddha poet-philosopher (ca. 7th 
century). As if this illustrious association were not enough, the priest 
further connected Muni with Siva-Daksinamurti, saying that Muni faced 
south like Daksinamurti and had the same powers as Siva. Because of the 
god's power and to offer him due respect, devotees are expected to sit in 
front of the god (rather than stand). Muni is a guardian and (according to 
the priest) his anklets and his stick can be heard when he goes on his 
rounds. He likes cigars and garija. If a devotee offers the god a cigar and 
sees the next day that the cigar has been smoked by the god (there will be 
ashes at its tip), he can be sure that his wishes will be fulfilled. (This is a 
belief and, as with so many ‘miracles’, the question of veracity does not 
arise for the devotee or the priest.) Up to fifteen or twenty years ago, 
Muni received the sacrifices of goats and chickens. Today he is a 
vegetarian. The temple of Adimunisvarar is not very old. It was built in 
1907, and there have been only two generations of priests. Muni's 
iconography is unusual: he wears a necklace of rudraksa beads and has a 
yogic arm-rest, attributes we expect of Cannaci rather than of the 
ferocious Muni who, especially in this area, usually is a giant figure 
bearing weapons. The god's image might have led to his identification 
with the siddha and also with Siva-Daksinamurti. While a number of 
gods, among them Muni, are believed to be forms of Siva, an identifica
tion with Siva-Daksinamurti is rare. Adimunlsvarar's connection with 
both the siddha tradition (and Tirumular) and Siva-Daksinamurti lifts him 
above the purely local sphere and endows him with a refined siddhic 
power, one held by gods in the center rather than gods at the periphery. In 
other words, Adimunlsvarar's power has shifted from the ferocious, 
physical aspect to that of the ascetic and king.

The above example shows how priests appropriate myths from other 
deities and, if necessary, alter them to suit their own god or goddess, how 
the iconography of a deity influences the choice of myths, and how

24 In the Census of India 1961.
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linking is not only a way to latch onto the pan-Hindu tradition but also 
allows the priest to manipulate the deity into a certain direction (in this 
case away from the ferocious aspect). The veiled implication of the myth 
cited above is that Tirumular (the guru) had visited the temple (a 
historical impossibility).

A very common way of linking is having a famous regional or pan- 
Hindu deity worship at a local temple; it is a strategy employed in the 
pan-Hindu tradition as well; e. g., the Siva temple at Ramesvaram has its 
mythical origin in Rama's act of worship at this place before crossing 
over to Srilanka and the establishment of a sivalinga upon his return in 
order to atone for his killing of a Brahman (Ravana).25 There must be 
countless myths that tell of Rama's journey and his stops at one or the 
other local temple. Thus, for example, when Rama, on his way to 
Srilanka, came to the river (Upparu) at Anaimalai (Coimbatore), he saw a 
powerful light shining from the cremation ground. While he meditated on 
the nearby ground, the goddess appeared to him in a wonderful and 
shining form. Rama took some earth from the cremation ground and 
formed a prone figure of the goddess he had seen at the place where he 
had meditated and then worshipped her. The goddess blessed him, and he 
continued on his journey.26 This figure is the famous Macaniyamman, 
whose cult originally had nothing to do with Rama.27

In the past twenty years the fame of Sabarimalai Aiyappan has grown 
beyond the bounds of Tamilnadu and Kerala. Each year more men 
undertake the pilgrimage to Sabarimalai (in Kerala). Aiyappan and 
Aiyanar have the same ancestry, both are Hariharaputra, and because of 
this they can be and are identified with each other. The two gods become 
amalgamated into Aiyanarappan in the Salem district, and it is not 
uncommon to find Aiyappan in the sanctum of an Aiyanar temple (e. g., 
Koccatai, Madurai). Yet, the priests generally distinguish between the 
two gods. Aiyappan is a bachelor, Aiyanar a god with consorts. Some 
priests believe Aiyappan to be the young Aiyanar (i. e., before his 
marriage). In his iconography Aiyappan shows clear divergences from 
Aiyanar: both his legs are pulled up towards his body and both legs are 
secured by the yoga-band. His arms are stretched out in front of him and 
his hands do not carry any weapons; his right hand shows the abhaya 
mudra. Often his forehead is marked with the vaisnava namam. An 
alternative image shows Aiyappan riding on a tiger. Clothey 1982: 44 
summarizes Aiyappan's story at Sabarimalai as follows:

25 See Das 1991: 70 ff.
26 Macaniyamman tiruttala varalaru 1996: 5 f.
27 See Meyer 1986.
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... the deity was found as an infant on the banks of the Pambha river in the forest 
country of Kerala and was brought up as a prince named Manikanthan (i. e. he 
who wears a bell on the neck) in the court of the royal family of Pantalam. 
Victimized by a plot instigated by the jealous queen, Manikanthan agreed to seek 
leopard's milk to cure the queen's feigned stomach distress. In the forest, the 
young prince subdued demonic forces, found the milk and returned to the palace 
riding a tiger and leading an entourage of leopards. Having thus revealed his 
divinity, Manikanthan is said to have repaired to Sabarimala, where a temple to 
him was built by Visvakarma, the divine architect.

About five miles southeast of Maturai is Panaiyur and near this village is 
the ‘Caparimalai Ayyanar’ (Sabarimalai Aiyanar) temple. The story of 
this Aiyanar is written on the 1985 ‘kumpapisekam’ invitation. I 
summarize:

The Pantiya king of Maturai was without a child. He therefore prayed to 
Mahavisnu. One day the king and his retinue went hunting. They rested some five 
miles southeast of Maturai. The king, being thirsty, asked his minister to fetch 
some water. When the minister came to the pond (kujam) he heard a child crying. 
It was a boy created through the union of Siva and Mahavisnu. The two gods had 
placed the child there and were watching it from the sky (akayam). The minister 
reported his discovery to the king and the latter brought the child to his palace, 
gave him the name Manikantan, and raised him. While Manikantan was in the 
palace, the queen bore a son. At age sixteen Manikantan had learned everything 
there was to leam and he received initiation from Siva and Mahavisnu. At that 
time king Tippu Sultan (Tippucultan) sent a messenger to the king of Maturai 
demanding tribute and threatened war if the tribute was not paid. Manikantan 
came to know that the king of Maturai was not able to pay the tribute. He 
worshipped Siva and Mahavisnu, received their blessing and routed Tippu 
Sultan's army. At the pond near Panaiyur Manikantan got down from his horse, 
drank some water and gave some water to his horse. At that instant Siva and 
Mahavisnu appeared to him, granted him release (mukti), gave him the spear (vel) 
as weapon and told him that whenever he thought of them they would appear 
before him (“nl enta camayattil ninaittalum nankal unakku katci kotuppom”). 
Meanwhile the minister had spun some intrigues at the palace and when 
Manikantan returned, the queen told him that she had a headache and that the 
physician had told her that only tiger milk (pulippal) could cure it. “Therefore, 
bring me some tiger milk,” said the queen to Manikantan. He went to the forest 
southeast of Maturai. There he meditated (tiyanam ceytan) on Siva and 
Mahavisnu. They appeared to him, gave him superior knowledge or siddhis 
(cittu), changed Brahma (Piramma tevatai) into a tiger on which Manikantan rode 
into the palace. The king and queen, being afraid, bowed before Manikantan and 
asked him to return the tiger to the forest. Manikantan returned to the forest, and 
as he worshipped the gods, the three gods (mummurttikal) appeared to him and 
asked him to spend twelve years at Caparimalai (Sabarimalai) in the form of an 
ascetic (tava nilai), to stop the troubles which the asuras (acurarkal) caused the 
saints (munivarkal) and then to return to the palace. After Manikantan had begged 
the king to designate his brother as successor, he went to Caparimalai, stopped the
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asuras' harassments and spent twelve years as an ascetic. Then he returned to 
Maturai, visited his father, mother and brother, made sure that their rule was just 
and then settled down as an ascetic (tava nilai) five miles southeast of Maturai. At 
this place is situated the temple of “Caparimalai Ayyanar”.

This example nicely illustrates how a local cult integrates a popular myth 
from another cult in another area. The mythmaker, be it the priest or the 
storyteller, simply transferred the myth to Panaiyur, brought the king 
from Kerala to Maturai and established the link to Sabarimalai by sending 
Manikantan to do his tapas (tavam) there. By means of this fusion 
Aiyanar can be the local village guardian and, at the same time, the 
famous Aiyappan of Sabarimalai. The myth imbues the whole locality 
with sacred places: near the pond of Cilaiman a linga marks the place 
where the baby Manikantan was found; the place to which Manikantan 
brought the tiger's milk is near the Cittar temple of Puliyur, and in 
Panaiyur is where Manikantan received mukti. The Caparimalai Ayyanar 
temple mirrors the confluence of the local Aiyanar tradition and the larger 
cult with its arms reaching into the pan-Hindu world. A large horse in the 
temple compound with Aiyanar as rider, the guardians Akkini 
VIrapattiran, Irulappan, Muttukkaruppan and Periya Karuppan, Pecci, 
Rakkayi and Irulayi, on the one hand, form the typical local frame of 
Aiyanar. The deities Tirumal (Visnu), Cokkar (a siva-linga), Turkkai 
(Durga), Minatciyamman (Mlnaksi) and Parma risi (Brahma?), on the 
other hand, constitute the pan-Hindu dimension. All deities in the 
Caparimalai Ayyanar temple receive vegetarian offerings; however, the 
temple has a non-vegetarian guardian. He is Conai, who has his own 
shrine to the side of the temple, his own guardians (Muniyanti and 
Munnoti teyvam) and receives the offerings of goats, chickens and 
arrack. It is believed that thieves who have been successful in their 
robberies leave large garlands at the door of Conai's shrine.

Above we have mentioned Rama and his connection to the folk deities. 
Heroes and heroines from the epics (Ramayana and Mahabharata) are 
favorite connectors between local/regional and pan-Hindu deities. One 
can think of a variety of reasons why: 1. Rama (Slta and Laksmana) and 
the five Pantavas travel around the country and the mythmaker can alter 
their itinerary at his wish, letting them visit any village that suits him; 2. 
the heroic nature of the epic persons lends itself for an identification with 
local heroes and heroines; 3. some of the characters, who are not actually 
deities but super-human heroes or heroines, can qualify as subordinate 
deities to a regional god or goddess, the way Bhlma and Bakasura 
become the fierce guardians of Vanapatrakaliyamman of Tekkampatti 
(Coimbatore):

The Vanapatrakaliyamman temple (as spelled in the temple pamphlet) 
lies amidst green hills near the Bhavani (Pavani) river. The temple of the
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goddess is a simple concrete structure. Striking are the two large figures 
that face the goddess from a broad square in front of the temple. They are 
PIman (Bhlma) and Pakacuran (Bakasura). Both carry clubs in their right 
hands, have fangs and large moustaches. Like the large Munis of the area, 
they sit with one leg folded. In the pamphlet issued by the Vana- 
patrakaliyamman temple authorities we read the following story (I 
summarize):

In previous times, in the west of the temple, in the hills of the “blue mountains”, 
there was the fort of the raksasa (arakkan) Pakacuran. In strength he was equal to 
Bhlma and Duryodhana. He had received the boon that nothing and nobody could 
defeat him. He was terribly hungry and the people from the nearby village had to 
bring him daily a cart full of food. Being afraid of him, the villagers did what he 
demanded. Sometimes, when the food did not satisfy Pakacuran's hunger, he also 
ate the cart driver and the bullocks. At that particular time the five Pantavas 
(pancapantavarkal) came to live in the area. Having heard about Pakacuran's 
deeds, Bhlma decided to bring the raksasa his food. A short distance from the 
raksasa's home, Bhlma dismounted from the cart and ate all the food himself. 
Pakacuran, who saw this, got very angry and shouted: “Who are you, boy?” He 
approached to kill his adversary. He did not know it was Bhlma. Bhlma 
worshipped Kali and got ready for the fight. The fight looked like two mountains 
knocking against each other. Finally Bhlma, who had received the goddess' grace, 
was able to defeat the cruel raksasa. Pakacuran, at the point of death and his 
arrogance deflated, saw the truth. He cried and lamented and prayed to the 
goddess to make him her “guardian demon” (teviyin kaval putam). She granted 
his wish, blessed Bhlma and disappeared. Because of the goddess' boon, 
Pakacuran became her guardian. Still today there is a place atop one of the hills 
called Pakacuran's fort.28

This myth, without the local colorings, is from the Mahabharata. In the 
epic the demon dies; there is no Bhadrakall to rescue him. The myth here 
seems to fulfill two functions: it fuses the local goddess with the greater 
tradition (thereby enhancing the sanctity of the place), and it demon
strates the great power and compassion of the goddess. Another, longer 
myth, also printed in the temple pamphlet, is a shortened and somewhat 
altered version of the ‘Aravalli Curavalli katai’, a story available in the 
chapbook edition (B. Irattina Nayakar and sons, Madras). The story of 
Aravalli and Curavalli belongs to the local cycle of Mahabharata myths in 
the Draupadi cult and is known and told in the Coimbatore district as 
well.29 The story narrates the fight between the seven sisters (among them 
Aravalli and Curavalli) and Allimuttu, son of the Pantavas' sister 
Cankuvati. Allimuttu worships the local Patrakaliyamman and with her 
sacred ashes and powerful sword (caktival) is able to destroy the sisters'

28 Arulmiku Vanapatrakahyamman Kdyil, Koyil Varalarruk Kurippukal (Ka. Capapati).
29 Hiltebeitel 1991: 417 ff.; Hiltebeitel 1991: 418ff. gives a summary of the chapbook 

version.
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magic. The sisters convince Allimuttu to marry Aravalli's daughter, 
Palvaricai, and hope to kill him through her. Their plan does not work 
and in the end the sisters are killed, save one, who becomes the goddess 
Bhagavatl in Kerala. The author of the temple pamphlet says that people 
of the area believe Aravalli's town, Nellur, to have been west of the 
temple near the river. Names like ‘Nellitturai’, ‘Nellimalai’, ‘Nellurkatu’, 
‘Pancalikatu’ are believed to be proofs that the story happened in this 
area. West of the river there is a place called ‘Aravalli's fort’. The author 
then cites some further evidence connecting the place with the story; 
however, he admits that there is nothing tangible to prove the existence of 
the seven sisters. In any case, it seems clear that the local Draupadi cult 
supplied Vanapatrakajiyamman with the two myths. The temple and its 
myths are famous enough to have warranted a full page write-up in the 
local newspaper.30

The regional deities all have their local forms and, as already men
tioned, these show differences. Bhadrakali (Tamil Pattirakaji) is a 
goddess worshipped as a main deity especially by Natars who have her as 
their clan deity. More frequently though we see her as a sub-deity in 
Aiyanar temples, where she is both a free-standing goddess in the 
entourage of Aiyanar and a figure between the upraised front legs of one 
of the large horses near the entrance (in most cases it is the horse on 
which Karuppar sits). Usually these figures between the horses' front legs 
hardly receive any attention (the figure below the other horse, the one 
Aiyanar usually sits on, is VIrapattiran); they are rarely even included in 
the puja rites, but in one temple Pattirakaji was able to become very 
popular, so popular as to usurp the power of Aiyanar. When every 
Tuesday and Friday large numbers of devotees (mostly women) flock to 
Matappuram, it is to see Pattirakaji. She stands, a huge green form, her 
face made ferocious with fangs, in front of the platform on which the 
white horse hovering above her rests its upraised front legs. Her head is 
surrounded by a crown of red flames. A group of priests is busy receiving 
the large lime garlands from the devotees, fixing them with big sticks up 
on the otherwise unreachable head and shoulder parts of the goddess. 
Cocks, waiting to be sacrificed outside the temple later or auctioned off, 
fight with each other in the crowded area in front of her. The full 
attention is on the goddess, it is she who made the temple famous: 
everyone in Maturai knows of Matappuram Kaji and devotees would be 
surprised to hear that the temple they are so avidly patronizing is 
dedicated to Ataikkalam katta Aiyanar. Under the title ‘Annaiyin 
avataram’ (‘the avatara of the ’mother”) the following story is related in 
the temple pamphlet of 1987 (I summarize):

30 Tinamalar, Irotu, 8.9.1988.
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2,300 years ago the three gods (mummurttikal) and mother Kauri (Kauri tayar, 
Skt. Gauri) came hunting in Tiruppuvanam. Then this area was covered by a large 
forest. Siva (Civanar) looked at Parvatl (Parvati) and said: “It is much too far a 
distance for you to go in the forest. Stay here.” Parvatl asked: “How can I stay 
here alone?” Siva then fashioned a son called Appanar and gave him to Parvatl as 
companion. Parvatl then said: “As I am staying here, you have to give this place 
some eminent qualities.” Siva answered that those who bathed in the Vaikai river, 
which was some three miles away, would receive the same merit as those having 
bathed in Varanasi (kaciyil kulitta punniyam kitaikkum). Thereafter Parvatl came 
to stay in this place in the form of Kali (kalivativil).

Pattirakajiyamman is identified with Parvati. To the writer of this 
‘puranic account’ (‘purana varalaru’, as the subtitle specifies), Pattirakali 
and Kali are the same, even though these goddesses are generally 
distinguished from each other in Tamilnadu, both in iconography and 
cult. Apart from Pattirakali there is no Kaji in the temple and, as if to 
remove all doubts as to who is meant by Kali, another story is added in 
which the white horse above ‘Kali’ is said to be a bhakta (paktan) whom 
the goddess, through her grace, had changed into a horse so that he would 
be able to offer shade to her in this form. In yet a third story the place, 
Matappuram, is joined with Maturai: the floods of a pralaya had erased 
the boundaries of Maturai and Adisesa retraced the boundaries with his 
body. The place where the snake's head (patam, ‘hood’) and tail joined 
was called ‘Patappuram’ (‘village of the snake-hood’) which in time was 
changed to ‘Matappuram’. The myth of Adisesa marking the boundaries 
of Maturai is from the Tiruvilaiyatar puranam.31

Linking does not always need such elaborate myths as the ones we 
have cited. The easiest way of identifying a local or regional deity with a 
pan-Hindu god or goddess is by saying that one is an avataram or amcam 
of the other.

5. Avatara

Avatara is a term used in connection with the ‘descent’ of Visnu to earth 
in order to subdue a demon or rid the earth of other problems. The 
dasavataras, the ten avataras, are an integral part of vaisnava mythology. 
Early meanings of avatara had connotations of ‘being bom’, ‘taking on 
form’, ‘manifesting’, and in the Mahabharata the term ‘amsavatarana’ 
meant that gods, among them Narayana, descended from heaven to earth 
with parts (amsa) of themselves; in other words, only parts of the deities 
took on form on earth.32 While in the pan-Hindu tradition avatara clearly

31 Vilaiyatal 49; see Shulman 1980a: 123 ff.
32 Hacker 1978: 404 ff.
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designates a descent, a coming from heaven to earth, and is commonly 
used for Visnu, this is not so in folk religion. Tamil informants used 
(Tamil) avataram indiscriminately for all gods and goddesses; and rather 
than strictly describing a descent, the term more often seems to imply an 
upward-moving relationship. Thus, if Mariyamman is called an avataram 
of Parvatl, Ankalamman an avataram of Parvatl or Kali, Muniyanti an 
avataram of Civan (Siva), it does not mean that the informant has in mind 
a particular myth of a pan-Hindu deity's descent to earth; rather, it 
illustrates an effort to raise the local deity up to a higher level. The term 
amsa (Tamil amcam) is similarly used and is often interchangeable with 
avatara: Muni is an amcam of Siva; Karuppar an amcam of Visnu. For 
some informants amcam seemed to connote more distance from the pan- 
Hindu deity, while the avataram form was a step closer. For instance, any 
god with the saiva ash stripes on his forehead could be an amcam of Siva, 
while gods who were mythic sons of Siva (preferably ones also known in 
the pan-Hindu tradition, e. g., Vlrabhadra) tended to qualify as avataram. 
In any case, informants did not really insist on such distinctions, for them 
it was important to connect the local or regional deity to a pan-Hindu god 
or goddess. Avataram and amcam both are basically just used to link 
‘lower’ deities to ‘higher’ deities.

6. Family ties

In the South Indian tradition Siva's wife is Visnu’s sister, and where the 
local goddess is identified with Parvatl, she too becomes Visnu's sister, to 
be more exact, the god's younger sister. This relationship is cleverly used 
in myths to develop a story and to reflect back on the South Indian 
kinship system. If Perumal sanctifies the wedding of Siva Sundaresvara 
with the goddess MlnaksI (by pouring water over their hands), it is 
because, as her brother, he is the most important and appropriate person 
for such a ceremony when parents and maternal uncles are not available. 
In folk myths the goddess often relies on her brother's (Perumal's) help,33 
and sometimes she schemes to have his daughter marry her son, because 
that is the ideal cross-cousin alliance in South Indian kinship terms (e. g., 
in the story of Kattavarayan KamaksI tries to get her son, Kattavarayan, 
interested in Perumal's daughter). The goddess' relationship with her 
brother is of such importance that she calls upon him even before he is 
bom (e. g., Ankalamman calls Krsna before she brings Visnu into being).

The goddess' status is ambivalent. On the pan-Hindu level she is 
married, but on the regional and local levels she is unmarried. Her

33 See e. g., in the Ankalamman myths, Meyer 1986: 6 ff.
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regional or local form is only temporary, an atonement for some offense, 
as we have seen, and while she is on earth, the goddess does all in her 
power to regain her status as wife of Siva, to be re-instituted at his left 
side, to become part of his Ardhanarisvara form again. Facing north to 
Siva's abode, she meditates or engages in austerities (tapas, Ta. tavam). 
The release from her earthly existence can be tied up with the fate of her 
son, as in the story of Kattavarayan, or it can occur when the goddess 
reaches a particular place, which in many myths is Tiruvannamalai, the 
place of her re-absorption into Ardhanarisvara. Paccaiyamman or 
Paccaivaliyamman, journeys for that purpose from Kancipuram to 
Tiruvannamalai. As we have seen, she rests on the way in Manukappatti 
or Valappantal under a ‘banana tree shelter’ (valaippantal) and does puja 
to a sivalinga. To protect the goddess from the raksasas who live in the 
surrounding forests, Siva and Visnu (Civaperumanum Makavisnum) take 
the avatara forms (avatarittu) of Vamuni and Cemmuni (Sri Paccaiyam
man alaya stala varalaru). Valappantal is not far from Tiruvannamalai and 
the idea of the goddess' journey to Tiruvannamalai for the purpose of her 
reunion with Siva might have been influenced by the myths surrounding 
the famous Siva temple there.34 Ahkajamman gains the left side of Siva 
near Tiruvannamalai, namely in the cremation ground of Mel Malai- 
yanur.35

While the goddess can ascend through (re-)marriage with Siva, or at 
least claim to be his left side, local gods have to find other options. Often 
being sons of Siva, they do not marry the goddess, at least not in her pan- 
Hindu form and not openly.36 A favorite pattern for local gods to regain 
their place in heaven is through sacrificial death (e. g., Kattavarayan, 
Maturai VIran).

The goddess' married yet virgin form is necessary from the point of 
view of folk religion: married, she is the high, pure, benign goddess in 
heaven, unmarried she is the fierce and powerful goddess, gaining her 
strength (just like the gods) from her ascetic life-style.37 This ambivalence 
of being married on the one hand but retaining virgin power on the other 
is well expressed in the goddess' cult; e. g., Mariyamman who is married 
to a tree-trunk husband, becomes a widow and later a young virgin 
again;38 or Ankaiamman who is a virgin (kanni) yet regarded as Siva's 
wife and mother of a number of children. Rituals that suggest marriage to 
a god are celebrated for many virgin goddesses. The double aspect of the

34 See Shulman 1980a: 179 f.
35 Meyer 1986: 22, 25.
36 See the myths of Mariyamman and Ankaiamman where these goddesses' sons are 

identified with their husband, Siva.
37 See e. g., the goddess Kanniyakumari in Shulman 1980a: 146 f., Das 1991: 1 ff.
38 For a good description of her festival see Beck 1981.
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goddess reflects to some extent the god's two wives: one wife who is 
legitimate (of the same standing), friendly, golden, the other who is dark, 
often from a tribe (of lower standing), and who is the lover; the juxtapo
sition being: first wife, light-colored, mother-figure, friendly/second wife, 
dark-colored, lover-figure, dangerous. Certainly there are many facets to 
this theme and they cannot be treated here.39

Many regional/local deities are said to be sons of a god or goddess; the 
absence of any daughters is significant and seems to reflect the low value 
generally attached to daughters in Indian society. Apart from Ganesa and 
Skanda/Murukan (the most famous sons of Siva and Parvatl), any local or 
regional god can qualify as son of Siva, or of Parvatl or of any folk 
goddess; but while we find Ganesa and Murukan frequently as sons of 
regional goddesses, of avatara forms of Parvatl like Ankalamman or 
Mariyamman, they rarely are the sons of regional gods such as e. g., 
Virabhadra or Kattavarayan. In other words, in folk religion the goddess 
is given many sons to underline her motherly aspect, but if sons are 
attributed to a god, they have the purpose of linking rather than 
expressing fatherly qualities. Ankajamman's sons are Murukan, 
Vinayakar (Ganesa), Pavatairayan, Virabhadra, Irulappan40 and 
sometimes the 108 stones or lingas that surround her cremation ground 
form; their function is mainly to imbue the single goddess with the proper 
respect (i. e., to show that although she is alone, she is married) and to 
guard and help her (for instance when the goddess travels alone, her sons 
or other guardians surround her to prevent any erotic or violent attacks on 
her). As guardians, any male gods tend to become the goddess' children 
and, in a logic that seems typical of Hinduism, these children can be 
equated with her husband. We remember the Adisakti who wishes to 
unite with the three gods she has created and their refusal on the grounds 
that she is their mother; or we think of the replacement of the tree trunk 
husband of Mariyamman who, in form of a stone, becomes her 
guardian/child;41 we note the fact that e. g., some of her children/ 
guardians are avataram or amcam forms of Siva, e. g., Irulappan who is a 
form of Bhairava, or Virabhadra.

Folk deities tend to link with the saiva tradition more easily than with 
the vaisnava one. Kattavarayan, Cutalaimatan, Rayar, Aiyanar are sons of 
Siva (although Aiyanar is the son of both Siva and Visnu, Siva's 
parentage is more stressed); Karuppar, with one or two exceptions, was 
never called son of Visnu; he is only an aspect (amcam) of the great god. 
Local/regional goddesses too fit more easily into the saiva camp; avatara

39 The topic has been looked at from various perspectives by Shulman 1980a, 
Sontheimer 1976: 61; 1984a: 167 f.; 1989: 322 ff„ Kakar 1981.

40 Meyer 1986: 19, 81.
41 Beck 1981.
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forms of LaksmI are rare - the reason may be that LaksmI's pure and 
peaceful image is not very compatible with that of the fierce folk 
goddesses.

Folk religion likes to make use of sibling relationships. Seven brothers 
and a sister, seven sisters and a brother or two brothers and a sister are 
favored constellations: there are seven Valankaiyar;42 their chief has 
seven daughters; Nallatankal has seven children; Aravalli has six sisters; 
the Vanniyar of Cittur are seven brothers and one sister;43 the Annanmar 
are two brothers with a sister.44 Among themselves goddesses are sisters, 
usually they are seven, but who the seven are varies; they can include: 
Ankalamman, Mariyamman, Kaliyamman, Celliyamman, Pakavatiyam- 
man, Turkkai (Durga), Draupadi, Parvatl etc., but lists of brother-gods 
seem rarer. In folk myths gods call each other elder or young brother, but 
they are not necessarily a set group the way the goddesses are. The reason 
lies perhaps in the very popular Kannimar, a group of seven goddesses 
who sometimes are equated with the sapta matrkas and who we find in 
almost all the Tamil folk temples, There are no such prominent septuplets 
on the side of the gods. The seven rsis do appear in the local myths, but 
they are rarely present in temples.

7. Concluding remarks

Linking happens in both horizontal and vertical directions. Linking helps 
to bring deities and cults together and to position a deity within an all- 
Hindu framework, but it does not necessarily play an integrative role in 
village caste politics. The local myth might express a low caste group's 
wish to be regarded as higher or to be associated with a higher caste 
group, but it does not reflect a social reality.45 As we have seen, deities 
like to be connected on various levels. Ankalamman is the Adisakti, the 
primordial power, the universal power.46 She marries Siva, is the left side 
in his Ardhanarisvara icon. Visnu is her brother, Parvataraja (Himalaya) 
her father and Ganesa one of her sons. As Parvatl then, she is part of the 
pan-Hindu pantheon. On the regional level she is connected to Murukan, 
another of her sons, to Mariyamman who is one of her sisters and to 
Pecci, her own fierce form. Murukan, Mariyamman and, to a lesser extent 
perhaps, Pecci, are deities known throughout Tamilnadu. Ankalamman's 
local avataram is Macaniyamman, a form only known in a limited

42 Arunachalam 1976: 179; Samuel 1988.
43 See Chapter VI.
44 Arunachalam 1976: 173 ff„ Beck 1982 and 1992.
45 See the Kattavarayan myth.
46 Meyer 1986.
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regional trail from North Arcot to Coimbatore. In her most famous 
temple, in Anaimalai, Macaniyamman has again forged a link to the pan- 
Hindu pantheon, this time to Rama. Ankajamman has other local 
connections, one is through her son, Pavatairayan, a god known in the 
North and South Arcot areas.

Maturai VIran is linked to the pan-Hindu tradition by being a form of 
VIrabhadra (who in turn is a son of Siva).47 He has successfully 
associated himself with Maturai Mlnaksi, whose guardian he is. Mlnaksi, 
although a local goddess, is known beyond the boundaries of Tamilnadu 
and attracts many pilgrims from all over India. This association with 
Mlnaksi might have helped to popularize Maturai Viran's cult in Tamil
nadu, but it has not made him a famous deity beyond the state. Maturai 
Viran's two wives connect the god locally. Vellaiyammal is said to have 
been a dancer in Maturai and seems to be known mostly in that area. As 
we have seen, in some temples the god is represented only with one wife, 
Pommi, and in some areas her name changes to Pommakka. Variations 
can be due to a local coloring of the myth or to a particular caste's 
association with the god. When castes migrate, they tend to take their 
deities with them, and once the deity is settled in the new location he or 
she connects to the neighboring cults.

Linking works so well because one deity can be connected to another 
through the concept of an universal, omnipresent, primordial divine 
power (adi-deity, cami). This concept allows the deity at the same time to 
retain his or her individuality. It is an important point to remember: 
Muniyanti is not Karuppar although both are particular forms of an 
unnamed divine power that ultimately makes them one. As icons they are 
distinct, just as Siva and Visnu are distinct. Mariyamman is not 
Ankalamman although both are avataras of Parvatl. Each deity is a 
particular expression of the one, all-encompassing divine power; giving it 
a name, form and story is bringing it into the realm of the tangible, the 
understandable, down to a point where even the ‘criminal’ gods are but 
an aspect of the divine play.

Dimock's statement about Krsna summarizes the thoughts of this 
chapter well48:

‘... the full deity is in constant motion and therefore of everchanging form, 
spreading out, as does the quantum wave, to fill all available areas of space and 
time. At the same time, it cannot be said that each of them is not fully God. And 
this is a basic tenet of the Vaisnavas: like the saktis in the relation to the saktiman,

47 Shulman 1985: 355 ff. and Viraiyan Ammanai.
48 Dimock 1989: 165 f.
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there can be infinite manifestations of God without these having any effect on the 
essential godhead. A measurement can be taken at any point in time and space, 
and that measurement has form and definition. But it does not describe the 
quantum wave; nor is the image the full description of God.’



V

Stability and Mobility

1. Introduction

We have seen how a deity reveals him/herself: a cow releases her milk at 
a particular place, and when the people try to dig up the stone or plant at 
the spot so marked, blood flows. The blood flows because the deity 
cannot be dug up, cannot be uprooted.

The priest of Anaikkarupparayacami (Rakalpavi, Coimbatore) ex
plained that the god, who is in the form of a triangular stone and guards 
the village dam (anai) and fields, had been discovered after rain and 
floods had been unable to move him. The stone had been held firmly by 
the roots of a kallitti tree (a type of fig tree), and the stone's immobility 
had aroused the curiosity of the people, among them the Muslim owner of 
the wilderness area (katu) in which the stone was located. Convinced that 
it was a deity, the Muslim had handed the stone to a Hindu and had asked 
him to do puja. The stone's fixity or stability was interpreted as a sign of 
divinity.

The deity's preference for a particular place, his or her insistence on 
remaining rooted to the spot where he or she touched earth, this fusion of 
a divine symbol and earth, are recurring and important themes of folk 
myths. Vennamalaiyappar is one of the guardians of Viruttacalam.1 How 
the god came to the present place was related by the priest:

This happened four generations ago. My ancestor had gone somewhere on 
business. Here at this place (where the temple now stands) he set down his basket 
in order to drink some water. When he wanted to continue his journey, he was 
unable to lift the basket because inside it was a large stone. He threw it out but as 
soon as he tried to pick up the basket, the stone was in it again. This happened a 
few times and finally he said: “Whatever you are, hostile spirit (pey, picacu) or 
god, I shall place you here!” This is how the temple was established.

The priest's ancestor is not sure about the nature of the stone in the 
basket, but he knows that it is some kind of supernatural power, a power 
that can be good or bad and a power to which he has to yield. The stone 
in the basket is a very common motif: a person carrying a basket will feel 
it to be heavy and will discover a stone in it. He or she will throw it out,

1 See Chapter II.7.
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but the stone will keep coming back into the basket until a divine force is 
suspected to be behind it and a shrine is set up for it.2 Through the weight 
of the stone the deity communicates his wish to be set down, and once the 
god touches earth, he cannot be moved again. This idea is expressed in 
another common version of the myth: The priest has to flee his village. 
He packs his deity into a basket and carries it along. Somewhere on the 
way he sets the basket down (to wash his face or brush his teeth) and is 
then unable to lift it again (e. g., Aiyanar near Vallam, Tanjavur).

Even popular films make use of this idea that once a deity is set down 
on earth it fuses with it: in ‘Kakkum Kamatci’ Sarikaracarya finds the 
idol of the goddess KamaksI in a river and places it on firm ground; when 
he wishes to lift it again, he is unable to do so.

On the one hand, a deity is moved, carried or transported, sometimes in 
ignorance of the carrier; on the other hand, the deity is not a passive agent 
but firmly makes known where he or she wishes to be established. A 
variant of Ontikkaruppu's journey3 is that thieves had stolen a box in 
Kerala believing it to be filled with jewels. At Irattaimalai they set the 
box down and when they tried to lift it to share the spoils, they were not 
able to move it. Looking inside the box they discovered - instead of the 
jewels - the god Ontikkaruppu!

There are two favorite means of transport: the basket or box and the 
bullock cart.

The god Karuppucami was transported as a weight stone on a bullock cart from 
Kerala. Here (in Ayyalur), the people unloaded everything. Later they packed the 
cart again to continue their journey and placed the stone on the cart as a 
counterbalance. The bullocks would not move. A Kotanki (fortune-teller) was 
called. He said: “What you transported was not a stone, it was a god!” The 
Kotanki also foretold that the priest for the god would be found in the nearby 
village.

This god decided he wanted to stay where the people had rested and, 
because the god came to this village (Ayyalur, Dindigul) on a cart (vanti), 
he is called Vanti Karuppucami. (The present priest, a Muppanar, is the 
fourth generation, descended from the priest who was found in the nearby 
village.) Other gods who were transported on a bullock cart are, for 
instance, Cankilikkaruppar of Venacappatti and Karupparayar of 
Makkinampatti (both Coimbatore). Sometimes, during the journey, the 
deity makes his or her wish known by saying: ‘I like it here. I wish to stay 
here!’ (Ellaiyamman, Nakkacelam; Karuppucami, Melakkal; Ankalam- 
man in Venkampur).

2 E. g., Muniyappan, Cempiliccippajaiyam; Meyer 1986: 60.
3 See Chapter 1.3.
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We realize that the deity needs a fixed place, a temple or shrine, but we 
also notice that the deity is moved, that he or she has a great deal of 
mobility. Certain deities travel long distances on water but, wherever they 
happen to reach land or get fished out by people, they must become 
established. The best known of these water journeys is Karuppar's. He 
floats on the river from Kerala to Tamilnadu and wherever his basket or 
box or statue runs ashore or is fished out, he receives a cult (Colavantan, 
Koccatai, Vantiyur, Tiruppuvanam, Maranatu, Camay an allur). Physical 
realities are discounted, any water source can be part of the mythical river 
system that allows Karuppar his connection to Kerala.4 Water serves as 
transport; symbolically it stands for change;5 it connotes instability, 
fluidity. Visnu and his avatara forms are gods who bring about change, 
who themselves change, who with their power create fluid images of 
temporary reality (as when Krsna multiplies himself to dance with all the 
gopis); they are ‘watery’ gods: Visnu rests on the primal ocean, Krsna 
brings rain, and Anta] compares Krsna to the dark rain clouds.6 These 
images may partially have inspired Karuppar's association with water and 
magic (we remember that Karuppar is an avatara or amca of Visnu). The 
box or basket is the safe container, the shrine or womb house (Skt. 
garbhagrha), the stable element in the flowing water. More practically, it 
is in boxes and baskets that deities (in form of small statues or other 
symbols e. g., weapons) are stored while they lie dormant (i. e., are not 
worshipped) and are carried to the festival on the head of the priest or 
family/clan eldest.7 Stability, the contained, fits Siva the linga pillar, the 
fire mountain.8

2. Stability and mobility (definitions)

Stability and mobility as opposites, yet with complementary qualities, are 
concepts well embedded in Hinduism. In Sanskrit we have the terms cala 
(moving, movable, unfixed, loose, transitory) and acala (steady, 
immovable, fixed, permanent, mountain, rock); acala (earth); sthala, from 
the root stha, to stand (firm ground); sthanu (firm, fixed, motionless and 
also a name of Siva); sthanam (standing, house, altar, holy place); 
sthapanam (fixing); sthavara (a. o. mountain, any stationary or inanimate 
object) and its opposite, jarigama (moving, moveable).

4 See also Chapter 1.3.
5 The dismembered god is made whole again on his journey - see Chapter I.3., and 

with regard to throwing deities into the river: Shulman 1980a: 197.
6 Tiruppavai 4.
7 See below.
8 See below.
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stability
acala (mountain) 
sthanu (pillar, linga) 
sthana (temple) 
sthavara (temple, linga) 
tree
nivrtti (repose)
sattva
tamas
mulava(r) (root deity) 
yogin, meditation 
eternal

mobility
cala

jangama
water
pravrtti (activity) 
rajas

utsava (urcava) (mobile deity) 
god(dess) dancer 
temporary

Stable are the stone and the stone murti embedded in the earth or fastened 
to an immovable platform, and by extension, the temple. In Vlrasaiva 
usage the firm, stable (the idol, the linga, the temple) is called sthavara 
and is opposed to the movement of the religious ascetic, the renouncer of 
the ‘stable world’, called the jangama. The jangama does not need a 
concrete temple of stone, his own body is a temple; the god dwells within 
his body; he is a living, moving temple.9 Stability and movement are 
opposites yet complementary; both are needed. This is well demonstrated 
in the living religion: the stone idol is firmly fixed, the temple stands fast, 
but for every fixed dwelling or icon of the deity there is a moveable one; 
the immovable deity of stone, the mulava(r) deity, has a movable form 
used in certain rituals and in processions, the utsava (urcava) murti; the 
fixed temple has a movable form, the deity-dancer.

The two qualities, stability and movement, are two aspects of a whole. 
The stable forms: stone, mountain, linga, temple vimana, describe a 
vertical movement, implanted in the earth they stretch into the sky, they 
link the tamasic with the sattvic, the energy flows up and down. Seen 
from the top they are a dot, the bindu, the essence or the state of inactivity 
(nivrtti), a state in which the divine power is not yet manifest. Movement, 
mobility, is expansion, is activity (pravrtti), the rajas guna, the deity 
manifest; it is life and from the top describes the circle around the dot, the 
circumambulation, the pradaksina, the worship.

9 See Ramanujan 1973: 20 ff; also Eck 1993: 335.
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3. Stability

The sivalinga

One of Siva's names is Sthanu. It means pillar, post, and describes the 
god as the motionless ascetic with his semen drawn up, unwilling to 
create mortal beings, the god ‘in whom the fire of life bums upward 
inwardly while he stands still’.10 Sthanu is Siva in his linga form, the 
linga that the god has discarded since it does not serve him in the creation 
of beings. The linga falls to earth and becomes stabilized in the yoni, the 
womb of the goddess. As image the linga rises out of the yoni, being 
firmly rooted in it like a tree. Only Parvatl is able to hold the linga.11 The 
linga rises up eternally, it has no end, as the myth of lingodbhava 
illustrates. Neither Visnu, who in his boar form digs below, nor Brahma 
who in his goose (hamsa) form flies up, can find the periphery of the 
flaming pillar.12 Siva as the fire pillar is the red mountain (arunacala) of 
Tiruvannamalai. The linga is stable as a mountain, is firmly fixed like a 
tree. In the Vamana Purana the fallen linga of Siva is planted at the site of 
a banyan tree in the middle of a lake and there, on the primordial linga, 
Brahma establishes a stone linga.13 Primordial linga, stone linga and tree 
form a unity reflecting the image of the ascetic Siva who tries to create 
perfect beings while submerged in the water.14 The image encompasses 
the idea of the vertical (linga) within the horizontal (yoni, earth, water).

Siva, the ascetic with erect linga, in full concentration and keeping the 
creative seed within, is model for the yogin who sits firmly with erect 
back, who keeps his mind stable:

The worldly man is “possessed” by his own life; the yogin refuses to “let himself 
live”; to continual movement, he opposes his static posture, the immobility of 
asana; to agitated, unrhythmical, changing respiration, he opposes pranayama, and 
even dreams of holding his breath indefinitely; to the chaotic flux of psychomen
tal life, he replies by “fixing thought on a single point”, the first step to that final 
withdrawal from the phenomenal world which he will obtain through 
pratyahara.15

10 Kramrisch 1981a: 119.
11 On the linga and sthanu see Shulman 1986, 1980a: 50; Kramrisch 1981a: 117 ff.; 

Kulke 1970: 68.
12 See Kramrisch 1981a: 159; O'Flaherty 1980: 140; illustrations of this myth are 

carved in stone on the western side of Cola temples.
13 Kramrisch 1981a: 161.
14 Shulman 1986: 103.
15 Eliade 1973: 95 f.
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The stone, the root-statue (mulavar)

The stone rooted to the earth is the first and foremost seat of divine 
power; it is the most basic dwelling place of a deity; it is the most simple 
representation of main and subordinate deities in folk temples. Even if an 
anthropomorphic statue is added later, the original rough stone remains in 
front of the new statue, and the priests insist that the actual power (sakti) 
of the deity is in the original stone, not in the statue. The iconic statue is 
the visible image of the divine power and, when established or conse
crated properly, it too serves as a seat of that power. When a permanent 
statue is consecrated, it is important that it be fixed firmly on the 
platform. In the richer temples various gems and herbs are buried beneath 
the statue (sometimes in a pot), which channel the earth energies upward, 
while the kalasa (the drop-shaped vessel) that contains the same 
ingredients and is on top of the temple tower (vimana), i. e., above the 
deity, channels the powers of space downward into the murti.16 In other 
words, the energy movement thus created is one between earth and sky, a 
vertical movement finding its center-point in the murti. If a statue or other 
representation of a deity refuses to stand upright and firmly, it causes 
great concern, as the well-known story about the great linga of 
Brhadlsvara in Tancavur shows: Nothing could make the linga stand 
upright, it kept leaning to one side, and in desperation the king 
(Rajarajacolan) had his guru, the siddha Karuvurar, called. Karuvurar 
asked for some betel preparation, chewed it contentedly and then spit the 
pulp onto the floor where the linga was supposed to stand. Of course it 
worked, and since then this immense Sivalinga has been standing firmly 
and powerfully in its sanctum. Whether the story is true or not, it is a 
typical siddha story in that it inverts the usual mles of purity and 
pollution,17 and it illustrates the need of a proper establishment of a murti; 
here the betel leaf pulp becomes the paste that fixes the linga to the earth.

Extensions of the stone are the termite hill and the mountain; both are 
dwelling places of deities and ascetics: the termites build their mound 
around the immobile yogin; the ascetic meditates in the mountain caves. 
Gods and goddesses manifest as termite mounds (e. g., Ankalamman)18 
and mountains too are deities (Himavat, Arunacala), are favorite abodes 
of deities (Mem, Kailasa); they are the center or pivot of the earth (Mem, 
Mandara). Many shrines or temples are located atop mountains, e. g., the 
most well-known in Tamilnadu are those of the god Murukan. Trees atop 
a mountain signal the presence of a deity, and stones under a tree often

16 See Ramachandra Rao 1979: 87 ff.
17 On siddhas see Zvelebil 1973 and Ganapathy 1993.
18 See also Konig 1984.
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are seats of deities. Stones, mountains and trees share the quality of 
stability and the up- and downward movement.

Trees, flagstaffs and yupa

In our discussion of wilderness and ordered space we have mentioned 
that trees are deities (e. g., Mariyamman of Camayapuram), that trees are 
the material for divine murtis (e. g., Jagannatha) and that they are the 
focus of fertility symbols (as when snake stones are set up under a tree 
couple or cradles hung on trees in hope of or thanks for the fulfillment of 
a child wish). The tree top is a favorite place for malignant deities, for 
spirits, and anyone wishing to fell a tree must be aware of its inhabitant. 
When an Englishman had a very tall tree cut in the Kanyakumari area for 
the mast of his ship, he did not propitiate the local deity, Cenkitakkaran, 
who happened to live in that tree. Blood, which flowed when the tree was 
felled, showed the god's presence, but the foreigner did not acknowledge 
it. The god took revenge and caused his ship to crash on the rocks along 
the Kanyakumari coast, killing the white man (vejlaikkaran). Realizing 
his fault, the white man's spirit asked the god for forgiveness, and as a 
boon the god turned the white man into a deity (from ‘Veljaikkaran 
katai’)19. Stories of deities in trees who cause harm when not properly 
worshipped are common and we cannot expand on them here;20 what 
interests us is the tree as symbol of stability, as a seat for divine power 
(the blood that flows from the tree is analogous to the bleeding stone), as 
something that should not be uprooted or felled without the proper 
respect shown to it. The tree's stability connects to the ascetic, to Arjuna's 
tapas tree,21 to the ‘stake’ tree on which Kattavarayan does tapas and on 
which he ‘dies’ or metamorphoses from human to deity.22 Tree and linga 
resemble each other in their vertical movement and in their stability, and 
in symbolic content they share with the ascetic the retention of fertile 
power. Like the tree that periodically withdraws its life-force and sends it 
out and upward again in the form of new branches and leaves, the ascetic 
pulls the power within and raises his kundalinl upward to gain release. 
The tree stands both for fertility and life and for death. It is the pole that 
leads from earth to heaven, from one life to another life, and by analogy 
we can understand the pointed, thorn-like instruments (spears, thorns, 
beds or seats or sandals fitted with nails etc.) that the ascetic uses on his

19 See Veliaikkaran Katai.
20 See e. g„ Hiltebeitel 1991: 92 ff.; Reiniche 1979: 206 ff.; Ramachandra Rao 1980: 

17.
21 Hiltebeitel 1991: 213 ff.
22 Masilamani-Meyer 1989: 87 f.; 2004.
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body, or the chickens that are thrust on spears in front of some temples, 
as an offering that will lead the human spirit upwards and towards 
release.

When we enter a well-developed, large temple, we cannot follow a 
straight line to the main god: the flagstaff, the altar (bali pltha, Ta. pali 
pltam) and the deity’s vehicle obstruct our way; they are in a direct line of 
the deity's vision. On the prone figure of the temple ground plan, the 
flagstaff is at the height of the sexual organ, the altar at the navel.23 
Flagstaff and altar are interchangeable in their position, and in folk 
temples the flagstaff can be missing or replaced by the lamp-post (a large 
wooden pole on top of which there is a pot serving as lamp). In front of 
these two and closer to or outside the entrance we find in folk temples the 
deities involved in sacrifice, the gods who receive the blood offerings - 
sometimes represented by a weapon like the trisula or the arival. The 
flagstaffs of the big South Indian temples end in three horizontal ‘ladles’ 
or branches pointing towards the sanctum. These are said to represent the 
three gods Brahma, Visnu, and Siva,24 Siva being at the bottom, as he is 
in the hierarchy of the gunas.25 These elements (altar, flagstaff, weapon, 
servant-deity), which face the deity, can be connected to the Vedic 
yupa.26 The yupa, to which the sacrificial animals were tied, had the same 
place with regard to the fire altar of the uttaravedi (part of the mahavedi) 
as the altar, flagstaff, weapon, servant-deity, etc. have in relation to the 
main deity in the present temples.27 The yupa was made ‘from the wood 
of a tree found in the forest, which one addresses by a term meaning “lord 
of the forest’”.28 Eliade points out the yupa's affinity with the cosmic 
pillar and the cosmic tree,29 an idea we find in another source as well, in 
the Vastusutra Upanisad30. The sacrificer uses the sacrificial pillar to 
ascend to heaven;31 again then we have an upward, vertical movement. 
Like the flagstaff, the yupa has three basic sections, ‘by its upper section 
it gives power over heavenly things, by its middle part, over the things of 
the air, by its lower part, over those of the earth’.32

23 Ramachandra Rao 1979: 97.
24 Ramachandra Rao 1979: 104.
25 Maitrayanl Upani§ad 5.2., compare Ostor 1980: 53: Kali being associated with 

tamas, LaksmI with rajas and Sarasvatl with sattva.
26 See Biardeau 1989a, Ramachandra Rao 1979: 100, and in detail, Hiltebeitel 1991: 

117 ff.
27 See illustration in Hiltebeitel 1991: 158.
28 Malamoud 1996: 81.
29 Eliade 1973: 326.
30 Boner et al. 1982: 67.
31 Eliade 1973: 326; Malamoud 1996: 286, fn.37; Hubert and Mauss 1964: 27.
32 Hubert and Mauss 1964: 27 and see fn. 144 p. 121, which lists the functions of the 

yupa as: slaying demons, protecting mankind, symbolizing life, bearing up the offering to 
the gods, supporting heaven and earth.
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Linga, stone, mountain, termite hill, tree, vimana, flagstaff - all have 
associations of stability, firmness, describe an upward/downward 
movement, connect earth and heaven; they signify changelessness, 
permanence, the deity's eternal and unchanging power, its unmanifest 
state, and a path that leads the human soul to the deity (the withdrawal 
from the outside to the inside, the upward flow of the power). It is the 
meditative, ascetic path. Similarly, the vertical axis shows the deity's 
descent to earth, his or her ascent back to heaven, it stands for hierarchy 
and the connection between two poles, and the dissolution of duality 
symbolized in the dot or bindu. While the vertical describes the 
withdrawn, inactive force, the horizontal movement demonstrates 
communication.

4. Mobility

Divine power - being omnipresent - basically needs a place, a seat, a 
shrine only for the purpose of ritual worship; and for this a movable seat 
might suffice. If a permanent dwelling place is assigned to it, the reason 
is simple: from it the power can flow any time, be tapped any time, while 
the mobile seat only allows temporary contact. Both pan-Hindu and folk 
religion use movable icons in their cults; however, the need for mobility: 
the divine power’s play in the human body, the dancing of a deity, seems 
much stronger in folk religion and is perhaps its most distinctive trait. In 
the following we shall discuss the three most important forms of 
mobility: the processional icon, the pot, the god(dess) dancer.

The processional icon (utsava murti/urcava murtti)

The movable icon of the deity can be a figure with full iconographic 
details, the deity's weapon or other symbol (e. g., padukas), even a 
linga.33 In the rich pan-Hindu temples these movable icons are made from 
the traditional five metals (panca loha) or from gold or silver; in folk 
temples these same substances are used; but besides these the icons can 
be fashioned from brass, wood, clay or cloth. How the icons are carried 
varies considerably: they are placed on vehicles (their own, e. g., Aiyanar 
on the elephant, or others), on palanquins, in boxes or baskets; if they are 
not pulled on a cart or carried in a palanquin or on an animal, they have to 
be transported on the head of a designated person (the head being the 
most pure and respected part of the human body). Sometimes deity and

33 See also Eck 1993: 110.
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vehicle are molded together into one figure (this happens often in clay 
images). Some mobile forms of deities, those that are transported only 
once and then established in a temple, become immobile forms; for 
instance, the new terra cotta statue of a folk deity is only mobile until it 
has been set up at its permanent place.

Mobile icons are used in processions when the deity visits the different 
quarters of a village or town, when the god or goddess resides in the 
village square or special mandapas (halls or temporary shelters) during 
the festival or has to participate in a particular ritual, e. g., when the 
goddess Mariyamman presides over the pit of glowing coals over which 
the devotees walk. Some mobile figures are specifically fashioned for the 
festival; they are imbued with the divine power and at the end are 
dissolved in water (visarjana). An example of this is the figure of the 
goddess Muttalamman of Manakkattur (Dindigul) which is made new for 
every festival, the belief being that the goddess' power is so strong that it 
can be manifested in a statue only for a very short time. At the end of the 
festival the priest carries the terra cotta image of the goddess to the river 
in what is like a funerary procession: women sing lamentation songs and 
throw cotton balls and peanuts at her. At the river the figure is broken and 
thrown into the water.

Elsewhere the permanent statue of the goddess becomes the mobile 
form: when the festival of Viramakahyamman of Papanacam (Thanjavur) 
is celebrated, the goddess's many-armed wooden statue, which through
out the year is in a shrine, is dismantled and re-assembled around and 
over the priest, so that he becomes the goddess and in this form is able to 
move around the village and enact the goddess's myth.34

Mobile forms of deity are just as powerful as the stable ones, if not 
more powerful. During one of the festival processions when Virapattiran 
accompanied the goddess Ellaiyamman of Nakkacelam (Perambalur) 
through the village, some houses caught fire. This was attributed to the 
power of the god and since then Virapattiran has not been taken out in 
procession. Bringing the god or goddess through the village is important 
because it is the only time all the villagers have equal access to him or 
her, but the processional route is also a cause for conflict: higher castes 
do not wish their deities to visit the quarters of the lower castes, and this 
point of contention between high and low castes has led to the discon
tinuation of festivals in many villages. An expression of this problem is 
the statement made by a Brahman about his clan deity, Karuppar: ‘when 
the god goes through the Brahman streets (agrahara), he receives only 
vegetarian offerings and he smiles, but when he returns from the streets 
of the lower castes where he gets animal sacrifices, he shows a fearful

34 See Chapter VI.2.
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expression and has red eyes’ (red eyes are a sign of anger). In his or her 
shrine, the god(dess) can easily be sheltered from polluting agents, but 
not so in the open.

The pot (karakam, kalasa/kalacam)

The ceremonial pot can have a variety of shapes and sizes and be of 
different materials (brass, copper, gold, clay). At the beginning of a 
festival for a folk deity the ceremonial pot is prepared at the river: it is 
washed, filled with different items like water or rice, money, sometimes 
jewels and herbs; its body is decorated with string and its top closed with 
a coconut, leaves and flowers. This decorated pot represents the body of 
the deity: the string surrounding the pot represents the veins, the water in 
it is the blood, the mango-leaves the hair and the coconut the head.35 
When the pot is ready, the deity is called or invited into it (sakti 
alaippital), and when the priest or another designated person places the 
pot on his head, the deity takes possession of him, showing his or her 
presence. Like the processional figure, the pot serves as mobile icon, as 
additional seat of divine power (thereby supplementing the power of the 
deity inside the temple), or as a temporary seat for the deity when there is 
no other form or statue available (e. g., when a new temple is built)36. 
Special fire rites (yakam) are done to empower the content (water) of the 
pots which then is e. g., used for the washing (abhiseka/apisekam) of the 
root deities. By its shape the pot suggests obvious meanings: womb, 
cosmic egg; vessel of fertility, life-force, seed.37 The pot is a neutral 
symbol and can carry or represent a god or a goddess.38 Apart from being 
a seat for divine power, the pot is a much used vessel in rituals, be it 
simply as container, be it as a special, decorated container of milk or 
water that the devotees, who have made specific vows, carry on their 
heads in procession to the deity. In the latter case the pot is more than a 
container, it is suffused with divine power and therefore can cause 
possession in the devotee carrying it.

35 See Clothey 1983: 125.
36 See Clothey 1983: 183 ff.
37 See e. g., the Kumpakonam myth, Das 1991: 140; on its use in funerals as symbolic 

carriers of life see e. g., Srinivas 1952: 151; Thurston 1906: 159 ff.
38 See e. g., Meyer 1986: 238.
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The god(dess) dancer (camiyati)

Being a 'deity-dancer' (cami = deity and ati = dancer, from ata, to dance) 
is a job, title or office held by a particular person and passed on through 
inheritance from father to son. The camiyati can be a priest or a lay 
person, a man or a woman (although from what I could gather more than 
90 % of camiyati are men, the reason being a woman's natural pollution 
through her monthly menstrual cycle). The camiyati functions as channel 
or vehicle for the deity he represents (e. g., the priest may dance the main 
deity of a public temple while lay persons dance their clan deities who are 
subordinate to the main deity). Dancing the deity involves at one point 
being possessed by the deity and this possession is expressed in terms of 
grace (arul), intoxication or bewilderment (marul), a ‘coming’ of the deity 
(cami varukiratu), a dancing (ata) of a deity.39 This dancing of the deity is 
not a wild, uncontrolled running about but is embedded in a frame (ritual, 
festival) and has a pattern, i. e., it is controlled and especially when 
possession occurs, it is important to keep the power within certain 
boundaries - a process that involves a cooling through the application of 
sacred ash on the forehead or the placing of limes into the mouth of the 
possessed, or, if needed, a heating (increase of possession) by means of 
beating the drums or the sight of the deity.

The camiyati acts as a direct means of communication between deity 
and devotee: the deity speaks through the camiyati, the devotee can ask 
questions to the deity through the camiyati and, being a living embodi
ment of the deity, the camiyati can act out the deity's myths. Most of the 
time the camiyati will be dressed in a costume and/or mask showing 
him/her to be a particular deity, or at least the camiyati will have a 
minimal mark that identifies him/her as a deity, e. g., flower garlands, a 
weapon of the deity. Before and during the time he performs, the 
camiyati observes strict rules of behavior: fasting, sexual continence, 
keeping pure.

It is possible that the dancing of a god(dess) goes back to a posses
sion/dance cult of animal-, nature- and ancestor spirits; today, however, at 
least in Tamilnadu, such an origin is not clearly evident. The deities 
danced are not animal spirits and rarely ancestors; they are gods and 
goddesses ranging from the pan-Hindu deities (Kali, Virabhadra) to the 
regional (Mariyamman, Karuppar), to the local (Pantara Appicci - see 
below). Because dancing the deity is a title or office and not a random

39 In North India other terms are used: playing ‘khel, khelna’; a playing of wind 
‘pavan’ - see e. g., Sontheimer 1984: 9; Erndl 1996: 178.
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event, it has social implications reaching into local caste and power 
politics.40

Like the Vlrasaiva ascetic, the jangama, the camiyati, considers his 
body as a dwelling place for the divine; but there are considerable 
differences between the two, the main one being that the camiyati is only 
a temporary vehicle and that he does not attempt a union with the divine 
power but acts as a channel, his own ‘person’ being placed to the side to 
make room for the deity. When filled by the deity's power or presence, 
the camiyati is not conscious of his/her own self in relation to the 
possessing deity, cannot relate what happens to him/her during posses
sion, while the jangama invites the deity to take up permanent residence 
in his body and through this attempts a conscious union with the deity.

Stability and mobility in iconography

Iconography uses signs or symbols to signify these two qualities and 
thereby characterizes the particular aspect of divine power. Looking at 
Siva, we clearly see an opposition between the linga, the stable, and 
Nataraja, the dancing god in whom everything is in movement: limbs, the 
fire ‘halo’, the flowing hair, and who epitomizes movement: creation and 
destruction, the cycles of life and death. In Tamil folk religion there are 
sitting, standing, striding forms of deity, deities on horse-back, on tigers, 
deities wearing sandals. The following can be taken as signs of mobility 
or stability:

signs of mobility
pose: dancing, striding, riding
implements: weapons (lifted and/or ready

to strike)
accessories: sandals (sign of walking),

vehicles

Stable and mobile signs can be used to show subtle differences in a deity, 
as e. g., in the samnyasin figures: Cannaci sits, sometimes with a yoga- 
band supporting his legs, he holds a rosary and yet sometimes he rides a 
tiger. The tiger is here less a sign of mobility than of power over 
wilderness, the taming of the wild. Bhairava (Ta. Vairavar) is a wander
ing ascetic and this is expressed by his striding stance, the sandals he 
wears. Sandals, on the one hand, show mobility, as when e. g., Aiyanar 
receives sandals from leatherworkers because he is believed to walk 
around the area at night to protect it; on the other hand, sandals are also

40 For a good illustration of god/dess dancing and its meaning in terms of cults and 
politics see Bruckner 1995.

signs of stability 
sitting, standing, lying 
rosary, yoga-band
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associated with fierce/low caste deities because the sandals are made and 
offered by Dalits; yet, at the same time wearing sandals implies a high 
status because until not long ago only higher castes were allowed to wear 
sandals while the Dalits had to be barefooted. Very generally speaking, 
only fierce, ascetic, standing gods are depicted with sandals on their feet. 
Some deities have both a mobile and a stable form. Aiyanar e. g., has a 
sitting, stable image inside the sanctum, and a mobile one outside that 
shows him on top of a horse. The sitting image reflects the king- 
samnyasin, the stabilizing power of the ruler, the rider points to the 
violent tasks of the ruler (protection and defense of a territory, war).

5. Three festival examples

Introduction

What we have said above about mobility and stability can best be 
illustrated with some examples of festival procedures. In these we shall 
see what roles the mobile icons play, how stability and mobility alternate. 
The three festival examples shall serve us in Chapter VI as well when we 
look at worship, at how devotees approach their deities. Before we 
describe the festivals we need to make some general remarks about 
festivals.

Festivals for the guardian deities are rarely as grand and elaborate as 
those for the goddess. While the festival for the goddess (e. g., 
Mariyamman) lasts several days and is accompanied by music, theatre 
performances and often spectacular sacrificial offerings such as hook
swinging, the guardians (e. g., Aiyanar, Muni, Karuppar) in general have 
to be satisfied with more modest celebrations, animal sacrifices and 
dedication of new statues and votive offerings. There are exceptions: for 
instance, the festival of Tenkarai Makarajesvarar (Cittur) lasts ten days 
and draws large crowds. The extent of the festival celebration depends on 
the temple income and on the wealth of the villagers. The general 
tendency over the past few years has been to celebrate less elaborate 
festivals or to celebrate them at greater intervals. While much of the basic 
rituals have remained the same over the years, the accessories have 
changed: instead of listening to the recital of mythological tales, the 
festival crowd prefers to hear modem cinema songs; instead of perform
ing traditional dances, the devotees prefer to just be there. Folk dances 
such a kummi (a dance in which the participants go in a circle, sing and 
clap the rhythm with their hands) and oyilattam (a dance in which 
handkerchiefs are waved) are still performed, but they become rarer with
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each year (although recently an emerging pride of Dalits in their own 
traditions has led to a renewed interest in folk dances). Dramatic 
performances on stage still enjoy a great popularity, especially in rural 
areas. A popular play that is often performed as part of the Aiyanar 
festival is ‘Vahit tirumanam’ (‘the wedding of Valh’ - which actually has 
nothing to do with Aiyanar; it shows Valli's wedding to Murukan). 
Another vital ingredient of a festival is the market - especially in rural 
areas and in remote villages, where it offers the festival crowd a chance 
to buy all kinds of goods from saries to hair ribbons, from domestic 
animals to books.

During the time of the festival the villagers have to observe certain 
purity rules; these may entail no eating of meat until the day of the non
vegetarian puja, avoiding pollution: women in an advanced state of 
pregnancy and women who are menstruating do not enter the temple and 
keep away from the deities when they go in procession through the 
streets, or they leave the village altogether. With the exception of those 
who leave the village for purity reasons, villagers are not supposed to 
leave the village during the time of the festival; if they do, they should 
return before night and worship the deity after their return.41 Priests and 
camiyatis observe sexual continence and dietary restrictions, or they fast.

The festival is a time when quarrels erupt, when old feuds surface, 
when the order of ‘first respect’ (mutal mariyatai) is questioned and 
fought about; it is a time when the smallest argument can lead to the 
flowing of human blood; it is a time when people are tense, especially 
those directly concerned with the rituals: they have to make sure that 
everything goes according to procedure and order. The presence of the 
police is necessary to keep the crowds in check, to free a path for the 
procession and to prevent serious fights. Although the festival is 
structured around a time plan, delays are inevitable, and it often happens 
that the auspicious moment passes before the ritual begins. The obser
vance of ritual time and proper ritual performance seems much less 
important to the villagers than the maintenance of the social hierarchy. 
The ranking at the festival reflects and projects who will ‘rule’ the 
village.

The festival of a common temple is financed by the villagers, while for 
the festivals of private deities the caste in charge of the temple will bear 
most of the costs, but accepts contributions from others. Each household 
pays a certain amount of money and in some villages even Christian and 
Muslim families contribute to the Hindu festival. An average festival can 
cost anywhere from 5'000 to 50'000 Rupees (a meal in an average 
restaurant in Tamilnadu costs Rs. 20-30). The festival expenses

41 See also Srinivas 1952: 201.
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commonly include: the renewal of the statues (they are made entirely new 
or the old ones are repainted), temporary shelters (pantals), vehicles for 
the procession of the deities, decorations (mainly flowers and garlands), 
food, sacrificial animals, sound equipment, entertainment (plays, music), 
festival notices etc. Individual donors can offer to pay for particular 
ceremonies - their name is then mentioned in the festival notice. Many 
villages cannot afford a festival each year and therefore they alternate, for 
example, the festival of the goddess with that of the main guardian, 
Aiyanar; or they celebrate the festival of all the deities in the village 
together; or they space the festival and celebrate it every two, three or 
five years. Poverty, meager harvests and caste rivalries and disputes are 
common causes for the postponement and even discontinuation of 
festivals.

Festivals are celebrated differently for each deity and there are local 
variations for the same deity. What most festivals have in common are 
certain patterns: they begin with the flag-hoisting ceremony and end with 
the lowering of the flag; there will be deity dancers; there will be 
sacrifices (vegetarian or animal); there will be processions of the deities 
through the streets. The content of a festival can be extremely complex, 
incorporating myths in acted, recited, ritualized forms, and elaborate 
sacrificial rites (hook-swinging, walking over hot coals etc.) which may 
or may not bear a direct relationship to the deity involved. The following 
festivals are fairly simple, but they show how even seemingly insignifi
cant stories are incorporated in the festivals.42

Pantara Appicci, Kataiyampatti/Pavani (Erode)

In Chapter II.9. we related how the cult of this god began. The temple lies 
at the boundary between Pavani and Kataiyampatti. The god is village 
guardian (urkkaval) of Kataiyampatti and boundary guardian (el- 
laikkaval) of Kataiyampatti and Pavani. Equipped with burning torches 
the Munis make their rounds at night, led by Makamuni. Striking about 
the temple are not the shrines of Pantara Appicci and Pakavatiyamman, 
which are simple structures, but the large guardian Munis who sit in a 
row leading from the entrance to the shrines. They are, starting from the 
entrance: Vettaikkaramuni and Catamuni (both of pink color), Vamuni 
(green), Cemmuni (red), Makamuni or Periyamuni (the Muni with the 
greatest power, ‘cakti’; he is yellow), Kacimuni (yellow). Between the 
two shrines are: Akastiyar Muni (yellow), Pampatti Cittar (smaller than 
the other statues, and playing the flute), Tavamuni (with a long beard and

42 For descriptions of more elaborate festivals in Tamilnadu see e. g., Beck 1981; 
Hiltebeitel 1991; Reiniche 1979; Meyer 1986; Whitehead 1976.
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wearing a loin cloth) and Tevamuni (of a silvery color) - with the 
exclusion of Pampatti Cittar, they could represent the seven Rsis and Siva 
and Visnu). All Munis are of the same large size, they sit, and each has 
his left foot resting against his right knee, except Vettaikkaramuni whose 
right foot rests against his left knee. His right knee is propped up on a 
small lion. All Munis have fangs, large moustaches (some have small 
beards) and wear crowns. The main shrines of Pantara Appicci and 
Pakavatiyamman are at the back of the temple, separated from the rest of 
the area by a low wall. The temple looks well maintained and various 
votive offerings speak of the god's power: A small statue of Pantara 
Appicci with a cow releasing its milk over him was donated for the cure 
of a child; a farmer offered a horse when his prayer for water was 
fulfilled (he dug a well and found water); a cow statue was given in 
thanks for the cure of a cow and another cow in gratitude for the birth of 
a child. The Nandin in front of the shrine of Pakavatiyamman was the 
votive offering of a lady, and the temple's electricity was a gift by yet 
someone else.

The festival of Pantara Appicci, Pakavatiyamman and their guardians is 
celebrated once a year in the month of avani (August-Sept.). A few weeks 
before the date of the festival the trustees (tarmakarttakkal) send out 
notices. ‘Arulmiku Pantara Appicci Pakavatiyamman ponkal & tert 
tiruvila alaippital’ (‘Invitation to the ponkal and ter festival of the grace- 
bestowing Pantara Appicci and Pakavatiyamman’) is the title of the 
invitation that announces the dates and broad outline of the festival and 
exhorts the devotees (paktar, from Skt. bhakta) to attend the festival and 
to support it financially. The cost of the festival is approximately Rs. 
5'000. The word ‘ter’ commonly denotes the cart or vehicle on which a 
deity is dragged in procession through the streets; ponkal is the ritually 
boiled rice that is offered to the deity and distributed as prasada to the 
devotees. Responsible for the celebration are the Vanniyars; they are the 
main ‘actors’ in the festival; however, devotees from other castes may 
participate, make offerings and receive the deities' grace. The following is 
a description of the festival as it was celebrated on the 22. avani (7. Sept.) 
1988.

Early in the morning the small, decorated mobile statues (urcava murtti) 
of Pantara Appicci, Pakavatiyamman and Makamuni are brought from 
the house of the priest in Kataiyampatti to the temple: Pakavatiyamman 
on a palanquin, Pantara Appicci on a small ter, Makamuni on a larger ter. 
These statues of embossed silver forms and decorated with pieces of 
cloth, jewelry and flowers, stand on small platforms in front of their 
respective permanent murttis: Pakavatiyamman is at the entrance of her 
shrine, Pantara Appicci inside his shrine and the small urcava murtti of 
Makamuni, flanked on each side by a photo of the father and grandfather
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of the priest, stands beside the large statue of the guardian god. For the 
festival the statues of the Munis have received a new coat of paint; they 
are decorated with flower garlands and their shoulders are draped with 
vestis (dhotis) donated by devotees. After the sacrifice of a goat in front 
of the large statue of Makamuni, the painter covers with black paint the 
small white dot in the center of the black eyes of the Munis thus ‘opening 
their eyes’ and bringing them to life. He then writes anew the names of 
the Munis beneath their statues. Behind the temple, at the river, a relative 
of the priest washes the seven copper pots, the brass temple bells, the 
nail-sandals and other things. He places the pots one atop the other (they 
are of decreasing size) and decorates them with flowers until they look 
like one large, cone-shaped flower-pot (punkarakam). In the meantime 
the small stones in front of the statues are washed and anointed. Family 
members and relations of the priest and many devotees crowd the temple 
courtyard in which three flagpoles have been set up for the festival, two 
standing near the two rows of Munis and one near the votive offerings 
(cows and horse). They are bamboo-poles ending in a triangle decorated 
with garlands. The band, consisting of drums and clarinets, assembles at 
the temple entrance. In front of the shrine of Pantara Appicci, the priest 
has laid out a banana leaf on a new vesti. Beside it he places the puja 
plate containing the usual puja articles: betel leaves, areca nuts, flowers, 
bananas, incense, camphor, sacred ash, kunkumum powder and a 
coconut. The punkarakam is brought and set on the banana leaf and 
beside it, on the vesti, are placed four wooden staffs, two decorated with 
silver bands or rings, the others with a knob at the end.

To the accompaniment of the band that competes with the cinema 
songs blaring from the loudspeakers, the priest performs a puja (he rings 
the small brass bell, shows the camphor flame to the deities, offers the 
flame to the devotees). Then the priest, his son and three or four other 
gentlemen are decorated with large flower garlands. The drums sound 
louder and faster; they induce those decorated with the flower garlands to 
dance, to get possessed and to pick up the staffs. The priest and his son 
take the staffs with the silver decorations. All those equipped with staffs 
continue to dance wildly. The son of the priest then takes the punkarakam 
and places it on his head; with it he dances a few times back and forth 
from the entrance of the temple to the shrine of Pantara Appicci. He then 
leaves the temple in a quick stride in the direction of Kataiyampatti, 
followed by the other men and by the devotees. Now and then the priest 
with the staff in his hand dances in front of his son, facing him, while at 
the back a man stands ready to adjust the punkarakam when it threatens 
to fall from the head of the priest's son. In front of the procession, some 
distance away, an elderly woman dances; she seems possessed by the
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deity, but nobody pays any attention to her and her only function seems 
to be to keep up the fast pace and the spirit of the procession.

Following a dirt road through the rice fields the group reaches the river. 
Under a margosa tree are three stones and a trisula decorated with 
flowers. It is the shrine of the maidens (Kannimar). Here the group stops, 
the priest's son places the punkarakam in front of the stones and the priest 
conducts a puja while the drums play and firecrackers are sent into the 
sky. With prasada in their hands (consisting mainly of flowers and ponkal 
rice) the priest and his son enter the river until they are entirely sub
merged, leaving the offering to be carried away by the water. This 
offering is for the crocodile.43 The priest and his son replace their wet 
clothes with fresh vestis over which they tie a red cloth; they return to the 
shrine and under the influence of the band, they and the other men 
wearing flower garlands dance and get possessed by the maidens. Under 
the influence of the maidens one of the elderly men carrying staffs 
advances towards the pair of nail sandals (wooden sandals from which 
sprout long sharp nails) and stands on them for a few seconds with his 
full weight. This causes the priest's son to shout angrily at the deity: 
‘Why did you stop me from walking on the sandals!’ He obviously feels 
slighted by the deity for having someone else allowed to stand on the 
sandals and he edges the elderly man out of the area near the maidens. 
Then he places the punkarakam on his head and leads the procession back 
to the main road and in the direction of the temple. On the way to the 
temple the procession stops at various houses where women pour water 
over the feet of the priest's son and the others; some devotees prostrate in 
front of the deity represented by the priest's son and the punkarakam, 
while the priest, always nearby and dancing, at times whacks the prostrate 
devotees with his stick (as a sign of the deity's grace). Pujas are 
performed, the priest distributes sacred ash; at times he makes predictions 
(arul vakku). Slowly the group reaches the temple entrance. Here the 
priest takes a few steps on the nail sandals that have been carried along in 
the procession by a young boy. The procession then continues in the 
direction of Pavani to the junction of the two rivers.

In the meantime many devotees have fulfilled their vows in the temple 
by offering puja and by sacrificing chickens and goats. They bring the 
goat in front of the Munis, sprinkle water over it, and when it shakes the 
water off - the sign that the deity accepts the offering - the animal is 
brought to the backside of the temple and its head cut off. (This is to 
circumvent the law forbidding animal sacrifices on temple premises.) At 
the side and the back of the temple women are busy cooking rice and 
preparing the meat; the place is strewn with chicken feathers, wood (for

43 See below.
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cooking), utensils. Children run around and amuse themselves on the 
small merry-go-rounds or by looking into a special box made of oil cans 
and magnifying glasses in which one can view such sights as devils 
sawing a lady in half, the sacred hill of Palani, Madras, politicians and a 
naked lady. These views are pasted on cards gathered in a book that the 
owner of the machine causes to turn with a handle while he sings a song. 
For the benefit of the white lady he tarries at the picture of the naked lady 
(she is white!) asking several times with a grin if the viewer is able to see 
the picture properly. Along the road to the left and right of the temple 
entrance are stalls selling food, toys, ribbons and other small things.

When the procession with the punkarakam returns to the temple it is 
almost three p. m., which means that the priest's son has carried the pots 
on his head for nearly six hours. He dances a last time in front of the three 
main deities: Pantara Appicci, Pakavatiyamman and Makamuni and runs 
in a final fit of possession into the shrine of Pantara Appicci, where he 
deposits the punkarakam. With a large puja and the distribution of 
prasada (ponkal rice, pieces of coconut, bananas, betel etc.) ends the main 
part of the festival. As we leave the festival site, exhausted and slightly 
drowsy from the sun, we see a large gathering outside the temple near the 
entrance. The crowd stands around two large black pigs that are being 
stabbed with long spears by men. Many women get possessed, some 
gather up the blood from the pig and bring it to their lips. Small boys 
crawl through the legs of the spectators to get a better view. We leave.

In the evening of the same day the festival forms of the three deities are 
returned to Kataiyampatti with a display of fireworks. Two days later the 
Munis receive their non-vegetarian puja consisting of cooked meat and 
ponkal. All the Munis are meat-eaters, Pantara Appicci and Pakavatiyam
man and the side-deities in their shrines are vegetarian.

Regarding the large punkarakam and the puja at the river the priest told 
the following stories:

When my grandfather (tatta) carried the punkarakam - then it was a clay pot - on 
his head during the festival, an Englishman, who was forest-guard at the time, 
watched the procession with his binoculars. He became blind. He came to this 
temple, prayed, and his eye-sight was restored. Then he brought seven copper 
vessels and placed them at the junction of the two rivers (the Kaveri and the 
Pavani) and notified everyone in the surrounding villages that the vessels would 
belong to the person who received the grace (ami) of the deity. My grandfather 
received the grace and therefore the pots. Once, when this same Englishman was 
at the river, a crocodile caught his leg. Some women who saw this came to the 
temple and prayed; the Englishman's foot got cured. In gratitude he had the 
compound wall of the temple built. These two incidents are remembered during 
the festival.
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A green stone crocodile sitting on the compound wall near Pantara 
Appicci's shrine testifies to the event, and the puja at the river is a thank 
offering to the crocodile. Crocodiles, of course, have become rather rare - 
if not extinct - in this area.

Karuppanacuvami, Maranatu (Sivaganga)

The temple of Karuppanacuvami is common (potu) and is managed by 
Paljars (Dalits) who constitute more than a third of the village population. 
The two major caste groups in the village are the Akamutaiyar and 
Vejlajar. The priest of Karuppanacuvami and the Kotanki (‘fortune- 
teller’) are Pallars. The temple is located at the edge of the village near 
the large pond. Karuppanacuvami is in the main shrine and has the form 
of a termite hill. On the walls of his shrine, left and right of the entrance, 
are paintings of Hanuman and Garuda. In a side shrine of the temple is 
Pattirakahyamman, the younger sister of Karuppanacuvami. The village 
goddess (kirama teyvam) is VIrakali; the village and boundary guardian 
is Onti Vlran, a blue god holding arivaj and club. His shrine is a few 
hundred meters to the south of the Karuppanacuvami temple. Onti Vlran 
is the older god and receives the first respect, i. e., the first garland, 
during the festival. He allowed Karuppanacuvami to settle in the village 
on condition that the latter cut off his moustache and wear flowers in his 
hair. Karuppanacuvami reached Maranatu via the river after the angry 
Brahman had disowned him.44

The festival of Karuppanacuvami takes place in the month of maci or 
pankuni. The following description is of the festival celebrated on 
30.3.1990. From the early afternoon merchants arrive to set up their stalls 
near the temple area. Among other things, tea, coffee and snacks are sold 
to the devotees and spectators who stay awake all night. A number of 
families from surrounding villages bring their clan deities (kula teyvam) 
to the temple and erect shrines for them. They pile up the earth to form a 
platform on which they set up small shrines made of woven green palm 
leaf fronds, open towards the Karuppanacuvami temple. They transport 
the god (who is in the form of a picture, a small statue or a weapon etc.) 
in a box, and when the shrine is finished, they place him in the shrine 
together with the usual puja articles. They also bring with them cooking 
utensils, pots, fire wood and food. In the temple compound, along the 
northern wall, an Acari family has set up a shrine for the god 
Vlrapattiran; a bit further away, towards the entrance, there is a tempo
rary shrine for Camayan. Outside the temple, north of the entrance and

44 See Chapter 1.3.
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against the eastern temple wall, are two more shrines to Camayan. 
Northeast of the temple three shareholders (pankali), calling themselves 
Cervai (usually a sub-caste of Maravar), set up separate shrines for their 
god Akkini Virapattiran. A quarrel apparently led them to ‘divide’ the 
deity. Facing these shrines and south of the Karuppanacuvami temple is a 
shrine for Irulappan, and facing the entrance of the Karuppanacuvami 
temple is the permanent new brick shrine of Iraniyan. Iraniyan and 
Irulappan are gods of Dalits. At each festival the same families put up the 
shrines of their deities; this is a hereditary right.

In the center of a large, bare area in front of the temple is a cement post 
consisting of two parts, each a bit larger than the height of a man, one 
sitting on top of the other, the top one more slender than the bottom one. 
This post is called ‘kalari maram’ which can be translated as ‘arena post’. 
The word ‘kalari’ has various meanings, among them: battlefield, barren 
ground, a place for performances, an arena; but the informants (the priest, 
the Kotanki and other camiyatis) defined it as ‘the place where the 
camiyatis dance’. Four ropes, decorated with bundles of margosa leaves, 
extend in four different directions from the kalari maram to the periphery 
of the square.

The ceremonies of the festival begin around eight o'clock at night. The 
space in front of the temple around the kalari maram is crowded with 
hardly a space left for latecomers. The Kotanki, who is the camiyati of 
Karuppanacuvami, appears for his first festival performance with a naked 
upper body, a vesti tied around his hips and jasmin flowers in his hair 
gathered at the back. He wears his traditional caste earrings and carries in 
his right hand an arival and in his left a wooden club painted in many 
colors. His face is clean-shaven (as is the face of the Iraniyan dancer). 
There are two explanations for his female role: 1. he represents the girl 
who discovered Karuppanacuvami in the pond after his long voyage on 
the river and 2. he is Karuppanacuvami who, in return for a place in the 
village, had to cut off his moustache and wear flowers by order of Onti 
VIran. First the women of the various clan groups dance in front of 
Karuppanacuvami carrying on their heads the brass or clay pots in which 
the ponkal rice will be cooked later. Then Karuppanacuvami camiyati 
(i. e., the Kotanki) dances in front of the main god. Tamukku and tavil 
dmms provide the rhythm. After the dance, he follows a person with a 
torch (a trident on which bum balls of cloth soaked in oil) who leads him 
to the front of each shine set up for the festival, where he continues his 
dance and traces with his arival a line in front of the shrine. At the place 
of this line the owners of the shrines dig a hole, make a fire and boil rice 
in the pots with which the women have previously danced.

Preparing the ponkal rice in front of each shrine, setting up the other 
items for the puja, getting dressed for the dance around the kalari maram
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takes nearly four hours. When all is ready, the ponkal pots are taken from 
the fire and placed inside the shrines. Then there is a puja for all the 
deities present.

All the camiyatis, i. e., all those who dance a deity, stand ready in front 
of their respective shrines. They have tied a vesti of twenty-two yards 
(mulam) around their lower body fastening it around their waist with a 
white or black cloth which, hanging between their legs and tied at the 
back, pulls the vesti up to knees-height. Their upper bodies are liberally 
smeared with sandal paste, and some of the camiyatis have draped around 
their chests a vesti gathered lengthwise and tied cross-wise in the front 
and back. On the head the camiyatis wear a black or red kerchief with a 
golden border. On their wrists they wear silver bangles (protective 
bangles, ‘kappu’), and around their ankles they have tied ankle-bands 
covered with small bells. In their hands they carry a club, arival or 
valaitati (a kind of boomerang that used to be employed for hunting). The 
sharp weapons are topped with a lime. Many flower garlands hang 
around the necks of the camiyatis. The Kotanki now wears the same dress 
as the other camiyatis; on his head he has a black kerchief, a broad flower 
garland covers his entire chest.

The Kotanki (Karuppanacuvami's camiyati) goes from shrine to shrine, 
dances in front of the camiyatis until they too dance, possessed by their 
deities, and then leads them to the kalari maram. At the kalari maram the 
camiyati of Onti Viran receives the first garland, signifying first respect 
(mutal mariyatai). He then offers a garland to Karuppanacuvami, who in 
turn offers a garland to Onti Viran. The latter returns to his temple; he 
does not participate in the dance around the kalari maram. Ka
ruppanacuvami and the other deities (camiyatis) then dance around the 
kajari maram until the first signs of dawn appear on the horizon. During 
the whole night devotees offer garlands to Karuppanacuvami and the 
other dancers. The dancers take them off right away and hand them to 
attendants who drape them around the kalari maram until it is entirely 
covered. A band consisting of tavil and tamukku drums and a clarinet- 
type instrument provides the music and rhythm for the dance. The 
camiyatis dance in small groups; they stand side by side, take hopping 
steps forwards and backwards, turn ninety degrees, repeat the same 
movements and so on. A group of camiyati women dance as well, among 
them is the camiyati of Pattirakali (she is the wife of the priest), Irulayi 
Amman and others who have come with one of the temporary gods; 
however, their role is subordinate to the male camiyatis. At about four- 
thirty in the morning the dance is interrupted for a mock fight between 
the camiyatis of Karuppanacuvami and Camayan. The two dancers face 
each other, charge with their weapons raised, retreat, charge again. This 
they do a few times. It is supposed to represent a fight between the two
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gods: when Karuppanacuvami arrived in the village, Camayan, who was 
already established there, challenged him to a fight. After the mock fight 
the dancing continues.

At the break of dawn the dancing stops and the Kotanki stands on an 
arival, then makes predictions. A few men hold the arival ready, and with 
much difficulty the Kotanki places his feet on the blade and stands 
upright, his arms raised above his head in a gesture of worship. Then he 
says the ‘ami vakku’, the god's prediction, into the ears of the village 
officer who then announces it to the villagers. During the mle of the Raja 
of Civakankai (Sivaganga), it was the king who received the god's sacred 
word. The prediction is about agriculture; the god says e. g.,: ‘There will 
be rain in the month of cittirai. Red and white seeds will do well; black 
seeds are to be avoided.’ Devotees are then allowed to ask Ka
ruppanacuvami (the Kotanki) questions, and while they crowd around 
him, the sacrificial goats are readied. The first goat that is sacrificed is 
against the evil eye, to prevent any mishap. The second goat, entirely 
black, is offered to Karuppanacuvami, the third, also black, to Camayan 
and the fourth, a brown one (‘cemmarik kata’ can mean male goat or 
sheep) to Iraniyan. With one stroke the animal is beheaded and the 
camiyati drinks a bit of the blood that flows from the animal's neck. The 
camiyatis call this blood milk ‘pal’. While this happens, the devotees tear 
the garlands from the kalari maram and take them home; they believe that 
they bring good fortune, health, fertility. Iraniyan meanwhile ties the 
cleaned intestines of the sacrificed animal crosswise over his chest and 
waits to walk over a small fire. Later, when we asked, why he did this, 
the camiyati answered: ‘It is to prove to Karuppanacuvami that I am 
Iraniyan, the god who has come from Maturai.’ According to the 
informants, Karuppanacuvami went to see the goddess Mlnaksi in 
Maturai. Maturai Vlran barred his way, but after Karuppanacuvami 
promised him a ponkal offering, he let him enter. Here one informant 
commented that Karuppanacuvami fled as soon as he saw the Brahman 
priests. Informants’ identification of Iraniyan with Maturai Vlran, 
however, does not help to explain the intestines. Iraniyan is possibly one 
of the two Asuras Hiranyaksa or Hiranyakasipu, but whether the episode 
of Narasimha pulling out the intestines from the body of Hiranyakasipu 
has anything to do with Iraniyan's peculiar decoration, none of the 
informants could confirm. Structurally it would make sense since 
Karuppar is a form of Visnu and Iraniyan, as the deity facing Karuppar, 
the sacrifice; in other words, Iraniyan/Hiranyakasipu is the devo
tee/sacrifice of Karuppar/Visnu.

Before Iraniyan begins his small ceremony, the sun has come up. The 
kalari maram stands naked, the marigolds strewn on the ground around it 
seem like a golden reflection of the first sun rays; devotees have left; the
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camiyatis and their families have packed up their goods and loaded them 
onto the bullock carts; devotees, who have come from far away places to 
worship their family deity (Karuppanacuvami), offer a last prayer at the 
temple; special busses, filled to the last space, leave the site. The festival 
has been a success.

A few things need to be emphasized with regard to this festival. 
Karuppanacuvami is the most important god in this festival; he leads the 
other camiyatis to the kajari maram; he gives them the power to dance, so 
to speak; he is the first god to receive a goat offering. It should be noted 
that Karuppanacuvami receives only vegetarian offerings inside his 
shrine. When Karuppanacuvami came to this village, he had to contend 
with two rivals: Camayan and Onti Viran. Onti Viran allowed Ka
ruppanacuvami to stay in the village; however, the latter had to show his 
subordination by cutting off his moustache etc. Camayan (who has a 
permanent place under the banyan tree near the temple) challenged 
Karuppanacuvami to a fight and obviously lost. This fight is enacted 
during the festival. Camayan is second in the hierarchy of goat sacrifices, 
after Karuppanacuvami and before Iraniyan. (Camayan's camiyati is a 
Cervai.) Iraniyan, the god who came later than Karuppanacuvami, is the 
third to receive a goat. His permanent shrine faces the entrance of the 
temple, the way flagstaff and altar do, which means that he is ser
vant/de votee/sacrifice of the main deity.

Aiyanar

We have mentioned above that the festival patterns change from area to 
area. This is also true of the festival of Aiyanar, a god we find in 
practically all parts of Tamilnadu. While the dedication of hundreds of 
clay horses for the god is prevalent in the central and eastern districts 
(Sivaganga, Maturai, Dindigul, Pudukkottai), the celebration in other 
districts does not include such offerings or involves only a few votive 
statues. In some districts, e. g., Cuddalore and Viluppuram, the festival of 
Aiyanar is celebrated together with that of the other deities in the village, 
and this can mean that the mobile statue of Aiyanar (urcava murtti) is 
carried in procession through the village together with the other deities 
(e. g., Vinayakar, Draupadi, Mariyamman). In many temples the festival 
simply consists of food offerings and puja. What seems common in all 
temples, however, is the division of the offerings into vegetarian and non
vegetarian, the vegetarian offerings to Aiyanar always preceding the meat 
offerings to his guardians. The time of the festival varies considerably: 
the months of tai, maci, parikuni, cittirai and vaikaci were mentioned 
(Jan. to May/June), as does the length of the festival: from one to ten
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days. In the Tirunelveli district pankuni uttiram (uttiram is the twelfth 
lunar asterism) is the day on which many temples celebrate Ai- 
yanar/Sasta's festival - the day is believed to be the god's birthday 
(Kopalacamuttiram). Dancing the deites, possession, dedication of votive 
offerings and in some areas the carrying of kavati and karakam are 
important features of the Aiyanar festival.

Below we first shall describe the dedication of horses, the ‘kutirai 
etuppu’, a ritual confined mainly to the Aiyanar festival of the Madurai, 
Dindigul, Sivaganga, and Pudukkottai districts and shall then have a short 
look at the Aiyanar festivals of the Cuddalore/Viluppuram districts. 
Detailed descriptions of other Aiyanar festivals are in Muttaiya for 
Madurai, Reiniche for Tirunelveli and Dirks for Pudukkottai.45

The term ‘kutirai etuppu’ or ‘puravi etuppu’ (‘taking up or carrying of 
horses’) appears as heading on the notice inviting people to the Aiyanar 
festival; the term encompasses more than just the dedication of the 
horses, it includes the dedication of new statues of deities and basically 
signifies the entire festival. Large old clay (terra cotta) horses reaching a 
height of two meters and more, wonderfully molded and with intricate 
decorations can still be admired in a few temples (e. g., in Karkutal, 
Cuddalore and in some villages of the Pudukkottai district). Today's clay 
horses tend to be smaller and more colorful. Aiyanar, however, is not the 
only god to whom horses are dedicated; we find horses in temples of 
Karuppar, Vetiyappar and other gods, and we even find them in temples 
dedicated to the goddess. Maturai Viran is depicted atop a horse and 
Muniyanti of Alankanallur and Conai of Pappakkuti (Madurai), both 
main deities, sit on a horse. The horse denotes status, strength, power and, 
very broadly speaking, expresses a deity's martial and royal qualities. In 
some temples in the Cuddalore, Viluppuram and Coimbatore districts a 
live horse conveys the deities (god or goddess) from one place to another. 
Nowhere in Tamilnadu, however, do we find as many clay horses 
crowding the temple compound as in the Madurai and Sivaganga areas, 
and nowhere but there does the size of the horse and rider, Karuppar on a 
big brown horse and Aiyanar on an equally large white horse, catch the 
eye of the distant traveler.

The festival of Aiyanar (if the temple is common) is decided upon by 
the entire village. After the decision has been taken, the god sometimes is 
consulted as well; he will answer e. g., through the chirping of a lizard or 
by causing a flower to fall from his statue. With a symbolic handful of 
earth from the temple the priest requests the potter (Velar) to make the 
necessary statues. The temple pays for the statues of the deities and some 
of the horses (depending on the money available); the devotee commis

45 Nattuppurac catahkukalum manita uravukalum (I. Muttaiya 1996); Reiniche 1979: 
113 ff.; Dirks 1989: 300 ff.
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sions his/her own votive offerings and pays for them. When in 1990 in A. 
Vallalapatti (Madurai) the ‘puravi etuppu’ festival was celebrated after an 
interval of twenty years, devotees commissioned 800 clay horses. Thirty- 
five potters worked on them for three months. Depending on its size, a 
horse costs between 50 and 300 Rupees. The potters also fashion the 
statues of the deities and of other items, be they animals or parts of the 
human body (legs, arms, eyes etc. offered in return for the healing of an 
illness). The statues are whitewashed and then painted, colors and designs 
vary.

The festival begins with the hoisting of the flag (koti) and ends with the 
lowering of the flag. The flag can be a piece of cloth on which has been 
painted the deity's vehicle or some other symbol, it can be a bamboo pole 
with flowers or some other pole, and the flagstaff can be temporary or 
permanent. After the flag ceremony the participants (priests, camiyati) 
receive a protective bracelet (kappu). Some villages will call a Brahman 
priest to decorate the deities, especially the urcava statues, if there is to be 
a procession. If the temple is far from the village, the deities (Aiyanar and 
his consorts and some guardians) are established in a temporary shed or 
tent on the main village square. The new statues of deities, horses and 
other votive offerings are brought to the square and decorated with vestis, 
saris, lunghis, flower garlands. Over a padding of straw tied to the sides 
of the larger statues, two wooden poles are fastened with which the 
statues can be carried. The smaller statues are carried on the head or 
shoulder of a person. Devotees decorate their votive offerings themselves 
with flowers, pieces of cloth, balloons, pin-wheels, mirrors etc. In A. 
Vellalapatti they draped colorful saris or lunghis around the heads and 
over the backs of the votive horses.46 When everything is ready, the 
camiyati will dance. They are dressed in short pants that have an applique 
design, wear garlands around their necks, bells around ankles and perhaps 
around their waists and they carry as weapons the arival, a stick or club, a 
whip. After the dancing, the priest performs a puja to the deities and all 
the votive statues, but if there are too many votive statues, the devotees' 
family priests will do the puja to them. The clay statues are then carried at 
a fast pace to the temple, where their eyes are opened and where they 
receive a place in front of the old statues. A feast may follow.

The orchestra consisting of drums and wind-instruments plays at 
important moments (when the camiyatis get possessed, at puja time, 
during the procession). Some villages may hire professional karakam 
dancers - they dance balancing a decorated pot on their heads and 
entertain, but don't otherwise participate in the rituals.47

46 See plate.
47 On the Aiyanar festival in the Madurai district see also Inglis 1980: 26 ff.
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In Manakkattur the Aiyanar festival took place right after the festival 
for Muttalamman. While for the goddess a number of goats were 
sacrificed, there were no animal sacrifices during the ‘puravi etuppu’ 
festival, nor were there any camiyatis. The old priest of Aiyanar 
(Ampalar or Ampalakkarar), dressed in a new vesti and wearing a red 
cloth with gold border tied on his head like a turban, did the puja to all 
the new statues of deities. Then he climbed on top of one of the large clay 
horses. He stood upright on it possessed for a few minutes; then he was 
handed the puja plate, which he raised to the sky, and after a prayer, he 
sprinkled the statues and the large crowd in front of him with coconut 
water. As soon as he had descended, the men hoisted the statues onto 
their heads or shoulders, walked once around the Muttalamman temple 
(near which the new statues had stood and where the puja had taken 
place) and then hurried towards the road leading to the temple of Aiyanar. 
The old priest's son, himself a priest, accompanied the new statue of 
Aiyanar. As the ceremonies had been delayed, it was night by the time 
the procession reached the temple, and it was then rather difficult to 
perform the last puja since the temple had no electricity and was located 
in the middle of a forest (Karantamalai). We have to remember that the 
distance between the village and the temple is six kilometers.48 Villagers 
are well equipped for such occasions with matches and flash lights, but 
the same is not always true of the researcher, who then literally is left in 
the dark (we did have one flash light but were not certain if the battery 
would last until we reached the main road).

Many temples cannot afford to have separate festivals for all the deities 
in the village. In many villages of the Cuddalore/Viluppuram districts 
Aiyanar participates in a general festival at which the common deities of 
the village go in procession on their respective vehicles or in palanquins. 
The procession usually excludes Siva and Visnu, but there will be, for 
example, Vinayakar, Aiyanar, Mariyamman, Celliyamman and Maturai 
Vlran (Marutattur), or, Uttanta Vlran, Vinayakar, Cembaiyanar, 
Murukan, Turkkai (Durga), Kattavarayan (Mutanai); in Vayalur the 
festival of Aiyanar is celebrated together with that of Celli and DraupadI 
and the urcava idols of these three deities are placed near the field of hot 
coals (kuntam) across which the devotees will walk (as part of the 
DraupadI celebration), and in Toravalur the festival of Aiyanar is 
celebrated in the month of cittirai, followed by the festivals of 
Mariyamman and DraupadI. In this village the urcava statue of Aiyanar is 
kept in the Mariyamman temple, and when Aiyanar goes in procession 
through the village at night, he is accompanied by four Brahman priests 
(Kurukkal) - the priest of Aiyanar is a Brahman (Aiyar) even though

48 See Chapter 1.1.
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Aiyanar is outside the village, was called a ‘tusta teyvam’ by the priest 
and has guardians (Kulla Karuppu, Periya Karuppu and Patala Karuppu) 
who receive offerings of goats, chickens and pigs. Aiyanar is also 
worshipped in connection with festivals of those adjoining villages for 
which he has a guardian function. In some villages of Cud- 
dalore/Viluppuram devotees fulfill their vows to Aiyanar by carrying 
kavati, by having their tongues pierced with small silver spears, by 
carrying on their heads large pots decorated with a coconut and flowers 
and containing milk or water (karakam, kutam). Small statues depicting 
children, dogs, cats, horses, cows etc. are dedicated to Aiyanar.

General comments

In each of the festivals the mobile deity-forms (statues, pots, dancers) had 
functions that the immobile statues would not have been able to 
‘perform’: moving from one place to another (e. g., from the priest's 
house to the temple, from the temple to the shrine of the maidens at the 
river), gathering and dancing around the post, confronting each other, 
speaking or communicating divine words, etc. The mobile form brings 
additional divine power to the stable deity, it can represent more than one 
deity (as e. g., the punkarakam which functioned for Pantara Appicci, the 
goddess and Muni), and through the mobile form the deity is able to 
communicate his/her presence (by taking possession of the dancer). If the 
stable form of the deity is the center, the mobile deity covers the space 
from the center to the periphery. This is how we could look at the 
dancing that the camiyatis do around the kalari maram: the tree (maram) 
represents the center, the stable aspect of the god, the vertical movement 
(internalization), while the mobile form of the god in his dance describes 
the periphery, the circle around it, the outward worship (pradaksina). We 
can also see the mobile deity as a link between the sheltered and not 
easily accessible deity in the shrine and the people, the devotees. Another 
aspect of the stable/mobile forms is the ability to split the deity into two: 
one who accepts vegetarian offerings and one who receives animal 
sacrifices. Karuppanacami is a case in point: the stable form inside the 
temple is purely vegetarian while the mobile form, the camiyati, drinks 
the blood from the sacrificial goat. Accommodating both pure and impure 
aspects of a deity by means of the mobile form (or by a temporary form 
outside the temple - the stable form in the temple being the vegetarian 
one) is a very common pattern in folk religion. It is a pattern that 
coincides nicely with the hierarchic arrangement of the deities in the 
temple, where the central deity is the pure one and the deities at the 
periphery are the non-vegetarian ones. At the festival of Pantara Appicci,
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the priest's son got angry because someone else had managed to walk on 
the nail sandals in front of the Kannimar shrine; this meant that the deity 
had favored the other person. Rivalries and aiming for a higher ranking in 
the village hierarchy or for first respect (mutal mariyatai) can be played 
out through the mobile deities or the camiyatis; in fact, village politics 
plays an important role at festivals: whose deity receives the greatest 
favors reflects often who has the greatest power in the village. Lastly, 
mobile deities can claim territory: going out in procession through the 
village quarters shows that the deity rules over them, and describing a 
circle around the temple equals the deity's command over the four 
directions and ultimately over the universe.



VI

Contextual Realities - Worship

1. Introduction

It is in worship that humans meet the divine - whichever way this divine 
power may be called or perceived. Worship too is manifold and can range 
from the quiet meditation to the loud and garish ceremonies in a temple 
or at a festival. Being able to see a deity on different levels and in 
different forms of manifestations, being able to understand a deity as 
something private as well as something public, and being able to worship 
different deities on the same or on different occasions, a Hindu can call 
any number of gods and goddesses his or her ‘own’. If we ask a Hindu 
which deity he or she worships, we are likely to get one answer today, 
another answer tomorrow or instead of an answer, a puzzled look. It is 
well known that a Hindu can worship many deities as his/her ‘own’: an 
ista (chosen, personal) deity, a house deity, a clan/caste deity and the 
common deities of the village he/she inhabits.

Among educated Tamil Hindus there is the notion of interior and 
exterior worship, or aka and pura valipatu. Akam and puram are terms 
relating to Sangam poetry and are very broad classifications: akam of 
love poetry, puram of war/heroic poetry.1 Akam means inside, interior, 
heart; puram means outside, exterior. In the context of worship, akam 
generally is the personal, private worship, the worship of the chosen deity 
(ista devata) as opposed to puram, the public worship, the worship of the 
clan/caste or village deity. A problem about a division along these lines is 
that the worship of the chosen deity (ista devata) can very well coincide 
with the worship of a clan or village deity (which would fall under 
puram) - when these deities are the same. A different way of defining the 
two terms could be to separate the internal worship, the worship in the 
mind, from the external, the worship in action (ritual acts), but the 
problem here is that internal and external cannot be neatly divided 
because for every act there needs to be a mental impulse, at least a wish; 
every type of public or external worship involves an internal commitment 
on the part of the worshipper. However, what this division clearly shows 
is that worship functions on (at least) two levels: a private one that each 
individual shapes the way he/she wishes and that relates to the individ

1 See Marr 1985: 14 ff.; Ramanujan 1985: 231 ff.
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ual's beliefs and perceptions of deity, and a public one that takes its form 
from external surroundings. For simplicity's sake we shall call public 
worship or external worship all those acts, activities and rituals that can 
be seen by the public and this includes personal worship (e. g., vows) 
performed as part of public worship. To speak about a person's internal 
worship is very difficult, not only because one would have to grapple 
with every individual's perceptions and understanding of deity and 
worship, but more so because few individuals are able to articulate their 
relationship to a god/goddess. Instead of speaking about internal or 
private worship, we shall try to relate worship to one of the more 
prominent models of the human self and show how in this context 
worship can fit the concepts of yoga.

2. Public worship

Introduction

In India the individual is embedded in a net of social and geographical 
components: he/she belongs to a family that in turn is part of a clan; the 
clan is part of the larger system of caste; he/she lives in a village or town 
that is protected by a number of public deities. Apart from his/her own 
chosen, personal deity, the individual worships regularly or occasionally 
a clan deity whom he inherits from his father and she from her husband, 
furthermore a caste deity; and he/she also participates (voluntarily or not) 
in the celebration of one or more deities of the village.

Clan deities are not regularly worshipped; some families visit the clan 
shrine only at the time of life cycle rites: after the birth of a child, for the 
first hair-cutting or the ear-boring ceremonies; others visit the clan deity 
at least once a year (usually in the month of maci), and for some clans 
this worship ends in a communal meal at which women are excluded. 
The frequency of worship depends much on how far the clan shrine is 
away from the family's home. While agricultural castes tend to be more 
settled, castes with other occupations (merchants, traders, craftsmen) tend 
to migrate easily.2 When a family or clan leaves a village to settle 
elsewhere, it carries along some earth, stone or other symbol of the clan 
deity of their village and establishes the deity at the new place.

This happened about 250 years ago. Panti Raj an, the king, demanded that we help 
build a dam. This kind of work was below our dignity and we refused. Thereupon 
the king made life very difficult for us and we finally left our village (Nattatti, 
Tirunelveli). We brought with us nine bricks, our clan deities. When we arrived in

2 See e. g„ Beck 1972: 5,14.
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Kankayam (Erode), our uncle removed three bricks from the basket, and at the 
place where he removed them, there stands a temple now. We continued and 
arrived here (in Velhyampati-Atiyur, Erode). The remaining six bricks were 
placed beneath a cactus (cappattukkalh - Opuntia) near a tree. The deities 
appeared in the dream of our grandfather and demanded to be established and 
worshipped. Very often the deities took possession of our grandfather, and finally 
he gave up his profession (toddy tapper) and became the priest of the deities. 
Later, due to a quarrel in the family, a part of the family took three of the bricks 
and moved to another village, where there is now a similar temple to the one that 
is here.

The temple is dedicated to Patrakahyamman (Bhadrakall), and the three 
bricks from the original temple are beside the statue of this goddess in her 
shrine. The temple is famous enough to be listed in a pamphlet about 
important temples of the district published by the Religious Endowment 
Board. There are thirty Natar families in Velliyampati-Atiyur, and four 
men (shareholders, parikaji) share the puja duties.3

Not all clans or families take along their clan deity, which means that 
some families have to travel long distances to visit their deity - this is one 
reason why worship is not very frequent. Very few informants knew how 
they got to have their particular clan deity; those who were ancestor 
deities were more easily remembered, but why e. g., one clan of the same 
caste worshipped Aiyanar as their clan deity, another KamaksI and yet 
another Maturai VIran (all deities of different villages), none of the 
concerned knew. There are no evident patterns of a correspondence 
between high status clans and high status clan deities. Thus some 
Brahmans' clan deities are folk deities; e. g., one Aiyenkar Brahman clan 
worships Karuppar as clan deity; and the ‘astasahasra’ Aiyar Brahmans 
worship Aiyanar of Ennayiram (Viluppuram), a village they once lived in 
but since have left and which takes its name from them: Sanskrit 
‘astasahasra’ is ‘ennayiram’ in Tamil and means eight-thousand.4

Castes tend to trace their ancestry to a myth involving a particular deity, 
e. g., the Cempatavars to the goddess Ankalamman;5 the Mutaliyars to 
Kali;6 the Vanniyars to Draupadi;7 the Kallars to Karuppar;8 the Velars to 
Aiyanar,9 and often the clan deity of a family coincides with this ‘caste 
deity’. ‘Caste deity’ was not a term generally used by informants, but the 
concept of a ‘caste deity’ seems to exist. For instance, even though 
different clans of one caste can have different clan deities, when

3 On the Natar or Canar see Samuel 1988; Hardgrave 1969; Thurston 1987, vol.6.
4 The ‘a§tasahasram’ are briefly mentioned in Thurston 1987.1: 338.
5 Meyer 1986: 98.
6 Reiniche 1987.
7 Hiltebeitel 1988, 1991.
8 Dumont 1986.
9 See Chapter 1.2.
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problems need to be solved involving the whole caste, the different clans 
may meet under the auspices of the ‘caste deity’. The Kallar of Ara- 
cankuti (Trichy) e. g., resolve their clan disputes at the temple of Alati 
Karuppar in Vicalur (Pudukkottai); the god apparently presides over the 
Kallar clans of some fifty villages.

Apart from worshipping his private (ista) deity and his clan and caste 
deities, an individual also participates in the festivals of the common 
(potu) deities of a village. These may be Mariyamman, Aiyanar, 
Celliyamman or others; there are no rules as to which and how many 
common deities there are in a village, and sometimes the entire village 
also participates in the festival of a private (conta) deity (e. g., when one 
clan dominates the village). Every god and goddess has distinctive rituals: 
those of Mariyamman differ from those of Ankalamman, etc., but these 
rituals are open to particular changes determined by the influences of 
caste and local customs and by geographical factors. Cults affect each 
other: a popular set of rituals of one deity can be adopted by another 
deity; thus e. g., Mariyamman's rituals may show considerable variations 
depending on the region and the caste composition of a region.

Each individual then worships any number of deities in any number of 
ways. Any theory that aims at trying to explain a Hindu's relationship 
with his/her deity/ies needs to take into consideration all the above 
components and furthermore the various levels on which deities are 
perceived externally (local, regional, pan-Hindu) and internally (without 
or with form and name) and be aware of the fact that neither an individ
ual's preference of deity nor a deity's cult are stable. In other words, the 
factors that determine, surround and give form and meaning to a ritual are 
so complex that a theory fitting one ritual can prove useless for another 
ritual. At the basis of this problem of incongruity lies what Ramanujan 
called context.

Context

A. K. Ramanujan, in an essay entitled ‘Is there an Indian way of 
thinking’,10 stresses the importance of context in the Indian way of 
thinking. Borrowing the terms ‘context-free’ and ‘context-sensitive’ from 
grammatical rules,11 he states: ‘In cultures like India's, the context- 
sensitive kind of rule is the preferred formulation.’12 He illustrates this, 
for example, with the ancient Indian law-givers' sensitivity to context: 
they formulated different laws for the different varnas and advised the

10 Ramanujan 1990.
11 Lyons 1971: 235-241.
12 Ramanujan 1990: 47.
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king to consider and respect the local customs. If sruti and smrti rules 
failed, recourse to ‘good custom’ (sadacara, opinion of the learned) was 
acceptable. Kings had to be context-sensitive if they hoped to rule over 
tribal groups with customs much different from those on which the 
basically Aryan law-givers formulated their laws, and this context- 
sensitivity shows also in the rulers' ability to integrate local religious 
customs and beliefs into the royal cults.13 As another example of context- 
sensitivity Ramanujan mentions the phalasruti verses: ‘... these verses tell 
the reader, reciter or listener all the good that will result from his act of 
reading, reciting or listening.14 They relate the text, of whatever antiquity, 
to the present reader - that is, they contextualise it.’ Rather than the 
history of a text, it is its use, its context and efficacy that are known, and 
these build on a system of encapsulation: frame and story, story within a 
story etc., each placing the other in context.15

Above we have tried to present some factors responsible for the 
complexity of Hindu worship. Rituals, myths and performances have to 
be seen in context; meaning, there needs to be an understanding of e. g., a 
deity's history and myths, the devotees' histories, myths, castes, the 
geography (surrounding cults) and the time. Some of the terukkuttus 
(‘street-plays’) in the Yiluppuram district need to be understood in the 
context of the Draupadi cult and the DraupadI cult in the context of the 
local understanding of the Mahabharata - Hiltebeitel's study of the 
Draupadi and Kuttantavar cults are excellent examples of the importance 
of context. The short-hand enactment of the weaver's self-sacrifice to Kali 
and the goddess's revival of them cannot be understood without the 
myth.16 Devotees who parade down the streets of Tintivanam (Viluppu- 
ram) dressed in red or black saries, wearing crowns and ‘swallowing’ 
plastic tubes (representing intestines) make sense only in the context of 
the Ankalamman festival and the myth of Pecci.17

Context is one way in which to understand worship, but apart from 
context there are ritual acts that we can read without having to understand 
the context; they are acts that take their meaning from a shared Hindu 
code or Hindu language. Showing a camphor flame in front of a deity has 
the same meaning regardless of context, a meaning shared by Hindus but 
not necessarily by supporters of other religions.

13 See e. g., Kulke 1993; Mallebrein 1996.
14 Ramanujan 1990: 48.
15 Ramanujan 1990: 48f.
16 See below.
17 Meyer 1986: 127 ff.
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Meanings - what we see, what they say

When a researcher asks the priest why he does a particular ritual and why 
he does it this way, how often is the answer not parampara/ (Ta. 
paramparai) - ‘because it is our tradition, because our forefathers have 
been doing it (like this)’. The person answering need not be a Brahman 
priest involved in a Vedic ritual that has been transmitted through 
countless generations;18 any village priest performing a public ritual can 
offer the same frustrating answer. It is up to the researcher to travel to the 
next village, ask the priest there and perhaps get a useful answer; but 
there is no trusting this answer because the priest from the third village 
may have a different answer for the same ritual. What do we do when 
each priest of Ankalamman offers a different name for the figure in the 
cremation ground; or what are we to believe when Mariyamman is 
‘married’ to a tree trunk and one priest identifies the tree trunk with her 
husband, another with a demon and yet another denies the marriage of the 
goddess altogether? The researcher can dig in books, can conjecture and 
come up with a coherent theory that will satisfy the scholar but will 
hardly impress the village priest. What counts for him is what he does 
and believes and not what happens in the next village. Clearly the ritual 
can be called meaningless (Staal) when there is no obvious meaning on 
the level of performance; but that there is an underlying meaning, one 
that once, generations ago, connected the ritual to a set of beliefs or to an 
event or myth now lost, cannot be discounted. To attribute a meaning to a 
ritual purely from the performance level, from the visible act, is 
extremely difficult, if not impossible.

Let us take an example: At the time of the festival of Vlramakaliyam- 
man of Papanacam (Thanjavur), the priest (a Cenkunta Mutaliyar) 
becomes the goddess by wearing her wooden figure, including her head. 
He comes out of the temple and with the accompaniment of music 
proceeds to a field (patukajam - battlefield) in the middle of which a long 
pole has been set up. A small platform at the top of the pole is sheltered 
by an umbrella. On this platform, high above ground, sit two people 
dressed in costumes; they represent a king and a queen. At the bottom of 
the pole there is a square hut made of large pieces of sack cloth. A 
(forbidden) look inside reveals banana leaves smeared with a red liquid 
and above them three heads realistically detached from the three bodies 
that lie behind the heads (i. e., three men are buried up to their necks 
while another three have their heads hidden in the earth). Outside the hut 
a man stands guard. He is dressed in a female costume, wears a crown 
and holds a trisula. He represents the goddess Durga. Viramakaliyam

is See Staal 1989: 116.
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man, who has reached the field, walks once around the hut, then sits for a 
while on a chair facing it. Suddenly, she rushes towards the hut; the cloth 
is quickly lifted and she throws some sacred ash inside. A man is dragged 
out of the hut and brought in front of Kali. Again the goddess rushes 
towards the hut, and the same scene is repeated. This happens three times. 
Two weavers then mount the pole and bring down the king and queen 
who worship the goddess. The hut is dismantled and Vlramakaliyamman 
goes slowly through the village, stopping at each door to receive worship 
from the devotees and to offer them in return prasada.

Reiniche describes the same ritual as she observed it in a village in the 
Trichy district (here too Kali belongs to weavers): ‘Kaliyamman (the 
disguised pujari) goes to the patukalam kuli.19 In an open space in the 
north of the temple, six holes (kuli) are dug. In each of them, a weaver 
facing south is sitting or lying down as if he was dead. Beside the holes 
are offerings (coconut, betel, bananas and a 50p. coin). Around the six 
holes is spread a kind of screen provided by the washerman. When 
goddess Kali reaches the kalam, a pumpkin is cut (earlier a he-goat was 
sacrificed). The goddess throws margosa leaves on each hole, and she is 
worshipped. The 'dead men' come back to life and go for a bath. This 
ritual is part of a local myth (which Reiniche gives further on). The next 
four days, the living goddess Kaji goes out in a procession’.

What is obvious about the ritual is that the goddess revives the dead 
bodies of weavers - in one case we can see three, in the other six men. In 
Reiniche's description the pole with the king and queen are missing. 
Without any explanation from the priest or without the myth we could 
say that what is enacted is a human sacrifice of a kind, and Kali of course 
is the perfect goddess to receive such a sacrifice. But what then do the 
pole and the royal couple signify? Are the two people on the pole doing 
tapas like Arjuna who climbs a pole in the Draupadi ritual cycles? Or are 
they being punished like Kattavarayan who is meant to die on the stake? 
Suppose the myth is lost - a very likely event - how will the priest 
explain the ritual? And how are we, the researchers, supposed to interpret 
the ritual, especially when the performances of it vary? The underlying 
meaning of the ritual is a sacrifice, a death and revival, and any Hindu 
will be able to read the pumpkin as substitute for some animal, the 
margosa leaves or sacred ash as healing (making whole); the direction the 
bodies face (South) as that of death and ancestors; in other words, we 
would not necessarily need a myth in order to comprehend the basic 
message: if we offer ourselves to Kali, she will revive us; and this can be 
interpreted within a great range of possibilities from an actual sacrifice of 
life, animal or human, to a vegetable offering, to the offering of the ego.20

19 Reiniche 1987: 90-91.
20 On sacrifice see below.
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With this I am trying to show that the Hindu can very well understand the 
code (a sacrifice/revival; a sacrificial pole) but that he/she does not 
necessarily get the ‘right’ meaning, namely that supplied by the myth.

The myth that the weaver of Papanacam told me and the myth that 
Reiniche recorded are more or less the same.21 It tells how twelve heroic 
weavers sacrificed themselves in their endeavor to capture a villain (the 
king) and his wife (the queen) who lived in the middle of a lake in a 
palace built on a slippery pillar. (The three kings - Cera, Cola and 
Pantiya - had already given up the fight against the villain.) Only a 
human boat could cross the lake and for this, four weavers sacrificed 
themselves (the boat was fashioned from their limbs and intestines); two 
weavers offered themselves in sacrifice to Putaki, the goddess guarding 
the outer edge of the lake, one weaver offered his head to Durga who 
guarded the pillar; another man sacrificed himself so that his blood mixed 
with sand and smeared onto the pillar could help the others ascend the 
otherwise slippery pillar, another offered his head to VIramakaliyamman 
who guarded the palace, and so on. The last weaver managed to conquer 
the villain. He reported the victory to the king, but the king did not 
believe his story. Therefore the hero cut off his own head. In the end Kali 
revived all the heroes. When the king asked the weavers what gift they 
wished, they asked for a throne and torches that would bum day and night 
(both signs of great status). The king misled the weavers: as throne he 
gave them the loom at which they could work day and night in the light 
of the torches. (In Reiniche's version the weavers receive ‘palanquins, 
torches and every kind of honor’, i. e., there is no reference to the loom.) 
There are other variations, e. g., in the manner in which the heroes are 
sacrificed, but they are minor.

The questions we can ask are: why is the myth enacted; or, are the 
rituals we see actually an enactment of the myth? Are the acts we see 
rituals? What benefit is this enactment to the performers and to the 
onlookers?

Why is the myth enacted? The least reason seems to be to give meaning 
to the rituals; if the rituals gathered their meaning from the myth, there 
would have to be a much more precise correlation between the two; or at 
least the rituals would have to be enacted in such a way as to purport the 
story of the myth. There is a relationship between ritual and myth, but 
one can easily separate them: the rituals can be performed without the 
myth and the same rituals could basically serve different myths (above 
we have mentioned the pole; reviving the dead is a ritual performed also 
in the Draupadi cult, and the hole in the ground - kuli - is part of a ritual 
with sacrificial implications in an entirely different context elsewhere,

21 Reiniche 1987: 94 ff.
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namely in Aracankuti, as part of the enactment of an inter-village fight). 
What makes the interpretation of rituals through myths so difficult is that 
for some rituals any number of myths could fit and that any number of 
myths seem portrayable with one single ritual (see e. g., the rituals for 
Arikalamman). What we could say perhaps is that when myths are 
translated into rituals they are reduced to certain stock images or symbols 
that inhere in the tradition, and these images or symbols mainly seem to 
concern sacrifice (as e. g., when the entire story of Kattavarayan is 
reduced to the final scene when the god mounts the stake). Where the 
professional story or myth teller works together with the priest who 
enacts or is in charge of the ritual, or, where story/myth teller and priest 
are combined in one person, myth and ritual inform each other; the more 
they are separate, the more the ritual is apt to change. The ritual does not 
disappear when the myth is lost because it has meanings beyond being a 
representation of a story, myth or any actual event. It survives, perhaps 
draws to itself a new myth (as e. g., Macaniyamman of Anaimalai has 
attached to herself a myth involving Rama).

The myth of Viramakahyamman of Papanacam is known to the weaver 
priest and more or less to other weavers who worship the goddess as their 
clan deity, but it is not necessarily known to other inhabitants of the 
village, who nevertheless participate in the festival and may ask the 
goddess for advice when she goes through the village in procession. 
There is no recital of the myth, there is no publication of the myth, and 
even in the priest's telling of the story there were variations. As part of 
another celebration for the goddess, the priest will invite professional 
story-tellers, but what they told and sang the two times I got to know of it 
was not the story of Viramakahyamman but the story of Kattavarayan. 
The story-telling performance was purely entertainment then and had 
nothing to do with the goddess except that Kali does have a minor role in 
the Kattavarayan story.

What we have said so far shows that the goddess' myth is important to 
the weavers as part of their clan-deity tradition, but is secondary to the 
festival and its rituals. The myth's function depends on the context: it may 
be entertainment, part of a cult (e. g., Draupadi), more or less loosely 
attached to a ritual, etc., or a piece of knowledge guarded by priests. In 
other folk traditions too myth and ritual function independently from each 
other.22

When the myths are enacted, are the acts seen as rituals or simply as 
play? I do not wish to enter here on a discussion on ritual and its 
meanings which has been aptly done;23 what I wish to do is make certain

22 See e. g., Claus 1993: 339.
23 See e. g., Staal 1989; Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994; Bell 1987 and 1992; Michaels 

1998.
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observations that can help us understand the problems of definitions and 
interpretations of rituals. The Tamil word for ritual is catanku and it is a 
word used purely in the context of life-cycle rites (birth, marriage, death) 
or for stereotype, mechanical acts without content (similarly to the kind 
of ritual acts that Staal calls meaningless?). For the rituals that are part of 
a festival, Tamils use the term nikalcci, which means ‘incident, event, 
happening’, or pucai (puja). This suggests that a ‘ritual’, catanku, is 
something much more structured, something that involves the knowledge 
of a specialist priest and of acts that a lay person does not necessarily 
understand, while the rituals within a festival are events open to all and 
are performed by specially designated people who need not be priests. 
Anyone who has seen or participated in a Hindu festival knows how 
difficult or impossible it is to try to parcel the events into neat categories 
of ‘ritual’, ‘performance’, ‘traditional practice’, ‘sacred’, ‘profane’ etc.. If 
I call certain acts within the festival ‘rituals’, it is for simplicity's sake 
and, within the context of public worship, I would like to distinguish 
them from other acts by the following criteria24:

1. They have a frame: a. time: the time of the festival (yearly, every 
second year etc.); a particular time within the festival (a special day, hour 
etc.); b. place (temple, village square, ‘battle field’) - this place is 
prescribed and prepared for the ritual (e. g., by purifying it).

2. There is the intention to make the act a ritual, - both on the part of 
those who decide to include the ritual in the festival and those who 
participate in it -, a ‘ritual commitment’25 that distinguishes the ritual act 
from an everyday act; but it is non-intentional in the sense Humphrey and 
Laidlaw use the word, i. e.26: ‘Ritualized action is non-intentional, in the 
sense that while people performing ritual acts do have intentions (thus the 
actions are not unintentional), the identity of a ritualized act does not 
depend, as is the case with normal action, on the agent's intention in 
acting’; (e. g., the pit of hot coals is part of the festival, and those walking 
over it need to prepare for it and observe certain purity rules, but each 
person has his/her own reason for walking over the coals: fulfillment of a 
vow, proving the presiding deity's power etc., - these vows could be 
fulfilled also in a different way, e. g., offering a goat; in the 
Viramakaliyamman ritual of reviving the dead weavers one can argue 
that for the priest the ritual is not non-intentional, but it is so for the 
others who do not know the myth).

3. They have a form, or we could say, they follow ‘constitutive rules’; 
in other words, they are recognized as a particular event within a 
particular festival; e. g., the pit of hot coals can be long or short, in front

24 I follow loosely Michaels 1998.
25 Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994.
26 Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994: 89 ff.
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of a temple or in a field, only men may walk over it or both men and 
women or only one designated person etc., but it will be recognized as a 
fire pit for a religious purpose.

4. They have to do with the belief in a supernatural being or element 
(deity, ancestor, spirit) and the belief in an exchange of power with that 
being or element. (Simply killing a goat for a meal without offering it 
first to the deity would not be considered a sacrifice, even if the killing 
happened during the festival.)

(The fifth component that Michaels mentions, a transformation of state 
or status, need not necessarily occur in the rituals considered here.)

Why are festivals celebrated, why do priests and laymen/women (the 
devotees) participate in the rituals even though they might not be aware 
of the meanings of the ritual actions: why does Iraniyan (Maranatu) wear 
the goat intestines when the explanation he offers is rather tenuous and 
not at all evident? Why do hundreds of families visit the Pantara Appicci 
festival bringing sacrificial goats and chickens with them, but do not 
follow the procession of the punkarakam to the river? Why do the 
camiyati in Maranatu dance around a pole? In the following we shall 
offer some reasons that are applicable to all festivals; they are answers 
based on my observations of many different festivals, on the comments of 
priests, festival participants, devotees and my field assistants; they are a 
selection of answers; other researchers will find other answers.

At the root of many festival celebrations is power, power of the deity 
and power of the festival participants: the priests, camiyatis and devotees. 
The festival empowers the deity in a number of ways: a. the deity's power 
(sakti) is heightened by being called to be present in a fuller measure than 
normally (e. g., through the power in the pot, the karakam; through the 
power in the camiyatis).27 b. the festival offers devotees the opportunity 
to strengthen their belief in the deity (through cures, solutions to 
problems etc.), and this enhances the deity's fame; c. a well-organized 
festival with many events (rituals and entertainments) attracts a large 
crowd, this brings income and fame and these in turn empower the deity.

Following the deity, the next ritual element to be empowered is the 
villager who gets ‘first respect’ (mutal mariyatai); this person can be the 
landowner, the head of the predominant caste (predominant in terms of 
wealth, political power and caste hierarchy), the head of the lineage that 
the temple belongs to, etc. First respect is shown by the act of offering 
prasada to the most important person first. The person who receives the 
first honor stands closest to the deity, can worship the deity first and 
receives the blessing of the deity first, this means that the access to the 
deity reflects the power of a person. If this power is bound up with caste

27 How the divine power is tied to the outward forms and acts we shall look at below.
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hierarchy and landownership (e. g., if there are two castes of equal 
standing or two rivaling clans owning the village land) the fight for first 
respect can lead to a physical fight; many festivals are cancelled because 
of the rivalry for first respect. Receiving first respect translates into a 
blessing or acknowledgement from the deity of that person's power. The 
struggle or wish to be shown respect during a festival permeates the 
entire village population and is expressed in many subtle ways, e. g., who 
is allowed to carry the idol, who is the first to sacrifice his goat, who is 
allowed to sponsor which events, who is allowed to participate in which 
events. A festival is often full of tension because for every small action 
the village hierarchy has to be considered, and furthermore, because the 
festival is public, castes use it to legitimize their power. (The same 
struggles for honor and prestige marked the early Christian converts in 
South India.)28

Priests and camiyatis too get some empowerment from the festival, but 
usually it lasts only as long as the festival. The priest is respected in his 
function as servant of the deity, but this does not endow him with any 
political power. His power is based on his role as priest, on his special 
ritual status (which e. g., allows him to touch the deity and perform 
certain rituals); and if the deity is his clan deity, the priest can derive 
power from his ‘familiarity’ with (or ownership of) the deity. In some 
temples the priest can earn much money during the festival, and if he 
invests it e. g., in land, it can lead to political power. Some priests will 
perform their duties in a purely professional way without much attach
ment to the deity, other priests will have a very close relationship with 
their deity, and the festival can be an occasion to strengthen that bond. 
The camiyatis (by performing at the festival) can consolidate their status 
within the clan hierarchy, they are respected as deities when they dance 
the deity and are possessed by him/her. They empower their own deities 
- both in the sense of filling the deity with sakti and raising or consoli
dating the status of their deity within the temple hierarchy (e. g., the clan 
deities at the Maranatu festival), and, like the priest, if they are attached 
to their deities, they can reinforce this bond.

Why do the devotees participate in the festival? Many will attend the 
festival ceremonies and some of the pujas simply because it is a chance to 
show respect to and pray to the deity, a chance also to be part of the 
village community, a chance to break out of the daily routines. All village 
households contribute to the festival of a common deity and this gives 
them a right to take part in the festival and to receive food blessed by the 
deity (the amount of food and the way food prasada is distributed varies 
from festival to festival). The festival offers the villagers (and people

28 See Bayly 1992: 420 ff., and her reference to honors disputes in the big saiva and 
vai§nava temples at 1992: 42, note 49.
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from outside the village) the chance to fulfill their vows, either in 
participating in one of the rituals such as walking over the hot coals 
(kuntam irarikutal, ti miti), carrying pots filled with milk for the washing 
of the deity (pal kutam), carrying kavati, piercing their skin with silver 
spears (alaku kuttutal), or in making a food (vegetarian or animal) or 
other offering (clay animal), or in any other way that is customary, e. g., 
dressing as deity (cami vesam). For the ordinary devotee the festival is a 
time of showing bhakti and receiving the grace of the deity; the easy 
accessibility and the heightened power of the deity invite the devotee to 
enter in contact with the deity (through worship, through those possessed 
by the deity) and to profit from the god(dess)'s presence. Festivals tend to 
have rituals during which certain substances are filled with the deity’s 
grace and power (the garlands on the pole in Maranatu, the ash and earth 
from which the cremation ground figure is made in the Ahkajamman 
festival; garlands worn by the deity; or simply the sacred ash and 
kunkumam of the puja) and these substances, taken home by the 
devotees, are believed to have healing and protective powers.

The festival is also a time to celebrate, to have ‘fun’: there will be 
musical performances (classical concerts or ‘light orchestra’ music), 
sometimes dances, theatrical plays, there will be market stalls, and - and 
this is important - food. Those who have vowed to offer a chicken or 
goat prepare a meal from the sacrificed animal, a meal that will be shared 
by the family members and their relations and friends (for poor families 
this may well be the only time they eat meat).

For the village as a whole the festival will mean a (re)establishment of 
social structures, a reinforcement of community cohesion, a strengthening 
of the deity and the deity's renewed protection of the village (of its 
people, cattle, fields, surrounding hills), and, perhaps even fame for the 
deity which in turn can lead to income for the temple and the village. 
Celebrating the deity also means perpetrating a cult, a tradition; for some 
priests and devotees this is a serious concern, but for the majority 
(unfortunately for the researcher) it matters little if a ritual is performed 
exactly the way it was performed generations ago, innovations seem 
welcomed by many devotees (especially if they lift the cult towards the 
pan-Hindu ‘norms’).

At the center of the festival, of the worship, is the deity, the deity's 
power. How is this power, which is invisible, understood in relation to its 
visible manifestations and forms, forms that, as we have seen, range from 
very strict patterns and formats to rather arbitrary shapes and configura
tions? This is what we shall look at now.
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3. Behind forms

Calling the power into the murti

Stone, pot, anthropomorphic murti are gross, visible forms or containers 
of the all-encompassing deity power. The questions that this raises are: 
how does the power get into these objects and is it always present 
therein? In both the high or Brahmanical tradition and the folk tradition a 
particular rite is performed that either calls the power of the deity into the 
murti or activates the power that is dormant in it. In Tamil folk religion it 
is called: inviting or calling the sakti (cakti alaippital); the Brahmanical 
term is (Skt.) avahana. This rite basically connects the all-encompassing 
and inner deity power with the outer form, and it ranges from a complex 
set of steps as prescribed in the texts to a simple devotional act as 
performed by non-Brahmanical priests. The complex rite, described e. g., 
by Brunner, Woodroffe, and Zimmer,29 encompasses the following basic 
steps by the priest or devotee: he/she first changes him/herself into a 
specific deity or the deity to be worshipped, worships within him/herself 
the god or goddess to whom the external rite is addressed and then calls 
or invites into the material form of the deity (e. g., by means of mantras) 
the power of the deity or activates the power that already is in the murti. 
This rite is also called (Skt.) pranapratistha, ‘life giving’30, ‘consignment 
of the vital breath’31; the emphasis here is not on calling but on awaken
ing the power of the deity (in the murti). There are two ways of looking at 
this rite of empowering an image: if the deity is believed to be ever 
present and in all things, then it cannot be called into something - in that 
case it would mean activating an already present power; if the divine 
power is not believed to be already present in the murti, then it has to be 
called into the object of worship and fastened therein (as was e. g., done 
in the Visnu temple in Pittsburgh)32. (The first installation of a murti is a 
complex procedure in which the yantra of the deity and a pot containing 
specific gems, herbs, metals etc., are fixed in the earth upon which the 
actual figure of the deity is fastened.) Self-bom (svayambhu) deities 
(e. g., deities manifesting in stones) contain the divine power from the 
beginning. According to Pfaffenberger the Tamil Hindus of the Jaffna 
Peninsula distinguish between ‘invited deities’ (Ta. ‘kuppitu teyvankal’) 
and ‘self-bom deities’ (‘tantonri teyvankal’); while the former are those 
deities who are ‘invoked by a ritual (kumpapicekam) done by a Brahman

29 Brunner 1990; Woodroffe 1973: 74, 1978: 473; Zimmer 1974: 586 f.
30 Woodroffe 1978: 473, 1973: 74.
31 Zimmer 1974: 582.
32 See Clothey 1983: 186 ff.
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priest’, the latter correspond to the svayambhu deities in Tamilnadu 
(where the Skt. term is more commonly used).33

Once an object of worship has been established and the divine power 
activated, that power resides within it until it is dismissed (Skt. visarjana, 
‘sending forth’). The availability of the power is not always the same. 
When a deity is not worshipped, for instance, the power lays dormant and 
needs to be awakened,34 and this is the reason for calling or inviting the 
deity again and again. For the festival a pot (karakam, kalacam) filled 
with water and other ingredients is prepared (ideally at the river) and the 
deity called into it. This power can then be transferred to the deity in the 
temple, or it acts as support of the power of the permanent deity during 
the time of the festival. Usually the power is transferred from one object 
to the other via a connecting string (Tibetan Buddhists use the same 
method).

Woodroffe offers a different explanation for the avahanam and 
pranapratistha ceremonies, namely that they do not serve to call and 
establish a deity (‘How can God be made to come and go?’), but they 
serve to open the mind of the devotee to the deity's presence.35 Similarly, 
according to him, the visarjana ceremony means that the devotee has 
ceased to worship the deity.

In Tamil folk religion the consecration of a new statue or of a renovated 
or freshly painted old one (e. g., a clay or cement statue) involves 
‘opening the eyes’ of the statue (by painting in the pupils of the eyes - or, 
in metal statues by piercing the eyes with a needle); only then is the statue 
inhabited by the divine power. Often the eye-opening is accompanied by 
a blood sacrifice (usually a goat). Clay statues serving as permanent seats 
in a temple are left to disintegrate (in or around the temple) after they 
have been replaced by new statues; statues that serve only a temporary 
purpose (e. g., during the festival) are surrendered to a river or water tank 
at the end of the ceremonies. The actual seat of power remains, regardless 
of what happens to the statues because, as we have remarked, the divine 
power is rooted to a particular spot or place and basically is independent 
of any exterior form. How the divine power is encased, presented or re
presented, what covering it receives, has meaning only in terms of what 
personality the devotees assign it, under what name and form (namarupa) 
they wish to worship it. Behind the form the formless is recognized and 
that is why the Hindu has no problem assimilating expressions of divine 
power from other religions:

About half way between Pollacci and Valaparai (Coimbatore), east of 
the road that leads into the mountains and hidden away on one of the

33 Pfaffenberger 1979: 259.
34 Brunner 1990: 15.
35 Woodroffe 1978: 473.
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rocky slopes, is the goddess Attaliyamman. Below her is a large lake, 
created by a dam. The goddess, clothed in a sari, looks towards a cave. It 
is the cave that the goddess had pointed out as refuge when some 
Vellajars and some Nayakkars had come running towards her, pursued by 
Muslims. The Muslims, unable to catch their enemies, had chopped off 
the face of the goddess and blood had flowed from the statue. Later, the 
face of the goddess was replaced. Vellalars and Nayakkars now worship 
the goddess as their clan deity. A few feet from the goddess is a tamarind 
tree; below it are some snake stones and other stones representing her 
guardians. Carved into the rocky slope near the goddess are numbers. 
Drivers of cars and lorries thank the goddess for her protection on the 
road with a puja and in gratitude some engrave the numbers of their 
number-plates on the rock. On Tuesdays and Sundays the guardians of 
the goddess (Mayilappar and Kumpamuni) receive the sacrifice of goats 
and chickens. They are killed some distance away from the goddess and a 
special priest performs the non-vegetarian puja. When we lift the sari of 
the goddess we discover, not a female figure, but a male one, a Jaina 
monk sitting in meditation!

In the central part of the city of Celam (Salem) there is a small temple 
to Talaivetti Muniyappan (‘Muniyappan whose head had been cut off’). 
On the walls of Muniyappan's shrine are pictures of various deities, 
among them Maturai VIran. In front of the shrine are spears (vel) and 
tridents, and a short distance away, a tree-couple (pipal and neem) with 
seven stones representing the seven maidens (Kannimar). Muniyappan 
sits in the full lotus pose (Skt. padmasana), but his head looks as if it did 
not fit properly. The priest (a Nayutu) admitted that the statue actually 
represented a Buddha and that the head had been damaged. He related the 
following story: Once there was a man who used to sleep near the statue. 
One day he dreamt that he should steal the treasure hidden in the statue. 
He cut off the statue's head and carried away the treasure. The head was 
placed back on the body of the statue, but was very much lopsided until 
the god himself demanded (in the dream of another person) to have his 
head set right. This was done and the priest later placed silver eyes on the 
god and repaired his nose. For three generations Nayutu priests perform 
puja for Muniyappan. Despite being in the form of a Buddha statue, the 
god receives animal sacrifices. Special is that the priest can hear the god 
take a nightly bath at the well.

The deity's territory

Since we are talking about an invisible power, we have to ask how this 
power can be contained within boundaries. Some temples have walls that
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circumscribe the power, but for many temples there are no clear boundary 
markers; the border is wherever the priest or devotee believes the deity's 
power to have decreased to a minimum, where it is safe to leave one's 
impurities without angering the deity. During a festival the deity's power 
is present in full force and perhaps one can compare the state of the 
village at that time to states of liminality, states in which normal order is 
suspended or broken open to let in the vivifying forces of wilderness 
space, states that have to be carefully guarded and bounded. Women in 
their liminal states (when they are pregnant or menstruating) are 
especially open to the attacks of malignant spirits (this is an often cited 
reason by men for not allowing women near wilderness temples), and the 
same vulnerability seems to prevail for the state of the village at the time 
of the festival. First the village is cleared from negative and polluting 
elements (pavam) (for instance, by carrying a straw doll through the 
streets that absorbs all the pollution and that is then burned); all men and 
women who are likely to pollute the village during the festival time are 
sent outside (this does not happen in all villages anymore). The activity of 
malignant spirits (pey picacu) appears to increase during the festival, 
perhaps because the blood offerings to the deity attract them, perhaps too 
because the liminal state of the village allows the spirits an easy entry 
into the village and the bodies of the festival participants. To keep the 
spirits happy and at the boundary, rice mixed with blood is thrown to 
them at night. This can be done any time but ends in the puja to the 
boundary stone.36 Another precaution at the festival time is directed 
against the ‘evil eye’ (Ta. kan tirusti): to prevent any beings from 
jealously eyeing the happenings at the festival, a small goat called ‘sakti 
goat’ (catti kutti) is sacrificed at the beginning of the festival. We have 
already mentioned that the inhabitants of the festival village need to 
remain in the village or, if they leave it for any amount of time, they are 
required to return at night and to worship the deity upon their return. All 
these measures serve to create, maintain and bound a space within which 
the amplified divine power can unfold, be present at the various rituals, 
take possession of the camiyatis, transform negative into positive (heal, 
fertilize), etc.

Deity power is volatile and when it is intensified, the danger of its 
unpredictability increases. Therefore, satisfying (with blood offerings) the 
negative beings (spirits etc.) who like to do mischief, on the one hand, 
and keeping strictly to purity rules, on the other hand, are ways to keep 
the power in check. Different types of offerings might serve as well to 
keep the power of the deity separate from the power of the malignant 
spirits (although distinguishing between the power of these two may not

36 See Chapter II.8; and see Oppert 1893: 462.
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be altogether easy!). Boundaries, we can say then, are established around 
the village but also around the divine power itself, defining it against the 
malignant powers. (Where invisible beings are more differentiated and 
stratified, the rituals marking their boundaries are more diversified.)37

Boundaries relate also to the various functions of the deities in the 
village. In Chapter II we have looked at the places deities occupy and at 
the various tasks of the deities. Boundary deities (ellaikkaval) are fixed, 
but the village guardian (urkkaval) is mobile because he protects not a 
point in space but a territory with very loosely defined (vertical and 
horizontal) boundaries. When the god or goddess goes in procession 
through the streets and to the various caste quarters, he/she marks or 
claims his/her territory against that of other gods and goddesses of 
neighboring villages, like a king who protects his land from his enemies. 
(Sending diseases or other negative influences across the village 
boundary by means of a deity's offerings or image is also a sign of a 
deity's territorial claims.)38 There are other rituals in which deity and king 
are equated, e. g., in the arrow-shooting (Ta. ampu pota) ritual. It is 
performed in the great Siva temples and in some folk temples on the 
vijayadasaml day of the navaratri festival. The deities assemble at a 
particular place where a banana stalk has been set up representing the 
buffalo demon, Mahisa. Like Durga, who killed the demon, the priest 
shoots arrows in the four directions and with one arrow ‘kills’ the banana 
stalk demon (in some villages the demon is in the form of a vanni tree, 
Skt. saml, Prosopis spicigera). The ritual used to be performed in the 
presence of the king (nowadays it is the village officer), and in some 
areas of India it involved the ritual crossing of a boundary by the king, his 
shooting of an arrow into his imaginary enemy and a puja to Durga.39 
Rulers always had a very close relationship with the guardian god or 
goddess of their territory or state; e. g., the Pantiyan kings with Siva and 
Mlnaksi of Maturai.40 This was true to some extent in folk religion as 
well - in Maranatu it was the king of Civakankai who used to receive 
through the camiyati the god's prediction regarding the village's 
agriculture;41 it often was the king who was called to verify the 
manifestation of a deity, and so on. Through the custom of ‘first respect’ 
(mutal mariyatai) the presiding deity of the village acknowledges the 
hierarchic stratification of the village population and thereby the ruling 
power of certain clans. The deity's territorial power is tied to the leading 
clan's political power, and each caste group, including the Dalits, defines

37 See e. g., the Magar communities of Nepal in Oppitz 1994: 374 ff.
38 See e. g., Whitehead 1976: 54, 88.
39 On these rituals see Biardeau 1981; Appadurai Breckenridge 1978.
40 See Dessigane et al. 1960.
41 Now it is the village officer; see above Chapter V.5.
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its power and power-alliances in the village - at least partially - through 
their deities' standings to each other.42 A deity's jurisdiction can include 
any number of villages; Aiyanar is often the guardian of more than one 
village. How such villages relate to each other in terms of religious and 
political power structures would need to be examined in a separate study.

The deity's invisible presence is gathered in a vessel or murti; it spreads 
its protection over a clan or caste and over the entire village; but how 
does it present itself to the individual? Is it always recognized?

Recognizing the deity's invisible presence

When the devotee stands in front of a deity's statue or other material 
form, he or she easily relates this form to the inherent invisible deity, but 
manifestation does not necessarily translate directly into a gross material 
form. The unmanifest (Skt. avyakta) deity form is beyond the senses, 
beyond time; it is that which is without cause, eternal, all pervading, 
inactive, independent, one, and when this unmanifest form manifests 
(becomes vyakta), it does so in delicate and complex stages called 
‘tattvas’ in Hindu philosophies (the number of tattvas varies from 24 in 
Sarhkhya to 36 in Saiva Siddhanta and Kashmiri Saivism) and in a 
densifying process that only at its end leads to the five elements (earth, 
water, fire, air and space) and from those to the gross material world. 
Behind the visible then hides a whole range of invisible states (the 
tattvas), the closer these are to the source (the one, unmanifest) the more 
‘real’ or true they are. While the devotee perceives a deity's material form 
with his/her five senses; he/she should be able to recognize the deity's 
more subtle forms through other means (be they intuition, direct 
knowledge, inner sight - whatever these terms may mean - an experience 
not imparted through the five senses). But this happens of course only 
rarely. Like the pan-Hindu deities, folk deities like to point this out to 
their devotees again and again by staging scenes that are meant to awaken 
the devotee to the presence behind the form.

In Karkutal (Cuddalore) Aiyanar's full name is ‘Karumpayiram konta 
Aiyanar’. The name has its origin in the following story:

Once Aiyanar took the form of a child. He went down to the field where the 
villagers were cutting sugarcane (karumpu) and begged them for some of it. The 
villagers refused saying that it was only “peykkammpu” (a wild, useless type of 
sugarcane). At that instant all the good sugarcane turned into “peykkammpu”. 
Realizing that the child had been Aiyanar, they brought a thousand (ayiram) stalks

42 This is an interesting topic we cannot expand on here; but see e. g., Herrenschmidt 
1981, and Dirks 1989.
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of real cane to the temple's door and prayed to the god, and the god reverted the 
useless cane in the field back to good cane.

The same story is told of the goddess Karumpayi of Irankalur (Trichy): 
when the villagers were cutting sugarcane, the goddess, who was playing 
with her sisters nearby, asked for some cane. She was refused under the 
pretext that it was juiceless cane, and soon the villagers found their cane 
all dried up. They consulted a fortune-teller (Kotanki) and having found 
out the cause, they vowed to offer yearly the first cut cane to the goddess.

The miserliness of the villagers blinds them to the truth. They cannot 
(or do not want to) recognize the deity in the child, and the falsehood they 
tell is a way of avoiding to share. The deity reacts by making the 
villagers' words come true, changing the real sugarcane into a false 
sugarcane. Both the (true) substance or content of the cane and the true 
nature of the child are related here: just as the sugar juice is invisible in 
the cane (this the villagers acknowledge), divine power is invisible within 
the human form (this the villagers do not acknowledge). Another type of 
story that informants told at countless temples throughout Tamilnadu 
involves the same elements: blindness to the deity and selfishness:

A pepper merchant was on his way to the market. When he was close to the 
Natarayacuvami temple of Mettuppalaiyam,43 an old man (the god in disguise) 
suddenly appeared and asked him what he was carrying in his bag. The merchant 
lied that it was only pacippayaru (a green type of pulse, of much less value than 
pepper). Having arrived at the market, he opened his bag and to his astonishment 
saw that it contained only pacippayaru. Realizing that this was due to his lie, he 
returned to the temple, asked the god for forgiveness and promised to help finance 
the temple buildings. The god then changed the pulse back into pepper and the 
merchant had the temple tower built.

Often the reason for the god's punishment is the merchant's refusal to 
make an offering at the temple,44 or it is some other gesture of disrespect. 
Aiyanar in Vattarayantettu (Cuddalore) is called Kilavatiyappar because 
he had turned the spices of some merchants who had made fun of him 
into kila fruits. They are simple stories with a simple moral: do not tell 
lies; but, they also point to the power of words - the god does not simply 
punish, he makes the merchants' words come true.

Not seeing or not wanting to see the deity, or, disbelieving despite 
seeing, often results in the person's literal blindness. Seeing has to do 
with knowing, seeing i s knowing; it is an inner sight, the sight through 
the knowledge eye (nana kan); it is a perception of the divine through a 
faculty beyond the regular five senses.45 Seeing the deity with the outer,

43 Erode; see Chapter 1.6.
44 Meyer 1986: 91.
45 For story examples see Masilamani-Meyer 1996: 468 ff.
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material eyes is only the first step, so to speak, of an internalizing 
process. The second step is to have the deity in the mind, and to those 
who keep thinking of the deity in their minds, the deity appears in dreams 
(this is very common in folk religion,46 and in the pan-Hindu tradition,47 
where Siva constantly appears in the king’s and other persons' dreams). 
To those who internalize the deity even further - in a third step, outer and 
inner deity become one.48

Hindu gods and goddesses actually are not much interested in punish
ing their devotees. When they involve themselves in a direct contact with 
humans, it is to help them, help them physically and help them spiritually 
in the sense of drawing them closer to the divine. At least three priests 
related how Aiyanar came to the rescue of pregnant women who were 
stranded at his temple because of floods or domestic reasons: because 
there was nobody nearby, Aiyanar himself assisted in the delivery of the 
children (Kottaram, Ecanur, Cuntarapantiyappuram - in Cunta- 
rapantiyappuram it was Mahalaksmi who came to the rescue). There is a 
famous model for these stories: Siva-Tayumanavar of Tiruccirapalli 
changed himself into the mother (tay) of a pregnant girl and assisted in 
the delivery when the real mother was prevented from crossing the 
swollen Kaveri river.49 The choice of content of these folk stories is 
surprising from two different angles: 1. childbirth is considered polluting, 
and we have seen that wilderness deities try to avoid the pollution 
resulting from the activities of the village and 2. usually highly pregnant 
women are advised not to visit wilderness temples. The priest of the 
Kottaram temple even mentioned that women beyond the third month of 
pregnancy should not come to his temple. Birth is a polluting event; why 
would the god(dess) get involved? Clearly the stories illustrate that 
concepts of purity and pollution are formalities that are necessary on a 
gross, material level, but that behind the reality of forms and norms, the 
deity is free and unencumbered to act in any way he or she wishes.

If deities interact with humans, if it is in their interest that humans 
recognize them and worship them, why do they not reveal themselves 
fully, why do they appear in masked forms, in the form of a child, or a 
snake,50 or in a dream? Or why do they show only a part of themselves, 
as in the following story?

Bangle-sellers (Cettiyar) used to come this way (on the nearby road). Once, when 
they passed here, a woman (the goddess Ellaippitari) called out to them: “Give me 
some bangles. In that and that house in the village you will find a till and from

46 See Meyer 1986: 256.
47 See e. g., Tiruvilaiyatarpuranam, Dessigane et al. 1960.
48 See below.
49 See Shulman 1980a: 314 ff.
50 See e. g., Meyer 1986: 254 ff.
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that people will pay you for the bangles.” At first they did not react. Perhaps they 
were afraid. The goddess then said: “I shall only show you my arms. Place the 
bangles on them.” The bangle-sellers then placed the bangles on the goddess's 
arms. Later they went to the house indicated by the goddess and got duly paid for 
the bangles.

The priest of Ellaippitari (Naracinkanur, Viluppuram) thought that the 
bangle-sellers did not react to the goddess's command because they were 
frightened, frightened of her appearance, and the goddess obviously 
realized this because she offered to show them only her arms. The story 
expresses a fundamental problem: how is one to conceive of divine 
power? How does one know what kind of power one deals with when 
this power is invisible? How can one distinguish between malignant and 
benevolent beings when they do not have a recognizable form? How is 
one to react to a deity's appearance; does one even survive when faced 
with the full power of a deity? Even Arjuna, the great hero who was well 
prepared for the vision of the divine, was not able to sustain Krsna's all- 
encompassing form for very long. For the devotee to recognize and 
understand divinity, the unmanifest deity power needs to manifest in 
stages and in identifiable forms, and these forms are prescribed by the 
codes of Hindu tradition(s) (e. g., iconography, implements, articles and 
forms of worship, symbols). The bangle-sellers did not at first recognize 
the goddess - she was just a voice out of nowhere (had she appeared in 
their dream, they would not have hesitated) - and one reason for their 
inability to identify the goddess could have been that they were unaware 
of her temple - and therefore of the custom of offering the goddess 
bangles when she grants a wish, although this custom is said to originate 
from this story! (She is in the form of a stone and is surrounded by 
trisulas covered with glass bangles). Like the other stories, the bangle- 
seller story demonstrates the deity's freedom to appear outside the 
conventional forms and surprise the devotee. The stories teach that the 
divine can manifest in any form, any time and that ideally the devotee 
should be ready to see the divine at all times and in all forms.

Above we have said that once a murti is properly established, the 
deity's power in it is taken for granted; it may be dormant, but it can be 
re-activated any time. During the festival the deity's presence is vital, not 
only in the temple but also at those places where special rituals take 
place, e. g., the bed of hot coals. How do the priest and devotees know 
that the deity is fully there? One function of the camiyati is to show the 
deity's presence by being possessed by him or her; other people too may 
get possessed.51 Apart from these more obvious demonstrations, there are 
a number of ‘tests’ that the priest can perform to verify the deity's

51 See below.
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presence. One such test is rolling a flower ball over the glowing coals; if 
it does not show bums, it signifies the deity's presence and approval of 
the ritual; another example of ascertaining the deity's presence we have 
already described in Chapter II.8: in Aracarikuti the blood of a sacrificed 
goat is kept in a pot suspended in the temple. After a week, when another 
goat is sacrificed, the blood in the pot still has to be fresh, if it is not, it is 
considered a bad sign, a sign that the deity is displeased and not ready to 
participate in the rituals. There are a number of other tests,52 some of 
them coupled with features from which the future of the village or priest's 
family can be predicted. Thus, if the seedlings that are planted at the 
beginning of the festival do not properly grow, it is interpreted as a sign 
of misfortune.53 Through the tests the deity is also given a chance to 
communicate, to express his or her pleasure or anger, but other signs are 
looked for as well. Accidents occurring during a festival or a deity's 
festival chariot getting stuck are seen as expressions of the deity's anger. 
A number of the festival rituals are aimed at managing the deity's power, 
increasing and decreasing it as needed and preventing it from getting out 
of control. The concepts of heating and cooling have been suggested by 
e. g., Beck and Moreno and Marriott.54 It seems, however, that generally 
the cooling rituals predominate or are more common, the various 
washings (apiskam), throwing of turmeric water (mancal nir - mostly 
done at the end of the festival). Whether non-vegetarian food offerings 
are heating or cooling is not entirely clear: the substances (certain meats, 
alcohol) are heating, but offered to the deity they are said to appease 
(cool) the deity’s anger and at the same time to strengthen (heat) the deity.

Possession

At the three festivals we have described in the last chapter, possession 
was an integral part of the ritual activities. The camiyatis are expected to 
get possessed; drumming, dancing, or the sight of the deity can induce the 
possession. It is a temporary possession that can open a channel for 
communication between the ordinary devotees and the deity imperson
ated; in other words, the possessed person acts as transmitter of messages 
from the deity,55 and these messages can be for individuals or for the 
whole village (as in the case of Maranatu when the deity conveyed 
agricultural advice through the god). Possession does not seem to be

52 See Meyer 1986: 237 ff.
53 On the mulaippari or ‘gardens of Adonis’ and other interpretations of it see 

Hiltebeitel 1991: 54 ff.
54 Beck 1969; Moreno and Marriott 1990.
55 See Chapter V.4.
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something that can always be induced at will - the deity's grace (arul) is 
needed. If that grace is missing, the ‘spectators’, the devotees, are ready 
to accept a certain amount of play-acting if this can lead to real posses
sion. There are signs that signal possession: shaking of the body, unusual 
eye-movement, stiffness of arms and legs, a certain loss of control over 
the body movements etc., but these seem more pronounced in the 
possession of non-professionals. For the camiyati dancing the deity is a 
way of showing the presence of the deity regardless of whether the 
dancing is a ‘true’ possession or not; it is therefore rather difficult to 
distinguish between simple dancing or playing a deity and actual 
possession. Dancing the deity is not a wild, frantic running about, even 
though the word used in the old Tamil (Sangam) literature, 
veri/veriyattam (‘drunkenness, fury’), does have such connotations. Much 
of the dancing is ritualized (e. g., Maranatu), yet enough room is given to 
the camiyati to break out of the frame temporarily and, in a state of 
possession, to brandish his weapon and jump about wildly. If this state 
continues for too long and looks like going out of control, the priest 
brings the dancer back by e. g., applying sacred ash on his forehead. The 
reason why possession has to be within a frame and controlled has to do 
with a certain apprehension towards the deity's power, its unpredictability 
and the impossibility of fully knowing and understanding it. (See also 
other South Indian traditions where dancing is much more prominent.)56

Claus distinguishes between the possession of a ‘ritual specialist’, 
possession that has a ritual frame and is induced and controlled, on the 
one hand, and possession that is basically unwanted, uncontrolled and is 
by a malevolent entity, on the other hand.57 For the former, Claus uses the 
term ‘spirit mediumship’, for the latter ‘spirit possession’. Although these 
two categories cannot always be strictly separated,58 and at times flow 
into each other as e. g., when a first possession by a deity happens 
spontaneously and is unwanted but through its repeated happening gets 
converted into a wanted and controlled possession,59 they are useful if we 
wish to distinguish between ‘professional’ possession, a possession or 
mediumship that has as one of its purposes to mediate between deity and 
devotee on a regular basis and an irregular and spontaneous possession 
that can happen to anyone and that does not have as one of its aims the 
transmission of messages from deity to devotee and vice-versa. Under the 
‘professionals’ or those who serve as medium we can classify - apart 
from the camiyati-dancers - those men and women who tell fortune under 
the influence of a deity even if there are no signs of possession, for

56 Bruckner 1995: 80 ff.; Freeman 1993: 133.
57 Claus 1979: 29; and see Schoembucher 1993: 242.
58 See Schoembucher 1993: 243.
59 See e. g„ Hancock 1995; Erndl 1996; Claus 1993.
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instance the Kotanki60 and the women at Panti kovil near Maturai who 
induce ‘possession’ by taking some drags from a curuttu, a kind of 
cigarillo. There are two types of non-professional possessions during the 
festival: one is induced and wanted, the other is spontaneous. The former 
we can observe when the devotees who fulfill their vows by carrying 
e. g., pots with milk (pal kutam) to the deity need to get possessed by the 
deity before they can enter the temple. Listening to the drums and 
watching the dancing of friends and relatives helps induce the possession, 
a possession that so fully overtakes the person that he/she sometimes 
needs to be carried inside the temple. If possession does not occur, the 
person is not allowed to bring the offering inside the temple (observed at 
the Cenkamalanacciyamman temple in Tancavur). Spontaneous 
possession (whether wanted or not) happens often during the festival to 
the spectator devotees. These possessions can be quite violent, and 
usually the priest will immediately stop the possession by applying sacred 
ash on such a person's forehead. It is difficult to say how these posses
sions are interpreted by the priest, whether he believes the possessing 
entity is the deity or a malignant spirit. To what extent such spontaneous 
possession is tolerated and what is done about it, depends entirely on the 
context. If the possessed person is a relative of the priest or of an 
important person in the village, some tolerance is shown, but if the person 
is an ‘outsider’ or someone from a lower caste, the possession is stopped 
immediately. This has less to do with caste discrimination than with the 
belief that fierce, dangerous deities tend to take possession of lower caste 
persons; or seen the other way, the belief that lower caste persons are 
more able to bear the possession of dangerous deities; and possession by 
deities other than the ones participating in the festival is not desired. 
Spontaneous possession of the spectators during the festival is something 
that happens often when the camiyati or designated person gets pos
sessed, and it is not the same as what Claus calls ‘spirit possession’.

‘Spirit possession’ or the possession by a basically malevolent spirit 
(pey picacu - usually the spirit of a dead person who causes the 
possessed person considerable mental agony) occurs more often outside 
the festival frame. It can last for a short while; for instance, when a 
crossroad spirit takes hold of a person. Then a simple ritual usually can 
remedy the possession. Or it can last for years, and then exorcisms are 
performed at specific times and at specific temples, e. g., the 
Ankalamman temple at Mel Malaiyanur, Viluppuram61 and the 
Natarayacuvami temple at Mettuppalaiyam, Erode.62 In 1991 the crowd 
of possessed at the Natarayacuvami temple was only about a dozen, and

60 See below.
61 See Nabokov 1997, 2000.
62 See Chapter 1.6.
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the decrease of possessed was related by one of the priests to a decrease 
in the belief of spirits. Spirit possession is not desired during the festival 
and we have seen that the boundary puja's function is to keep the spirits 
satisfied so that they do not interfere with the deity possessions.

Before we discuss the sacrifice and to end our excursion into the 
invisible side of the deities, we shall look at a story about a fortune-teller 
(Kotanki) from Maranatu, a Pallar:

The king of Civakankai had a daughter but no son. There was something wrong 
with the daughter; she refused to wear saris. One day the king's falcon (vayiri) 
flew away. When it landed on a distant tree, the rope attached to it became 
entangled in the branches in such a way that the bird could not free itself to hunt 
for food. At about the same time the king lost his ring. Not able to find the ring, 
the king called a Kotanki. Wanting to test the Kotanki's power, he prepared a seat 
for him consisting of a sari smeared with menstrual blood which he covered with 
a blanket (a blanket of “villutippattu” cloth). Forty-one Kotankis, one after the 
other, were invited, but none of them could say where the ring was because they 
sat on a cloth that was polluted. The king locked the forty-one diviners into a 
room with the intention to pluck out one of their eyes in punishment later on. 
When the king heard of Lala Kotanki of Maranatu, the Kotanki of Ka
ruppanacuvami, he asked his subordinates to fetch him. This Kotanki, much 
afraid, prayed to Karuppanacuvami. The god said to him: ‘Tell the king that his 
own horse, the pancakalyani (‘a horse whose feet and forehead are white’, 
Winslow) has to fetch you, otherwise you will not go.” The king was a Maravar 
and when he heard the message he replied: “What, a Pallar asks for my horse!?” 
The minister then advised the king to agree, but to punish the Kotanki by plucking 
out both his eyes if he failed to find the ring. The king's horse was brought and 
after the Kotanki had prayed to Karuppanacuvami, touched the god's sword and 
thrown some sacred ash, the horse ran off in a mad dash, arrived at the palace 
frothing and fell down dead. The king angrily asked if the Kotanki had come. He 
was told that the horse had come alone. In the meantime the Kotanki had arrived 
on foot. “Take away these blankets and bring some fresh straw, I have to sit on 
straw,” ordered the Kotanki, and sat down. When they brought him betel 
preparation, he refused and demanded a cigar (curuttu). They brought the cigar 
and when he smoked it, Karuppanacuvami (who had come to the palace on the 
horse) took possession of the Kotanki and through him said: “What! Karuppar is 
at the bottom and a Maravar on top (Karuppar klle, Maravar mele)!” upon which 
the king's throne broke apart and the king fell down on the floor. Then the 
Kotanki asked the king to release the forty-one other Kotankis. The king, 
surprised at the diviner's knowledge, did so. Then the Kotanki said: “North of N. 
there is a banyan tree, in it hangs a falcon that cannot eat.” The king's men went 
there and found the bird. Next the Kotanki said to the king: “Your signet ring has 
disappeared. It was washed away when you were bathing. You will find it where 
the water flows out.” The ring was found there. The Kotanki then told the king 
that his daughter henceforth would wear a sari and continued: “You don't have a 
son. If you dedicate an oil lamp (kuttuvijakku) the size of your person at the 
Rajesvari temple near Civakankai, you will get a son.” The king then asked the
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Kotanki what he wanted for his services, and the god (Karuppanacuvami) 
answered through the Kotanki: “If I ask for too much, you will not be able to give 
it to me. Therefore, just give me seven and a half ‘cey’ (a ‘cey’ is two acres) of 
fertile land so that I can raise crops for ponkal.” The king granted his wish and, 
furthermore, ordered that each year in the month of maci (Feb.-Mar.) Ka- 
ruppanacuvami's festival should be celebrated.

The story has many facets: it illustrates the Kotanki's cleverness or skill in 
detecting the polluted seat (being a Dalit may have something to do with 
this), his courage in facing the king who is a Maravar (the historical king 
of Civakankai was a Maravar)63, a caste that - especially today - is much 
in conflict with the Dalits, and it shows the Kotanki's closeness to his 
god. His forty-one predecessors were unable to get enough help from 
their deities to see through the king's trick (the menstrual blood no doubt 
kept the deities away). Lala Kotanki smokes a cigar to bring on the 
possession of the god, a possession that here has nothing to do with 
dancing. Interesting is the number: together with Lala Kotanki there are 
forty-two fortune-tellers, a number often quoted in relation to the 
guardians of Aiyanar: he has an entourage of either twenty-one or forty- 
two or sixty-three deities. The god behaves like a king: he asks for the 
king's horse, and his power is so great that the poor beast is not able to 
bear it. At first the Kotanki is reluctant to go, he is afraid that he will 
suffer the same fate as the other Kotankis, and it is only with the god's 
encouragement that he confidently follows the king's summons. There are 
two important points to note: one, the Kotanki is in the service of the god; 
it is the god's power that works here, not the fortune-teller's and two, the 
god is more powerful than the king even though he is a ‘Dalit god’. He 
literally shows the king that he, the god, is above him. This does not say 
anything about the god's place in the hierarchy of the deities and one can 
guess that Rajesvan, a deity favored by Maravar kings is the king's family 
deity.64 But Karuppanacuvami is a god who understands magic and he is 
the proper deity to deal with tricks, theft, and the disappearance of things. 
The temple fell under the jurisdiction of the king, and it was he who 
could grant land to the temple and, as we have mentioned, it used to be 
the king who received the predictions (literally ‘words of grace’, and 
vakku) from the god during the festival.

63 See Dirks 1987.
64 See e. g., Appadurai Breckenridge 1978: 82 ff.
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4. Sacrifice

General Remarks

When we look at the dictionary meaning of sacrifice, there are four Tamil 
words that qualify: tiyakam, pali, kavu and kanikkai. The first word, 
tiyakam, means ‘gift, donation’ but mainly in terms of renunciation; 
giving something for the good of something or someone else; a ‘self- 
sacrifice’ ; (a tiyaki is an ascetic renouncer) - this term we do not find in 
festival notices, and I have not heard it used in the sense of festival 
sacrifices and offerings. Tamil pali, from Skt. bali, was used by 
informants to denote an animal sacrifice (sometimes also called uyir pali 
- sacrifice of life) or even a human sacrifice (narapali)65. In festival 
notices this term does occur, but only rarely (because strictly speaking 
animal sacrifices are forbidden in temples) and sometimes is replaced by 
a word implying animal sacrifices, such as ‘subsequent puja’ (i. e., the 
puja that happens at the end of the festival and at which the non
vegetarian deities receive their offerings). The word kavu was sometimes 
used instead of pali, as in mukkavu (triple animal sacrifice). For all other 
offerings by devotees to the temple (especially money offerings) and 
offerings that had to do with the fulfillment of a vow, the word kanikkai 
(‘offering, gift’) was used.

A typical festival notice will announce the year, day and time of the 
festival, list the daily events: puja times, vehicle on which the deity will 
sit in state or be transported, other special festival items (flag hoisting and 
lowering, fixing of power in pot, abhiseka and kumbhabhiseka, walking 
over hot coals etc.), and the sponsors. The many animal sacrifices that are 
part and parcel of many festivals and mandatory, are not mentioned at all; 
nor do we find those events listed that happen in the side shrines and are 
the responsibility of private persons (e. g., rituals for clan deities 
performed by clans). In terms of the festival procedure and worship, what 
does sacrifice mean and how do we define it?

Priests of folk temples distinguish between ‘cutta pucai’ and ‘acutta 
pucai’ (from Skt. suddha and asuddha, which mean pure and impure 
respectively); the former refers to vegetarian offerings, the latter to meat 
offerings and alcohol (ganja is considered vegetarian while cigars are 
non-vegetarian). It is a useful distinction. In most folk temples both types 
of offerings exist, and the vegetarian deity's sight will be blocked by a 
screen or by the shrine doors when the non-vegetarian offering takes 
place. Both types of offerings (vegetarian and non-vegetarian) are made 
by both the temple authorities (a common offering) and the devotees (a

65 See below.
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private offering). While the priest or the temple board is in charge of 
buying all the necessary things for the festival, including the offerings to 
be made to the deities (e. g., garlands, rice, fruits, coconuts, betel, incense 
and sacrificial animals), the devotees have to make their own arrange
ments for their offerings. They buy the animals, have the potter sculpt a 
horse or other votive animal, rent a kavati or kutam (which they 
themselves decorate and carry to the temple) and so on. In most temples 
(especially those that fall under the HRCE board) the devotee has to buy 
a ticket if he/she wishes to make such an offering, and the money from 
these tickets helps pay for the festival. Not all devotees follow this rule. 
Although there is a law forbidding animal sacrifices within a temple, 
there seems to be no objection to sacrifices just beyond the temple wall or 
boundary.

The private offerings are gifts to the deity. The intentions behind them 
vary. They can be out of gratitude for or in the hope of a wish fulfillment 
(vow, pirarttanai), and such offerings are intimately linked with the vow 
and have to be carried out. (If the deity has not received the promised 
offering, he or she may appear in the devotee's dream or remind the 
offerer in some other way of his/her promise.) They can be simply 
offerings of devotion (bhakti) or of thanks or supplication without the 
specific intention of a vow. They can be ‘traditional’ offerings (going 
back to a hereditary right or a vow made by an ancestor). An example of 
bhakti offerings that are ‘traditional’ and set are the goat sacrifices that 
follow the boundary puja at Aracarikuti described in Chapter II.8.: each 
of the four Radar lineages is allowed to offer a goat according to a strict 
hierarchical order.

Public offerings too have different objectives: they ‘feed’ the deity or 
spirits in order to satisfy them, make them happy, and they control the 
deity's power.66 While private offerings are for the welfare of oneself 
and/or one's family/clan, the public offerings are for the entire village. 
The public offerings can be compared to what Das67 calls sacrifices for 
their own sake, i. e., sacrifices that have as their aim the sacrificial act 
rather than the fulfillment of a desire, sacrifices in which the act of 
sacrificing and not the agent's desire at gaining something is of primary 
concern. The public sacrifices and offerings are attempts at 
(re)establishing a harmony between the divine (and invisible) powers and 
the village space; or, one could say, the aim is an alignment of the village 
dharma (moral, religious and universal laws) with the cosmic dharma, an 
alignment that allows the proper flow of energies and powers and thereby 
helps maintain the dharmic order which then results in the village's 
welfare. Yet, since the village population participates in the public

66 See below.
67 Das 1983: 448 f.
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offerings and each individual's personal desires are transported with it, 
the public offerings are also carriers of personal desires.

The kind of food offerings the deities receive depends on a variety of 
factors: the deities' specific personal likes (e. g., some goddesses receive 
eggs, some gods garlands of vatai, Saturn likes sesame seeds), their 
position in the temple, their character (fierce or benign) and so on.68 In 
Chapter III we have tried to show how the food offerings are correlated 
with the deity's position in the temple and for that purpose we have 
distinguished four categories: vegetarian food, ganja, non-vegetarian food 
(goats and chickens) and alcohol. Animal offerings have their vegetarian 
substitutes: the gourd or pumpkin (pucanikkay) and the lime (both cut 
into halves that are then smeared with the red kunkumam powder to 
simulate blood) - these offerings, like the animal offerings, are called 
pali. Limes have a cooling quality and we see garlands of them decorat
ing especially fierce (hot) gods like Vennankuti-Muniyappan, Celam, and 
goddesses like Pattirakali of Matappuram.69

Blood sacrifices

In Tamil folk religion the animals sacrificed are: buffaloes (erumai), goats 
(atu), sheep (cemmariyatu), chickens/roosters (koli/ceval), pigs (panri); in 
other words, they are domestic animals that can be opposed to wild 
animals, a distinction that was made in the Vedic sacrifice.70 However, 
there are in folk religion certain sacrifices that involve semi-wild animals. 
These sacrifices are part of a hunting ritual that seems to be known in 
Andhra Pradesh in which two rabbits (or hares?) are set loose and have to 
be caught before they cross the village boundary. The person who catches 
one of the rabbits, kills it on the spot and eats it. The purpose of the hunt 
is to bring peace to the village. If a rabbit escapes, it portends trouble for 
the village.71 A great number of festivals in Tamilnadu list as one of their 
items a hunt (vettai or parivettai), but not enough information on the 
procedure and significance of this hunt is available to comment on it 
here.72 Generally speaking the sacrifice of goats and chickens/roosters 
outnumbers the sacrifices of buffaloes and pigs. A triple sacrifice

68 Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1977 discusses the vegetarian offerings to South Indian deities 
in detail.

69 On hot and cold foods see Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1977: 539; Beck 1969; Moreno and 
Marriott 1990.

70 See Das 1983: 456 who, citing Biardeau and Satapatha Brahmana, maintains that 
only domestic animals could be killed in sacrifice; and Malamoud 1996: 79 who points 
out the inconsistency in the texts.

71 Ankalammagudur, Cuddapah; and see Murty and Sontheimer 1980: 173 f.
72 See also Meyer 1986: 244 ff.
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consisting of a goat, a pig and a chicken, called mukkavu (triple sacrifice) 
is common as well. Not all animals that are offered are killed; in many 
temples they are left alive and sold, the money going into the temple 
fund.

There are different ways of performing the animal sacrifice. While in 
most cases the animal is killed very quickly (with one stroke of the knife 
the head is severed), there are instances in which the animal is made to 
suffer e. g., through impaling - when a chick or chicken or rooster is 
thrust on one of the spears standing in front of the temple entrance and 
left to die. In Andhra Pradesh impaling took the form of pulling a cart 
through the streets. The cart was fitted with stakes on which various 
animals were impaled. In most animal sacrifices at least three different 
persons are involved: the priest (who, as representative of the deity, 
receives the head of the animal - if he is a Brahman he will sell it), the 
person offering the animal (he receives the body) and the person who 
kills it, usually a person of low caste (if the offering is common, he may 
receive the body or some other part of the animal).

Reading Whitehead one gets the impression that buffalo sacrifices were 
very common.73 This is not so today. Buffalo sacrifices do happen, but 
they are not advertised and are often performed in the middle of the night, 
when the general public has left the temple premises. In the roughly half 
a dozen cases of buffalo sacrifices known to me, the buffalo is dedicated 
to a goddess. The animal is beheaded and then buried together with its 
head in front or on the side of the temple. A female priest at one of the 
goddess temples around Tancavur related the quaint story that once a 
buffalo that had been sacrificed and buried had become alive again and 
had walked around, and the goddess then had advised the priest to bury 
the head of the buffalo behind its tail (the story implies that the buffalo 
was able to join the head to its body and thereby regain life). Pigs are 
sacrificed either by beheading or by spearing.74 Pig sacrifices are more 
common than buffalo sacrifices but not as frequent as goat and chicken 
offerings. Goats are beheaded while chickens/roosters are either beheaded 
or have their necks twisted and broken. Instruments that help in the 
sacrifice are e. g., stones that are rounded out so the neck of the animal 
fits into them tightly (such stones are e. g., in front of the Karuppar 
temple of VIrappur, Trichy, and show a human head below the rounding) 
or a forked strong branch that serves the same purpose.

The head of the animal is placed before the deity. In Karuppur the goat 
head was placed on the sacrificial stone in front of the god Karuppar and 
the priest told the devotees standing on the steps leading to the shrine 
entrance to leave a space in the middle so that the god could see the head.

73 Whitehead 1976.
74 For the latter see Chapter V.5.
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Sometimes the animal is sacrificed in the line of the deity's vision and 
then removed, or, if this is not possible, the animal will at least be shown 
to the deity and then killed outside the temple. Contrary to the Vedic 
procedure where the animal is killed without spilling blood and where the 
body of the animal is carved up and offered into the fire, sacrifices to folk 
deities require the spilling of blood and with some exceptions (e. g., 
roasting of the liver for some deities) the body of the animal is turned into 
a meal. In some temples there are some interesting restrictions regarding 
the food cooked from a sacrificed animal: it has to be eaten inside the 
temple area and if some of it is left over, it has to be buried.75 Various 
punishments await the person who breaks this rule: blindness 
(Pancamisvari temple, Celam), weakness and swelling of the limbs, even 
the appearance of the god (Muni) in the offender's dream in order to 
choke him (Natukkaveri, Thanjavur), the children get ill (Aiyanar temple, 
Mariyammankovil, Thanjavur) and so on. There is a particular type of 
sacrificial meal (often eaten at night) which a Telunku Cettiyar called 
vana bhojana (feast in the wilderness). He pointed out that no women are 
allowed to participate in this offering. Other informants mentioned this 
rule too. It seems that this type of communal meal, at which the women 
are excluded, is part of a ritual done by the clan for the clan deity, but 
more information is needed. Not all the sacrificial meat has to be eaten 
within the temple limits. To prevent the spilling of blood in the temple 
area, cooked meat can be offered as well. In some temples the fierce 
guardian deity feasts on the blood, while the deity opposite him receives 
cooked meat. We see this pattern in Mettuppalaiyam, Erode: About a 
hundred meters away from the temple of Natarayar is Karuppar's shrine. 
Facing him is a female Muni similar to the one facing Natarayar. While 
goats are sacrificed in front of the Muni facing Karuppar, Karuppar 
receives only cooked meat. As a general rule we can say that blood 
offerings are for the fiercest deities. Other non-vegetarian offerings are 
eggs and rarely, the fetus of a goat - these are mostly for goddesses.

Why does the deity receive the head rather than the body of the animal? 
From the Brahmanical point of view the head is the purest76 and Vedic 
ritual texts speak of the ‘head of the sacrifice’.77 The head is also 
important in the iconography of non-vedic, wild goddesses like Kali who 
wears a garland of heads and holds a head in her hand, or Durga who

75 See also Mayer 1965: 186 who, with regard to the clan worship of the goddess in 
Central India mentions that left-overs from the offering and ashes from the fire of worship 
were buried ‘lest they fall into the hands of outsiders’; and Hubert and Mauss 1964: 40 f. 
who mention the same practice from ancient Hebrew and Greek sources.

76 See Chapter III.
77 Heesterman 1985: 45 ff. - ‘The Case of the Severed Head’.
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beheads the buffalo demon.78 In Tamilnadu Mariyamman and 
Ahkajamman are portrayed as sitting on top of a throne consisting of 
three heads, and Mariyamman/Renuka is worshipped in the form of a 
head in many temples. There are also references on cutting the throat of 
goats in the Tamil Sangam Literature.79 We hear of head offerings in 
connection with the fierce followers of Siva-Bhairava;80 and the head 
plays a role in other local folk traditions.81 All this lets us presume that 
the offering of the head takes its meaning from many different Vedic and 
non-Vedic/Sanskritic traditions. The head contains the essence of the 
victim. The head stands for the entire animal; it is the purest part. It is the 
part without which the rest of the body cannot survive, where most of the 
sense organs are located. It is also the part of the body by which a person 
can be identified and therefore the hero has to bring back the head of the 
enemy as proof of his death. Thus the epic of PabujI ends with Rupnath's 
‘capture’ of Khici's head. He wraps it into a silk cloth, plays ball with, 
and with his bat hurls it to his father's sister who then can become satl.82

Whitehead, reporting on a buffalo sacrifice in Karnataka, remarks that 
the right foreleg was placed in the mouth of the buffalo's severed head 
and an earthen lamp lit on top of the head.83 The custom of placing a light 
on the head of the victim is also mentioned in the Kalikapurana,84 and 
placing one of the legs of the goat into its severed head is done in some 
parts of Tamilnadu. Elmore interprets the procedure of placing the cut-off 
‘hands’ in the mouth of the head, spreading the fat of the victim over its 
eyes and feeding with the fat the light on its head as a sign of utter 
humiliation and submission of the buffalo-victim.85 Other interpretations 
are possible: the light can represent the goddess who, standing on her 
victim, grants it (him) release, moksa, as for example Durga who is 
portrayed standing on the buffalo head.86 The light on the buffalo head 
can signify life and, together with the leg in the victim's mouth, 
symbolize the wholeness of the animal, the restoration of its life (the way 
in the Vedic sacrifice the victim had to be made whole again)87; or it

78 And see the various references to garlands of heads and head offerings in the 
Kalikapurana, van Kooij 1972: 54, 164 etc.

79 Hart 1975: 30.
80 See e. g., Lorenzen 1972.
81 See e. g., Zoller 1993: 201 ff. who reports on ‘Himalayan ball games’ that involve 

the capture of ‘heads’ that contain the sacred power of and for the goddess.
82 Smith 1991:476.
83 Whitehead 1976: 78.
84 Van Kooij 1972: 54.
85 Elmore 1925: 129, 133 ff.
86 See Hiltebeitel 1982: 87 ff.; he offers an interesting variant of the ‘Mariyamman’ 

myth that suggests a castration theme in the fight between the Brahman/goddess and the 
‘outcaste’/buffalo demon.

87 See e. g., Malamoud 1988: 6 f.
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could signify the light that lights the path that leads the victim to the deity 
and, by analogy, lights the way of the sacrificer (offerer) to the deity after 
his death.88 One informant (Rakalpavi, Coimbatore) identified the leg in 
the goafs mouth as a sacrifice (kavu), perhaps implying that the animal 
offered itself, that it voluntarily let itself be sacrificed. As said above, the 
legs together with the head could be a substitute for the entire animal and 
that could explain why in some instances not only the head but also the 
four legs of the animal go to the priest.89 In other words, making the head 
and legs represent the whole animal solves the dilemma of wanting to 
offer a whole animal but needing to cut it up so that the deity can share it 
with the offerer (prasada).

Now what is the purpose of all this killing? Offering an animal to a 
deity is not simply killing. In the Kalikapurana we read90: ‘For the sake of 
the sacrifice the animals have been created by Brahma himself; I shall put 
thee to death now; because of this, murder is no-murder in sacrifice’. The 
sacrificial animal is specially chosen for its perfection (most of the goats 
offered in Tamilnadu have to be entirely black and without blemish) and 
the deity has to accept the animal by making it shake when water is 
sprinkled on it. If it does not shake itself another animal is offered, but 
some devotees are rather practical and sprinkle water on the same animal 
until it shakes itself. The sacrificial animal is garlanded, receives the 
sacred marks on its forehead; it is dedicated to the deity. Why does the 
deity need the sacrifice? Informants offer various answers: ‘the deity will 
bring rain’, ‘a good harvest’, ‘the deity will ward off evil’, ‘will be fed, 
satisfied’, ‘the deity gains strength and power’. One aspect certainly is 
feeding the deity (the pan-Hindu gods too grow ‘weak from a lack of 
sacrifices’)91. This is clear when we see the priest daub some blood onto 
the bowl in the hands of Makamuni depicted on a stone relief 
(Venacappatti, Coimbatore), when the camiyatis drink the blood directly 
from the neck of the goat (Maranatu - we remember that the camiyati of 
Karuppar called the blood milk); when in Tiruccirappalli the person 
representing Karuppar, the guardian of Kulumayi, drinks the blood of 
hundreds of goats; when the rice mixed with blood is thrown into the four 
directions to the malignant spirits; when the cooked meat is spread 
together with the other offerings (rice, alcohol) in front of the deity. The 
food appeases the deity, and being satisfied the god or goddess will grant 
the devotees' wishes, will look after them and bring prosperity to the 
village. But basically this applies to deities who receive vegetarian 
offerings as well. The deities who drink blood are fierce deities: the pan-

88 See Malamoud 1988: 3.
89 Kapp 1996: 213 and informant from Ankalammagudur, A. P.
90 Van Kooij 1972: 53.
91 Shulman 1980a: 133.
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Hindu Kali swallows Raktablja's blood,92 and various other goddesses 
who delight in the drinking of blood are mentioned in the Kalikapurana.93 
The skull bowl that the goddesses carry, the kapala, serves, among other 
things, as vessel to be filled with blood.94 What the fierce folk goddesses 
of Tamilnadu carry in their hands is a diminutive version of the kapala 
(Ta. kapalam), even if the priests identify it as a kunkumam box and its 
red content as kunkumam powder rather than blood. The larger bowl that 
Makamuni holds in both hands is still clearly understood as a vessel for 
the sacrificial blood.

Why do the fierce deities need blood when it is obviously not only to 
satisfy their culinary appetites? Blood confers power on the deity, 
physical power and wilderness power; the kind of power wilderness 
deities need. One informant insisted that the blood sacrifice to the giant 
Muni was not actually for him but for the arakkar (raksasa) under his 
foot. The arakkar is a demon who takes possession of women (Mettur, 
Salem); he is akin to the malignant spirits (pey picacu). In other words, 
the more ferocious, the more dangerous a deity or spirit is, the greater the 
necessity for a blood sacrifice; but the informant's statement also implies 
that the Muni is so powerful that he can subdue any demon or arakkar 
without the need for a blood sacrifice and that he has moved up in the 
hierarchy of deities, leaving the non-vegetarian offerings to those below 
him. As a general statement we can say that it is the tusta deities, the 
fierce, angry deities who need the blood because they are the deities who 
do battle with the demons.

Durga, who shares Ankalamman's temple in Ankalammagudur in 
Andhra Pradesh, is a very fierce deity. During the festival she is 
immersed in the well to cool her, and when she is brought back to the 
temple, she has to walk on blood. Usually goat blood is sprinkled on the 
ground but once, when there was no goat available, a man bit into his 
own arm and made blood flow onto the ground. Without this blood the 
goddess would not have moved. Here then is another reason for blood 
sacrifices: they induce the otherwise immobile deity to leave his/her 
place. Shulman mentions a number of folk myths in which a temple 
chariot can only be moved by means of a human sacrifice,95 and a similar 
myth the informants of Shantakovvur (Andhra Pradesh) told about the 
goddess Arikajamman: The goddess was fished out of the river and the 
inhabitants of the village wanted her to move to a place on a hill. For 
every step she needed to take they offered her a lime, a coconut and a 
goat, thus she walked until she came to the bottom of the hill where she

92 Devlmahatmyam 8.53 ff.
93 Van Kooij 1972: 113,161,164.
94 Lorenzen 1972: 81,fn. 33.
95 Shulman 1980a: 53.
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stood still. No number of goat sacrifices could induce her to move. 
Finally a woman from the Yadava community offered herself in sacrifice 
saying to the goddess: ‘After you have taken me, sit in your place on the 
hill.’ In Tamilnadu, before a deity goes on procession, a goat or a lime is 
sacrificed in front of the vehicle. The priest of Muttalamman of 
Manakkattur called the goat that is sacrificed when the goddess journeys 
to the river to be released into the water payanam kutti (small goat for the 
journey).

With the above examples we come into the vicinity of human sacri
fices. A goat offered to make a deity move cannot be explained by saying 
it is to satisfy the deity's anger or hunger. The reason for this goat 
sacrifice is similar to the reason for ‘human sacrifice’ and ultimately for 
all sacrifices: the force released through a blood offering contains within 
itself the violence and sin of the killing, a dangerous and powerful force, 
and because the sacrifice is done for the deity and accepted by the deity, 
the deity has to deal with that force, has to act. The deity, so to speak, is 
responsible for the redemption of the sacrifice. Or, seen in another way, 
through the taking of life an imbalance is created which the deity has to 
balance by offering life (by fulfilling the devotee's wish, by settling 
among humans, by making the divine power available to humans).

‘Human’ sacrifices

On various occasions priests referred to the animal sacrifices as narapali 
(Skt. narabali), as ‘human sacrifice’. A different type of symbolic 
narapali, in which the ‘victim’ is a human, is enacted as part of Til- 
laikkah's festival in Aracankuti. On the last day of the festival the 
goddess returns to her temple. That night the priest of the goddess, who is 
the camiyati (here called marulali) of the goddess's guardian 
Periyannacami or Periyantavar, gets possessed at the shrine of 
Periyannacami. The shrine is within the compound of the goddess temple 
and faces her. A small incision is made on the priest's throat (or some 
other male person from the priest's family) and some blood is extracted, 
which is then daubed on to the forehead of the goddess. Informants called 
the sacrifice narapali and explained that the goddess wanted some human 
blood. One of the village elders offered the following story as explana
tion:

Long ago, some five-hundred or a thousand years ago, a section of the Kajlar (the 
Nattar) had to give a man in sacrifice (narapali) to the goddess every year. Once 
the turn came to a lady who had only one son. Not wanting to lose him, she hid 
him somewhere outside the village and then prayed to the goddess: “I have only 
one child. I cannot give him to you. What shall I do?” Tillaikkaji appeared to her
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and told her that it was not necessary to give a narapali, the offering of a small 
amount of blood was enough.

Rather than proving that the goddess received an actual human sacrifice 
(the goddess only recently came into the hands of the Kallar), the story 
illustrates the belief that the goddess's power depends on or is amplified 
by human sacrifice. Throughout India myths and stories of human 
sacrifices abound, often the intention suffices and the deity either forgoes 
the actual sacrifice or the victim is revived: Kamakhya, for instance, 
demanded but then renounced a human offering; but the same text says 
that offerings to the goddess Siva should be ‘besprinkled with the blood 
of one's own limbs’.96 Katamaraju promises the goddess Ganga human 
sacrifices, and Sontheimer mentions ‘ritual suicides’ for Mailara and 
Khandoba.97 The goddess Shikotar in Gujarat demands human sacrifices, 
and according to one myth she used to sit atop a mountain and used to 
cause all the ships to sink that she sighted, until a merchant begged her to 
come down from the mountain. She agreed on condition that for each 
step she be offered a buffalo. When the merchant ran out of buffaloes he 
sacrificed his wife and children and finally himself and the goddess, 
pleased, revived him and his family and granted him the wish that his 
lineage should blossom.98 Enthoven mentions human sacrifices.99 Kulke 
discusses sacrifices of tribal persons as part of a cultic integration of the 
tribe's culture and territory into the king's reign,100 and in the same area of 
eastern India the well-known Meriah sacrifice involved a human 
victim.101 Closer to home, there are Tamil myths of human sacrifices, for 
example, the sacrifice of a thousand goldsmiths to Kannaki.102

In Tamil folk religion references to human sacrifices are frequent, but 
most of the time the sacrifice is only implied.103 We have seen in Chapter 
1.4. how the Cervaikkarars ‘sacrificed’ a shepherd boy to their god 
Karuvannarayar. The goddess Celliyamman of Mutanai (Cuddalore) 
demanded the king's eldest son as sacrifice in return for making it rain. 
After the king had offered his son and it had rained, he became proud and 
promised to sacrifice his own wife if the goddess consented to become 
his lover. Celliyamman, angry, told her son, Uttanta VIran, about the 
offer and he killed the king.

96 Van Kooij 1972: 27, 100.
97 Narayana Rao 1989: 107; Sontheimer 1989a: 309, 318.
98 Fischer et al. 1982.
99 Enthoven 1924.
100 Kulke 1993.
101 Boal 1979; 1980; Jayakar 1989: 68 ff.
102 Shulman 1980a: 202.
103 See e. g., Nishimura 1987: 44.
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Another interesting story tells how Cinnattampi Vanniyan and his 
brothers and one sister became the guardians of Tenkarai Makarajesvarar 
in Cittur (Tirunelveli):

Tenkarai Makarajesvarar and his minister, Tajavay Matan, decided that they 
needed someone to guard their treasure. In Vannikkarantai there was a Maravar 
who had no child. His wife prayed to Siva in Cankaranayinar. Tajavay Matan 
appeared to her in Siva's form and told her to pray to Pecciyamman in the Cittur 
Tenkarai Makarajesvarar temple. She would get children, but she would have to 
promise to make them guardians of the temple. She promised and bore six sons: 
Cinnattampi Vanniyan, Citampara Vanniyan, Antukonta Vanniyan, 
Alakuvilankati Vanniyan, Tenkarai Vanniyan, Vatakarai Vanniyan, and one 
daughter, Vannicci. When the children were grown up, the mother decided to 
marry her eldest son, Cinnattampi, to the daughter of her brother (the traditional 
proper alliance). Her brother consented on condition that the young man follow 
the old Maravar tradition and do a “theft” (kajavu). Hence the mother sent the 
young man together with his brothers to abduct a maiden (kannikkajavu). Tajavay 
Matan remembered that he wanted to turn the six young men into guardians. He 
took the form of a fortune teller (Kotanki) and aroused a desire in them to steal 
the temple jewels. As soon as the young men were about to rob the jewels, 
Tajavay Matan struck them blind and locked them into the treasure room. Then he 
appeared in the dream of the temple treasurer and told him about the theft and 
how the culprits had to be punished. Accordingly, the six robbers were placed on 
the northern side of the temple and made to face north. Then they were beheaded. 
In the meantime the mother had rushed to Cittur with six bundles of presents 
hoping to release her sons. When she saw her sons dead, she cut out her tongue 
and died. Her husband and her daughter, who had also arrived in Cittur, 
performed the last rites for the dead, and then the daughter pronounced the 
following curse: ‘There shall be neither cackle of hens nor barking of dogs; there 
shall never be more than seven houses here; any additional house shall bum down. 
For twenty-one generations this earth shall not be fertile.” Then she destroyed 
Cittur. Later the god appeared to her and told her about the promise her mother 
had made and added that now all had become deities (Tinamalar, 22.3.1989).

According to another version Tajavay Matan had promised the Maravar 
woman children on condition that she make a sacrifice (kavu) of her 
eldest son. She neglected to do this because she had understood kaval 
(guardian) instead of kavu. Here it is Aiyanar (i. e., Tenkarai 
Makarajesvarar) who in the form of a child tempts the six brothers to rob 
the temple jewels and betrays them to the priest. Father and mother of the 
six young men die and the sister arranges the cremation of her brothers 
and parents and then, after having cursed Cittur, mounts the funeral pyre.

Cinnattampi Vanniyan is the guardian of Tenkarai Makarajesvarar and 
has his own shrine next to the main building of the temple. On the 
seventh day of the yearly festival in the month of pankuni (March-April) 
a group of PiJJaimar come to this Vanniyan shrine (PiJJaimar is usually a 
title of VeJJaJars). They are said to be the descendants of the Vanniyan
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boys (marriage between Maravars and VeJMars is not uncommon; the 
name Vanniyan in the story does not seem to refer to the Vanniyar caste 
but to the village, Vannikkarantai). While the singer of the bow (vilpattu) 
sings the story, the Pillaimar dance in the shrine of the Vanniyan. About 
ten men first dance in their normal dress; then they change into black 
pants held together with belts on which there are small bells. Red 
kerchiefs cover their hair, flower garlands their chests. Around their 
shoulders and their backs there are ropes to signify their arrest. They 
dance for an hour or more and then all fall to the ground (showing that 
they have died). Later, water is sprinkled on them and they get up. This 
ends the enactment of the story.

Many of the human sacrifice stories or myths have a theme in common: 
the person who dies is revived (we remember here also the myth of 
Viramakaliyamman and the weavers) or is made into a guardian deity (as 
the above Vanniyan or Maturai Viran and Kattavarayan). Death is 
rewarded with rebirth and a favor granted by the deity, or with deifica
tion. The idea of rebirth - not on earth but in a heaven reserved for 
heroes, for courageous warriors - lies behind the readiness with which 
warriors let themselves be ‘sacrificed’ in battle. In fact some of the 
sacrificial images have their parallels in war. In the Devimahatmyam 
7.23f. Kali, holding the heads of the asuras Canda and Munda, says to 
Candika: ‘Here have I brought you the heads of Canda and Munda as two 
great animal offerings in this sacrifice of battle’. The words patukalam 
and kajari (scene of battle, arena) were used by informants to designate 
the place where specific rituals take place, rituals that have to do with 
battle or with death and revival.104 Much has been written on the 
connection between battle and ritual,105 and this short reference must 
suffice here. Death in war, like death in a heroic fight with a tiger or other 
violent deaths, led to the erection of a memorial or ancestor stone and 
sometimes to deification.106 The ancient Tamil hero who returned 
victorious from battle offered his head to the goddess Koiravai/Durga.107 
The tradition of offering one's head must have continued in Tamilnadu 
for a long time judging from the many memorial stones that show a hero 
in the act of severing his head (e. g., at the Arapalisvarar temple in the

104 Maranatu, see V.5.C.; Papanacam, see above; Vlrappur where Ponnar and Carikar 
died, Beck 1982: 47; Manakkattur, where a death and revival myth is enacted and 
Aracankuti, where the men of the village, armed with sticks, celebrate a victory over a 
neighboring village; in the DraupadI cult it is the place of Aravan’s sacrifice, Hiltebeitel 
1991:283.

105 See e. g„ Hiltebeitel 1976/1990, 1991: 166 ff.
106 See Cehkam NatukarkaV, Settar and Sontheimer 1982.
107 See e. g., Mahalingam 1967: 27, Richman 1988: 65 f. and fn. 37 and the reliefs of 

Durga on the northern wall of some Chola temples, e. g., the Piramapurisvarar temple at 
Puljamankai, Thanjavur.
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Kolli hills and the Pattirakahyamman temple in Antiyur). Sacrifices of 
animals and men in connection with the vijayadasaml celebration of the 
navaratri festival had to do with war, with the king's marching into 
battle,108 and the heroic battle for the enemy's head in the ‘Himalayan ball 
games’ is in essence a sacrifice to the goddess.109

Whether one excuses a killing with the label of war or of sacrifice, it is 
the taking of life and just as Arjuna questioned the rightness of killing his 
kin, the priests and devotees questioned the rightness of offering a human 
to a deity. Tactfully the impulse of wishing to stop the killing is placed 
upon the deity, and it is she (goddesses rather than gods seem to have 
enjoyed human offerings) who proposes to accept a coconut instead of a 
human head. Emdl reports many myths that explain this substitution,110 
and the following myth makes it clear why it is the coconut:

‘According to legend, the sage Visvamitra attempted to create another world 
containing in it all that this world contains. While his new world was in process of 
manufacture, Indra and other deities requested him to refrain. He acceded to their 
wishes, but the things already begun by him were allowed to remain side by side 
with the creations of God. In place of man he is said to have created the cocoanut, 
the upper portion of the shell of which resembles the head of a man, with two 
holes in it, to represent man's eyes and a longer hole to represent the human nose, 
the fibre answering to the hair of a man's head. The breaking of cocoanut is 
considered to be a substitute for the sacrifice of a man and is largely resorted to by 
all the votaries’.111

The coconuts are always broken and then offered, and apparently placing 
unbroken coconuts before a deity is a sign of disrespect; (for this very 
reason - to show disrespect -, Vatavlran, a guardian with much magic 
power and situated outside the Antavarkovil, Meyyattur, receives 
unbroken coconuts). This implies that the act of breaking the coconut is 
symbolic of the cutting of the head; for it to be a sacrifice the coconut 
needs to be ‘killed’.

Meanings of sacrifice

The reason for our long excursion into the world of sacrifices is to show 
the diversity and complexity of what sacrifice can mean. Doing so, we 
have touched on a number of issues: Some sacrifices are seen by the 
informants as ways to satisfy, appease and strengthen the deity; blood 
offerings induce deities to move from one place to another; human

108 See Silva 1955; Biardeau 1981.
109 Zoller 1993.
110 Erndl 1989: 247; 1993: 46, 91 f.,130 f.
111 Richards 1920: 117.
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sacrifices had to do with ideas of fertility (the Meriah), war, deification, 
or a place in a warrior heaven. Sacrifices, both vegetarian and non
vegetarian, serve a number of purposes: they feed the deity; they create a 
debt that the deity has to redeem; they are an offering of the self. 
Samanta, looking at the goat sacrifices to Kali in Calcutta, was able to 
distill from the many interpretations of her informants a common motif.112 
She writes: ‘The concept of a gift as an offering of the self (jiva), the 
nature of this self as animal-like (pasu), and its transformation by divine 
ingestion/digestion appeared as a pervasive trope in the 'voices' which 
relate to ball' .l13 She criticizes a number of theories on sacrifice for being 
based on the premise that god and man are distinct and separate entities 
and, although she seems to agree partly with Oestor (who ‘notes the 
association of ball with “victory”’)114, Preston (who sees the animal 
sacrifice as a substitute of one's self, and the sacrifice as a means to 
resolve a crisis)115 and Kinsley (who ‘suggests that blood-offerings to the 
Sakti goddess is an act whereby she is replenished as she continuously 
gives birth’)116, she finds their interpretations lacking in an inquiry into 
the ‘wider symbolic patterns that underlie the cultural meaning of bali 
and would place these issues within a richer perspective’. Samanta 
basically sees in the animal offering an offering of self, the intention of 
the offerer to sacrifice his own ‘animal qualities’. The goddess, by eating 
and digesting the animal, releases the animal from its animal existence to 
be bom again as man and releases the animal bonds (the ‘sins’, pap) of 
the offerer and brings him to a realization of his own true nature (unity 
with the Sakti) and an eventual release (moksa). The sacrificial sword, 
given into Kali's hands, is also the sword that cuts ignorance. There is a 
transformation from the uncooked (the ‘animal’, pasu) to the cooked (the 
liberated being), a process that happens in stages, a gradual awakening 
effected by the grace of the goddess who, the way she transforms the 
sacrificial food into prasada, transforms through time (Kali i s time) the 
offerer - who offers himself. Identifying the victim with the offerer, 
Samanta has to reject Hubert and Mauss's understanding of the victim as 
intermediary and the act of sacrifice as ‘a 'transaction' or 'communion' 
(her quotations) between human and superhuman powers’117. For Hubert 
and Mauss the victim needs to be distinct from the sacrifier (offerer): 
‘Because the victim is distinct from the sacrifier and the god, it separates 
them while uniting them: they draw close to each other, without giving

112 Samanta 1994.
113 Samanta 1994: 786 f.
114 Samanta 1994: 784, quoting Oestor 1980: 18, 60.
115 Samanta 1994: 784, quoting Preston 1980: 78.
116 Samanta 1994: 784, quoting Kinsley 1986: 146.
117 Samanta 1994: 798.
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themselves to each other entirely’.118 Now one of Hubert and Mauss's 
arguments for a separate victim is that the sacrifier can only contact the 
religious forces with utmost caution and that therefore an intermediary is 
necessary. (‘If the religious forces are the very principle of the forces of 
life, they are in themselves of such a nature that contact with them is a 
fearful thing for the ordinary man’.)119 Part of the problem between the 
two stances is that Hubert and Mauss's analysis of the sacrifice is based 
on Vedic concepts that are not advaitic, while Samanta argues from a 
purely advaitic (non-dualistic) point of view.120

Looking at our data from the folk religion of Tamilnadu, we can see 
that neither interpretation suits all cases of sacrifice, but that both views 
can serve to explain the sacrifices. On the one hand it is doubtful whether 
the devotee who is going to sacrifice a goat consciously connects his own 
‘animal nature’ with it and actually wishes to sacrifice that animal nature. 
On the other hand some of the ‘self-tortures’ that devotees impose on 
themselves must grow out of a deep feeling of bhakti. The position of the 
devotee vis-a-vis the deity is one of fearful respect; yet, that same devotee 
may understand the deity as within him/herself. Let us first look at the 
various goat sacrifices. There are the private sacrifices: they can be done 
anytime and very generally speaking serve to balance the ‘dharmic 
forces’ (by these I mean the forces that hold everything together, that 
constitute destiny, that uphold the order of the worlds; the cosmic laws). 
Illness, bad luck, barrenness etc., are signs that the cosmic harmony is out 
of order, either due to one's own ‘sin’ (papa, pavam), due to somebody 
else's sin (e. g., jealousy resulting in the ‘evil eye’ or black magic), due to 
negative planetary influences (especially Saturn's influence) or due to 
some other unknown entities' workings (like those of spirits). We do not 
know with what intent a person offers the goat and he may not know 
himself, beyond wishing that the deity effect a change from the present 
negative to a positive, or beyond meaning to show his gratitude to the 
deity for having effected this change - if the sacrifice is a thanks-giving 
offering (which in many cases it is). Buying or rearing the goat and then 
offering it up is making a sacrifice; it is renunciation. If the person gives 
up something that is dear, and if it is done with much bhakti, the ultimate 
intent of the devotee can range from simple submission to the deity to a 
full surrender, an offering of the ‘self’ for the deity. But this surrender, 
this wish for giving oneself into a union with the deity, this wish to be 
‘eaten’ by the deity is much more clearly expressed in the ‘self-tor
tures’.121

118 Hubert and Mauss 1964: 100.
119 Hubert and Mauss 1964: 98.
120 Samanta 1994: 795.
121 See below.
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There are public goat sacrifices that are part of the festival procedure: 
in Aracankuti some of the goat sacrifices serve to acquire the blood that 
will hang in the temple and that later is offered to the boundary spirits. 
The goat sacrifices are a collective offering by the village for the general 
benefit of the village. The goat sacrificed for the eye-opening ceremony 
at the Pantara Appicci festival was to awaken the power in the deities - it 
had nothing to do with personal bhakti.

Sacrifices have to be seen within their context, and a further argument 
for this are the types of food offerings. Samanta suggests that the 
goddess's ‘consumption’122 of the cooked goat food through her glance 
(drsti) and the partaking of the thus charged prasada by the devotee is 
indicative of a slow cooking process wrought both by goddess and 
devotee by which the uncooked crude animal-soul of the devotee is 
refined and turned into its true divine self. Here too it is useful to 
distinguish various food offerings: there is a food offering that is 
independent of a devotee's presence, for instance the daily food that the 
priest offers as part of the general worship (upacara) - there is not 
necessarily always someone present to receive prasada; or the blood 
offerings that are thrown to the fierce deities and spirits (these are not 
returned as prasada), and there are offerings that do not result in the 
cooking of the animal meat: chickens that are impaled on spears, 
buffaloes that are buried. For the latter there still is the return of the 
deity's grace, but it is not transferred through food.

The notion of an identification between devotee and deity is difficult to 
maintain when one considers those rituals and sacrifices that have as their 
aim to ward off a deity's power (e. g., when the pox or cholera goddess is 
consigned to the boundary or the next village). Deity power is two-sided, 
contains the creative and the destructive, and if devotees do not visit 
wilderness deities at night, it is because they fear their destructive side. 
The relationship between deity (or some deities) and devotee is ambiva
lent: there is fear, awe, but also love; mothers are not only gracious and 
kind. There is the punishing deity who brings disease, barrenness, who 
eats life (Icakki or Pecci, who eat children), and there is the deity who 
heals, grants children, eats the devotees' sins.123

There is the sacrifice of the devotee and there is the sacrifice of the 
deity. Samanta, following late Bengali tantric texts observes that before 
the animal is killed,124 it is invoked as purusa and as Brahmanda. Purusa 
refers to the cosmic man who sacrificed himself for creation (see the 
famous purusa sukta hymn); Brahmanda is the cosmic egg that contains 
all creation. Severing the goat's head from the trunk is likened to the

122 Her quotation marks p. 791.
123 On the deity eating sins see Samanta 1994: 793; also Meyer 1986: 11.
124 Samanta 1994: 788.
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separation of the cosmic egg into two.125 Samanta does not expand on this 
part of the text, but I think its implication adds another dimension to the 
sacrifice (which she briefly notes)126. The whole, the one, cannot be 
creative. In order for creative energy to flow, the one has to become two; 
the Sakti needs to separate from Siva. The deity, in order to enter into any 
relationship with the individual soul, needs to sacrifice itself; the one 
becomes two in order to experience the other. The way back into the one 
for the devotee is to offer him/herself in turn, but it is not in splitting 
him/herself, it can only be effected by giving the whole, by offering the 
entire being, the self. The sacrificial animal then is the cosmic deity and 
it is the offering to that deity; in typical Hindu logic, it is recipient and 
victim; and in the identification of the victim with the offerer/devotee, 
victim and deity are ultimately one.

Animal sacrifices are not the only sacrifices. We have seen that 
devotees offer their blood, or even their head. In folk religion there are a 
number of sacrifices that involve piercing and maiming of body parts: in 
Tamilnadu devotees will pierce their cheeks and other parts of the body 
with small silver spears or with thick iron rods ending in tridents; they 
will have their backs hooked up with silver hooks thick enough to hold 
their body weight (cetil) and let themselves be suspended.127 (In 
Tamilnadu the person swinging on the hook is safeguarded by bands 
around his chest, abdomen and legs.) Some, with the hooks in their backs, 
pull small wooden carts with representations of a deity inside through the 
streets; some will walk on nail sandals, sew limes on their chests and 
backs and so on. These and similar ways of inflicting trials of strength on 
body and mind are known in other parts of India as well.128 In Tamilnadu 
these sacrifices (and we can add walking over hot coals) are done in 
fulfillment of a vow (pirarttanai); they are private offerings. (When hook
swinging still was actively practiced - in Colavantan, Madurai, there was 
hook-swinging up to the end of last century - another person could 
substitute for the actual offerer of the sacrifice.)129 The idea behind these 
offerings is the offering of self (atmabali)130, a surrender of oneself, of 
one's ego to the deity, and carried to the literal extreme, it is a human 
sacrifice. Oddie mentions an interesting myth that makes a direct 
connection between hook-swinging and human sacrifice131: Visvamitra 
cursed Vasistha and as a consequence the latter's sons became ‘Pariahs’

125 Samanta 1994: 789.
126 Samanta 1994: 798.
127 On which see e. g., Oddie 1995; Powell 1914.
128 See e. g., Sontheimer 1984: 13; Ostor 1980: 127 ff.
129 See Oddie 1995.
130 Samanta 1994: 783.
131 Oddie 1995: 56.
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who fulfilled their vows by offering human sacrifices to the deities. 
Vasistha asked Visvamitra for a remedy, and the latter proposed hook
swinging saying ‘that it answered as well as human sacrifice, as it 
involved human torture’.

In terms of medieval Tamil saiva and vaisnava bhakti literature the self
offering means closeness, unity with god, but also humility and 
subservience. The devotee is a slave (atiyar) of the god, even his ‘dog’ 
(nay) (words used e. g., by Manikkavacakar). The devotee is the ‘demon’ 
at the feet of the dancing Siva: Karaikkalammaiyar calls herself ‘pey’, 
‘demon’, and in her skeletal form she has become immortalized at Siva's 
feet.132 The notion of subservience is also contained in the eating of 
prasada, which is the ‘left-over’ of the deity's food, the deity already 
having taken the essence from it. But the devotee's body is also a temple 
for the deity, a sacred vessel into which the god enters.133 The devotee 
can experience union with the deity: Antal disappears in the arms of 
Visnu in Srirankam, Tiruccirappalli.134 Devotees who undergo self- 
tortures are said to feel no pain because of their bhakti, a bhakti that can 
lead to a temporary union with the deity. The devotee is consumed by the 
deity just as the vaisnava poet-saint Nammalvar was consumed by Visnu 
about whom he says: ‘... he consumed me life and limb, and filled me, 
made me over into himself,135 or the way Kali consumes the ‘self- 
animal’ until, after ‘many lifetimes ... union with divinity and liberation’ 
is achieved.136

5. Worship as Yoga

In the Indian alphabets the simple, unmarked consonant contains within 
itself a vowel, short - ‘a’. Saiva Siddhanta uses this analogy to explain 
the highest deity-power: the ‘a’ stands at the beginning of the alphabet, it 
can exist by itself or in combination with a consonant; when it carries the 
consonant it is itself invisible. Without the ‘a’, god, the world and the 
souls cannot exist (the way a consonant without vowel does not have 
sound); however, the same way that the vowel ‘a’ and the consonant are 
not the same, so are god and the soul not the same but exist in union 
(Sivajnanabodha of Meykantadeva II.l.)137. This is called advaita in Saiva

132 On Karaikkalammaiyar see Karavelane 1982; Sasivalli 1984.
133 Mowry 1974: 210, citing Appar; Yocum 1982: 148 and Vanmikanathan 1980: 

112 ff. and 326 ff., citing Manikkavacakar.
134 On Antal see Filliozat 1972: Hardy 1983: 414 ff.
135 Ramanujan 1981: 76.
136 Samanta 1994: 782.
137 See e. g., Berger et al. 1981.
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Siddhanta and contrasts Sarikaracarya's concept of advaita in which god 
and individual soul, Brahman and Atman are the same. The different 
concepts of advaita are not our concern here, important is the idea that the 
two, consonant and vowel, can be apprehended as either a material, 
visible form (the character of the consonant in its written form, soundless) 
or as a form with content (in which the vowel is known to exist behind 
the form, the sounding consonant). Stated differently: there is a subtle 
world behind the gross world, or, taken further: there is a gross, material 
world corresponding to the gross body in man (sthula sarira); there is the 
subtle body (suksma sarira - consisting of buddhi, ahamkara, manas and 
the five tanmatras, the potentials of sense perception: sound potential, 
touch potential etc.)138; and there is a body beyond that, the causal body, 
containing the Atman (how exactly the different bodies are composed 
varies from one philosophical system to another). We have already 
discussed how deities exist on different levels, how they can be pure 
power without name and form and how they manifest in concrete shapes 
in tangible places, and we have seen how the invisible power is called 
into the visible representation of the deity. From the gross, material form 
we can ‘read’ the deity, determine its name; we can see it, touch it, tend 
it, but the subtle forms of the deity are elusive. We do not know what the 
spirits look like who receive the blood offerings at the boundary; we do 
not know what form the baleful presence of Saturn has and yet we feel it; 
we cannot name the cause that brought on an illness nor the one that 
healed us, yet we believe there is some form of divine power involved. 
There is a whole range of experiences and communications between the 
devotee and the deity that is beyond the five senses, that happens in the 
antahkarana (buddhi, ahamkara, manas) and that the devotee might be 
hard put to explain. Yet, much of the worship - or an important part of it 
- takes place on that internal level, but not necessarily correlated with the 
external worship.

When we look at the performance of a puja in a temple we note (and 
are perhaps surprised) that it consists of regulated actions that attract or 
speak to our five senses - and appeal to the senses of the deity: there is 
sound: the priest recites mantras, there is the playing of drums and 
nadasvaram; there is the washing of the deity - (a procedure that can be 
very sensuous to the onlooker) - and the dressing of the murti; there is 
light: the priest circles a camphor flame or an oil lamp in front of the 
deity, lights up the deity so that the devotees can see her/him; there is the 
smell of incense, of flowers, of perfume; and there is the food offered to 
the deity and which the devotees receive as prasada. The worship of the 
murti, the upacaras, are acts done with the body; the priest can perform

138 See Dasgupta 1975: 251 ff.
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them mechanically and thinking of something that has nothing to do with 
the deity or his work (even though this is not the way he is supposed to 
do the worship). The devotee will not know what the priest thinks, but 
this does not matter because as long as the actions are correctly done, the 
puja is valid. The action itself has an effect; it is the ritual devoid of 
‘intent’ or ‘meaning’. There is a wonderful myth that illustrates this; it is 
the myth told in connection with Sivaratri and narrates the story of a 
hunter who, forced to spend the night on a tree, accidentally throws bilva 
leaves down on a linga that happens to be there and who, shedding tears 
when thinking of his hungry family, bathes the linga thereby performing 
an act of worship. Because the night happens to be Sivaratri and because 
he has stayed awake, fasted and worshipped the linga (even if unknow
ingly), the hunter has gained great merit and is taken to Siva's heaven, 
Sivaloka.139

There is worship on the physical plane, worship of action, worship 
pertaining to the gross body, worship that in terms of yoga roughly can be 
assigned to the waking state, the state in which subject and object are 
separate. It's the kind of worship that may be done out of duty, out of a 
sense of tradition: karma yoga, reading karma/n first of all as a ritual act 
that effects something and only secondarily in the enlarged sense of 
implying action without attachment the way karma yoga is defined in the 
Vedantic literature.

When the devotee or priest puts his/her mind to the action, the worship 
takes on an added dimension. Action is filled with something: there is a 
reason, an intention, a wish that accompanies the action and that is 
addressed to the power behind the murti, or there is simply bhakti. A 
relationship is established between devotee and deity; the deity is in the 
mind of the one worshipping. The bhakti, the devotion, the wish or 
intention gives the ritual action a personal meaning, a meaning that can 
be entirely independent of the action and that cannot be explained 
through the action.140 Most of the worship in Tamil folk religion is a 
combination of ritualized actions and personal mental worship: the frame, 
the rituals, are given and performed independently of what the devotees 
fill them with: a hundred people under the guidance of a priest can each 
carry on his/her head a pot filled with milk to the deity, each one enacts 
the same ritual steps, but each person has a different motif for and a 
different inner stance while carrying the pot. We can call this bhakti 
yoga, where worship takes its meaning from the love towards the deity.

A next step in the worship takes place on the level of the subtle body 
and is a further internalization. It is worship without actions, a purely 
mental worship, meditation. The deity is drawn inside; the body becomes

139 For the different versions of the myth see Long 1972: 24 f.)
140 See Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994: 95 f.
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the temple; the relationship between devotee and deity becomes more 
familiar, more personal, leading to the ‘that I am’ realization. This 
worship can be assigned to the dream state.

The next step, that of deep sleep, is a further internalization; it elimi
nates the I-ness (ahamkara) that separates the devotee from the deity; and 
there is a direct experience of the deity. This state may happen to the 
devotee at some moments during his worship. Bhakti may be so strong 
that it can carry the devotee into the arms of the deity (we remember 
Antal), or, the continuous worship can lead to insights, to the know
ledge/wisdom (jnana) of self and deity and their relationship; it would 
correspond to jnana yoga. Concentrated and continuous worship on this 
level will lead to the eventual union with the deity, when all duality is 
erased, when there is neither I nor Thou. This state would correspond to 
the fourth state, turlya, the state beyond deep sleep.

Worship then could be seen as functioning on three different levels 
simultaneously: there is the visible act of worship; there is an intention, a 
wish to please the deity, to establish a relationship with the deity, to be 
guided by the deity and receive the deity's grace; there is a desire to 
realize the deity within, to become one with the deity, the way the 
goddess wishes to return to the left side of Siva and become integrated 
into the One.

Most devotees will not be schooled in the philosophies of yoga; they 
will not consciously think in terms of gross and subtle bodies; they will 
not plan a conscious step by step internalization, but because they can 
conceive of deity in many different forms and on many different levels, 
from the most gross to the most subtle, the idea or the knowledge of a 
unity between deity and devotee potentially swings in every act of 
worship, like the vowel ‘a’ in the consonant.
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Further references from other parts of India

The purpose of the following references is to show that the themes which 
we have discussed with reference to Tamilnadu are not alien to other 
parts of India. What we offer is not an exhaustive list of references, nor 
do these references touch upon all the themes discussed. They are meant 
as an incentive for other studies in the field of folk religion rather than 
being a supplement to the present study.

1. Birth of a deity, ancestors and heroes

Where the cow releases its milk, a stone, a linga, is found. In Kharsundl 
(Maharashtra) the deity (Kharsundl Sid) manifested as follows: There 
was a herdsman who daily brought the milk from his cows to Mhasvad. 
He did this for many years and when he was old the god appeared to him 
and said: ‘You need not come here any longer. I shall come to your place. 
I shall be bom in the belly of a barren cow.’ There was one cow that did 
not bear calves, that did not move about. When the cows went to graze on 
the mountain, suddenly milk flowed forth from this cow and the cow 
started to run. Where the milk began to flow are the two lirigas; this is 
where the temple is today.1 From Gujarat comes a different version of 
this theme. Here the cow does not indicate the deity by releasing its milk 
but leads the herdsman directly to the deity. One evening the herdsman 
followed the cow and noticed that she disappeared in a hidden palace. He 
entered the palace and there saw a beautiful goddess (Ambika) sitting on 
a swing.2 The linga or the stone gets injured and blood flows. In another 
example from Maharashtra it is not blood that issues from the stone but 
turmeric powder, a substance especially sacred to the god Khandoba3: A 
cow kept going daily to a particular place, stood there and licked a 
particular stone. When the herdsman cut the grass around it with his 
sickle, he hit the stone and turmeric powder flowed from it. The more he 
hit the stone, the more turmeric powder flowed from it. Finally he 
understood: ‘There must be a god here.’ It turned out to be Khandoba. 
Later a temple was built for the god.4 Sometimes the cow, rather than

1 Sontheimer 1976: 34.
2 Fischer et al. 1982: 61 ff.
3 Sontheimer 1984a: 165.
4 Sontheimer 1976: 182.
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releasing her milk over a stone, brings it to feed an ascetic. The ascetic 
who lives on a mountain in Rajasthan and gets fed by a cow reminds us 
of Pantara Appicci.5

We have mentioned that the termite hill and the snake both can be 
forms of a goddess or god. The god Bhairava/Maskoba took the form of a 
snake and asked his devotee to place him in a termite hill;6 
Khandoba/Mailar is associated with the termite hill.7 According to one 
myth, the goddess Parvatl took human form in a termite hill from where 
she revealed herself as Renuka to king Giri Razu.8

Deities are transported from one place to another. They are carried as a 
stone in a basket, on a bullock cart; they travel by river. A stone had 
become stuck in the hoof of one of the bullocks that were brought to 
LotevadI by a merchant. In LotevadI the stone fell out. A few boys took 
the stone and began the worship it. That is how the god Mhasoba came to 
LotevadI in the form of a stone.9 In Andhra Pradesh the goddess 
Bandlamma decided she wanted to change her residence. She followed 
some carts en route to Madras. ‘At night they camped at the village of 
Ravuru, near Ramapatnam. That night she appeared in a dream to one of 
the cartmen who was a native of that place, and told him that she desired 
to change her residence, and would protect them if they built her a temple 
and worshipped her’.10 11 We have seen how the god Karuppar was thrown 
into the river by the angry Brahman priest. The same punishment was 
meted out to the god Biroba. Biroba had stayed a long time with a widow 
and her son. He was in a box which the boy guarded. Feeling that he 
wanted to move on, the god one day took the form of a snake and bit the 
young boy. When the widow saw her dead son, she lamented and 
complained to Biroba: ‘I have served you for twelve years; what have 
you done?’ In anger she took the box and threw it away. It fell into a deep 
water hole. Twelve years the god remained in the water hole.11 In an 
example from Orissa, the river serves as transport and place of revelation: 
thieves had stolen the image of the goddess Bhattarika. ‘But when they 
tried to cross the river in a boat, they lost their orientation due to 
Bhattarika's power of illusion. To save their lives, they threw the image 
into the Mahanadi.’ That night the goddess told the Raja of Baramba 
where he could find her. He rescued her and kept the image in his fort.12

5 Singh 1993: 413.
6 Sontheimer 1976: 204.
7 Sontheimer 1976: 183.
8 Elmore 1925: 82.
9 Sontheimer 1976: 30.
10 Elmore 1925: 74.
11 Sontheimer 1976: 46 ff.
12 Kulke 1993: 121.
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The deification of those men or women who died through violent 
means is a theme as vast as the study of folk cults itself. The types of 
deification that we have discussed are found throughout India, with other 
patterns added. We cannot describe here in detail all the ancestor cults, a 
few examples from other areas and appropriate references will have to 
suffice. A clear study of deification is the one by Coccari on the ‘Bir 
Babas of Banaras’.13 The story and deification of Bachau Yadav follows 
very much along the lines of the Tamil heroes. Bachau Yadav died at the 
beginning of this century. He lived in a small village near Varanasi, was a 
good wrestler, strong, courageous. He even fought tigers. A group of men 
from another caste, together with a traitor from his own caste, treacher
ously killed Bachau Yadav. A shrine was set up for Bachau Yadav and 
since then he has been worshipped as a ‘bir’ (vira), especially by his own 
caste people (Ahirs). According to Coccari, some of the deified heroes 
are guardians (Dih Babas) of certain areas of Varanasi. It is common to 
set up a shrine or a statue/memorial stone for the ancestor who died an 
unnatural or premature death. These hero stones often depict the ancestor 
on a horse. The ‘palios’, as the hero stones are called in western and 
central India, are established at the village boundary, in an open field 
under the sky.14 In South-Rajasthan the hero stones are called ‘aghaf15 
and are found even within the village.16 In Gujarat the ancestor receives 
votive offerings of horses (the belief being that the ancestor rides around 
on a horse) and tigers (if the ancestor was killed by a tiger). Food 
offerings include rice, alcohol and animals.17 Elaborately carved hero 
stones survive in Karnataka;18 and in the Coorg area the ‘biras’ (heroes 
who died violently) ‘are regarded as more powerful than other ances
tors’.19 ‘Vira’ (‘hero’) can designate a heroic ancestor, a spirit or 
malevolent deity and a fully established god who is not attached to an 
ancestor cult.20

Certain types of suicide are ‘rewarded’ with deification. Yesvant Rao is 
the guardian deity of the Khandoba temple of Jejuri (Maharashtra). His 
shrine is near the main gate, and he is famous for healing broken bones. 
Yesvant Rao was a Mang (Matanga), a Dalit. He sacrificed his life for the 
successful construction of the hill fort in which Khandoba has his temple. 
It is because of this deed of love (bhakti) that Siva remained on earth in

13 Coccari 1989: 251 ff.
14 Enthoven 1989: 90.
15 Kumar 1980: 63 ff.
16 Mayer 1965: 193 ff.
17 Shah 1985; Shah 1982: 101 ff.
18 Settar 1982: 192 ff.
19 Srinivas 1952: 160.
20 Enthoven 1989: 87; Sontheimer 1976: 194 ff.
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Jejuri as Khandoba.21 Women who became satis (by dying on the funeral 
pyres of their husbands) are remembered with a sat! stone (showing a 
hand), some of them became goddesses.22 In Andhra Pradesh a great 
number of goddesses seem to have evolved from women who died while 
their husbands were still alive. They are called ‘perantalu’ and not all of 
them had a violent death.23 A different type of deification follows the 
‘ritual killing’ of a tribal person for the sake of a king's consolidation of 
power over an area in Orissa. ‘In all cases the victim, before being killed, 
requested the future raja to worship his head as the istadevata of his 
family. These ‘heads’ of the victims - usually in the form of an aniconic 
stone - have been worshipped till recently in minor shrines near the 
palaces’.24 These deities are distinct from the other, more powerful 
deities, e. g., the tutelary goddesses of the kings.25

2. Guardians, hierarchies, wilderness themes

Deities guarding villages, fields, water sources and other deities can be 
found throughout India. One such deity who seems to be popular in a 
number of regions is Ksetrapala (the ‘guardian of the ksetra’). Jain 
mentions Ksetrapala (Kheterpal, Khetiyo) as a well known god in 
Rajasthan.26 One of his places of residence is in a tree that is near a 
pond.27 In Gujarat Ksetrapala becomes Khetaliyo and seems to have the 
form of a snake. Khetaliyo lives near a pond and is connected to the 
goddess Khodiar who rides a crocodile.28 Enthoven writes that in 
Maharashtra and Gujarat Ksetrapal is the ‘guardian spirit’ of fields.29 The 
god apparently likes to take possession of young women, and it is 
believed that the mental illness of a young woman can be healed by 
marrying her to the god. Ksetrapal is associated with spirits and healing.30 
He is a god known along the western part of India down to Kerala. 
Ketrappa, as the god is called in the Coorg (Karnataka) area, came from 
Malabar.31 He receives non-vegetarian offerings and liquor. Srinivas does 
not tell us much about the guardian function of Ketrappa, however, he

21 Sontheimer 1989a: 313.
22 Elmore 1925: 59 ff.
23 Elmore 1925: 27 ff.; 59 ff.
24 Kulke 1993: 117.
25 Kulke 1993: 118 ff.
26 Jain 1973: 73 ff.
27 Jain 1973: 97.
28 Fischer et al. 1982: 74 ff.
29 Enthoven 1924: 316, 328.
30 Enthoven 1924: 112.
31 Srinivas 1952: 181.
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identifies him as the Vedic Ksetrapala, ‘the presiding deity over every 
field’.32 During the festival of Ketrappa women who are in an impure 
state have to leave the village. Ksetrapala is a son of Siva33 and in Kerala 
also guardian of Bhadrakall34. In Maharashtra it is Mhasoba, an important 
god who protects cattle and people, who has the function of guarding the 
fields. His temples are in the middle of fields or at their border and at the 
village boundary.35

Another popular god with guardian functions is Bhairava. Most of the 
time he is guardian of another god or of a goddess; however, in central 
and western India he also guards the water sources.36 As Astabhairav, the 
god ‘is to be found as the guardian deity of almost every village in the 
northern districts of Maharashtra ...’;37 and Kajbhairav is worshipped in 
many towns of Maharashtra.38 Great fame is attributed to the Bhairava of 
the city of Varanasi. In Varanasi Bhairava was released from his sin of 
having killed a Brahman (Brahma), and he became the ruler and guardian 
of the city.39 Hanuman has shrines in many parts of India and is 
worshipped in connection with diseases, possession by spirits, and in 
general for health and strength. He is a bachelor god, son of Siva or 
Vayu,40 and, because of his size and physical strength, a favorite god of 
men.41 Hanuman is known in Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Madhya 
Pradesh, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, and his shrines are often at the village 
entrance or outside the village.42

Each state or area, of course, has its local deities and many of these will 
have particular guardian functions. One such god is Thakur Dev, god of 
the Baiga (in central India). ‘Thakur Dev is the protector of villages. He 
is said to station himself on their outskirts, from which point he can resist 
the intrusion of sinister forces’.43 Thakur Dev is also the guardian of the 
goddess. ‘In Sitapur, Thakur Dev is physically represented by a small 
heap of stones lying directly in front of the door leading into the shrine of 
the goddess’.44 Thakur Dev is a fierce god, one who gets angry and who

32 Srinivas 1952: 223.
33 Jain 1973: 97; Tarabout 1986: 371.
34 Tarabout 1986: 371.
35 Sontheimer 1989: 196 ff.
36 Jain 1973: 90; Mayer 1965: 189.
37 Sontheimer 1989: 198 ff.
38 Sontheimer 1989: 97 ff., 207 ff., 210 ff.
39 Chalier Visuvalingam 1986; 1989: 157 ff; 1995.
40 Wolcott 1978: 660.
41 Wolcott 1978: 657 ff.
42 Jain 1973: 90; Wolcott 1978: 653; Babb 1975: 239; Koppers 1948: 279; Enthoven 

1989: 67; Enthoven 1924: 189.
43 Babb 1975: 208.
44 Babb 1975: 228.
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demands great sacrifices.45 Tubraj is a god known in Gujarat. He guards 
the mountains near the border to Rajasthan. The god used to be at the foot 
of the hills, but over the years moved up to their top. Once a year the 
villagers celebrate a festival for Tubraj. They climb the hill, sacrifice 
goats and provide the god with terra cotta elephants and horses. Only 
men are allowed to perform the sacrificial ritual. Tubraj has two brothers 
who guard other hills.46 In Gujarat the goddess Rakhi is guardian of the 
fields. She receives offerings of terra cotta horses and wheat. After the 
ceremony, the man who waters the fields, called ‘rakhewaf (‘guardian of 
the fields’) receives this wheat.47

Deities stand in a hierarchic relationship to each other. The main god of 
a temple generally is considered the king, while his sub-deities or 
guardians have various kinds of tasks. In Maharashtra Khandoba's 
minister is HegadI Pradhan;48 while in Devaragudda (Karnataka) the god 
Mailar's minister is Visnu.49 Pfaffenberger, in the context of Sri Lanka, 
remarks upon the fact that not all deities are equally efficient and that 
different deities are worshipped for different kinds of problems.50 
Muniyappar is a god who can take care of problems to do with legal 
justice, he says.

In Gujarat: ‘In large sanctuaries the gods have to be worshipped in 
order of hierarchy. So the chokidar (watchman) is approached first, then 
the nakedar (sentry), followed by the lesser deities, until it is the turn of 
the principal deity’.51 Caste hierarchy within the society and the ostracism 
of Dalits from caste temples, even though their deities are part of the 
caste temples, is a fact throughout India. Srinivas noted this situation for 
the Coorg area of Karnataka.52

One of the most popular guardians of northern India is Bhairava. We 
have met him already as guardian of territories, of water places, but he is 
also (and perhaps mainly) a guardian of a main deity. In Gujarat we find 
him at the entrance to the goddess temple and in Madhya Pradesh he 
holds the same office of door-guardian: ‘... in the Mahamaya temple, 
Raipur's largest and most important goddess-temple, the two deities 
associated with the goddess are Lai Bhairav and Kal Bhairav (Red and 
Black Bhairav). These are two rather sinister looking images standing 
outside and to either side of the door leading into the goddess's inner

45 See Jayakar 1989: 68 ff.
46 Shah 1985: 123 ff.
47 Shah 1985: 45.
48 Stanley 1989: 278.
49 Sontheimer 1989a: 328.
50 Pfaffenberger 1979: 261 ff.
51 Shah 1985: 16.
52 Srinivas 1952: 185 ff.
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shrine’.53 Similarly Bhairava is a guardian of many deities in Rajasthan.54 
Bhairava's division in Central India into a light one (gora, goraji) and a 
dark one (kala, karaji) reflects the vegetarian/non-vegetarian dichotomy 
and, as is to be expected, the dark, non-vegetarian Bhairava is believed to 
be more powerful.55 In the temples of Aiyanar in Tamilnadu we have 
encountered Bhairava or Irulappan among the vegetarian deities and, 
although his ferociousness is retained in the iconography, he is not 
generally a malignant god, much in contrast to Bhairava in Central India 
of whom Babb says56: ‘Moreover, there is an identification between 
malignant ghosts and Bhairav. Bhairav, a Baiga told me, is himself a 
ghost, in fact 'the sardar (chieftain) of ghosts’.’ Another god in Central 
India who is both village guardian and guardian of a goddess is Thakur 
Dev: ‘In Sitapur, Thakur Dev is physically represented by a small heap of 
stones lying directly in front of the door leading into the shrine of the 
goddess’.57 Bhairava (together with Hanuman) also appears as guardian 
of Vaisno Devi.58

Purity rules, those to be observed by priests and devotees in front of 
deities and especially in front of wilderness deities, are common in the 
whole of India. Koppers mentions with regard to the Bhils that no women 
are allowed near the guardian deity.59 We have attributed the fact that 
women have no access to certain deities' shrines and that they themselves 
tend to avoid wilderness deities to a woman's potential pollution and her 
vulnerability to malignant spirits. Stanley gives this argument some 
weight when he says that bhuts can enter people more easily when they 
are in a state of pollution;60 and the belief in Maharashtra that spirits are 
afraid of cleanliness points in the same direction in the sense that the 
spirits seem to prefer disordered or liminal states.61 Interesting is also that 
the reason Tamil informants again and again offered to explain a deity's 
preference for wilderness space, namely the deity's dislike of certain 
village sounds, coincides with what villagers in Andhra Pradesh believe. 
‘Usuramma was a woman of good deeds who died before her husband.’ 
Through a diviner the spirit demanded to be worshipped. ‘She 
(Usuramma) instructed them to build her a shrine outside the village

53 Babb 1975: 223.
54 Carstairs 1963: 122.
55 Jain 1973: 73 ff.; Carstairs 1963: 122; Mayer 1965: 188.
56 Babb 1975: 228.
57 Babb 1975: 228.
58 See Emdl 1993: 38 ff.
59 Koppers 1948: 186.
60 Stanley 1988: 32.
61 Enthoven 1924: 203.
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where the pounding of the grain and the crowing of the cocks would not 
disturb her’.62

3. One and many

The avatara concept as a means of identifying or linking a local or 
regional deity with a pan-Hindu deity has been noted in other parts of 
India as well. Khandoba is an avatara of Siva; Mhajsa, Khandoba's wife, 
is an avatara of Parvatl; HegadI Pradhan, Khandoba's Minister, is an 
avatara of Visnu; Banu or Banal, Khandoba's second wife, is an avatara 
of Ganga, and so on.63 The characters of the epic PabujI are avataras of 
the heroes and the heroines of the Ramayana64: PabujI is an avatara of 
Laksmana; Jindrav KhlcI an avatara of Ravana; Dhebo an avatara of 
Hanuman, and so on.

4. Sacrifice

The belief that non-vegetarian deities are fiercer than vegetarian ones 
seems to be a rule; what is interesting in this connection is the non
vegetarian deities' great concern for purity and their readiness to punish 
those who disregard the purity rules. Harper noted the same about deities 
in Karnataka65: ‘The blood-demanding devates tend to be more quickly 
angered than are the vegetarian ones and more violently take offense over 
ritual infractions.’ Harper cites a number of examples in which an injury 
or illness of a person was attributed to the anger of a deity over a 
polluting act (e. g., spitting, urinating near the deity, approaching it in the 
state of menstruation). As is the case in Tamilnadu, the sacrificial 
offerings to deities in other areas of India range from the vegetarian to the 
animal and symbolic human sacrifices. Alcohol and ganja too are popular 
offerings: the god Baba Kot likes tobacco and chhang, a ‘home-brewn 
intoxicating beverage’;66 bhang (ganja) was offered to various ghost- 
deities.67 Dhebo is an ‘opium-drinker’.68 On offerings of alcohol and 
blood see also Carstairs;69 of blood, alcohol and ganja to the BIr,

62 Elmore 1925: 61 ff.
63 Stanley 1989 and Sontheimer 1989a.
64 See Smith 1991.
65 Harper 1964: 185.
66 Chaudhury 1981: 2.
67 Enthoven 1924: 202.
68 Smith 1991.
69 Carstairs 1963: 122,219.
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Coccari.70 Malla, the demon conquered by Khandoba, asked as part of a 
final boon granted by the god ‘the bodies of ten thousand men’, a request 
that Khandoba fulfilled by giving Malla the head of a goat.71 That ‘self- 
tortures’ for a deity imply sacrifice of oneself and can stand for a hero's 
actual head offering Sontheimer notes in connection with the worship of 
Mailar.72

70 Coccari 1989: 260.
71 Stanley 1989: 275.
72 Sontheimer 1989a: 318. Other references to ‘human sacrifices’ are in Enthoven 

1924: 175, 204, 265, 340; for newer references see Michaels et al. 1996: 560 (under 
sacrifice).
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Short portraits of the deities

The following short portraits of the major deities mentioned in this study 
are meant as a tool to help the reader remembering who is who in the 
multitude of Tamil folk deities. It should be noted, however, that these 
deities often occur in a non-anthropomorphic form and that there is no 
absolute norm as to iconographic details. Variations exist. The list is 
alphabetical and the deities are itemized both under their Sanskrit and 
their Tamil names.

Aiyanar
Son of Siva and Visnu. Sitting, left leg raised and sometimes secured 
with a band (yogapatta); more rarely standing. Carries the elephant goad 
(Skt. ankusa) in his right hand; his left hand is empty. He has long, 
matted hair, no moustache, no fangs. Vehicle: elephant. Rides also the 
horse (a white one). On horse he is usually portrayed with a light skin 
color and the saiva markings on his forehead. His consorts are: Puranai 
(Purana or Puma) and Putkalai (Puskala). They sit left and right of 
Aiyanar and hold in the hand close to the god a flower; the position of 
their legs is similar to that of Aiyanar.

Aiyappan
Bachelor form of Aiyanar; his most famous shrine is at Sabarimalai. He is 
usually portrayed as a young man, sitting, both legs raised onto the seat 
and secured with a yogapatta. His right hand shows the abhaya mudra. 
On his forehead is the vaisnava namam; his skin color is pink. Variant: he 
sits on a tiger and carries bow and arrows.

Aiyanarappan
A combination of Aiyanar and Aiyappan, portrayed as Aiyappan or as 
Aiyanar on horseback.

Akkini Viran see Viran

Ali see putam

Ancaneyar
The monkey-god Hanuman. Usually standing and of green color, has a 
monkey face, holds club.
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Bhadrakali see Pattirakali 

Bhairava see Vairavar 

Camay an
Also Camaya Karuppu(cuvami), the kneeling form of Karuppar, of blue 
color, carrying in his right, raised hand a knife or arival, in his left a club. 
He has a large moustache; his upper body can be bare.

Cdmpan
A god playing the drum; a form of Tamukkati Viran in the Trichy area. 

Cahkili Karuppar
Karuppar with a chain. Standing and kneeling forms occur. Has a chain 
across his chest or around his neck. Iconography like Karuppar.

Cahkili Putattar see Putattar

Cannaci
Ascetic. Characteristics are his beard and moustache and his matted hair 
which is usually piled up in a large knot on his head. His forehead and his 
bare body are marked with the saiva stripes. He sits (sometimes on a tiger 
or a tiger skin) in the lotus position or with one leg raised onto the seat 
and held by a yogapatta or with both legs raised onto the seat. In his right 
hand he usually carries a rosary, in his left a water-pot or a vessel for 
ganja; the ganja vessel or a chillum can be depicted below his seat.

Cappani
A ‘lame’ god. His iconography is like that of Camayan and Nonti: he is 
kneeling and of a blue color. Sometimes the knife in his right hand points 
to the ground rather than upwards.

Conai
A ‘red’ god, sometimes identified with Karuppar. Iconography varies: a 
standing god of pink color with saiva markings on his forehead, a 
moustache, fangs; in his right a knife or dagger pointing to the ground, in 
his left a club. His complexion can also be red, yellow or purple and 
sometimes he is kneeling. His hands usually hold a dagger and club, or a 
dagger and the kapala. There may be a dog at his feet (Kotimankalam).

Ellaippitari, Ellaiyamman
Iconography similar to that of Mariyamman; four arms, carries in upper 
right the utukkai (the tapered drum) around which a snake is curled, in
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the lower right a sword, in the upper left a sling (pacam, Skt. pasa), in the 
lower left a kapala; or the lower left shows the varada mudra. Generally 
Ellaiyamman is considered to be the reverse part of Mariyamman, i. e., 
Renuka with the low-caste woman's head. Other iconographies are 
possible.

Hanuman see Ancaneyar 

Icakki
A goddess prominent in the Tirunelveli district. She is portrayed with a 
child in her hands and/or mouth. Her appearance is fierce: fangs, long 
open hair, protruding eyes.

Ilatacannaci see Cannaci
Ilata- or Lata- can be derived from Tamil ‘ilatam’, which designates an 
area in the Deccan (Gujarat). Ilatacannaci accordingly is an ascetic from 
that area.

Irulappan
His name can be derived from Tamil ‘irul’, ‘darkness’. His iconography 
varies greatly. Usually he is of pink or red color and has four arms, but in 
a portrait hanging in the Talaiyari Kurunatacuvami temple of Maturai he 
is blue and has two arms. He usually wears sandals, carries in his upper 
right hand the utukkai drum, in his lower right a trisula, in his upper left a 
head from which drops blood into the bowl (kapala) he carries in his 
lower left. The moon and Ganga in his hair characterize him as a form of 
Bhairava. In his upper right hand he sometimes carries a spear or a conch. 
Tucked away on his hip is a dagger (Ponmeni, Maturai). He has a 
moustache and fangs; his upper body tends to be uncovered and may 
show a sacred thread.

Irulayi
From Tamil ‘irul’, ‘darkness’. A sitting goddess (her left leg folded), 
usually of yellow or golden color, with fangs protruding under her lips. 
Carries in her right a trisula, in her left the kapala. Sometimes she has 
four arms.

Kali
Her iconography varies. When she has four hands she carries in her right 
hands the utukkai and the trisula, in her left hands the sling and the 
kapala. She is in a sitting pose. She can have two or eight arms and be 
accompanied by a tiger or lion. Her color is pink or red.
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Kannimar
The seven sisters or seven virgins. They form a unit and are portrayed as 
seven (sometimes eight) women sitting side by side. Each holds a flower 
in her right hand. Their faces are friendly (they do not have fangs); they 
can be of the same color or of different colors. Sometimes Virabhadra 
and Ganesa are at their sides.

Karuppar
Also: Karuppar, Karuppu, Karuppuccami, Karuppannacami, Ka- 
ruppanacami, -cuvami. Periya Karuppu, Cinna Karuppu (big and small 
Karuppu), Muttaiya, Muttukkaruppar are other names of the standing 
Karuppar. He is of a blue color and has the vaisnava namam on his 
forehead. Characteristic are his weapons: the arival (a curved large knife) 
(in his right) and the club (in his left), and a dagger (vanki) tied to his 
hips. He has a large moustache, sometimes fangs, and does not wear 
sandals. His hair is tied into a round bun sitting right or left on his head. 
He is standing or sits on a tiger, rarely on an elephant (Mamunti Karuppu; 
Palhyakkirakaram, Thanjavur); sometimes a cow is behind him. His 
vehicle is the horse (a brown one), on top of which he is sometimes 
portrayed carrying a whip.

Karupparayar
He is a god sometimes assimilated to Aiyanar, sometimes to Karuppar, 
but usually does not share Aiyanar's iconography. He is portrayed as a 
standing deity holding club and arival and can have a red color 
(Tacarapalaiyam) and saiva markings (Annur, Makkinampatti).

Karuppayi
A goddess of blue color, without fangs, with two arms carrying trisula 
and kapala. In Vativelkarai (Madurai) she is yellow and has fangs.

Karuvannarayar, Karuvantarayar 
A form of Karupparayar or Rayar.

Kattavarayar
Either sitting or standing. Holds in his right hand a sword or knife, in his 
left a musical instrument (kinnaram). Has a moustache and the saiva ash 
stripes on his forehead. To his right is Ariyamalai, to his left another 
companion (the Cetti girl).
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Makamuni, Mamuni
A kneeling god. His color is pink or dark blue, on his forehead are the 
saiva markings. He has long hair, a large moustache, sometimes fangs. 
He holds a bowl in both hands. Often a cobra is in front or behind him.

Mariyamman
She sits with one leg folded, has four hands that hold utukkai, sword 
(upper and lower right), trisula and kapala (upper and lower left) or a 
sling instead of the trisula. Around her head is a flame halo above which 
a seven-headed snake spreads its hood. Often a head alone represents her. 
She is Renuka with the high-caste head and the low-caste body. On her 
forehead are the saiva markings. Sometimes she is accompanied by a 
lion.

Matan, Matatti
A bovine-headed god (Matan) and a bovine-headed goddess (Matatti), 
predominantly found in the very southern parts of Tamilnadu. Matan 
carries a spear or club, Matatti a club, and both are seen sometimes with a 
child in their hands or mouths. On Matan's hip hangs a dagger. Other 
forms of this god are Pinamalaicutimatan (Matan who wears a garland of 
dead bodies) and Cutalaimatan (Matan of the cremation ground). The 
former is shown with a human head, matted hair, fangs; in his right, 
raised hand is a club, with his left he drags a woman by her hair. 
Cutalaimatan usually too has a human head, holds a club in his right, 
raised hand and has a dagger at his hip.

Maturai Viran
He either stands or sits on a (white) horse. In his right raised hand is a 
sword or large knife. He has a fair complexion, saiva markings on his 
forehead, a moustache, usually no fangs, but wears sandals. Right and left 
of him are Pommi and Vellaiyammal (his consorts). They each hold a 
flower. The arrack or toddy bottle and a white dog often are in front of 
him. In the northeastern districts Maturai Viran has fiercer traits: he is of 
a much bigger size, is seated, has a red complexion, fangs, a moustache 
and sometimes a beard and is also portrayed alone or only with Pommi. 
In his hands he carries sword and shield. A lion and/or tiger are his seat 
or are behind and under him. Here too, the arrack and/or toddy bottles or 
pots are not missing.

Muni
Muni has various forms: sitting, standing and kneeling. The kneeling 
form is Makamuni. The sitting Munis (often in groups) are large (six to 
seven meters high), have various skin colors (white, red, blue, yellow),
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fangs. Usually the right leg hangs down and rests on the head of a demon 
while the left leg is folded, the left foot touching the right knee. 
Sometimes the leg position is reversed. The left hand rests on the left 
knee, the right holds a sword or other pointed weapon. While the Munis 
as a group are not always distinguished from each other in the Erode and 
Coimbatore districts, as guardians of Paccaivaliyamman or 
Kattayiyamman in the northeastern districts they show distinguishing 
features: Valvu (or Val, Va) Muni is blue or white, has a vaisnava namam 
on his forehead, sometimes a beard (and is identified with Mahavisnu), 
Veta Muni has a long beard and long matted hair and carries a rosary and 
a book, Cemmuni is red, sits on a lion and carries a stringed instrument, 
Karumuni is black, Muttumuni is yellow and sometimes sits on a horse 
(all three are without beard) etc. The animals seen with Muni are: lion, 
tiger, elephant, horse (Antiyur); snake, dog, tiger (other areas). As a 
standing figure Muni can be both of normal size (human height) or a 
giant. The standing Muni has his right hand raised showing the palm, his 
left holds a club. The most common color of Muni's complexion is red, 
on his forehead are the saiva stripes.

Muniyanti
Muniyanti is a form of the standing Muni. In his right, raised hand he 
carries a knife or dagger pointing towards the ground, in his left is the 
kapala. His hair is matted. He has fangs, a large moustache, is red.

Muttaiya see Karuppar

Nakar, Nakaraja, Ndkakkanni
The cobra deity depicted with five, seven or nine heads, with or without 
fangs, often sheltering a Sivalinga.

Nonti
The kneeling, ‘lame’ form of Karuppar.

Onti Viran 
A form of Karuppar.

Pampatti (Cittar)
A snake-charmer figure shown playing a flute-type instrument in front of 
a cobra.

Pattirakali, Patrakali (BhadrakalT)
Pattirakah is usually of a green or dark color. In her eight arms she holds 
(right): trisula, utukkai-drum, knife, axe; (left): shield, snake, kapala and
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bell. She can have ten hands and her weapons can vary; sometimes she 
holds also a child, a bow, the noose (pacam). She has fangs, matted long 
hair, sometimes her head is framed by a fire halo. At her feet can be a 
human figure, Daksa. She decorates the front part of the large horse on 
which sits Karuppar (rarely Aiyanar).

Pecci(yamman)
There are two forms, one sitting, one standing. Sitting, Pecci is shown 
pulling the intestines from the belly of a woman (a queen, wife of 
Vallalarajan) who lies across her lap. She has four arms, her right upper 
hand holds a trisula, her left upper the child she has removed from the 
queen's belly; her lower two hands are engaged in tearing open the 
queen's belly. In some images she is shown with intestines hanging from 
her mouth. At Pecci's feet is a man, said to be the king. The goddess has 
fangs, long, matted hair. Standing, Pecci has two hands holding a knife or 
sword (right) and the kapala or a child (left), has fangs and a halo of 
flames.

Periyannacami
He can be blue or red, holds in his right hand a spear that points to the 
tiger at his feet, in his left a club, or he holds in his right the ariva] and in 
his left a spear (vel).

Pitari
Various iconographies. See Ellaippitari.

Puranai see Aiyanar 

Puskalai see Aiyanar 

Put am
Putam, from Skt. bhuta, ‘demon’. Giant-sized, pot-bellied, standing, 
Putam is an entrance guardian. He is often in pairs. He holds sword and 
club and has a dagger tied to his hips. The Putam has fangs, large 
protruding eyes, a moustache, sometimes a beard. The female companion 
resembles the male in iconography. Some Putams only hold a club in 
their left, while the right hand is raised, the open palm showing outwards. 
The Putams can have saiva or vaisnava markings on their foreheads. The 
fat-bellied figures below the legs of the large horses of Aiyanar and 
Karuppar and similar figures sitting on top of the comers of temple walls 
are also called Putam.
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Putattar
Usually Cankili Putattar. He holds a club in his right hand. As sitting, 
pot-bellied demon with fangs and in a standing form holding a staff, he is 
portrayed as the guardian of the Nellaiyappar temple in Tirunelveli. In the 
Kurralam temple he is shown in relief with a raised right hand holding a 
club, his left hand resting on his left hip. A large chain hangs from his 
shoulders to his feet. Other images show him with fangs, flame-halo and 
a club in each hand. He is usually associated with Siva (e. g., as bom 
from his sweat like Virabhadra).

Rakkayi
Also Irakkayi, (I)rakkayiyamman. Various iconographies; color: green or 
yellow, has four hands holding (right) utukkai and trisulam, (left) a child 
and the kapala. Weapons can differ: the right upper hand can hold a 
knife. She has fangs and may have a flame-halo.

Rayar
Also Irayar. Can be either a saiva or vaisnava deity and then has the 
namam or the saiva stripes on his forehead. Is shown with sword and 
shield or with a club in his right hand. He is variously identified as child 
of Siva (born from Siva's forehead eye) or as child of Siva and Visnu.

Samnyasin see Cannaci

Sasta see Aiyanar

Talaiyari
A standing figure, usually of dark color, no fangs, with moustache, 
holding a stick or staff in his right hand, simple dress (bare upper body, 
vesti folded to knees' height).

Tamukkati Viran
Player of the tamukku drum, a dmm tied in front of the belly and played 
with two sticks or stiff rubber strips. The figure is of a dark color, shown 
wearing a cloth on his head tied into a turban and with simple dress (bare 
upper body, vesti folded to knees' height).

Tannaci
A form of Cannaci in the Coimbatore district; see Cannaci.

Urumar
A form of Kamppar, usually with knife or arivaj and club.
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Vairavar (Bhairava)
Various iconographies. Has four hands holding utukkai and trisula (right) 
and pacam and kapalam (left) or a sword (in right) and utukkai and 
kapalam in left. He is naked and accompanied by a dog.

Vetiyappar
Usually depicted in relief as a hero about to shoot an arrow. He is 
standing sideways, his legs in a striding position.

Vlrabhadra see Virapattiran

Virapattiran
In the Madurai area there are two forms: Akkini (Agni) Virapattiran and 
Akora (Aghora) Virapattiran. Akkini Virapattiran has a fire halo, eight 
hands of which the top right and the bottom left hold a trisula pointing to 
a figure lying at his feet (Daksa). The other right hands hold: utukkai, 
snake, valaitati (boomerang); left: shield, a severed head, and a bell. 
Akora Virapattiran has ten hands; the top right holds a spear pointing to 
the figure at his feet (Daksa). His other right hands hold: utukkai, trisula, 
snake, knife; in his other left hands he has: a head, snake, arrow, bell, 
shield. Both gods have moustaches and fangs and they often wear 
sandals. Sometimes both gods have ten arms (Kila Vaniyarikuti). On a 
wall painting in the Mariyamman temple of Vayalur (Cuddalore) Akora 
Virapattiran is shown with two hands holding a sword and a head. In 
another form Virapattiran is sitting, has two hands holding sword and 
club and resembles Viran (Tiruvannamalai, Cuddalore, Viluppuram).

Viran, Virakkarar
Sometimes a form of Maturai Viran. Iconography varies. In the northern 
areas he is shown sitting on a tiger, holding in his two hands sword and 
shield, a dagger in his belt. He has a red color, moustache and fangs. A 
dog and/or a lion can be in his company. Akkini Viran is a hero found in 
the temples of Paccaivaliyamman. There he is a sitting figure, red, with 
sword and club in his hands.
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List of temples

Small temples or shrines that yielded very little or no information are not 
listed. Where an additional name of a god existed and/or could be 
ascertained, it is listed after the name of the god, i. e., Karuppannacami- 
Mottaimalai for Mottaimalai Karuppannacami.

District Deity Village
Coimbatore Aiyantotta Aiyan Patuvampalli
Coimbatore Attaliyamman Aliyar
Coimbatore Cankilikkaruppar Venacappatti
Coimbatore Irayar Kankayampalaiyam
Coimbatore Ka}i-Uccimakaliyamman Tumpalappatti
Coimbatore Karuppanacami Calaipputur
Coimbatore Karupparayar Annur
Coimbatore Karupparayar Cenceripputtur
Coimbatore Karupparayar Kurumpapalaiyam
Coimbatore Karupparayar Linkanur-V atavali
Coimbatore Karupparayar Makkinampatti
Coimbatore Karupparayar-

Anaikkarupparayar
Rakalpavi

Coimbatore Karupparayar-Kollam Tacarapalaiyam
Coimbatore Karuvannarayar Tumpalappatti
Coimbatore Karuvannarayar Pulavati
Coimbatore Karuvannarayar Manuppatti
Coimbatore Makaliyamman Malaiyantipattanam
Coimbatore Malaippitariyamman Kollapuram
Coimbatore Malaiyanticami Komankalam
Coimbatore Maturai Vlran Ponkaliyur
Coimbatore Maturai Vlran Rakalpavi
Coimbatore Maturai Vlran Tumpalappatti
Coimbatore Maturai Vlran Utumalaippettai
Coimbatore Maturai Vlran V ettaikkaranputur
Coimbatore Muniyappan Kovai
Coimbatore Rayar Kanapati-Kovai
Coimbatore Tampiran Manuppatti
Coimbatore Valaittottattu Ayyan Ayyankovil
Coimbatore V anapatrakaliy amman Tekkampatti-

Mettuppalaiyam
Cuddalore Aiyanar Kllappalaiyam
Cuddalore Aiyanar Marutattur
Cuddalore Aiyanar Panrutti
Cuddalore Aiyanar Toravalur
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Cuddalore Aiyanar Varakkalpattu
Cuddalore Aiyanar Vayalur
Cuddalore Aiyanar Vilankattur
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Attikkatta Ecanur
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Cempaiyanar Mutanai
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Ciraimlttar Kottaram
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Karaimelalakar T. Potaiyur
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Karaimelalakar Koncikkuppam
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Karumpayiramkonta Karkutal
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Kilavati Vattarayantettu
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Munkilantavar Kottaram
Cuddalore Aiyanar-Parateciyan Ucuppur
Cuddalore Aiy anar-V anapartta Alampati
Cuddalore Antavar(kovil) Meyyattur
Cuddalore Celli Marutattur
Cuddalore Kolanciyappar Manavalanallur
Cuddalore Paccaivaliyamman Alpettai
Cuddalore Paccaivaliyamman Kannikkovil
Cuddalore Paccaivaliyamman Kutikkatu
Cuddalore Paccaivaliyamman Toravalur
Cuddalore Peramparayar Citamparam
Cuddalore Pumalaiyappar Neyvacal
Cuddalore Rayappar-Muniyappar Vilankattur
Cuddalore V ennamalaiy appar Kantiyankuppam
Cuddalore Vetappar Viruttacalam
Dharmapuri Mariyamman Ocur/Hosur
Dharmapuri Munlsvarar Korattukiri
Dharmapuri Munlsvarar-Cinkarattoppu Morappur
Dindigul Aiyanar Ayyalur
Dindigul Aiyanar Kutakippatti-Manakkattur
Dindigul Karuppannacami Maniyakaranpatti
Dindigul Karuppannacami-

Mottaimalai
Aracanpatti

Dindigul Karuppucami-Pari Mettuppatti
Dindigul Karuppucami-V anti Ayyalur
Dindigul Maiicamalaicami Valaiyappatti
Dindigul Muttalamman Manakkattur
Erode Karumalai Antavar Antiyur
Erode Karupparayan Karuppanayakkanpalaiyam
Erode Karupparayacami Pucarippalaiyam
Erode Makaliyamman Cikkaracampalaiyam
Erode Mariyamman Anantappalaiyam
Erode Muni Kuppuccippalaiyam
Erode Muni-Kattu Anantappalaiyam
Erode Muni-Tavaci Antiyur
Erode Munlsvarar- Karumalai Antiyur
Erode Muniyappan Cempiliccippalaiyam
Erode Muniyappan-Karai Kecarimankalam
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Erode Muniyappan-Kuttai Cemuntiyur
Erode Muniyappan-Muttu Antiyur
Erode Muniy appan-U ttankarai Aantappalaiyam
Erode Muniyappar Cinnapericcippajaiyam
Erode Muniyappar Karuppanayakkanpalaiyam
Erode Muniyappar-Pattamara Tottivalaiyam
Erode Natarayacuvami Mettuppalaiyam
Erode Pantara Appicci Pavani
Erode Patrakaliyamman Velliy ampati-Atiyur
Erode Pattappacami Cempiliccippalaiyam
Erode Pattirakaliyamman Antiyur
Kanchipuram DraupadI Kovalam
Kanchipuram Mariyamman Kunnukkatu
Karur Muniyappan Karur
Madurai Aiyanar Alankulam
Madurai Aiyanar Airankampatti
Madurai Aiyanar Camayanallur
Madurai Aiyanar Captur
Madurai Aiyanar Netunkulam
Madurai Aiyanar Nlrettan
Madurai Aiyanar Tirumanikkam
Madurai Aiyanar Totaneri
Madurai Aiyanar-Caparimalai Panaiyur
Madurai Aiyanar -Cavarikkutta Tanicciyam
Madurai Aiyanar -Cevutta Vilacceri
Madurai Aiyanar -Cinnappuliya A. Vallalapatti
Madurai Aiyanar -Itati Matakkulam
Madurai Aiyanar -Kaliyuka-meyya Potumpu
Madurai Aiyanar -Karantamalai T. Kotimankalam
Madurai Aiyanar -Karantamalai Ucilampatti-Maturai
Madurai Aiyanar -Karumpalutaiya Kotimankalam
Madurai Aiyanar -Marukalutaiya Uttankuti
Madurai Aiyanar -Muttaiya Koccatai-Maturai
Madurai Aiyanar -Nltiyutaiya Pettaniyapuram-Maturai
Madurai Aiyanar -Periyapuliya A. Vallalapatti
Madurai Aiyanar -Puncolaimuttaiya Maturai
Madurai Aiyanar -Pupala Tiruvetakam
Madurai Aiyanar -Poycolla Ponmeni
Madurai Aiyanar -Poycollamai Kottampatti
Madurai Aiyanar -Pecciyamman Patitturai-Maturai
Madurai Ankalamman- Kurunatan Vativelkarai
Madurai Conai Pappakkuti
Madurai Karuppar Totaneri
Madurai Karuppar Elumalai
Madurai Karuppar-Malaiyati Kilakkuyilkuti
Madurai Karuppar-Patinettampati Camayanallur
Madurai Karuppucami Maturai
Madurai Karuppucami-Kanavay Melakkal
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Madurai Kurunata -Talaiyari Maturai
Madurai Muniyantavar Alankanallur
Madurai Muniyanti A. Kocakkujam
Madurai Muniyanti Alankanallur
Madurai Pecci Totaneri
Nagapattinam Mariyamman Velankanni
Namakkal Alakiyanacciyamman Nancey Itaiyaru
Namakkal Karuppannacami-Navalati Mokanur
Namakkal Mariyamman Nancey Itaiyam
Namakkal Muni Nancey Itaiyaru
Perambalur Mukkonattamman Ataikkampatti
Perambalur Ellaiyamman Nakkacelam
Pudukkottai Aiyanar Cattiyamankalam
Pudukkottai Aiyanar K. Kottaiyur-Rayavaram
Pudukkottai Aiyanar Melur
Pudukkottai Aiyanar Perunkalur
Pudukkottai Aiyanar Veljanur
Pudukkottai Aiyanar -Ataikalankattar Kantarvakkottai
Pudukkottai Aiyanar -Cattan Kannankarankuti
Pudukkottai Aiyanar -Cettucella Arimalam
Pudukkottai Aiyanar -Ciramitta Arimalam
Pudukkottai Aiyanar -Meyyar Naipavalakkuti
Pudukkottai Aiyanar -Palutaiya Arimalam
Pudukkottai Alakappar Cattiyamankalam
Pudukkottai Mariyamman Avutaiyarkovil
Pudukkottai Pitari Cattiyamankalam
Pudukkottai Tlttappan Cattiyamankalam
Pudukkottai Urumar Perunkalur
Pudukkottai Urumar Melur
Ramanathapuram Aiyanar -Karuntarutaiya Karaikkuti
Ramanathapuram Aiyanar -Kuricatta Iramanatappuram
Ramanathapuram Aiyanar -Pukalisvarar Parttipanur
Salem Aiyanar Celam-Astampatti
Salem Aiyanarappan Celam
Salem Ellaippitari Celam-Kumarasvamippatti
Salem Karuppuccami Vlranur
Salem Mariyamman-Kottaiperiya Celam
Salem Maturai Vlran Celam
Salem Muni-Muttu N attarmankalam
Salem Munlsvarar-Ati Celam-Kukai
Salem Muniyappan Kumaramankalam
Salem Muniyappan Vlranur
Salem Muniyappar-Anaikkattu Mettur
Salem Muniyappan-Kattu Celam-Kukai
Salem Muniy appan-T alaivetti Celam
Salem Muniy appan-V ennankuti Celam
Sivaganga Aiyanar Ilantaikkulam
Sivaganga Aiyanar Kanur
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Sivaganga Aiyanar Kontakai
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Atikamutaiya Tiruppuvanam
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Cevakapperumal Cinkampunari
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Kaliyukameyya Piranmalai
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Kararutaiya Tiruppacetti
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Karuvarutaiya Itaikkattur
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Kaveri Tancakkur
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Marutappan Klla Vaniyankuti
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Niratalamutaiya Manamaturai
Sivaganga Aiyanar -Tantlsvarar Allinakaram
Sivaganga Ankalamman-Kurunatan Manalur
Sivaganga Karuppanacuvami Maranatu
Sivaganga Onti Vlran Maranahi
Sivaganga Pattirakaliyamman Matappuram
Thanjavur Aiyanar Curakkottai
Thanjavur Aiyanar Karuppur
Thanjavur Aiyanar KTla Tiruppunturutti
Thanjavur Aiyanar Nakaji
Thanjavur Aiyanar Natukkaveri
Thanjavur Aiyanar -Appalikkutta Mariyammankovil
Thanjavur Aiyanar -Ciraikkatta Paljiyakaram
Thanjavur Aiyanar -Karaimelalakar Rajakiri
Thanjavur Aiyanar -Pallattur Vallam
Thanjavur Cenkamalanacciyamman Tancavur
Thanjavur Ekauriyamman Putur
Thanjavur KamaksI Rettippalaiyam
Thanjavur Karuppannacami Karuppur
Thanjavur Mamunti Rettippalaiyam
Thanjavur Mariyamman Kavittalam
Thanjavur Mariyamman PiJlaiyarppatti
Thanjavur Muniyantavar Tancavur
Thanjavur Muniyantavar Natukkaveri
Thanjavur Pecci Natukkaveri
Tirunelveli Aiyanar -Atinankatta Ilattur
Tirunelveli Aiyanar -Corimuttu Karaiyar
Tirunelveli Aiyanar -Sasta-Kulattu Cuntarapantiyapuram
Tirunelveli Cankili Putattar Cenkottai
Tirunelveli Cankili Putattar Kuiralam-Siva temple
Tirunelveli Cankili Putattar Tirunelveli
Tirunelveli Karuppar-Patinettampati Kuiralam-Siva temple
Tirunelveli Matacuvami-Karaiyati Piraiiceri
Tirunelveli Sasta-Cenkoti Ceranmakatevi
Tirunelveli Sasta -Makalinka Pattamatai
Tirunelveli Sasta -Pacunkih Kopalacamuttiram
Tirunelveli Sasta -Velavutaiyar Ampacamuttiram
Tirunelveli Sasta -Vlra VTravanallur
Tirunelveli T enkaraimakaraj esvarar Cittur
Tiruvannamalai Aiyanar Varakur
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Tiruvannamalai Ellaippitariyamman Varakur
Tiruvannamalai Paccaiyamman Tiruvannamalai
Tiruvannamalai Paccaiyamman Valappantal
Tiruvannamalai Ponnamutirayar Vlranam
Tiruvannamalai Renukampal Patavetu
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappan Tiruvannamalai
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappar Kll Iravantavati
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappar Kottankal
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappar Melkarippur
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappar Varakur
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappar -Pekopuratteru Tiruvannamalai
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappar -Tlrttamalai Tiruvannamalai
Tiruvannamalai Vetiyappar - Umai Vlranantal
Trichy Aiyanar Irunkalur
Trichy Cankilikkaruppu Aracankuti
Trichy Ellaiyamman Aracankuti
Trichy Kali-Tillaikkaliyamman Aracankuti
Trichy Karumpayiyamman Irunkalur
Trichy Karuppannacuvami Tiruccirappalli
Trichy Karuppannacuvami-Muttu Tiruccirappalli
Trichy Karuppu-Cantana Aracankuti
Trichy Kulumayiyamman Tiruccirappalli-Puttur
Trichy Mariyamman-Cetil Tiruccirappajli-Bhlma-

Nakar
Trichy Munlsvarar Tiruccirappalli
Trichy Nllmekacuvami Irattaimalai
Trichy Ontikkaruppu Irattaimalai
Trichy Ponnar/Cankar VTrappur
Viluppuram Aiyanar Aramkantanallur
Viluppuram Aiyanar Kllpumippattu
Viluppuram Aiyanar Naracinkanur
Viluppuram Aiyanar Viluppuram
Viluppuram Aiyanar Vlramur
Viluppuram Aiyanar -Cemmanneri Ennayiram
Viluppuram Ankalamman Mel Malaiyanur
Viluppuram Ellaippitari Naracinkanur
Viluppuram Maturai Vlran Viluppuram-Valutaretti
Viluppuram Paccaiyamman Aramkantanallur
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Unless otherwise stated, photographs are the author's own.

1. Allinakaram, Tantlsvarar Aiyanar temple.
2. Karumpayiramkonta Aiyanar, Karkutal
3. Kutakippatti, Aiyanar temple.
4. Kottampatti, Poycollamai Aiyanar temple, birth of Aiyanar.
5. Kamadhenu releasing milk over linka. Wall painting, Koccatai- 

Maturai
6. A. Vallajapatti, Aiyanar festival, 1990, votive horse.
7. Karkutal, Karumpayiramkonta Aiyanar temple, terra cotta horse.
8. Pappakkuti, Conai temple, snake deity.
9. Annur, Coimbatore, Karupparayar temple, termite mound.
10. Aramkantanallur, Paccaiyamman temple, guardian Munis.
11. Kila Vaniyankuti, Marutappa Aiyanar temple, putam.
12. Tiruvannamalai, Vetiyappan.
13. Kantarvakkottai, Pudukkottai, Aiyanar temple, Cannaci.
14. Kantarvakkottai, Aiyanar temple, Kannimar.
15. TiruccirappaUi-Puttur, Kulumayiyamman temple, wall painting of 

Onti Karuppar.
16. Aracankuti, Tillaikkaliyamman temple, Cappani.
17. Maturai-Pettaniyapuram, Aiyanar temple, Karuppar. Photo: Rollo 

Samuel.
18. Maturai-Pettaniyapuram, Aiyanar temple, Camaya Karuppar. 

Photo: Rollo Samuel.
19. Kuiralam, Tirunelveli, Siva temple, Cankili Putattar.
20. Ponmeni, Madurai, Poycolla Aiyanar temple, Irulappacuvami.
21. Maturai, Talaiyari Kurunatan temple, Irujappacami and Talaiyari 

priest.
22. Utakkulam (Manamaturai), Muttumariyamman temple, wall 

painting.
23. Panrutti, Aiyanar temple, Maturai VIran.
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24. Porikaliyur, Coimbatore, Maturai VIran.
25. Manalur, Ahkajamman-Kurunatan temple, Pattirakaliyamman.
26. Palliyakkirakaram, Thanjavur, Ciraikkatta Aiyanar temple, Pecci.
27. Celam, Vennankuti-Muniyappan.
28. Kantarvakkottai, Aiyanar temple, Vellai Munlsvarar.
29. Tumpalappatti, Coimbatore, Karuvannarayar temple, Makamuni.
30. Mettuppalaiyam, Erode, Natarayacuvami temple, Karuppar shrine, 

Makamuni.
31. Vayalur, Aiyanar temple, Tamukkati VIran.
32. Ecanur, Aiyanar temple, Talaiyari. Photo: M. Saravanan Kumar.
33. Valaiyappatti, Mancamalaicami, Votive offering.
34. Koccatai-Maturai, Aiyanar-Muttaiya temple, coconut and rice 

offering.
35. Karaiyar, Corimuttu Aiyanar temple, Pattavarayar shrine, votive 

offerings.
36. Pavani, Erode, Pantara Appicci festival, Pantara Appicci.
37. Pavani, Erode, Pantara Appicci festival, Makamuni and priest.
38. Mutanai, Cempaiyanar temple, tai pucam festival, devotee.
39. Maranatu, Karuppanacuvami festival, 1990, Akni VIrapattiran 

shrine.
40. Maranatu, Karuppanacuvami festival, Kotanki, camiyati of 

Karuppanacuvami.
41. Maranatu, Karuppanacuvami festival, Iraniyan camiyati in front of 

shrine.
42. Maranatu, Karuppanacuvami festival, a camiyati.
43. Maranatu, Karuppanacuvami festival, kalari maram.
44. Maranatu, Karuppanacuvami festival, camiyatis dancing.
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Table I

Distribution of Guardian (Main) Deities in Tamilnadu

Vetiyappar, Aiyanar, 
Paccai Valiyamman

Muni, Aiyanarappan

Aiyanar, Karuppar, 
Urumar, Muni(yanti)

Muni, Karupparayar

Karupparayar, Rayar, 
Maturai Vlran

Sasta (Aiyanar), Matan, 
Cutalaimatan, Cankili- 
Putattar, Icakki, Pattirakaji
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Table II

Arrangement of the Deities in the Temple

tamas

brahma zone/ether
1 sahasrara cakra
2 ajna cakra
3 visuddha cakra

daivika zone/air 
4 anahata cakra

main deity
a+b door guardians to the 
sanctum

vegetarian deities 
Cannaci, 7 maidens (Kannimar) 
c vehicle 
d altar, flagstaff

manusa zone/fire, water
5 manipura cakra (fire)
6 svadhisthana cakra (water)
7 muladhara cakra (earth)

Karuppar
hero-gods
goddesses

paisaca zone/earth
Camayan, Nonti, Tamukkati 
Vlran, Talaiyari, Muni(yanti) 
e + f outer door guardians
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Endowment Board) 194
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Icakki 90, 208, 225
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124, 129, 148, 187, 197, 220, 224, 
225,226, 229, 230, 231 

Indra 21,22,45,87, 103,205 
Indrani 21, 87
Irattaimalai 24, 25, 64, 137, 237 
Iramanatapuram 63 
Iraniyan 157, 159, 160, 176, 239 
Irayar (see also Rayar) 26, 230, 232 
Irulappan 90, 126, 132, 157, 220, 225 
Irujayi 90, 98, 126, 158, 225 
Iruiikalur 74, 185,237 
Itumpan/Katampan 71 
ista (chosen) deity 166, 169, 217 
Jagannatha 51, 142 
Jain 56,217,218,220 
Jakkiramappalaiyam 84 
Kailasa (sacred mountain, abode of 

Siva) 61, 141
kalari (arena, battle field) 108, 157,

158, 159, 160, 164, 204, 239 
kalasa/kalacam (pot) 141,146,180 
Kali/Kali 9, 36, 44, 52, 54, 57, 68, 70,

72, 73, 75, 83, 90, 92, 115, 119, 127,
128, 129, 130, 133, 143, 147, 168,
170, 172, 173, 174, 197, 200, 204,
206, 210, 225, 232, 237 

Kallapuram 78, 84 
Kallalakar 23, 109
Kaljar (caste) 21, 23, 25, 34, 36, 73,

77, 168, 194, 201,202 
Kamadhenu 47
Kamaksi 118, 121, 130, 137, 168,236 
Kampan 42
Kanapati (see also Ganesa) 26, 64, 232 
Kankaiyampalaiyam 27 
kanmaykkaval (guardian of watertank)
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Kannimar (seven maidens) 31, 59, 91,

102, 133, 154, 165, 181, 226, 238 
Kanniyakumari 131 
kan tirusti (evil eye) 182
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Kantarvakkottai 23, 32, 235, 238, 239 
Kantipuram-Koyamuttur 51, 84 
Kantiyankuppam 71, 233 
kapala(m) (skull begging bowl) 32, 92, 

96, 200, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 
229,230,231

kappu (protective bracelet) 158, 162 
Karaikkalammaiyar 210 
Karaikkuti 83, 235 
Karaiyar 61, 103,236,239 
karakam/punkarakam (pot - decorated 

with flowers) 146, 153, 154, 155, 
161, 162, 164, 176, 180 

Karkutal 64, 72, 94, 161, 184, 233, 238 
karttikai tlpam (festival of lights) 49 
Karumalai Antavar 107, 233 
Karumpayi 74, 185,237 
Karumpayiramkontavar 71 
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27, 79, 84, 103, 122, 137, 202, 226, 
232, 238, 239

Karuppayiyamman 96 
Karuppur 25, 64, 196, 236 
Kataiyampatti 80, 151, 152, 153, 155 
katavul (‘god’) 114,115 
Katiramahkalam 63 
Katpati 45
Kattavarayan 12, 51, 52, 57, 77, 82, 

118, 119, 121, 130, 131, 132, 133, 
142, 163, 172, 174, 204 

Katteri 119
katu (wilderness,forest) 31, 44, 45, 79, 

87, 136
kaval (guardian) 25, 32, 72, 85, 90, 

127,203
kavati (wooden structure to carry pots) 

71, 161, 164, 178, 194 
kavu (sacrifice) 73, 193, 199, 203
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Kecarimarikalam 59, 233 
Kerala 19, 23, 24, 62, 80, 99, 103, 107, 
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Khandoba 46, 104, 202, 214, 215, 216, 
219, 221,222 

Khodiar 97, 217
KTl Iravantavati 59, 85, 97, 101, 231, 

232, 234, 236, 237, 238 
Kllavaniyankuti 97
kirama teyvam (village deity) 44, 57, 
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Kdccatai-Maturai 234, 238, 239 
kolam (threshold design) 73 
Kolli hills 60, 109,205 
Komankalam Putur 49, 232 
Kontakai 64, 236 
Kopalacamuttiram 84, 161,236 
Korattukiri 62, 233 
Koiravai 44, 204
Kotahki (‘fortune-teller’) 137, 156, 

157, 158, 159, 185, 190, 191, 192, 
203, 239

Kotimankalam 76, 83, 96, 224, 234 
kotumpavi (‘sin doll’) 60 
Kottankal 64, 237 
Kottaram 186 
Kovil/koyil (temple) 89 
Krsna 26, 49, 78, 95, 110, 130, 134, 

i38, 187
K§atriya 53, 82, 104
ksetra (‘field’, ordered space) 43, 217
k§etrapala (guardian of k§etra) 75, 217,

218
Kukai 51, 122, 235 
Kulalan (see also Velar) 22 
kula teyvam (clan deity) 79, 87, 156 
Kulumayi-Amman 24, 25, 74, 237, 238 
kumbhabhiseka/kumpapicekam 

(consecreation) 84, 193 
kundalinl (‘snake’ power within the 

body) 142
Kutralam 100, 230, 236, 238
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KurukkaJ (saiva Brahman priest) 26, 
37, 56, 57, 163

Kutakippatti 18,21,233,238 
kutam (pot - with milk or water carried 

to deity) 164,178,190,194 
kutirai etuppu (dedication of horses to 

Aiyanar) 59, 161 
Kuttantavar 170 
Laksmi 95, 117, 122, 132, 143 
lameness 97
liriga/linkam (form of Siva) 32, 46, 72, 

80, 103, 122, 126, 138, 139, 140, 
141, 142, 144, 148,212,214 

LinkanOr 13, 84, 232 
loka/lokam (world) 117 
Macaniyamman 133 
maci (Feb.-March) 156, 160, 167, 192 
Mahabharata 19, 43, 126, 127, 129, 

170
Mahakalar 21
Mahavisnu 20, 107, 119, 120, 125, 228 
Mahisasura 56, 57, 75 
MahisasuramardinI 57, 75 
Makamuni/Mamuni 27, 32, 35, 94, 

151, 152, 155, 199, 227, 239 
Makali/Mahakali 27, 53, 56, 90, 232, 

233
Mailar 94, 104, 202, 215, 222 
Makkinampatti 26, 137, 226, 232 
Malaippitariyamman 78, 79, 80, 81, 

122, 232
Malaiyanticami 49, 232 
Mallanna 104 
Mamunti 73, 102, 236 
Manakkattur 145, 163, 201, 204, 233 
Manalur 94, 96, 98, 236, 239 
Manamaturai 91, 98, 236, 238 
manas (mind) 111,211 
Manavalanallur 71, 233 
Mancamalaicami 61, 233, 239 
mandala 40, 52, 54, 67, 104, 105 
mandapa(m) (hall, temporary shelter) 

145
Manuppatti 64, 232
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176, 177, 178, 183, 188, 191, 199, 
204, 236,239

Maravar (caste) 34, 157, 191, 192, 
203, 204

margosa/NIm/veppu 51, 55, 71, 73, 
154, 157, 172

Mariyamman 45, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 
67, 86, 90, 111, 114, 115, 118, 122,
130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 142, 145,
147, 149, 160, 163, 169, 171, 197,
198, 224, 227, 231, 233, 234, 235,
236,237

Mariyammankovil-Tancavur 197, 236 
marriage 23, 28, 41, 42, 56, 85, 116, 

118,124,131,171, 175, 204 
marulali (deity dancer) 24, 73, 201 
Marutamalai 13, 84 
Marutattur 163, 232, 233 
mataiyan (guardian of sluices and water 

tanks) 58, 96 
Matakkulam 59, 234 
Matan 28, 29, 61, 98, 203, 227 
Matatti 28, 227
Matappuram 90, 128, 129, 195, 236 
Matrkas (‘mothers’) 102 
Maturai 23, 32, 41, 45, 51, 54, 70, 71, 

78, 79, 83, 90, 95, 96, 100, 101, 104, 
118, 125, 126, 128, 129, 159, 160, 
183, 190, 225,234, 235,238 

Maturai Viran 22, 25, 27, 33, 34, 37, 
42, 43, 51, 57, 72, 73, 77, 82, 90, 91, 
95, 97, 98, 112, 119, 121, 122, 131, 
134, 159, 161, 163, 168, 181, 204, 
227, 231, 232, 235, 237, 238, 239 

mavilakku (dough-lamp) 56 
Melakkal 64,76, 137,234 
Mel Karippur 88
Mel Malaiyanur 50, 131, 190, 237 
Mettur 30, 31, 200, 235 
Mettuppatti 78, 83, 233 
Mettuppalaiyam 32, 38, 63, 185, 190, 

197, 232, 234, 239 
Meyyattur 205
Mlnaksi 23, 32, 34, 41, 51, 54, 70, 79, 

83, 114, 118, 121, 126, 130, 159, 183 
MohinI 18,19,20,22
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Mokanur 49, 50, 94, 235 
mountain 41, 43, 50, 58, 60, 61, 63, 

64, 71, 79, 85, 86, 96, 107, 109, 122, 
127, 138, 139, 140, 141, 144, 180, 
202, 214, 219 

Mukkonattamman 63, 235 
mukti/moksa 125, 126, 198, 206 
mulaippari (sprouts) 188 
mulavar (fixed statue) 141 
Muni/Munlsvarar 19, 21, 30, 31, 32, 

33, 35, 50, 58, 59, 62, 65, 68, 69, 71, 
73, 90, 94, 98, 102, 104, 107, 109, 
122, 123, 130, 149, 151, 164, 197, 
200, 227, 228, 233, 235, 237, 239 

Muniyanti 30, 33, 59, 73, 92, 94, 98, 
106, 108, 112, 126, 130, 134, 161, 
228,235

Munnotiyan 86, 87 
Muppanar (caste) 60, 137 
murti/murtti (form of deity) 71, 86, 

103, 123, 139, 141, 142, 144, 152, 
160, 179, 184, 187,211,212 

Murukan/Skanda 13, 27, 28, 29, 46, 
71, 72, 83, 86, 91, 104, 111, 117, 
132, 133, 141, 150, 163 

Muslim 27, 37, 46, 70, 136, 150 
mutal mariyatai (first respect) 150, 

158,165,176,183 
Mutaliyar (caste) 36, 168, 171 
Mutanai 99, 109, 163, 202, 233, 239 
Muttal Ravuttan 37 
Muttalamman 78, 145, 163,201,233 
Muttuppattan 52, 62, 77, 82 
Mutturaja (caste) 77 
myths 11, 19, 23, 24, 29, 30, 35, 43, 

46, 47, 48, 55, 79, 81, 82, 83, 115, 
116, 117, 123, 124, 127, 129, 130, 
131, 133, 136, 147, 151, 170, 173, 
174, 200, 202, 204, 205 

Nagaraja (see also Nakaraja) 46 
Nakappattinam 57 
Nakaraja/Nakanatar 92, 98, 228 
Nakkacelam 137, 145, 235 
Nallatankal 82, 133 
namam (vaisnava sign) 22, 26, 29, 92, 

97, 100, 103, 124, 223, 226, 228, 230 
Nammalvar 210
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Nandin (Siva's vehicle) 26, 57, 72, 77, 
79, 80, 94, 118, 121, 122, 152 

Naraciiikanur 68, 107, 187,237 
Natar (caste) 128,168 
Natarayacuvami 32, 38, 185, 190, 234, 

239
Natukkaveri 64,99, 197,236 
navagraha (nine ‘planets’) 79, 87, 122 
Nayakkar (caste) 26, 34, 49, 78, 181 
Nayutu (caste) 21, 181 
Nellaiyappar 45, 51, 62, 230 
Netunkulam 59, 96, 234 
Neyvacal 94, 233 
Nllamekacuvami 25 
NIrettan 89, 234
Nonti 90, 92, 96, 97, 98, 224, 228 
Ontikkaruppu 25,64, 137,237 
Onti VIran 108, 156, 157, 158, 160, 

228, 236
PabujI 82, 198, 221
Paccaiyamman/Paccaivaliyamman 64, 

119, 131,228,231,233,237, 238 
Pakavatiyamman 79, 80, 122, 133, 

151,152,155 
palai (desert) 42, 44 
pali (animal sacrifice) 84, 143, 193, 

195
Palliyakkirakaram 108, 226, 239 
Pampatti 72, 151,228 
Panaiyur 64, 125, 126, 234 
pankali (shareholder) 38, 157, 168 
pahku (share) 38
pankuni (March-April) 28, 71, 156, 

160, 203
pankuni uttiram 71, 161 
Pantara Appicci 31, 32, 38, 73, 79, 80, 

87, 122, 147, 151, 152, 153, 155, 
156, 164, 176, 208, 215, 234, 239 

Pantaram (caste) 32, 38, 73, 79, 80, 87 
Pantavas 126, 127 
Panti k5vil 190
papa/pavam (‘sin’) 118,182,207 
Papanacam 61, 145, 171, 173, 174, 

204
Pappakkuti 161, 234, 238
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parampara/paramparai 171 
parivara (retinue) 92 
Parttipanur 94, 96, 235 
Parvatarajan 118
Parvatl 29, 51, 61, 114, 115, 117, 118, 

122, 129, 130, 132, 133, 134, 140, 
215, 221 

Patali 96 
Patavetu 90, 237 
Patinettampati-Karuppar 24, 100 
Patmacuran 19, 20 
Pattamatai 103, 236 
Pattappan 77, 78, 121 
pattavan (ancestor) 77 
Pattavarayan 61, 62 
Pattirakaji 90, 98, 128, 129, 156, 158, 

195, 205, 224, 228, 234,236,239 
patukalam 171,172,204 
Pavatairayan 132, 134 
Pecci 37, 73, 90, 95, 98, 99, 126, 133, 

170, 203, 208, 229, 234, 235, 236, 
239

Peddamma 116,117 
Periyannacami 25, 73, 201, 229 
Peruma} (see also Visnu) 18, 19, 20, 

22, 38, 54, 55, 70, 96, 99, 119, 130 
Perunkalur 23, 119,235 
Pettaniyapuram-Maturai 234 
pey picacu (malevolent spirits) 66, 73, 

74, 81, 98, 136, 182, 184, 190, 200, 
210

pillicuniyam (see also black magic) 
109

Pitari 70, 79, 122, 229, 235 
Pollacci 13, 26, 180 
pollution 52, 65, 66, 86, 117, 141, 147, 

150, 182, 186, 220 
Pommi 27, 34, 134, 227 
Ponmeni 97, 225, 234, 238 
possession 11, 33, 109, 146, 147, 148, 

155, 161, 164, 168, 182, 188, 189, 
190, 191, 192, 200,217,218 

potu kovil (public temple) 30 
Potumpu 91,99,234 
power 106, 115, 178,211
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prakrti 110
prasada/piracatam 38, 39, 112, 152, 

154, 155, 172, 176, 178, 199, 206, 
208,210,211

priests 10, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 
28, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 57, 63, 
65, 66, 70, 80, 91, 100, 111, 114, 
123, 124, 128, 141, 159, 162, 163,
174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181,
186, 191, 200, 201, 205, 220

priests, female 38, 196 
puja (worship in front of deity) 13, 22, 

23, 30, 32, 36, 37, 38, 58, 59, 61, 73, 
74, 77, 78, 79, 80, 87, 107, 119, 120,
128, 131, 136, 150, 153, 154, 155,
156, 157, 160, 162, 163, 168, 172,
175, 177, 181, 182, 183, 191, 193,
194,211

Pulavati 27, 232 
puram (exterior) 166 
Puranai 19, 21, 223, 229 
purity 32, 47, 49, 63, 65, 70, 75, 89, 

106, 109, 141, 150, 175, 182, 186, 
221

purusa 93, 104, 208 
putam (demon) 19, 21, 31, 94, 113, 

127,223,238 
Putattar 224, 230 
Putkalai 19, 21, 223 
Rakalpavi 64, 70, 136, 199, 232 
Rakkayi 90, 92, 98, 126, 230 
raksasa (demon) 53, 67, 99, 105, 118, 

120, 127, 131, 200
rain 14, 21, 32, 50, 52, 58, 59, 60, 61, 

88, 93, 103, 136, 138, 159, 199, 202 
Rajakiri 65, 236 
rajas 110, 111, 112, 139, 143 
Rama 28, 42, 65, 73, 101, 103, 124, 

126, 134, 174 
Ramanatapuram 65 
Ramayana 42, 43, 126, 221 
Ramesvaram 124
Rayar 26, 28, 64, 132, 226, 230, 232 
Renuka/Renukampikai 45, 55, 90, 118, 

198,215,225,227 
Rettippalaiyam 72, 102, 236

ritual 11, 13, 37, 55, 60, 65, 66, 75, 80, 
139, 144, 145, 146, 147, 149, 150,
161, 162, 166, 169, 170, 171, 172,
173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179,
182, 183, 187, 188, 189, 190, 193,
195, 197, 202, 204, 208, 212, 217,
219,221

rudraksa (a kind of bead) 102, 123 
Sabarimalai 37, 62, 65, 99, 121, 124, 

125,126, 223
sakti/cakti (power) 64, 114, 115, 151, 

179
Sakti (goddess) 112, 114, 115, 117, 

119, 206, 209
samadhi/camati (saint's grave) 79, 80 
sarhnyasin 43, 64, 72, 122, 148 
Sankaracarya 83, 137,211 
Sarasvatl 117, 143 
Sat! 78
sattva 110, 111, 112, 139, 143
Saturn/sani/cani 75, 97, 195, 207, 211
Shantakovvur, A.P. 200
siddhis (spiritual powers) 65, 106, 125
siddha 119, 122, 123, 141
Sita 73, 101, 126
Sltala 55
Siva 9, 18, 19, 20, 22, 26, 28, 29, 30,

33, 38, 41, 45, 46, 47, 49, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 61, 70, 71, 72, 75, 79,
83, 84, 85, 87, 90, 91, 95, 96, 98, 99,
100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 110, 112,
114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120, 123,
124, 125, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133,
134, 138, 140, 143, 148, 152, 163,
183, 186, 203, 209, 210, 212, 213,
216, 218, 221, 223, 230, 236, 238

sivaratri/civanrattiri (night of Siva) 49 
snake 15, 43, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 59, 

69, 72, 80, 87, 91, 92, 98, 129, 142, 
181, 186, 215, 217, 224, 227, 228, 
231,238

Srfrankam 24, 83, 210 
sthala vrksa (temple tree) 41,51 
svayambhu (self-born) 46, 75, 80, 179 
Talaiyari 95, 225, 230, 235, 238, 239 
Tajavay Matan 28, 29, 100, 120, 203 
Tampiran 64, 232
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Tamukkati Viran 95, 224, 230, 239 
tamukku (kind of drum) 18, 95, 158, 

230
Tancavur 32, 46, 65, 141, 190, 196, 

236
Tanicciyam 89, 234 
Tannaci 26, 102, 113, 230 
tapas/tavam (‘heat’, ascetic exertion) 

59, 64, 65, 79, 85, 103, 106, 107, 
120, 126, 131, 142, 172 

Tavakuru 107 
Tekkampatti 63, 126, 232 
Tenkarai Makarajesvarar 149, 203 
ter (deity's chariot) 152 
termite hill 43, 45, 46, 49, 50, 52, 69, 

80, 90, 108, 141, 144, 156,215 
tiger 27, 32, 59, 60, 69, 77, 78, 81, 95, 

97, 102, 109, 121, 124, 125, 126, 
148, 204, 216, 223, 224, 225, 226, 
227, 228, 229,231 

ticcatti (fire pot) 56 
Tillaikkali 36,73,201,237,238 
timid (see also hot coals) 56 
dnai (‘landscape’) 44 
tirttam/drtha (sacred water) 62, 86 
Tiruccentur 29
Tiruccirappalji 24, 25, 31, 34, 46, 56, 

74, 90, 109, 199, 210, 237, 238 
Tirukkovilur 90 
Tirumanikkam 58, 234 
Tirumular 123, 124 
Tirunelveli 45, 51, 62, 230, 236 
Tiruppati 79 
Tiruppacetti 59, 73, 236 
Tiruppuvanam 58, 96, 129, 138, 236 
Tiruvannamalai 64, 68, 84, 86, 87,

131, 140, 231, 237, 238 
Toravalur 64, 163, 232, 233 
Tofaneri 85, 234, 235 
Totti 18,72
tree 14, 18, 28, 29, 31, 33, 40, 41, 43, 

45, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 55, 56, 58, 60, 
62, 63, 65, 69, 72, 73, 79, 80, 83, 86, 
87, 88, 89, 90, 93, 97, 108, 118, 131,
132, 136, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143,
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144, 154, 160, 164, 168, 171, 181, 
183, 191,212,217

trisula/tiriculam (trident) 32, 79, 91, 
92, 122, 143, 154, 171, 187, 225, 
226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231 

Tumpalappatti 56
tusta teyvam (malevolent deity) 30, 64, 

68, 119, 164
Upani§ad 41, 110, 111, 115, 116, 143 
ur (village, settled space) 44 
ural-ulakkai (mortar-pestle) 61, 63, 64, 

66, 67, 83, 84, 86
urkkaval (village guardian) 21, 57, 59, 

85, 86, 88, 108, 151, 183 
Urumar 119,230,235 
Utaiyar (caste) 26 
Utirakkaruppu 108, 109 
utsava/urcava (mobile statue) 57, 139, 

144,152,160,162,163 
Uttanta Viran 99, 163 
valaitati (‘boomerang’) 92, 158,231 
Valaitottattu Ayyan 81, 82 
Valaiyan (caste) 21 
Valappantal 119,131,237 
Vallam 36, 64, 137, 236 
Valmiki 42,50 
Valutaretti 95, 237 
Vamuni/Valvumuni 120, 131, 151 
vana/vanam (wilderness, forest) 43, 

197
Vana Durga 44
Vanapattirakali/Bhadrakali 44, 63, 

127, 128, 168,218,224, 228 
vanki (small dagger carried at hip) 92, 

226
Vanniyar (caste) 59, 72, 78, 80, 86, 

121, 133,204 
Vapar 37
Varakur 70, 86, 236, 237 
varna (social class) 53, 93, 97, 104, 

106, 111, 169 
Varuna 59
vastumandala 53, 104 
vastupurusa 54, 104 
Vativelkarai 84, 96, 226, 234
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Vattarayantettu 185,233 
Vayalur 95, 163, 231, 233, 239 
Vedas/vedic 118,197 
Velar/Kulalan (caste) 22, 101, 161, 

168
Vellaikkaran 142 
Vellaimuni 32 
VellaiyammaJ 34, 134, 227 
Vellalar (caste) 36, 80, 156, 181,203 
Velliyampati-Atiyur 63,168,234 
Velur 38
Venacappatti 137, 199, 232 
Venkatesvara 121 
Vennamalaiyappar 72, 84, 136, 233 
vesti (dhoti) 89, 96, 153, 154, 157, 

158, 162, 163, 230 
Vetappan 71
Vetiyappar 60, 64, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 

91, 121, 161,231,237 
Vicalur 169 
VijayadasamI 183,205 
Vilacceri 59, 234
vimana/vimanam (temple tower) 104, 

139, 141, 144
Vinayaka (see also Ganesa) 53, 59, 71, 

83, 87, 102, 132, 160, 163 
Viramakaliyamman 145, 171, 173, 

174, 175, 204 
Vlramur 59, 70, 102, 237

VTran 33, 35, 37, 42, 51, 72, 83, 98, 
99, 101, 102, 108, 109, 113, 119, 
134, 156, 158, 159, 160, 163, 202, 
223, 231,235 

Vlranan 98 
Vlranantal 88, 237
VTrapattiran/Virabhadra 9, 26, 28, 72, 

90, 91, 98, 100, 101, 102, 119, 126, 
128, 130, 132, 134, 145, 147, 156, 
226, 230, 231,239 

Vlrapantiya Kattapomman 82 
Vlrappur 196,204,237 
Virasaiva 139, 148 
Viruttacalam 60, 71, 72, 136, 233 
visarjana (dissolution) 145,180 
Visnu/Perumal 18, 19, 20, 22, 38, 54, 

55,70, 96, 99, 119, 130 
Yaksa 42, 110 
Yama 78, 112
yantra (geometrical symbol for deity) 

13, 84, 179 
yogin 139, 140, 141 
yuga (age,eon) 118
yupa (sacrificial post, post at which 

sacrifice was tied) 142, 143
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Herausgegeben von Michael Bergunder und Rahul Peter Das

Halle, 2002, 251 Seiten, br.
ISBN 3-931479-34-X, EUR 11,-

3. Bartholomaus Ziegenbalgs 
„Genealogie der malabarischen Gotter“
Edition der Originalfassung von 1713, mit Einleitung, 
Analyse und Glossar 
von Daniel Jeyaraj

Halle, 2003. X, 502 Seiten, br.
ISBN 3-931479-45-5, EUR 22,-

4. Mapping Hinduism
'Hinduism' and the study of Indian religions
Will Sweetman

Halle, 2003, 187 Seiten, br.
ISBN 3-931479-45-5, EUR 9,80

Bande in Planung:
• M. Bergunder (Hrsg.): Westliche Formen des Hinduismus im 
deutschsprachigen Raum.
• S. Kratzsch (Hrsg.): Philips Angel, Deex autaer (1658).






